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Alexis McCrossen

Introduction
Land of Necessity

Since the early 1850s when the nearly 2,000-mile-long bound-

ary line between the United States and Mexico was drawn

and the ‘‘American System of Manufacture’’ using interchange-

able, standardized parts was perfected, the convergence of

broad demographic, economic, political, and international de-

velopments in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands unleashed neces-

sity, a force as strong as desire in forging a culture and society

rooted in the imperatives of market-oriented consumption.

Though its importance is uncontestable, scholars have hitherto

rarely explored the role of necessity in consumer culture. In-

deed, it is widely assumed that where necessity reigns, consumer

culture is anemic. This volume seeks to demonstrate otherwise,

not simply because privation defines the experience of many

borderlanders past and present, but because even amidst excess

(of time, money, things) necessity plays a defining role in shap-

ing social life and cultural patterns. In doing so, the contribu-

tors to Land of Necessity shed new light on the history of the

U.S.-Mexico borderlands, while also opening up new terrain for

scholarly inquiry into consumer culture.

The volume first took shape in the 2005–2006 Symposium

of the William P. Clements, Jr., Center for Southwest Studies,

which is associated with Southern Methodist University and

directed by its founder, the historian David Weber. In the fall

of 2005, the contributors to this volume (with the exception

of Robert Perez), Valerie Millholland, the editor of all things

Latin American for Duke University Press, and I met at SMU’s

satellite campus, Fort Burgwin, near Taos, New Mexico. We

met for several days on end, discussing early drafts of our
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papers, finding common threads that ran through our seemingly disparate

research agendas, scholarly inclinations, and ideological commitments. The

following spring we presented our findings to a full house on SMU’s campus

in Dallas, Texas, this time with Robert Perez among us, as well as the border-

lands ethnographer Melissa Wright. Over the summer the contributors re-

vised their essays. Several months later, yeoman-like, they revised their essays

yet again in response to critique rendered by reviewers for Duke University

Press’ editorial department. The compelling and rich essays that resulted from

this process are testament to the seriousness with which each scholar ap-

proached the subject and the benefits of well-funded collaborative endeavors.

Despite the many opportunities to work face-to-face with the volume’s

contributors, for some time I remained stumped about how to bring the

volume together and about how to provide useful framing for the essays. As a

historian, my instinct led me to attempt to weave together the histories of

the U.S.-Mexico borderlands and consumer culture. The result is two essays.

One, titled ‘‘Drawing Boundaries,’’ provides an overview of the origins of

consumer culture and of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. While few boundaries

were in place in the early modern period when this story begins, through the

nineteenth century and into the twentieth, strenuous e√orts were made on

behalf of separating nations, peoples, and markets. Of course countervailing

forces against separation (in the case, for instance, of peoples living in the

borderlands) and toward integration (in the case, for instance, of international

markets for commodities) complicated nationalistic and imperialistic designs.

My other essay, ‘‘Disrupting Boundaries,’’ casts the borderlands as an exem-

plary site with which to study and think about globalization. What is more, it

shows that the exigencies of necessity have not dissipated even with the tre-

mendous improvements (worldwide and in the borderlands itself ) in the

capacity to e≈ciently produce and transport both foodstu√s and consumer

goods. Much like the sweep of Parts II and III, which open with Amy Green-

berg’s essay about the o≈cial U.S. inspection of the borderlands’ seemingly

barren land in the 1850s and close with Sarah Hill’s textual and visual evoca-

tion of present-day overflowing landfills, junkyards, and secondhand markets,

my essays in Part I dwell on scarcity and necessity in the borderlands: initially

of goods, eventually of purchasing power. This emphasis is not meant to

obscure the borderlands’ abundance of resources and surfeit of luxuries, but

to bring into focus the mutually constitutive nature of scarcity and abundance,

needs and wants.
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Thus, the key words national, transnational, scarcity, abundance, desire,

luxury, and necessity are the volume’s pivot points. Its essays explore the rela-

tionships between these key words over time, finding moments of imbalance

and periods of reconfiguration. They point toward significant aspects of the

development of consumer culture in general, not just in the borderlands. They

explore social and cultural formations that develop as a result of the coexis-

tence of national and transnational forces, scarce and abundant resources,

structures of feeling rooted in both desire and necessity. The essays visit

houses, tourist districts, cinemas, retail venues, factories, fields, junkyards,

Indian reservations, resorts, and beaches to recover some of the ways that

national, binational, and transnational forces fashioned public and private

sites of consumption. Amy Greenberg, Rachel St. John, and Lawrence Culver,

all historians, lay out the framework for understanding the skepticism of U.S.

citizens about the ‘‘American-ness’’ of the border region, while Laura Serna,

also a historian, and Sarah Hill, a cultural anthropologist, do the same for

Mexican incredulity about the border region’s mexicanidad. How native peo-

ples, migrants, and residents of the borderlands make do with scarce purchas-

ing power amidst the region’s material abundance is the focus of the essays

contributed by the historians Josef Barton and Robert Perez and the cultural

anthropologists Peter Cahn and Sarah Hill.

As is likely obvious, initially it was the contrast between scarcity and abun-

dance that attracted me to the borderlands as a site of study, but gradually

other vectors came into view, not the least of which was that extending be-

tween necessity and desire. While few would deny the central role necessity

plays in human behavior, most scholars of consumer culture are far more

attentive to the machinations of desire. In part this is because consumer cul-

ture has been narrated as the consequence of an enormous leap from subsis-

tence to abundance. In accounting for vast economic change, scholars until

very recently lost sight of the persistence of necessity, even among the groups

with means to fulfill some of their never-ending desires. By no means does this

volume wish to suggest that necessity alone is the key to understanding con-

sumer culture in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, or other regions deemed ‘‘mar-

ginal’’ due to their uneven economic development. Instead, its goal is to

incorporate into the study of consumer culture the insights of scholars, an-

thropologists in particular, who have studied the processes and attendant

consequences of rising market dependency for the very stu√ of life—water,

fuel, food, and shelter.



Mexican consul Salvador Duhart, Marilyn Monroe, and Captain Roberto Pini at a pub-
licity event for Pan American Airways, ca. 1950. Los Angeles Daily News photograph,
courtesy Los Angeles Times Photographic Archive, Department of Special Collections,
Charles E. Young Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles.

The map drawn on the belly of a Compañia Mexicana jet, to which movie star Marilyn
Monroe is pointing in this photograph, depicts more than one geographical fact about the
history of consumer capitalism in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. The borderlands are
framed to the south by Mexico City, the second-largest city in the world, and to the north
by Los Angeles, the eighth-largest city in the world. Until 1800, Mexico City was the New
World’s capital of trade and merchandising. During the next fifty years the borderlands
began to squirm out of Mexico City’s grip, but for several decades even after much of the
region became U.S. territory, Mexico City remained its fulcrum and reference point. By the
1880s, though, multiple railroad connections to U.S. cities and ports finished the work of
the Santa Fe Trail in reorienting the region toward the United States. Over the course of
the twentieth century, movie and television production, automobile orientation, and the
jet airplane as manufactured product and transportation—all significant contributors to
the emergence of consumer culture in the United States—fostered circuits of exchange
that strengthened the magnetism of Los Angeles, for Mexicans and Americans alike.

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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As much as consumer culture is a transnational phenomenon, it seems that

the various forms it takes contribute more to the perpetuation of perceptions

of national di√erences than to their diminution. Likewise, as much as con-

sumer culture is the consequence of mind-boggling productivity, the forms it

has taken thus far have not abolished either necessity or scarcity. The study of

consumer culture as a set of dynamic policies and practices, as well as con-

sumer goods, can highlight the similarities, mutual dependencies, and shared

histories that bind together the United States and Mexico, and its rich and

poor peoples living on both sides of the line. Reflections on the contributors’

essays, one by cultural anthropologists Howard Campbell and Josiah McC.

Heyman and the other by a cultural historian of modern Mexico, Mauricio

Tenorio-Trillo, bring the volume to a close. Professors Campbell and Heyman

argue persuasively that the line between necessity and desire does not run

parallel with the boundary line separating the United States and Mexico. They

point to socioeconomic class as perhaps the most salient category in which to

organize analysis of consumption in the borderlands. Professor Tenorio-Trillo

also underscores the salience of class, questioning the tendency to accept as

fact that the border divides the two nations. He points to how scholars, includ-

ing contributors to this very volume, tend to reify senses and convictions of

national di√erences.

In the course of gathering illustrations for this volume I came to appreciate

all the more the importance of investigating consumer capitalism, culture,

and society in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. Themes run through the book’s

illustrations that the essays only touch upon, if that. For instance, consider

the forms carts, railroads, and automobiles take in some of the volume’s

photos. Or gaze at the signage, which encompasses hand painted and neon,

which beckons and repels (‘‘No Spanish’’). Or look at the various architectural

spaces, such as homes, hotels, stores, streets, factories, that shape lived spaces

of consumption. Not only are there abundant historic images of the border-

lands in archives, some of which are digitized and stored on the Website of the

Library of Congress, the El Paso Public Library, the University of New Mexico,

the University of Texas’s Center for American History, and Yale University’s

Beinecke Library, but thousands of photographs of the U.S.-Mexico border

are posted on photo-sharing Web sites, such as Flickr and Wikimedia. In

addition to rich archival and print sources, as well as the essays in this volume,

these repositories of visual sources should help to open up further under-

standings of the region and of consumption.
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On the border, 1914. Photographic postcard, courtesy Research Library, The
Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, California, piece id: 89.r.46-b16.21.
Across the image is scrawled ‘‘Well—good by love the old-man is comming [sic]
now. I will see you later on the border.’’ On the verso it reads: ‘‘Dear John—Well
Ole kid here I am just finished dinner across the border. See you Sunday. Your
pal Dean.’’

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 





Alexis McCrossen

Drawing Boundaries between Markets, Nations, and
Peoples, 1650–1940

When the political boundary has evolved by a system of

contraction out of the wide waste zone to the nicely de-

termined line, that line, nevertheless, is always encased,

as it were, in a zone of contact wherein are mingled the

elements of either side.

ELLEN CHURCHILL SEMPLE (1911)

At the same time that Europeans began to settle North

America in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, inter-

national markets for commodities, finished goods, labor, and

capital began to form, while Western Europeans were taking

the first steps toward the largest increase in per capita produc-

tivity in history. Each development begot formal and informal

e√orts to draw and maintain boundaries around territories,

peoples, and markets, such that the ‘‘wide waste zone’’ to which

the geographer Ellen Semple refers shrank to the width of a

‘‘nicely determined line.’’ Out of this process whereby political

lines were drawn developed the very circumstances—‘‘the zone

of contact’’—that would lead to the attenuation of the defensive

purpose of the border.∞ Nations require boundaries to delimit

and separate territories and peoples, but markets are attracted

to territorial and political boundaries, clustering around them,

pushing against them, maximizing opportunities rising out of

the accumulation of asymmetries in such close proximity.

The borderline separating the United States and Mexico

after an 1828 ‘‘treaty of limits’’ became ever more visible with

each decade—moving from a set of impressions keyed to land-

marks, to agreed-upon geographic coordinates (which would
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Panorama of Nogales, Arizona, 1909. Photograph distributed by West Coast Art Co., held by Library of
Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, pan us geog—Arizona no. 70.

Nogales, Arizona left, and Nogales, Sonora, separated by a high concrete and steel fence, January 30,
2007. Photograph by Gordon Hyde, licensed by Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 2.5.

Photographs of the borderline running through Nogales illustrate the tensions between the national and
transnational. When the boundary line was drawn in 1853–54, it ran through the almost nonexistent
settlement of ‘‘Nogales.’’ The railroad tracks reveal how a north-south axis of exchange made Nogales a
single city in practice, despite the dusty boundary line that visually separated it into two towns, one in
Arizona, the other in Sonora. The 1909 photograph asks whether the no man’s land of the borderline or the
bustling market of the railroad would prevail. Nearly one hundred years later, a fortified fence makes the
boundary line visible: roads, buildings, and cars encroach on the borderline. It should be noted that an on-
duty U.S. soldier took the 2007 photo.

be revised on occasion as the accuracy of surveying tools improved), to lines

on o≈cial maps, to boundary monuments. By the 1880s, it was possible to

stroll along wide, dusty streets that marked the line in border cities, stepping

across the north-south railroad tracks that bisected the boundary. But soon

wooden and barbed wire fences, and then chain link fences, and now electric

fences, walls, and a multitude of barriers, went up, with the intention of

rendering the line visible, but what is more, immutable and unpassable, as

natural and imposing as an ocean or set of cli√s. And yet, people, enterprises,
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and wealth have clustered along the borderline, attracted, rather than repelled,

by it, despite the ever-heavier policing of the line itself, increasing restrictions

placed on border crossing, and the accumulating dangers, such as murder,

lurking in the border’s shadows.≤ In this context, then, it is clear that drawing

boundaries contributed to the particular development of consumer culture in

the U.S.-Mexico borderlands that this volume investigates.

With broad strokes this essay explores the emergence of markets and na-

tions between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries. In doing so, it focuses on

the lands stretching from the Gulf Coast along the scrubby banks of the Rio

Grande River, through the mineral-rich deserts of the present-day states of

Arizona and Sonora, and across the California peninsula. This region initially

seemed of little consequence in the intertwined struggles to define, promote,

and protect the American and Mexican nation-states, economies, and peoples.

But, as the essay shows, as nationalism and market-oriented capitalism each

intensified after the middle decades of the nineteenth century, the U.S.-Mexico

borderlands assumed astonishing significance. In this transnational region

strenuous governmental and individual e√orts were made to control, at times

to prevent altogether, and quite often to facilitate, the passage of people,

capital, commodities, and goods across the international border.

In the 1930s these tendencies toward national fortification increased. They re-

sulted in the expulsion of unknown numbers of people of Mexican descent from

the United States. Asserting its own national sovereignty, Mexico nationalized its

oil industry, as well as hundreds of thousands of acres of Mexican land, some of it

along the border. At the same time, each nation invested in public works projects

meant to build up enterprise in their borderlands and encouraged a moderate

amount of trade with each other by reducing tari√s after 1934. Ultimately,

enhanced transportation, agricultural, and industrial infrastructures trumped

nationalist and ethnocentric tendencies toward shoring up firm boundaries.

Since the 1940s, the dissolution of boundaries between the two nations’ peoples

and markets has been the rule, despite the heavy patrolling of the border since the

1960s. That a transnational consumer culture and society had been developing

in the borderlands for at least half a century prior to the 1930s only contributed

further to undermining the geopolitical boundaries that were drawn and

redrawn with such exactitude over the course of the nineteenth century.

Scarcity by and large defined human life across space and time before the

seventeenth century. At that time, a multitude of factors—not least of which
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was what economic historian Jan de Vries has identified as ‘‘the industrious

revolution’’—set the stage for its retreat. It is likely that during the 1500s,

investment and interest in trade networks, expansion of towns and cities,

increased agricultural productivity, and population growth together com-

bined to motivate certain groups to abandon what economists call ‘‘target

income behavior’’ (working just to meet needs). As more members of house-

holds worked more intensely than before, productivity in western Europe and

parts of the Mediterranean basin increased. Households devoted smaller pro-

portions of their labor to securing food and shelter than before, while plan-

ning production for the market and engaging in discretionary spending. It was

increased work e√ort, rather than application of new technologies, that first

begot rising surplus: thus the nomenclature ‘‘industrious revolution.’’≥ Which

came first, surplus goods or surplus income, is endlessly debatable, so gradual

and intertwined were their earliest appearance. What is known is that together

they created a favorable climate for innovation and experimentation in agri-

culture and manufacturing, the construction of numerous public buildings

and private homes, the extension of trade networks, and migration to cities

and faraway lands.∂

Two such distant places, the present-day eastern seaboard of the United

States and the greater valley of Mexico, highlight the pivotal role trade played

in the expansion of the world of goods and in the formation of nation-states.

Mercantile trade with Asia, European colonization of the Americas and Carib-

bean, and the brutal harnessing of a tractable labor force on New World

plantations, along with greater household productivity in northern Europe

and the British North American colonies resulted in the trade of what might

be considered the first mass-consumed non-subsistence goods: tobacco, tea,

and sugar. In the eighteenth century, British o≈cials implemented protection-

ist policies in the e√ort to favor not only merchants but also industrialists,

particularly those running textile and ceramics factories. The British regulated

trade in these goods, in part to raise revenue, and in part to maintain sov-

ereignty over distant colonial holdings.∑

Between 1720 and 1770, British North American per capita consumption of

‘‘the baubles of Britain,’’ as historian T. H. Breen memorably called tea, shoe

buckles, candle wax, and other British imports, increased 50 percent. Al-

though, as Breen explains, ‘‘the rich and well-born had been buying imported

goods from distant lands for as long as societies have kept records,’’ it was the

first time that the marketplace o√ered ‘‘an opportunity to become a con-

sumer’’ to nearly everyone. The extensive choice and variety of items at in-
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creasingly lower prices resulted in ‘‘a shared language of goods.’’ As resent-

ments over taxes and imperial regulations rose after 1760, diverse colonists

stretching from Massachusetts to Georgia participated in a range of ritualistic

actions centered on consumer goods—boycotts, destruction of tea, pledges

against imports—that in Breen’s view contributed to the emergence of a com-

mon sensibility as ‘‘American.’’ This new nationalist consciousness, in turn,

contributed to the Declaration of Independence, the subsequent armed strug-

gle against Britain, and the formation of a new nation altogether.∏

In contrast, the role of consumer consciousness and needs has a far smaller

place in historical interpretations of the Mexican quest for independence from

Spain. At stake was far greater wealth than that extracted from British New

World colonies, in the form of the minerals silver and gold, the dyes cochineal

and indigo, and the stimulants sugar and tobacco, so the Spanish too insti-

tuted strict trading regulations and practices. Until the late sixteenth century,

when the Pacific port of Acapulco opened up trade with Manila, and thus all of

Asia, Veracruz was the sole destination of the Spanish galleons, large cargo

ships that traveled in fleets, whose shipments were then loaded onto carts that

traveled the well-worn road to Mexico City. In 1629, when handfuls of British

colonists were barely eking out a subsistence in New England and Virginia and

Native Americans still had e√ective control over present-day California, New

Mexico, and Texas, the mayor of one of New Spain’s smaller cities, Oaxaca,

wrote, ‘‘It seems to me that one of the good and most important businesses in

this land is merchandise. . . . The profit is so sure and so large that a well-

stocked shop here is the richest thing in the world.’’ Spanish clothing, paper,

and wine, European velvet, damask, and linen, Asian spices, silks, and ce-

ramics, he maintained, could be turned into gold: he called it ‘‘alchemy,’’ so

taken with the possibilities of trade in consumer goods was this merchant in a

provincial Mexican town.π And it was so throughout New Spain, with Mexico

City and its hinterlands becoming the center of Spanish colonial trade, mer-

chandising, agriculture, and manufacturing.

Over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as the creole

communities in New Spain’s interior became self-su≈cient in terms of the

production of textiles, foodstu√s, agricultural implements, and housewares,

all similar to like goods imported from Spain, they tended to seek only imports

of what one historian has called ‘‘the luxurious, the novel, the status-confer-

ring.’’∫ On New Spain’s northern edge, even after the 1690s when Spain estab-

lished permanent outposts in the present-day border states, trade goods ar-

rived once or at best twice a year via ox cart or mule train. Here the Spanish
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tried to regulate local trade, especially in symbolically potent goods like medi-

cine and liquor.Ω Hispanic material culture contributed to settlers’ ongoing

sense of themselves as Spanish, particularly as they intermarried with the

native populations of the New World. The casta system depended not just on

bloodlines, but on the skilled deployment of the clothing, foodstu√s, house-

hold items, and religious paraphernalia that underpinned Hispanic identity.

Thus creoles were able to lay claim to Spain, and to develop as did colonial

Britons an ‘‘imagined community’’ of Spaniards in the New World.∞≠ We are

only just beginning to understand how unassimilated native populations in-

corporated Spanish material culture into their daily lives and ritual practices,

but there is little doubt about whether they did so.

While the dynamics di√ered from the ‘‘market revolution’’ tearing Britain’s

North American colonies away from the home country, after the 1750s the

demand for and availability of foreign goods undermined the Spanish Em-

pire’s control over its northernmost regions. Due to the enfeeblement of the

Spanish crown, foreign ships crowded Veracruz’s port, while imported goods

spilled out of Mexico City’s stores. In response, Spain’s Bourbon reforms of

the 1760s and 1770s sought to foster a similar pattern of development as in the

British Empire: Spain would manufacture and export consumer goods, and its

colonies would supply the raw materials. But New Spain would follow its own

path, despite the mother country’s policies. In part this was because, unlike

British North America, it was self-su≈cient in terms of necessities due to

vigorous intercolonial trade, the work of skilled artisans, and obrajes (work-

shops) that employed as many as fifty hands well before any such enterprise on

the Atlantic seaboard hired half as many. Furthermore, New Spain’s large

indigenous populations consumed but a few Spanish goods, whereas native

people in the British colonies, especially the Iroquois and Cherokees, ably and

eagerly traded for European consumer goods. Finally, New Spain’s creole elite

desired French and English—not Spanish—manufactured goods. Thus, while

there may be as of yet undiscovered connections between emergent Mexican

nationalism and common consumption habits developed under Spanish rule,

they likely did not animate the Mexican quest for independence.

Demand for and availability of foreign goods also contributed to the un-

raveling of the northern edges of Mexico. When the newly independent Mex-

ico opened up trade with foreigners (1821), the flood of what one historian

characterizes as ‘‘colorful, exotic, and cheap efectos de comercio’’ (trade goods)

via the Santa Fé Mexican Trail and Texas settlements elicited nationalist fears

about the strength of the borderlands as a barrier against North Americans.∞∞
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As the tra≈c increased in volume and value, particularly after the inaugura-

tion of wagons on the trail, low grade conflict between traders and native

Americans ensued, increasing in intensity until caravans of traders traveled

together, seeking safety in numbers. The talented chronicler of the Santa Fé

trade, merchant and traveler Josiah Gregg, described how the ‘‘arrival of a

caravan at Santa Fé changes the aspect of the place at once.’’ He favorably

contrasted ‘‘the bustle, noise and activity of a lively market town’’ with what he

perceived as its usual ‘‘idleness and stagnation.’’∞≤ Even two decades after the

opening of trade, direct trade did not replace the trickle from Santa Fé to Chi-

huahua, due to a combination of high import tari√s, the ‘‘derecho de con-

sumo’’ (consumption duty), the ‘‘tedious ordeal of custom-houses on the

frontier,’’ and the scrutiny the cargo underwent when passing through every

town.∞≥ Nevertheless, between 1824 and 1831 traders did take small amounts of

U.S. goods to Sonora and California, and eventually the Chihuahua trade,

through New Mexico, was large enough that some contemporaries estimated

it being worth two to three million dollars annually.∞∂ Nowhere was Mexico

more vulnerable to encroachment than on its northern frontier, porous as it

was to foreign consumer goods, stolen horses and cattle, traders traveling solo

or in groups, itinerant bands of Indian warriors, and foreign armies.∞∑

By the time of Mexico’s independence, Western European nations and the

United States were in the midst of a second industrial revolution, whose enor-

mity made abundance appear to be ‘‘a great historical force,’’ as the historian

David Potter put it.∞∏ Whereas an increase in total household work time and

e√ort haphazardly led to the seventeenth century’s industrious revolution, and

the use of machines in new spaces devoted only to production, called factories,

resulted in the first industrial revolution, the second industrial revolution was

due to technological and organizational innovations leading to astounding

increases in productivity beginning in the 1780s. Previously, mills used the

energy of moving water, animals, and wind to process agricultural commodi-

ties like grain, cotton, wool, and wood. But when steam engines harnessed the

power of coal to operate boats, railroads, printing presses, and farming and

factory machinery, the volume and speed of transportation, communication,

and production together reached unimaginable levels. Engineers, machinists,

journalists, accountants, and, above all else, managers innovated and applied

organizational techniques in order to keep up with the demands of the new

technologies.∞π The consequent heaps of output in turn generated what be-

came the central problem of industrial capitalism: distribution.

Capitalist solutions to the distribution problem initially set store in the
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search for new markets, which in the nineteenth-century United States took

many shapes, including deepening trade networks with Europe, pursuing the

imperialist ideology of Manifest Destiny, and expanding the nation’s terri-

torial size. European demand for U.S. agricultural commodities, especially

cotton, increased after the American Revolution, and by the 1820s inter-

national markets for American-made consumer goods, like clocks, began to

grow as well. As the United States looked to Asia and Latin America for raw

materials and consumer markets, it came to see Mexico, particularly its north-

ernmost territory, as a geographic impediment. U.S. trade interests and its

desire to open up new markets provided a strong impetus for the formation of

the Republic of Texas (1836–45), the U.S. annexation of Texas (1845), and the

U.S.-Mexico War (1846–48). At the war’s conclusion, the United States gained

half of Mexico’s territory through the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the

Gadsden Purchase (1853–54). What is known today as the Southwest and

California increased the size of the United States by one quarter. Access to

Pacific ports spurred dreams of entering into, and even capturing, the Asian

market. The Mexican market did not seem to beckon, though in time it would.

(Today the United States and Mexico are among each other’s principal trading

partners; the United States as a whole only does more business with Canada

and China. Statistics can hardly capture the enormity of this trade; during the

last two decades of the twentieth century, residents of northern Mexico spent

more than five million dollars a day in four Texas border towns.∞∫)

When surveyors first demarcated the border between the United States and

Mexico, there was no premonition that the region would yield abundance in

the form of raw or processed goods or have su≈cient population density to

warrant the name ‘‘market.’’ The aridity of much of the borderlands reinforced

the notion that the region could not sustain economic growth. Since the

border was meant to generate an ‘‘empty zone’’ so that each nation would have

a bu√er against the other, its seeming emptiness was a boon.∞Ω For some time

the boundary line itself warded o√ trade and economic development, largely

because both Mexico and the United States enacted tari√s that diminished the

extent of border cities’ hinterlands. Indian raids, but one practice along the

spectrum of underground economic activity of the borderlands’ native peo-

ples, further exacerbated the fragile commercial situation on both sides of

the border.

Until the 1880s, inhabitants faced shortages and scarcity because centers of

agriculture and manufacturing were accessible only by carts, stagecoaches,

and horses. Shortages and scarcity were the norm. Residents on the Mexican
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side of the border could barely provision themselves, so they relied on ‘‘their

neighbors in the United States,’’ according to one Ciudad Juárez newspaper-

man’s lament, from whom they bought ‘‘not only clothes, but bread, lard,

sugar, and other consumer goods.’’≤≠ Further straining their resources, they

also had to pay high import duties of up to 40 percent. The few general stores

on the U.S. side were not especially well stocked: shipping to border outposts

was unreliable at best.

Things changed within a few decades in such dramatic ways that the bor-

derlands were swept up into the new economy. By the 1880s, the daunting

amount of agricultural commodities and processed goods in the United States

demanded either political or economic adjustments: the excess, some of which

rotted or was sunk or burned, gave rise in the United States to political move-

ments such as populism and socialism, as well as to images of greedy entrepre-

neurs being buried alive by the commodities they hoarded, as in the climatic

moment of the Frank Norris novel The Octopus (1901), when a silo of wheat

erupts. Succeeding in labeling this excess as ‘‘surplus,’’ capitalists discovered

the economic and cultural necessity of ‘‘marketing.’’ Marketing practices, too

varied and complex for incorporation into existing business and cultural

institutions, gave rise to ‘‘institutions of abundance,’’ such as the advertising

agency.≤∞ Initially, marketing encompassed a variety of wholesale, retail, and

advertising strategies meant to dispose of surplus. By 1900 or so it also deter-

mined what and how much would be manufactured. With the emergence of

what historian Susan Strasser has identified as ‘‘marketing-driven produc-

tion,’’ advertising assumed responsibility for spreading awareness of ‘‘new

problems’’ that could be solved only by adopting ‘‘new habits,’’ which in turn

generated ‘‘new needs’’ that marketing-driven production promised to meet.≤≤

Ultimately, it was marketing, more than the actual production of surplus

goods, that fomented the set of social, ideological, economic, and political

conditions summed up in the appellation ‘‘consumer culture.’’

But the vast dissonance between the newly arrived economy of abundance

and the still hardscrabble nature of everyday life was startling enough to

foment sustained critiques of capitalism, political revolutions, as well as sus-

tained defenses of the system which had produced so much stu√. In the United

States and around the world, the standard of living—as an anthropometric

measure of well-being and as an aspiration—remained low: through 1900,

nearly three-quarters of all Americans lived in the kind of wrenching poverty

that results in short life expectancy and high infant mortality. Clearly things

were worse elsewhere, as evidenced alone by the high levels of immigration to
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the United States between 1870 and 1920.≤≥ The standard of living in Mexico

before the twentieth century is hard to determine, however some measures,

such as availability of food, suggest that it was no worse than in the U.S.≤∂

A few political philosophies rejecting free-market capitalism as the solution

to the distribution problem emerged during the middle decades of the nine-

teenth century, most notably socialism and Marxism. Anti-capitalist political

revolutions, particularly in Russia (1917–21) and China (1933–49), dramat-

ically introduced (and sustained, until recently) state-centered solutions to the

problem of distribution. In contrast, U.S., Western European, and Japanese

commercial and political leaders developed capitalist-friendly solutions to the

problem of distribution, largely based on the equation of the surplus of com-

modities with abundance, rather than with excess or maldistribution.≤∑

Most scholarly studies of consumption make the same move as did politi-

cians and businessmen when they proclaimed abundance, so swept away are

their authors by the visions of the new economy’s tremendous productivity:

from a factory where a hand would roll one hundred cigarettes a day to one

where a machine rolled 120,000 an hour boggles the imagination. So in terms

of the historical narrative, scarcity gets left aside as ever more details pile up

about the institutional, social, and cultural adaptations to abundance. Schol-

ars have plumbed the depths of retail, advertising, and commodities, but few

address the informal economy, purchasing power, or consumers themselves.

With some exceptions, the paradigm of abundance frames the study of con-

sumer capitalism almost unquestioningly, despite scarcity’s persistence. To be

sure, ‘‘abundance rising’’ is an apt description of the increase in productivity

throughout the world, as is one historian’s assessment of this process as ‘‘as-

tounding and transformative’’ and another’s description of it as ‘‘the most

significant event in modern history.’’≤∏ Nevertheless, transcending the parame-

ters that abundance has set for research on consumer capitalism opens up new

rich veins of inquiry.

Because late-nineteenth-century Mexicans faced a radically di√erent socio-

economic situation than did many residents of the United States, they were

unable to develop vital institutions of abundance. Since perhaps as many as

nine in ten Mexicans had little to no expendable income in 1900, Mexican

manufacturers, in the analysis of one economic historian, ‘‘faced a very inse-

cure and limited consumer goods market.’’ The prognosis was much the same

for the market for intermediate and producer goods. With a home market ‘‘in

transition to modernity,’’ it was nearly impossible for Mexican industry to get
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a foothold, let alone prosper. As a consequence, Mexican manufacturers faced

a severe version of ‘‘the problem of excess capacity.’’≤π Forming oligopolies and

monopolies would limit production, avoid market saturation, and thus keep

prices stable, if not high. However, because only a handful of Mexicans had

any disposable income, implementation of economies of scale in which un-

limited production would result in lower profit margins per unit sold, but

higher overall profits due to volume sales, was an unrealistic strategy. The

United States was home to a large market of consumers who could be reached

through marketing campaigns, but the Mexican consumer market was small.

So, Mexican manufacturers did not invest heavily in improving manufactur-

ing capacity or in the sorts of vast marketing schemes that in the end remade

the economy, culture, and society of the United States.

In the midst of each nation’s crises of distribution, the borderlands at-

tracted settlement and investment. After the subjugation of Native American

raiders, entrepreneurs in the U.S. Southwest strengthened the region’s connec-

tions to the American commercial centers through investment in railroads. So

anemic was Mexico’s transportation system that it was only in 1873 that the

first tracks extended between Mexico City and Veracruz, the nation’s primary

port. In contrast, thousands of miles of railroad tracks zigzagged throughout

the United States: a transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869, railroads

arrived in El Paso and other regional border towns in the first years of the

1880s, and by 1900 railroad lines connected U.S. border cities to Chicago, cities

on both coasts, and Gulf ports. In the 1880s, U.S. businessmen invested in con-

necting the border region to Mexico’s interior: they funded the extension of

two railroad lines between the border and Mexico City, and financed two

more before 1910. Additionally, tangled railroad routes connected border

towns and mines to the gulf ports of Matamoras and Tampico.≤∫

During this period, foreign investors acquired concessions from the ad-

ministration of Mexican president Porfirio Díaz (1876–1910) to invest in rail-

roads, cash-crop operations, smelters, and mines throughout northern Mex-

ico. Soon 70 percent of investment in northern Mexico was foreign, much of

it from the United States. The region’s mines, particularly its copper ones,

yielded great wealth, due to rising demand as communications cables reached

around the globe and power lines electrified cities, businesses, and homes.

Much to the consternation of the Díaz administration, the United States dom-

inated the transnational region, due to heavy investment in production and

transportation between 1870 and 1900. Most of the commodities extracted
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When the railroad arrived in New Mexico territory in 1880, it was located two miles from the town of
Albuquerque. Mule-drawn trolleys connected the emerging commercial hub to ‘‘Old Town,’’ where new
arrivals of European, Chinese, Mexican, and African descent found room and board among locals de-
scended from the Spanish, Pueblo, Navajo, and Apache. Lines through El Paso, Dodge City, and Barstow
connected Albuquerque to the greater United States and Mexico: to the south to New Orleans and Mexico,
to the north and east to Kansas City, Chicago, and New York, and to the west to San Diego, Los Angeles, and
Oakland. What became known as ‘‘new town’’ sprang to life, here seen in the row of newly erected
buildings, the L-shaped adobe warehouse in the foreground, and the boxcar that served as the first train
depot until the permanent one was built in 1901. For the next half-century, the Santa Fe Railway’s south-
north tracks multiplied, securing Albuquerque’s status as the region’s shipping center. Its large passenger
depot welcomed visitors to the Southwest, while its extensive yards made the railroad Albuquerque’s
largest employer through the 1950s.
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from Mexico’s northern states entered the global market via rail connections

between U.S. border cities and U.S. ports, rather than via the scattered Mexi-

can rail lines and underdeveloped Mexican Gulf ports.≤Ω

As the region’s growing trade entrepôts thus situated on the U.S. side of the

border attracted Americans and Mexicans, as well as Chinese and other na-

tionals, everyday consumer goods—particularly food, housing, and clothing—

elicited strong ethnic, national, and class associations. The migrants with the

most capital, U.S. citizens, Americanized the demography, economy, built

environment, culture, society, and politics of border and Southwestern cities.

For instance, historian Oscar Martinez describes how brick and frame build-

ings, paved streets, fraternal clubs, churches, and a high school transformed El

Paso from a ‘‘sleepy adobe village’’ into an American city. The town’s popula-

tion increased from 736 the year the first railroad and bank arrived (1881) to

100,000 in 1920, while the proportion of people of Mexican descent living in

the city dipped from nearly all to just over half the population, in part because

of housing and employment discrimination. Self-proclaimed ‘‘Americans’’ as-

sumed that ‘‘Mexicans’’ would reside on the other side of the border or at the

very least remain separate, if not invisible, in their own neighborhoods. Their

expectations were not fully met, but the gradual emergence of ‘‘American’’ and

‘‘Mexican’’ districts in U.S. border towns worked to reinforce national, as well

as ethnic, senses of di√erence.≥≠

In 1885, the Díaz administration lifted all import duties in the region in

order to encourage commerce on the Mexican side of the border, which it

hoped would counteract the encroaching Americanization of the region. A

few years earlier, in 1883, a handful of U.S. and Mexican o≈cials had proposed

a customs union that would have regarded ‘‘Mexico and the United States as

integral parts of one commercial system.’’≥∞ Much too far ahead of its time, this

proposal for a borderless, transnational economic zone defied the nationalist

principles at the heart of what historians call ‘‘the age of tari√s.’’ One Mexican

observer of Mexico’s economic policies and fortunes explained that the nation

‘‘surrounds her people with an almost impassable tari√ wall.’’ However, in the

Porfirian zona libre (1885–1905) along the border with the United States, con-

sumers were exempt from import duties. But, a provision in the U.S. tari√

code allowed European and Asian goods to enter the United States duty-free if

they were reexported, so U.S. import-export businesses profited by selling

Asian and European consumer goods to Mexican retail enterprises operating

in the ‘‘free zone.’’ Retailers operating on the U.S. side of the border, however,

struggled: they complained that ‘‘nearly all articles of necessity and luxury’’
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Discrimination, Dimmitt, Texas, 1949. Photograph by Russell Lee, courtesy Russell Lee Photograph Collec-
tion, box 3y183, negative no. 4. e—r1—14646—0038, Center for American History, University of Texas, Austin.

In the purportedly neutral marketplace in the United States, racial and ethnic groups were confined to
particular days and times during which they could shop, go to fairs and amusement parks, or otherwise
participate in the market for goods, services, and experiences. What is more, many of the most alluring
institutions of consumption, such as department stores, hotels, self-service grocery stores, cafés, and lunch
counters, were typically o√-limits to peoples of African, Mexican, Indian, and Asian descent. In the South-
west, such marketplace discrimination reverberated beyond limiting choice and access, for in barring
‘‘Spanish or Mexicans’’ and promising to ‘‘serve White’s only,’’ this Dimmitt, Texas, diner and many other
segregated commercial sites contributed to the social construction of Mexican national origins as nonwhite.
A little more than a decade after this photograph was taken, lunch counter sit-ins and other consumer
protests underscored the fundamental importance of sites of consumption for the articulation of group and
national rights, especially the right to freely participate in the market.

could be ‘‘purchased on the other side much cheaper’’ than in their stores.≥≤

Despite the apparent advantages the zona libre gave to Mexican retailers and

consumers patronizing Mexican stores, they were only temporary.

Since the economic prosperity of the northern border states was largely to

the profit of foreigners, it seemed to threaten mexicanidad, that is, Mexican

national integrity. The increased volume and value of cross-border trade de-

stabilized the centuries-old trade circuit between Europe, the port of Veracruz,

and Mexico City. As northern Mexico entered the orbit of the United States,

new trade circuits developed that threatened to overshadow Veracruz as a
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trade hub. In response to northern Mexico’s commercial development, Mexi-

can lawmakers implemented Article 696 (1891), which placed an astounding

internal tari√ of 90 percent on goods made or even assembled in the zona libre.

Typically, protective duties are imposed on articles of foreign provenance;

clearly, Mexican lawmakers viewed northern states’ positive industrial and

commercial prospects with suspicion.≥≥ Little could be done to stymie the

development of the region’s extractive industries, however, particularly since

foreign concerns owned and operated them. But a variety of Mexican political

interests were determined to erect barriers to the development of manufactur-

ing in northern Mexico. Well into the twentieth century, it was assumed that

industrial production fortified national integrity and independence. Further-

more, making things—processing raw materials into finished goods—was the

most exalted, and potentially profitable, form of economic activity. So the

Mexican state, with its sense of national destiny rooted in its interior, tried to

keep its periphery in a subordinate economic position. Nevertheless, manu-

facturing did develop in some Mexican border states: Nuevo Léon’s largest

city, Monterrey, for instance, was well on its way to becoming Mexico’s center

of steel, beer, glass, and textile production well before 1910.≥∂

In the United States, high productivity in agriculture and manufacturing

created such an immense surplus of goods that producers could barely eke

out a profit: supply outstripped demand so intensely that wholesale prices

often slipped below the costs of production. Simply increasing access to

goods—through wholesalers, mail-order firms, department stores, and troops

of salesmen—did not generate su≈cient demand to raise prices.

The unprecedented task of generating demand and raising prices pushed

producers to attempt to di√erentiate like products for a mass market. This

innovation, however, was beyond the expertise of most manufacturers, whole-

salers, and retailers. Stepping into the breach were advertising agencies, the

preeminent ‘‘institutions of abundance.’’ They innovated a welter of tech-

niques meant to di√erentiate like products: packaging, branding, and trade-

marking together transformed barrels of crackers into di√erent types of vary-

ing quality sold at set prices. National advertising campaigns taught consumers

to di√erentiate between seemingly like choices. The multiplication of branded

goods diminished the appearance of surplus, thus allowing prices to stabilize,

and even rise. Advertising for packaged and branded goods, which initially

pitched ‘‘use value’’ and reliability, built clusters of connections identifying the

brand with ‘‘the good life,’’ while also making subjective appeals that tapped

into the anxieties and dreams of particular target markets.≥∑ Branded goods, the
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single most important contribution advertising agencies made to the forma-

tion of consumer culture, have tended toward reinforcing nationalist identities,

preoccupations, and fears. Regardless of where it is bottled, Coke, for instance,

is American, as are Levi’s, and the National Basketball Association. To be sure,

some brands trade on regional and local preferences; consider Pacific Co√ee

sold in 1917 from twenty-two branches extending from San Diego to Oakland,

or Old El Paso Foods which began catering to a local market in the 1920s.≥∏

While branded goods have played an immense role in the development of

consumer preferences, their manufacturers have not homogenized tastes, nor

have they achieved mastery over demand. Instead, ‘‘fashion intermediaries,’’

who often stand outside the manufacturing and promotional sectors, have at

once divined and shaped many of the things ordinary consumers want. They

included shopkeepers who listened attentively to their customers so as to

develop a sense of what goods to stock, artisans and then art directors and

industrial designers who drew on the preoccupations of the era for decorative

motifs, inventors who sought to master new techniques that brought color,

elaborate design, and other qualities to durable (and nondurable) consumer

goods, home economists who assessed how women cleaned house, cooked

meals, and tended to children so as to make suggestions for practical products,

or U.S. State Department o≈cials who filed reports with the U.S. Bureau

of Foreign Commerce about the tastes and preferences of the communities

where they were posted. These independent agents, and many others, played

vital roles as the economy shifted, in the apt formulation of historian Susan

Strasser, from production-oriented marketing to marketing-oriented produc-

tion.≥π Note the admonition of a U.S. consular o≈cial posted to Nogales that

‘‘American manufacturers are gradually learning that in order to sell their

goods they must accommodate themselves to the wants and peculiarities of

their customers, and not attempt to impose their own ideas upon them.’’≥∫

This is but one voice from consular o≈cials posted throughout Mexico about

the necessity of attending to who Mexicans are and assessing their needs and

wants, rather than sending overstocks and seconds, or imagining what they

might desire, or worse yet, what might be good for them.≥Ω As an 1887 article in

the Mexican scholarly press observed, ‘‘the establishment of ways of com-

munication between the zones of production and the markets of consump-

tion’’ is ‘‘a great element for the development of public riches.’’∂≠

In extending their reach to the borderlands, emergent institutions of abun-

dance, particularly mail-order firms and department stores, introduced new

consumer products as well as branded goods to the region. The Mesilla Valley’s
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Amador family, for instance, stocked its thriving general store in Las Cruces,

New Mexico, with necessities and luxuries—bicycles, furs, lingerie, sewing

machines, saddles, whips, tobacco, and processed foods including the Ameri-

can Biscuit Company’s ‘‘Uneeda Biscuit’’—that a host of regional and national

suppliers, including Chicago’s mail-order giants, Montgomery Ward and

Sears and Roebuck, shipped via railroad. Well into the twentieth century, mail

order reached millions of households throughout the United States living at a

remove from commercial centers.∂∞

Thanks to the zona libre, the borderlands’ first department stores emulating

the grand emporiums of London and Paris opened in Mexican, not U.S.,

border towns. Within two decades, however, they and most other commercial

businesses had moved to the U.S. side of the border: the e≈ciencies of the U.S.

transportation and communications networks trumped the zona libre’s ab-

sence of tari√s. By 1910, 130 wholesale companies that traded in sixty di√erent

lines of staples, many of which initially opened in Ciudad Juárez, were operat-

ing in El Paso. The owners of the department store La Ciudad de Londres

(1884–99), for instance, closed its doors in Ciudad Juárez one year before

opening El Paso’s White House Department Store (1900–84), which became

part of a long-lived regional chain extending to San Francisco. Its competitor,

the Popular Dry Goods Company, ‘‘the Popular,’’ also initially opened for

business in Ciudad Juárez under the name Las Tres B.B.B. (buena, bonita, and

barata, or ‘‘good, pretty, and cheap’’) before moving its display and inventories

to El Paso.∂≤

More important than expanding retail choices, mail-order catalogues and

department stores cultivated consumerist knowledge and desires, while at the

same time incorporating and developing local and regional tastes and styles.

Their departments literally categorized and organized the ever-multiplying

array of manufactured goods. Catalogue illustrations and text fostered pri-

vate daydreams in which the transformative power of objects promised self-

realization. Department stores fed and stimulated sensual appetites in their

insistence on display, initially under and behind glass, then in lifestyle arrange-

ments dependent on staging and mannequins, and ultimately in bins, open

shelves, and on racks beckoning browsers to touch, feel, smell, try.∂≥ One his-

torian of the borderlands suggests that department stores, the most dazzling of

the institutions of abundance, were modern ‘‘borderlands institutions,’’ similar

to Spanish missions and presidios. He shows how Tucson’s Jácome’s Depart-

ment Store (1896–1980) fostered a common borderlands identity among the

residents of northern Sonora and southern Arizona through ritualistic
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La Feria. The Fair Store at Overland Street, El Paso, ca. 1900–1902. Photograph by Otis A. Aultman,
courtesy Aultman Collection, a355, El Paso Public Library.

In 1897 the merchants who had operated the Juárez department store Las Tres B. B. B. (buena, bonita, and
barata) opened La Feria, here pictured, in El Paso. The substantial brick building sported plate-glass
windows essential for display; display windows, glass cases, and large shop floors were all vital to trans-
forming the world of goods from inventory into the stu√ of dreams. In 1902, its owners renamed La Feria,
which occupied only the ground floor, The Popular Dry Goods Company. Fifteen years later, flush with
revenue and assured of a large customer base, they moved ‘‘The Popular,’’ as it was known, into a six-story
building, where it grew into the largest department store in the region. In the 1960s several branches
opened in the shopping malls that became part of El Paso’s commercial landscape. Due in part to the
negative impact of Mexico’s peso devaluations on cross-border shopping, and in part to the competition of
big-box retail, The Popular closed all its branches in 1995.

grand opening ceremonies for a new store building, the deployment of local

decorative motifs and historical figures, and policies that welcomed a multi-

ethnic, multinational, and cross-class clientele.∂∂ Other regional department

stores followed di√erent trajectories, though they too might be considered

borderlands institutions. Take Goldwater’s, the outlet started as a small dry

goods concern in 1860 in the Arizona border town of Gila City, in Yuma

County, by the grandfather of U.S. Senator and 1964 Republican presidential

candidate, Barry Goldwater. A century later, its display and sale of luxury goods

reinforced the class and ethnic status of Phoenix and Albuquerque’s Anglo elite,

much as Neiman Marcus had been doing in Dallas since 1907.∂∑ Borderlands’

department stores, as well as local grocery and variety stores, melded the

aesthetics of the borderlands and of abundance such that they reflected and

reinforced class and ethnic identities far more trenchantly than national ones.

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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In contrast, national chain stores, restaurants, hotels, and gas stations,

which by and large sold branded goods and standardized services, mostly em-

phasized the primacy of the nation and corporation in their operations, prod-

ucts, and aesthetics. However, because the borderlands had low population

density, seemed foreign, and were distant from centers of manufacturing,

national chains expressed little interest in the region. F. W. Woolworth’s and

Co., for instance, which introduced the five and dime retail concept in the 1870s,

had more than 1,000 branches in the 1920s, but none in the borderlands until

the 1930s. Between 1912 and 1930, the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company,

known as the ‘‘A & P,’’ opened more than 16,000 grocery stores, of which only a

handful were in Texas and California. Other national chains made few inroads

into the region as well, although by the First World War, cigar, shoe, and

clothing chains could be found in the U.S. borderlands larger cities.∂∏

While anti–chain store sentiment resulted in as many as forty states impos-

ing special regulations and taxes on the largest chain stores in the 1920s, it is

likely that nowhere was the political animus as deep as in Texas, home to

Wright Patman, who as Congressman in the 1930s authored and attempted

to push through Federal regulations hampering the operations of national

chains.∂π In contrast, locally owned businesses that had multiple branches,

some of which extended through the region, although technically ‘‘chains,’’

did not attract scrutiny. So the Helply-Selfly Grocery, Fort Worth’s knocko√

of the national chain, Piggly Wiggly, expanded to thirteen stores by 1927. It,

like other local and regional chains, sold heavily-advertised national brands as

well as in-house brands and local foodstu√s, while introducing parking spaces

for automobiles, expanding retail floor space, providing carts for shoppers,

and making other adjustments to incorporate the automobile.∂∫

California’s and Texas’s larger cities were sites too of innovations in com-

merce seeking to address the needs of consumers living in automobile-oriented

communities. In the 1910s and 1920s, Los Angeles was ‘‘the staging ground,’’ in

the words of an urban historian, for commercial forms that catered to con-

sumers who drove cars.∂Ω During the middle decades of the twentieth cen-

tury, gas stations, supermarkets, auto-convenient strips of retail businesses,

and drive-through restaurants spread throughout the U.S. and Mexican bor-

derlands. While many of these new commercial venues were independently

owned, some were franchises, and still more were branches of regional or

national chain operations. Perhaps the single most auto-oriented retail form is

the shopping mall. It too has borderlands origins. In 1931, a suburb of Dallas

became home to one of the first outdoor shopping malls in the United States,
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Highland Park Village, whose Spanish-revival architecture emphasized Texas’s

northernmost city’s ties to the border. A few years later, in 1934, the California

grocery chain Safeway opened a store in this prototypical outdoor shopping

mall.∑≠ Nevertheless, despite the penetration of chain stores, shopping malls,

and other avatars of the new retail into cities in the U.S. borderlands, through

the 1950s most borderlands’ residents likely first encountered branded goods,

potent signs and symbols of abundance, in small shops with uncertain inven-

tories and even less reliable accounting.

Although nearly all businesses always sorely needed customers, well into

the 1960s race, ethnicity, and nationality restricted access to the marketplace,

as well as to its many services, throughout the United States, Mexico, and the

borderlands. The availability of some branded goods, like Coca-Cola and

Ivory soap, made it possible to aspire to be a modern American, but their

advertising campaigns, built on exclusionary visual and textual rhetorics, re-

flected a reality of exclusionary politics and segregated marketplaces. Before

the dollar was desegregated, to paraphrase a pioneering historical study about

African-American consumers, advertising pitches conflated the modern, the

American, and the white, while many commercial venues reinforced these

associations by barring or limiting access.∑∞ Nevertheless, the consumption of

canned foods, ready-made clothing and shoes, or cinematic dramas conveyed

the awareness of participating in ‘‘modern life’’ regardless of racial status or

origins. With the legal dismantling of racial and ethnic barriers to entering the

market, only purchasing power remains as a factor limiting access. Rather

than a mass market of white Americans, multiple segmented markets coexist,

in which appeals are pitched to the cultural preferences and purchasing power

of racial, ethnic, and national groups.∑≤ Contemporary marketing specialists,

more so perhaps than scholars, recognize that rather than one type of border-

lands consumer, there are many, with identities rooted in particular configura-

tions of ethnicity, nationality, class, religion, gender, and sexual orientation.∑≥

As powerful as advertising and its attendant cultural practices are, the cen-

tral governments of the United States and Mexico may well be the most

influential and far-reaching institutions of abundance. In the United States,

government policies and services gradually and imperfectly balanced busi-

nesses’ insistence on ever-increasing profit, consumers’ demands for market-

place protection, and American expectations for unfettered and equal access

to ‘‘the good life.’’ The slavish intent of the Díaz administration to modernize

Mexico at any cost arose in part out of the desire to facilitate the emergence



Small store owner, Corpus Christi, Texas, 1949. Photograph by Russell Lee, courtesy Russell Lee
Photograph Collection, box 3y183, negative no. 2 r1 13943iiac 0001, Center for American His-
tory, University of Texas at Austin.

While this midcentury borderlands tienda, or corner store, might seem anachronistic (after all its
façade suggests that it was not a chain store or even one with self-service or other characteristics
of ‘‘modern’’ retail), it reveals how older retail forms incorporated elements of the new consumer
culture. Evident is the outcome of the revolution in packaging—tin cans, bottles, and paper
boxes—that eliminated most retail in bulk commodities. In the 1890s, the high output of pro-
cessed goods necessitated branding—Dr. Pepper, Barq’s, Camels, Cools, KC Baking Powder—as a
marketing strategy which would di√erentiate like products and thus o√set the downward pres-
sure on prices that oversupply creates. Small and large store owners alike found themselves at
the mercy of brands, since customers requested them by name and often would not accept
substitutes. In the 1920s slogans tied multimedia campaigns together—store posters proclaiming
‘‘good for life,’’ ‘‘made in the South,’’ or ‘‘So Mild!’’ echoed jingles heard on the radio, which
themselves repeated ad copy in magazines and newspapers. Well through midcentury, the small
shop was a vital conduit for branded goods, especially to geographically and economically mar-
ginalized consumers.
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Downtown El Paso, ca. 1910–20. Photograph by Otis A. Aultman, courtesy Aultman Collection, a412,
El Paso Public Library.

During the 1910s, the many signs and symbols of consumer capitalism saturated downtown El Paso, as well
as other U.S. cities in and beyond the borderlands. Electric signs, painted signs, telephone poles and wires,
sidewalks, and theater marques together frame the White House Department Store, the city bank, the local
newspaper headquarters, and the town hall.

of a consumption-oriented economy, but its concessions instead contributed

to the unraveling of the nation. Gilded Age politicians in the United States

handed out railroad subsidies, passed and repealed tari√s, and dangerously

fooled around with the currency, while remaining mostly impervious to the

travails of farmers, workers, and propertyless people. Despite measures in the

United States that served consumers as well as businesses, such as the exten-

sion of the post o≈ce’s services to rural areas (1896), the initiation of parcel

post (1912), the creation of the Department of Commerce (1902), and the

establishment of the Food and Drug Administration (1906), the U.S. govern-

ment has tended to favor business needs over those of consumers. (Consider

the battles to impose consumer safety standards on automobiles and ciga-

rettes, not coincidentally the twentieth century’s most profitable, dangerous,

and symbolically charged mass-produced items.∑∂)

In addition to government agencies and policies, established cultural in-

stitutions such as commercial publishing houses, museums, and schools also

contributed to the new consumer-oriented economic order in the United

States and Mexico.∑∑ In the 1880s and 1890s, ‘‘slick paper’’ magazines, as they

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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were known at the time, with full-page color advertisements punctuating tales

about ‘‘consuming subjects’’ were distributed nationally. In the 1930s and

1940s, comics (historietas) performed a similar role in Mexico. Furthermore,

newspapers in the United States and Mexico introduced the fashion, automo-

tive, and lifestyle pages, while also joining a global network of media enter-

prises connected by transoceanic cables, wireless communications, and news

services.∑∏ Soon entirely new forms of communication—moving pictures, ra-

dio, and eventually television—heralded the ‘‘information age.’’ The forms

that each medium took hewed to a consumer-oriented order, in which dis-

cernment, discontent, and desire were as necessary as disposable income.∑π

Vocational and business schools trained secretaries, accountants, marketing

specialists, managers, and a host of other professionals and semi-professionals

necessary to the new economy. Museums and other venues for exhibitions,

such as world’s fairs, purposefully fostered attention to design, hosted fashion

shows, and in many cases—through taxonomic displays of peoples and objects

—reinforced notions of racial, cultural, and national superiority that in turn

supported imperialist and capitalist relations at home and abroad.∑∫

A new structure of values that cast the cultivation of image, desire, and

pleasure as positive economic and personal attributes undergirded innova-

tions in institutional practices and forms. New quantitative measures, such as

‘‘the masses’’ and ‘‘the standard of living,’’ recalibrated vices into virtues: mate-

rialism was recast as ‘‘pious consumption’’ and ‘‘keeping up with the Joneses’’

ousted envy. Perhaps most far-reaching was the ‘‘therapeutic ethos,’’ which

emerged from mainstream Protestant promises in the 1880s and 1890s that

salvation—indeed, self-realization—could begin here on earth through the

consumption of uplifting goods, experiences, and places. Leisure, mass cul-

ture, vacations, and tourism augmented the middle-class value system, remak-

ing theater into a site of uplift rather than corruption, Sunday into a day of

recreation rather than of rest, night into a time for adult fun, rural areas into

pleasure resorts, and the Southwest into a scenic place where one could marvel

at ‘‘untouched nature’’ found in the landscapes and peoples. Advertisers in the

1920s adopted a ministerial stance, preaching the gospel of consumption in as

many venues as possible, above all advertisements themselves.∑Ω The thera-

peutic ethos is as integral to consumer capitalism today in the United States

and Mexico as it was a hundred years ago. Peter Cahn, for instance, highlights

the profound complexity of the relationships between religious outlooks and

capitalist practices through his ethnographic research into contemporary

Mexican religious practices and beliefs.∏≠
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‘‘Desire’’ and ‘‘pleasure’’ were another set of conditions that gained positive

associations after the turn of the twentieth century. As economists like Simon

Patten, journalists like Charles Lummis, fabulists like the author of The Wizard

of Oz, L. Frank Baum, and Hollywood movie studios refashioned desire and

pleasure as uplifting, popular culture oriented its diversions around them.

Despite ongoing ambivalence about how passions erode moral sensibilities,

the e√orts to arouse desire and provide pleasure became fundamental aspects

of economic and personal practices in the U.S. and eventually elsewhere.

Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, popular culture let loose

the currents—most easily encompassed in the idea of ‘‘image’’—that would

erode indi√erence or outright hostility to accumulation, luxury, and con-

sumption itself. Surplus cast as abundance, rather than as over-supply, eased

the task of recalibrating attitudes toward materialists and sensualists, such that

each could join the ranks of virtuous citizens. Part of this far-reaching adjust-

ment in attitudes hinged upon the expansion of notions of usefulness so that

necessity could become a subjective and dynamic consideration. Marketers

played an important role in this process, identifying, as the historian Susan

Strasser has shown, ‘‘new needs,’’ which mandated ‘‘new habits,’’ and, thus,

‘‘new products.’’ The elasticity of the meanings of necessity and luxury pro-

vided ample room within which new structures of feeling based on desire,

pleasure, and appearance took shape.∏∞

In contrast to the multifaceted U.S. response to abundance, in the Mexican

borderlands after the turn of the century, no such ideological sleight of hand

was necessary. The problem of distribution presented itself in the age-old

shape of scarcity: scarcity of imported goods due to the end of the zona libre

(1905), scarcity of water due to drought (1906–08), scarcity of food and fuel

due to a subsistence crisis across Mexico (1907–08). Many residents left, while

those who stayed began to cater to their U.S. neighbors’ demands for enter-

tainment and services, selling caricatures of Mexico in the forms of souvenirs,

tourist attractions like Ciudad Juárez’s bullring (1903) and racetrack (1905),

and services available in zonas de tolerencia, not to mention vast tracts of

Mexican land.∏≤ Spending time and money across the border took on an aura

of abandon, of leaving behind the ethics of work and thrift, which reinforced

notions of U.S. superiority, a theme that historians, anthropologists, and so-

cial critics develop in their research about the economic development of the

borderlands in the twentieth century. What could be called the ‘‘in-and-out’’

variant of borderlands tourism, both in terms of time spent across the border

and the nature of the services sought, contributed to the spread of exploita-
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Detained at the refugee camp, El Paso,
1914. Photographic postcard, Yale Col-
lection of Western Americana, Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University, Image id 1066553. Manu-
script caption on verso reads: ‘‘Elec-
tronically charged fence.’’

A high, electrified barbed-wire fence
here encloses five of the hundreds of
thousands of refugees from the Mexican
Revolution who found their way across
the border, seeking not only a safe
haven but also, in many cases, respite
from scarcity. The empty bottle, parched
earth, and dirty clothing suggest a col-
lective need for water; the girls’ boots
and smocked, collared, buttoned, and
pleated dresses indicate that other con-
sumer needs had been met. This refugee
camp, a site of scarcity and ‘‘making do’’
and emblem of Mexico’s impoverish-
ment, was but a few miles from El Paso’s
downtown, seen in the contempo-
raneous photograph found on page 30.

tive attitudes and conditions that continue, a century later, to characterize the

region. Scarcity amidst an abundance of wealth generated from the region’s

natural resources transformed Mexican border towns during the first decade

of the twentieth century. Lacking access to the various safety valves that in the

United States di√used rising discontent about inequality, such as an open

frontier (until 1890), an expanding economy, racial scapegoating, and the

quest for empire (after 1898), Mexico’s solution to the distribution problem

was the one of last resort: civil war.

Put bluntly, the Mexican Revolution (1910–20) ruined the immediate pros-

pects for Mexico’s border states to benefit from rising transnational flows of

capital, labor, and commodities. Not only did it drive out residents and disrupt

industrial and agricultural activities; its leaders also undercut the viability of

what commerce remained on the Mexican side of the border through redis-

tributive policies, while ceding to U.S. border merchants opportunities to get

rich. For instance, Pancho Villa confiscated clothing, shoes, and other apparel,

as well as candy, from Chihuahua City merchants, which he then handed out to

the city’s impoverished. In a further e√ort to solve the distribution problem his
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Rebel troops passing through street in Chihuahua, 1914. Photograph, Library of Congress, Prints and
Photographs Division, lc-usz62–71101.

Pictured here are the cavalry troops of the provisional governor of the northern Mexican state of Chihuahua,
Pancho Villa, riding in single file down the main street of the state capital, Chihuahua City. The electric and
telephone wires, street lights, sidewalks, and multistoried buildings are representative of the economic
and technological modernization of northern Mexico before the revolution. The factions fighting in northern
Mexico, above all Villa’s, depended on the region’s well-developed railroad networks to transport supplies
and troops, just as much as they did on the region’s modern cities.

way, Villa set price ceilings for meat, wheat, and corn, while giving away milk,

meat, and bread. In the meantime, merchants, builders, and smugglers operating

in U.S. border cities and states met Mexican wartime demand for goods ranging

from five rail carloads of canned sardines to 40,000 pairs of shoes and khaki shirts

for Villa’s troops, to guns and cannon for all of the armed factions, including the

federal army. The militarization of the region, seen not only in Mexico, but also in

fortified U.S. military outposts, particularly El Paso’s Fort Bliss (1877) and San

Diego’s naval base (1898), further increased demand for staples, supplies, and

services, nearly all of which was met by U.S.-owned businesses.∏≥

The shift of business to the U.S. side of the border during the revolution

alone did not contribute to northern Mexico’s economic decay. Instead, blame

ought to include missed opportunities for long-term development, summed

up in the words modernization, expansion, and maintenance. Some of the

world’s first branded goods, such as Quaker Oats, Uneeda Biscuit, Campbell’s

Soup, and Crisco, expanded the market for agricultural commodities such as
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oats, wheat, barley, vegetables, and even cottonseed oil, in which some large-

scale borderlands farmers participated. The use of refrigerated railroad cars

after the 1880s further stimulated the mass market for perishable foods, espe-

cially fresh fruits and vegetables, in large U.S. cities. To meet this demand,

large-scale cash crop cultivation transformed much of Texas’s Rio Grande

Valley and California’s Imperial Valley. When the First World War laid siege to

Europe’s agricultural acreage, large-scale farming operations in California and

Texas further profited from surging demand for staples. Furthermore, rising

wartime demand for copper and petroleum led to the expansion of mining,

drilling, and processing operations on the U.S. side of the border. Once the

fighting was over in Mexico and Europe, the United States had leapt far ahead

of Mexico. In the aftermath of the 1910s, the Mexican state oriented itself

toward land reform and nationalization of industries and mines: rather than

concede economic opportunities to foreigners, it hoped to provide Mexicans

with the means of self-subsistence. Not until the 1970s did much of north-

ern Mexico’s agricultural infrastructure modernize with hydrology projects,

highway building, and refrigerated trucks.∏∂

There are other ways, too, that the Mexican Revolution and the First World

War tilted the balance toward U.S. dominance in the region. U.S. cities in the

region grew rapidly, while Mexican ones stagnated. The populations of San

Diego and Los Angeles, for instance, nearly quadrupled during the two de-

cades after 1910. Filmmakers, who in 1910 began relocating their industry to

the Southwest, particularly Los Angeles, captured the international market for

movies during the war, which provided them with lasting advantages in one of

the consumer culture’s most important venues. Along with oil, aviation, ship-

ping, and shipbuilding, the film business contributed to Los Angeles’s growth,

such that by 1930 it was the fifth largest city in the Unites States. Five times as

many people made Los Angeles their home as lived in the ten largest cities in

the Mexican borderlands; 132,577 residents made Monterrey the largest Mexi-

can borderlands city, followed by Ciudad Juaréz, which was home to 39,666

people, while Tijuana’s minuscule population of 8,384 put it in seventh place.∏∑

Mexican border cities’ relatively small size and slow growth prior to the Great

Depression further exacerbated northern Mexico’s disadvantages in the re-

gion’s transnational economy.

Through the first half of the twentieth century, nationalist preoccupations

with building a strong central state in Mexico and with protecting the eco-

nomic gains that the U.S. had achieved a√ected the borderlands nearly as

much as had the Mexican Revolution and the First World War. The U.S.
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U.S. Troops in El Paso, 1915. Photographic postcard, Yale Collection of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare
Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, Image id 2017309.

The militarization of the border, as signified by U.S. troops marching down one of El Paso’s main corridors,
at first gave rise to saloons and other places of amusement in U.S. border towns, while also boosting local
construction, transportation, and wholesale businesses. Over the course of the 1910s, the formidable
strength of U.S. armed forces—particularly after the American Expeditionary Forces’ contribution to the
Allied victory in Europe—in contrast with the disarray of the Mexican Federalists and revolutionary factions
only exacerbated the sense of imbalance between the two nations. Since the 1920s, Mexican border towns
catered to the recreational needs of U.S. sailors and soldiers. Beginning in the 1970s another wave of
militarization along the border began, this time in response at first to narcotics smuggling, and later to
concerns about national security related to unauthorized entry of people into the United States.

President Calvin Coolidge declared in the 1920s that ‘‘the business of America

is business,’’ but he did not nationalize industry or redistribute land as did his

Mexico City counterparts. Clearly each nation diverged from the other con-

siderably in terms of its political approach to fostering economic growth, but

nationalism deeply informed each set of e√orts. In the shape of commercial

regulation and initiative, it paradoxically contributed to the region’s bina-

tionalism and eventually its transnationalism. Specific consumer needs and

desires propelled large numbers of people across the border in both directions,

providing further impetus to the development of an asymmetrical regional

economy. Inequalities among peoples rising from class, ethnic, and national

position flourished, as did illegal and criminal enterprises whose very exis-

tence depended on the border.

U.S. preoccupation with Protestant versions of morality further exacer-

bated the region’s uneven economic development. Through the 1910s, local

and state U.S. morals laws prohibited the sale of alcohol and sex, the sponsor-
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ship of animal racing and blood sports, and the facilitation of gambling. These

measures were part of a broad set of responses to the cumulative e√ects of

modernity, particularly high levels of immigration to the Atlantic coast during

the previous four decades, new concentrations of wealth and populations in

large cities, and emergent cultural obsessions with novelty, youth, and sex. In

the wake of Prohibition, saloons, breweries, distilleries, brothels, racetracks,

and casinos moved just south of the border, remaining in the orbit of millions

of people in the United States, living in cities such as Los Angeles and El Paso.

In this way the border became modern, for it o√ered a safety valve for people

unwilling to adhere to vice regulations promising tradition and stability. De-

spite the significant revenue Mexican border towns generated catering to the

vice and tourist trade, on balance, U.S. border cities prospered far more than

did Mexican ones during the 1920s. They hosted numerous national and

regional conventions, boarded and conveyed hundreds of thousands, if not

more, U.S. residents heading across the border, continued to refine, process,

and ship the region’s agricultural and mineral commodities, and also met

most U.S. and Mexican retail demands.

The preoccupation of Mexican nationalism with the need for a strong

central state cast the border region as in need of fortification against for-

eign capitalists, who were exploiting Mexico’s valuable natural resources, and

against U.S. tourists, who were responsible for the ‘‘cities of whores’’ strung

along the Mexican side of the border.∏∏ During the 1920s and 1930s the Mexican

federal government claimed significant amounts of previously private land

and resources for the nation. The intent of Article 27 of Mexico’s 1917 Constitu-

tion was to reclaim Mexico for Mexicans: not only does it mandate that all

natural resources in Mexico are national property whose private exploitation is

only permissible through concessions, but it also forbids foreigners from

owning land within sixty-two miles of Mexico’s territorial borders and thirty-

one miles of its coasts. These provisions entailed nationalization: by the end of

the 1930s, the Mexican state had nationalized its petroleum industry, seized

millions of acres of U.S.-owned land along Mexico’s coasts and northern

border, and redistributed one hundred million acres of land.∏π Taxes and

licensing fees on some of the millions of dollars of revenue saloons, bars,

lounges, brothels, and casinos generated in the 1920s hastened the region’s

partial modernization, through public works projects that included the con-

struction of modern irrigation systems, public utilities, roads, railroads, and

schools, but in 1934 Mexico banned vice industries from border towns.∏∫

Fortification against U.S. mass-produced goods, however, proved impos-
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Mexican police o≈cers with confiscated opium and cocaine drugs, Tijuana, Baja California, 1930. Photo-
graph courtesy Photograph Collection, San Diego Historical Society.

The Harrison Act (1914) gave the U.S. Treasury the power to tax and regulate the distribution and sale of
opium and cocaine, but the use of narcotics in the United States would not be prohibited until after the
Second World War. Despite a 1926 Mexican law banning poppy cultivation, opium grown in the Mexican
state of Sinaloa was exported to the United States, mostly through Mexicali and Tijuana. Though the origins
of these ‘‘drogas heroicas’’ (narcotics), here neatly displayed as though for sale in a grocery store, are
unknown, it may be that Manuel Proto and Guillermo McAlpin, Tijuana policemen, seized them from
tra≈ckers doing business in the border town, rather than from smugglers seeking to move them into the
United States. In the 1960s, what had become an insatiable U.S. market for marijuana and narcotics
transformed northern Mexico into the home of more than three hundred clandestine airfields. The magni-
tude of the trade was so great that the U.S. government launched ‘‘Operation Intercept’’ against cross-
border drug smuggling in 1969. It is estimated that as of 2007, at least 70 percent of controlled substances
enter the United States via the border with Mexico.

sible. Northern Mexico’s anemic commercial infrastructure, Mexico’s late and

poorly capitalized entry into mass production, and the allure, as well as avail-

ability, of U.S. consumer goods together worked to the advantage of U.S.

retailers in the borderlands during the 1920s. Most people living on the Mexi-

can side of the border shopped in U.S. border towns for provisions, including

medicines, milk, and tinned foods, as well as for durable consumer goods

like automobiles. A 1926 study reveals the enormity of this trade. That year,

juarenses spent ten times as much in El Paso ($15 million) as in their own city:

in U.S. stores they bought ‘‘fruits, vegetables, staple items, canned meats,

clothing, shoes, cars, furniture, o≈ce supplies, medicines, perfumes, soaps,
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Two men sitting in Maxwell Auto, San Diego, 1922. Photograph courtesy Photograph Collection, San Diego
Historical Society.

U.S. car dealers in the borderlands, like San Diego’s local dealer for Maxwell-Chrysler, the Merritt Company,
served customers living on both sides of the border. In 1920, San Diego had no more than three auto
dealerships, but by 1930, the city of 150,000 hosted twenty-six businesses catering to demands for auto-
mobiles, parts, and repairs, a number that increased to nearly fifty by 1940, despite the decline in U.S. and
Mexican consumer spending throughout the 1930s. 

glass, construction materials, hardware goods, and many other products,’’

while in Mexico they bought, according to one study, ‘‘national goods,’’ identi-

fied as co√ee, tropical fruits, beans, straw hats, and alcoholic beverages.∏Ω The

residents of Nogales and Mexicali spent four hundred times as much across

the border as in their own towns. Since Mexican national identity, mexicani-

dad, was in part instilled through the consumption of Mexican-made prod-

ucts, and in part projected through the patronage of Mexican businesses,

borderlanders’ dependence on U.S. retail contributed to the suspicion with

which central Mexicans approached the northern border and its residents.

Nevertheless, throughout the twentieth century, except during times of severe

economic crisis, residents of the Mexican borderlands have avidly done their

shopping across the border.π≠

For the most part, few observers, until quite recently, have included border-

crossing Mexican shoppers among ‘‘modern consumers.’’ The modern con-
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sumer, rendered iconic in popular visual and print culture, connotes the

aΔuent and the comfortable classes. Consider, in contrast, what the anthropol-

ogist Josiah Heyman identifies as the ‘‘consumer proletariat’’: people alienated

from the means of production and consumption. Heyman concludes that after

1900, borderlanders ceased to directly provision their households, as they once

had by growing crops, raising animals, gathering firewood, drawing water,

weaving textiles, and sewing clothes. As ‘‘producers’’ without land, tools, or

capital, they had no choice but to sell their labor to farming, mine, railroad, and

other operations. As ‘‘consumers’’ without access to springs, fields, or commons,

they had to turn to the market for tinned foods, factory-made tortillas, water,

fuel, and ready-made clothing. This state of a√airs, known as ‘‘market depen-

dency,’’ irked and threatened the central Mexican government when it considered

its northernmost citizens. Around the world, in fits and starts since the seven-

teenth century, large numbers of people have experienced similar shifts from self-

su≈ciency to market dependency. In the borderlands, descendants of indigenous

peoples, Spanish colonists, and Anglo settlers began to make the transition in the

1880s; by the 1940s market-dependency was the rule.π∞

As borderlanders, like residents of industrial and global cities, became

market-oriented producers and consumers, they had to hone what the histo-

rian Susan Porter Benson has identified as consumption practices rooted in

‘‘self-denial, rather than self-fulfillment.’’π≤ She shows how U.S. working classes

in the 1920s and 1930s acted as ‘‘inconspicuous consumers,’’ unlike the ‘‘con-

spicuous consumers’’ social critic Thorstein Veblen first taunted in his 1899

classic, Theory of the Leisure Class. In short, Benson’s work contravenes the

widely held notion that ‘‘a rising and inclusive tide’’ of consumption swept

across the United States during the twentieth century.π≥ Other historians too

are working to shift focus from the peoples who have ‘‘adapted to abundance’’

toward the many who have made do with scarcity. Consumer practices in the

U.S.–Mexico borderlands present further opportunities to assess self-denial

and inconspicuous consumption within the context of rising levels of material

abundance, particularly in the 1920s and 1930s, pivotal decades in this matrix.π∂

After the international economic collapse of 1929, it appeared conclusive

that scarcity would persist despite the maturation of economies and cultures

of abundance. But the worldwide collapse of capitalist economies due to

overproduction and underconsumption seemed to discredit consumer capi-

talism as the answer to the problem of distribution. In places where fascism

took hold or where communism tightened its grip, state-centered solutions to

the problem of distribution gained traction. In the United States, displaced
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‘‘The house that Jack built,’’ Los Angeles, 1928. Courtesy Herald-Examiner Collection, Los Angeles Public
Library.

The Los Angeles Herald-Examiner captioned this photograph: ‘‘Here are Jack Donovan, film actor, and the
‘house that Jack built’ and sold to Mae Murray, famous star, for $50,000.’’ Houses like this, and the movie
stars like Jack who built them, became symbols of a new culture oriented toward purchase, display, and
pleasure—a consumer culture—that served to underscore the contrast between abundance and scarcity,
but also to push the specter of scarcity to the margins of the nation, that is, to rural areas, urban ghettoes,
and the border region.

sharecroppers, tenant farmers, unskilled young men, and industrial workers

were among the most likely to consider the viability of forms of distribution

other than market-oriented ones, but various ideological, political, and social

conditions foreclosed those possibilities. Certainly, there were Americans of

all economic positions who took the opportunity, created by capitalism’s cri-

sis, to reject greed and materialism; in some cases they even elected representa-

tives to political o≈ce.

But ‘‘plenty,’’ which had defined the United States since its inception, would

continue to underpin political and economic commitments to democracy and

capitalism. Grassroots consumer activism did flourish in response to hoarding

and stockpiling (especially of food), discriminatory hiring practices (the slogan

‘‘don’t shop where you can’t work’’ adorned picket signs in Chicago and New

York City), and dried-up sources of consumer credit. Sales of durable goods like

automobiles and home appliances plummeted, but debtors were loath to miss

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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monthly installment payments for what they already possessed, particularly their

automobiles. Millions of Americans reverted to the homegrown and homemade;

in doing so they purchased seeds, bulk textiles, glass jars, and other producer

goods, but they did not lose their taste for consumer goods. Instead, they dreamt

about what they might buy when times got better.π∑

New Deal programs stepped up e√orts of the U.S. federal government to

foster a well-run, well-regulated, and subsidized consumer economy. An al-

phabet soup of programs aimed to relieve privation, to reform financial in-

stitutions and instruments, and to regulate market relationships. The resultant

programs and policies deepened consumerism’s roots through the electrifica-

tion of rural areas, the construction of roads, bridges, harbors, and airports,

the formation of federal agencies to underwrite consumer loans for purchases

ranging from houses to electric appliances, and the stabilization of purchasing

power through Social Security insurance and the minimum wage laws. These

programs, as well as fdr’s failed e√ort during the Second World War to amend

the Bill of Rights with the guarantee to all U.S. citizens of an ‘‘American

standard of living’’ (which Congress trimmed down to the G. I. Bill of Rights),

transformed the U.S. government from an enthusiastic bystander into an

active participant in consumer society. The Great Depression was ‘‘the defin-

ing moment’’ in the nation’s history for a number of reasons, not the least of

which was that the political response to it enshrined abundance as the nation’s

primary concern.π∏

The attenuation of border crossing for labor, leisure, or commerce during

the 1930s contributed to the sense that, in the words of two historians, the

border was ‘‘finally starting to harden into the clearly marked boundar[y] that

appeared on most national maps.’’ππ That Mexico so fiercely sought economic

independence from the United States through the 1930s added to the harden-

ing of the border. After U.S. president Franklin Delano Roosevelt lifted Pro-

hibition in 1933 and Mexican president Lázaro Cárdenas banned the vice

industries in 1934, revenues from vice tourism in Mexico declined precipi-

tously, and so with them went the economic fortunes of Mexican border

towns and residents. In the attempt to provision border residents, the Mexican

government reestablished duty-free zones in communities along the border

with California and Arizona.π∫ At the same time a large but unknown number

of people of Mexican descent, half of whom might have been U.S. citizens,

were forcibly expulsed from the United States. They swelled the populations

of Mexico’s border towns to unmanageable proportions. Attempting to pre-

vent their return to the U.S., as well as the entry of other immigrants, the
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Aztec Brewery, San Diego,
ca. 1937. Photograph courtesy
Photograph Collection, San
Diego Historical Society.

Southwestern regional ar-
chitecture during the 1930s
embraced a visual aesthetic
that incorporated a host of
symbols from each side of the
border. At San Diego’s Aztec
Brewery, built after the repeal
of Prohibition (1933), the mu-
ral above the fermenting vats
shows an ‘‘Indian’’ in Plains
Indian headdress paying
homage to hops and barley
bursting forth from the Aztec
calendar. The tiled floor and
wainscoting, stuccoed walls,
and fancy ironwork character-
ized period libraries, town
halls, post o≈ces, and hotel
lobbies. Many of the rooms in
the brewery were decorated
as elaborately as this one,
combining the Aztec motif
with that of beer.

U.S. firmed up its border patrol and entry requirements.πΩ Openings re-

mained. A regional aesthetics flourished in commercial spaces such as depart-

ment stores, trading posts, grocery stores, bars and restaurants, hotels, gas

stations, stage and movie theaters, concert halls, and breweries. It did so too in

public spaces like post o≈ces, customs houses, railroad stations, fairgrounds,

and schools, where the U.S. Works Progress Administration funded new con-

struction and the addition of decorative elements, particularly murals, that

showcased distinctive regional types and motifs. Transnational transportation

and communications systems operated, with railroads and automobiles, as

well as radio waves, transversing the borderline. Tourism maintained a foot-

hold, though it was far less lucrative than it had been during the previous two

decades. Cross-border kinship ties persisted. Trade barriers actually loosened

after the implementation of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act, which gave

the U.S. president the power to reduce tari√s by half in exchange for similar

concessions from foreign governments. So U.S.-Mexico trade, which had hit a

low in 1933 after more than a decade of gains, doubled by 1939.∫≠ It was these

continuities, rather than the drawing and redrawing of the borderline between

the U.S. and Mexico during the ninety years since the conclusion of the U.S.-

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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Mexico War, that accounted for the particular shape and vitality of the region’s

consumer culture, as well as its dramatic contrasts.
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Disrupting Boundaries
Consumer Capitalism and Culture in the
U.S.-Mexico Borderlands, 1940–2008

The turnover and sheer quantity and variety of consump-

tion practices continuously disrupt conventional bound-

aries of all kinds.

VICTORIA DE GRAZIA (1996)

The dynamics of capitalism and nationalism along the

1,952-mile-long boundary line between the United States

and Mexico—drawn in the early 1850s after the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848) concluded the U.S.-Mexico War—

provide endless examples of how ‘‘consumption practices con-

tinuously disrupt conventional boundaries.’’ Take the ceaseless

cross-border tra≈c in necessities ranging from pinto beans to

blue jeans, in luxuries such as fine liqueurs and knocko√ de-

signer handbags, in contraband extending from marijuana to

exotic animals, and in industrial by-products like chemical

wastes and cardboard. Or consider Mexican ‘‘border blasters,’’

radio stations that operated just south of the border for half a

century after 1931 to avoid U.S. communications regulations.

Or review the player stats from Los Tecolotes de los Dos Lare-

dos, a professional baseball team that represented both Laredos

in each nation’s minor leagues near the end of the twentieth

century.∞ Or instead, surf through the thousands of border

photographs and videos posted on content-sharing Web sites

like Flickr and YouTube, artifacts of the production and cir-

culation of images, an elemental and essential aspect of con-

sumer capitalism. Although the boundary line was meant to

demarcate and separate the two nations, it has instead fostered
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the growth of a transnational region and economy that exemplifies the central

features of contemporary global capitalism: inequality and hybridity.≤

Since the 1970s, when powerful and powerless transnational actors—par-

ticularly corporations and stateless populations—seemed to elude the control

of nation-states, scholars have begun to chafe against the nation-centered

organization of the academy and of inquiry itself. Although there is an exten-

sive and important corpus of scholarship on subjects such as capitalism, dias-

poras, and religion, the taken-for-granted way of viewing history, politics,

and peoples through the prism of the nation has shaped the academy since

the Enlightenment. Curriculum, graduate training, positions, and publishing

are mostly organized along national lines. Various academic initiatives have

sought to transcend the boundaries between disciplines and subfields, but

even in cases where a field seemed universal—women’s studies, for instance—

practitioners tended to cluster into nation-oriented subfields. In the 1990s,

scholars whose work was out of place within nation-centered studies moved

toward questioning theoretical and real geopolitical boundaries and borders.≥

The nation-state paradigm remains strong due to institutional and political

structures that facilitate the study of nations, as well as the continued geopolit-

ical salience of nations. Nevertheless, scholars are turning to the micro, the

local, the transnational, the international, the nongovernmental, and above all

else, the global, to investigate and explain what they consider the pressing

problems of their fields.

Within this dramatic and far-reaching academic revisionism, borderlands

in general have gained recognition as a site where the simultaneous persistence

and disintegration of the nation-state stand out in sharp relief. In heeding

social theorist Arjun Appadurai’s 1993 call to ‘‘think ourselves beyond the

nation,’’ historians, anthropologists, and other scholars are directly question-

ing what historian David Thelen identifies as the ‘‘faith that the border can

keep people and nations apart.’’∂ Borderlands have been recognized as sites

where scholars can untangle national from transnational histories, trajec-

tories, and conditions. In the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, the visibility of the

‘‘tug of war between the transnational and the national’’ attracts scholarly and

media attention.∑ As scholars, publishers, and academic institutions invest

resources in understanding the region, they join the push to partially divest

the academy of a nation-centric approach to organizing research and teaching.

Academic interest in borderlands no doubt also springs from the rising

economic importance of borderland regions to the global economy. Since the

1970s, border areas and cities have been closely linked to and dependent on
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nice or easy. Extant transnational communities in border regions thus are

among the first to grapple with the positive and negative e√ects of trade

liberalization.π

After the United States entered into the Second World War, permeability

characterized the border once again, as it had prior to the economic contrac-

tion of the 1930s. U.S. capital moved south, in particular reopening mines and

smelters, while Mexican laborers headed north to fields, factories, and con-

struction sites. The U.S. and Mexican governments initiated a guest-worker

system, the Bracero Program (1942–64), through which millions of Mexican

men crossed the border on temporary work permits. Defense-related manu-

facturing and processing industries contributed to the economic and popula-

tion growth of U.S. border states—even that most remote and underdeveloped

one, New Mexico, where the Manhattan Project ushered in the establishment

of Sandia and Los Alamos National Laboratories, as well as the White Sands

Missile Range and several Air Force bases. Mexican border cities and towns

flush with displaced peoples of Mexican descent continued to grow, especially

after becoming jumping-o√ points for millions of Mexican migrants heading

to the United States. Once in the United States, Mexican migrants worked for

low wages while consuming mass-produced goods. On their return to Mexico,

they brought back new ideas about consumption, along with suitcases, sacks,

and boxes of consumer goods associated with the United States.∫

By the end of 1945, not only had the United States won the war, dominated

its allies, and mostly avoided depredations and damages to its own territory,

but it now stood ready to export consumer democracy, in the shape of the

Marshall Plan, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, tari√ and

trade agreements, and corporate investments, not to mention U.S.-made con-

sumer goods. Immediately after the war, European and Japanese demand for

agricultural commodities and manufactured goods, in combination with that

of African, Asian, and Latin American countries, resulted in what one of the

first students of globalization, the economist Raymond Vernon, called an

‘‘export bonanza’’ for the United States.Ω Massive amounts of U.S. funding for

the reconstruction of ‘‘the free world’s’’ economies were channeled into indus-

tries that produced consumer goods and defense matériel, often through the

o≈ces of U.S. corporations, who profited from the opportunity to expand

overseas product lines and manufacturing. Furthermore, U.S. television and

radio programs, Hollywood movies, and popular branded goods like Ford,

Coca-Cola, and Wrigley’s chewing gum saturated the United States, Mexico,
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and many other parts of the world.∞≠ In all, it was promised that development

aimed toward establishing a consumer economy would lay the best ground-

work for the worldwide rise of democracy.

Dramatic innovations in U.S. manufacturing and marketing during the

1950s fortified this ideological linkage of capitalism with democracy. Flex-

ible production, in which small batches were e≈ciently manufactured and

then sold to targeted consumer markets, which had been identified through

sophisticated demographic and psychological analysis, nurtured individualis-

tic self-fashioning and expression, each considered essential to democracy and

capitalism. Simultaneously, explosive social movements insisting that group-

based identities replace the monolithic (though raced, gendered, and classed)

‘‘American’’ identity further pushed the shift away from the mass market

toward a segmented one. Significantly, just when U.S. electoral politics had

achieved a commendable measure of inclusivity with the 1965 Voting Rights

Act, political campaigns shifted from pitching appeals to the mass electorate

toward interest group politics. Politicians relied on the new marketing to cobble

together segmented markets (interest groups) into winning coalitions.∞∞

At the same time as segmented marketing remade U.S. commerce, society,

and politics, the United States was engaged in a global competition against the

Soviet Union, whose solution to the problem of scarcity was state-run produc-

tion and distribution. During what was known as the Cold War (1947–89), the

United States championed the freedom to choose where to work, what to buy,

and for whom to vote; it asserted that capitalism, free markets, and democracy

together created abundance, pointing to fully stocked grocery stores, parking

lots with row upon row of brand-new cars, and single-family houses with

backyards, picture windows, and electric kitchens. Soviet bloc residents, on

the other hand, faced shortages and made do with shoddy goods, largely

because their manufacturing sector’s concentration on military and capital

goods resulted in the production of undi√erentiated batches of consumer

goods. Competition between capitalism and communism in the arena of con-

sumption simmered and sometimes boiled over, perhaps best exemplified by

the 1959 ‘‘Kitchen Debates’’ between the U.S. vice president Richard Nixon and

the Russian premier Nikita Khrushchev. In them, ‘‘the American standard of

living,’’ as embodied in the all-electric kitchen, Pepsi, and television, wreaked

psychic havoc on the boisterous Khrushchev.∞≤

U.S. foreign policy makers reporting to Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy

insisted that prioritizing material needs and desires would result in the com-

mon good, which included improved living standards. The international eco-
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nomic development programs the United States funded sought to promote the

development of consumer-oriented economies. But they did not promote

consumer choice or protection. U.S. governmental and nongovernmental

agencies claimed, according to one historian, that greater access to consumer

goods could work ‘‘wholly to transform the universe of the marginalized and

disempowered.’’∞≥ In retrospect the cultural anthropologists Jean and John

Comaro√ coined the term ‘‘millennial capitalism’’ to describe this misguided

developmental ideology.∞∂ The convictions that in the United States resided a

‘‘people of plenty’’ and that millennial capitalism would bring well-being to

the world each contributed to the postwar sense that the border with Mexico

separated two worlds, one superior to the other based on its access to and

deployment of abundance. Mexican e√orts to produce a material culture that

was modern, yet imbued with mexicanidad and indigenismo, only reinforced

this tendency to view the border as a stark dividing line.∞∑

In the 1950s and 1960s, as part of the battle over modes and ideologies of

distribution, nationalism swept through the parts of the world that were

economically underdeveloped, a group to which Mexico belonged. Despite its

underemployed and undereducated population, its underdeveloped industrial

infrastructure, its ine≈cient agricultural sector, its high foreign debt, and its

late entry into mass production, the Mexican government gambled that a

nationalized consumer economy built on mexicanidad would protect it from

foreign dependency, particularly on the United States. Likewise, it encouraged

the use of indigenous design for consumer goods, hoping to cash in on indi-

genismo, a Latin American nation-building strategy reaching back to the nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries.∞∏ Tradition and authenticity character-

ized these cultural styles. Mexican peasants made ‘‘timeless’’ handicrafts.

Others showcased pre-Columbian and colonial ruins and relics to extend the

nation’s patrimony to the ancients of civilizations past, including the Aztec,

Mayan, Roman, and Greek. Places and goods imbued with characteristics and

symbols of the folk, the primitive, and the ancient attracted Western intel-

lectuals and dreamers, who, uneasy with capitalism and disdainful of the

mass-produced, were prone to antimodernist positions and places.∞π But this

aesthetic—handmade, authentic, one-of-a-kind, indigenous, traditional—did

little to add luster to shoddy Mexican-made mass-produced items, such as can

openers, ready-made clothing, radio and television sets, refrigerators, or auto-

mobiles, which were just as much the stu√ of everyday life in Mexico as in the

United States.

Still, in an attempt to foster national economic growth, Mexico sponsored
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what are known as import-substitution policies—high import tari√s, sub-

sidies for internal improvements, and loans for new factories—in order to en-

courage, if not force, Mexicans to ‘‘buy Mexican.’’∞∫ These policies stimulated

the expansion of Mexican manufacturing. Nevertheless, Mexicans living in the

northern states continued to cross the border to ‘‘buy American,’’ attracted by

low prices, large inventories, the latest styles, and the ease of automobile-

oriented retail. In the 1950s, the drive-through originated in southern Califor-

nia, joining the shopping strips and centers that proliferated after a revision to

the 1954 tax code made it advantageous to build such structures. U.S. down-

town retail sectors near the international boundary line remained vibrant due

to the persistence and increase in foot tra≈c from Mexico, while at the same

time suburban growth stimulated the construction of automobile-oriented

retail districts on the edges of borderland cities.∞Ω As they had earlier, border-

crossing consumers defied expectations that the boundary line should sepa-

rate the two nations. It did contribute to divisions, but the lines separating the

rich from the poor, capital from labor, the new from the used, the American

from the Mexican, ‘‘the best’’ from the substandard, the authentic from the

fake, the machine-made from the handmade, the up-to-date from the behind-

the-times were not entirely congruent with the boundary line. Transnational

social, cultural, and economic conditions, more so than the border, account

for the region’s stark contrasts.

In the 1960s, two Mexican initiatives, one focused on tourism and the other

on assembly of consumer goods, aimed to extract benefits from the density of

contradictory possibilities gathered along the permeable northern border. In

1961, the Mexican state introduced a state-funded development agency known

as pronaf (Program Nacional Fronterizo), which aimed to improve living

conditions along the border, as well as to generate revenue. In keeping with

economic policies of the 1950s, Mexico also persisted with import-substitution

policies. pronaf encouraged the sale of Mexican goods—and of the experience

of Mexico itself—to foreigners. It tried to entice U.S. consumers to cross the

border to buy Mexican, whether hotel rooms and restaurant meals, duty-free

imports, or indigenous arts and crafts. Antonio Bermúdez, the director of Mex-

ico’s nationalized oil company pemex before he was named head of pronaf,

tried to make the border into ‘‘a great show window,’’ and thus Mexico into an

emporium of goods and services for the world’s richest consumers, Ameri-

cans.≤≠ State-run curio shops stocked folk arts representing Mexico’s many

traditions, jewelry and souvenirs, indigenous foods, spices, and liquors.≤∞ pro-

naf funded the building of American-style hotels with Mexican decorative
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motifs, beautifying public spaces, and opening a few shopping centers. Despite

these e√orts, during the 1960s the U.S. side of the border became, in the words

of the Mexican diplomat and scholar Carlos Ferrat, ‘‘a big mall for the Mexi-

cans.’’≤≤ In keeping with the metaphor, Mexico remained an adult amusement

park for Americans, who found packaged leisure on its beaches and in its

resorts, as well as elsewhere in the Caribbean and Central America.≤≥

Sticking with a consumer-oriented vision of economic development, pro-

naf introduced a new version of the zona libre in 1971: the artículos ganchos

(‘‘hook goods’’) program, which was meant to keep pesos (and dollars) in

Mexico. Duty-free imports were placed on display alongside articles of Mexican

manufacture in shops Mexicans frequented. Thus drawn into stores by displays

of desirable imports, but exposed to Mexican goods, Mexicans would, so the

theory went, buy Mexican out of national pride. In practice, the artículos

ganchos program simply helped to meet, and feed, the demands for imported

goods among Mexicans. Recognizing that well-stocked modern retail venues

attracted customers, the Mexican government also handed out subsidies to de-

velopers of shopping malls in Mexican border cities.≤∂ Taken together, Mexico’s

consumer-oriented programs did not move its borderlands into the forefront

of international tourism, fill up the treasury with consumer dollars, or wean

northern Mexicans from their preference for American goods. In retrospect it

may be that U.S. marketing models overly influenced pronaf’s policymakers,

whose strategizing was hampered by naïve consumer psychology and wishful

economic policy. Nevertheless, the Mexican government recognized the cen-

trality of the consumer—as tourist, as shopper, as citizen—to national eco-

nomic health, just as the United States government had a few decades earlier.

Instead of trying to sell the experience of Mexico and Mexican-made goods,

as pronaf had attempted, another set of development policies fostered the sale

of Mexico’s cheapest and most abundant commodity, labor. Initiated in 1965 in

response to the social crisis brought on by the end of the Bracero Program the

previous year, the Border Industrialization Program (bip) facilitated the estab-

lishment of maquiladoras, assembly plants operating along the border in a zone

exempted from import and export duties. Mexican labor assembled Asian-

made components into computer keyboards, refrigerators, radios, and televi-

sions, which were then moved across the nearby border, destined for U.S.

warehouses and stores. The bip would not have succeeded were it not for low

transportation costs, due in large part to the development of a smooth system

for the transfer of standardized forty-foot-long containers from cargo ships, to

railroad cars, to truck beds. The container was to global production of con-
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sumer goods what the moving assembly line was to Ford’s organization of

factory production.≤∑ At each point in the commodity chain, waived import

and export duties, along with low transportation costs, reconfigured produc-

tion in order to take advantage of low labor costs and lax workplace regulations.

Through the 1970s and 1980s, the maquiladora sector grew, as did duty-free

zones (frequently known as ‘‘Special Economic Zones’’ or ‘‘Export Processing

Zones’’) in other parts of Mexico, Central America, Latin America, as well as

throughout the developing world, including China’s Pearl River Delta, eight

enclaves in India, and ports in Germany, Portugal, and France.≤∏

In the 1990s, when large numbers of Chinese factories entered into the pro-

duction of consumer goods for export, competitive pressures further pressed

upon the border’s assembly plants. Downward pressure on already low wages

and rapidly changing and widely divergent demands contributed to inhumane

living conditions and unsafe workplaces in the border’s industrialized cities.

The costs of the goods assembled in the Mexican export zone, and other

export zones, ought to include rendering the region into one of the world’s

environmental disaster areas, its cities into overcrowded, underserviced land-

scapes, and many of its residents, particularly women, into a vulnerable popu-

lation.≤π Instead, prices are low, export zones sites of devastation, and natural

agencies inundated with requests of help.

Stagnating and in some cases decreasing real wages (purchasing power) for

U.S. and Mexican working and middle classes followed the emergence of the

maquiladora system. In the United States, the oil shocks and inflationary

spirals of the early 1970s, the closing of many factories in what became known

as the ‘‘rust belt,’’ and the shift to a service-based economy contributed to

flattening wages, rising prices for automobiles and houses, and increasing

income inequality.≤∫ As in the United States, Mexico’s rate of inflation began to

skyrocket in the early 1970s. But it was far worse in Mexico, hitting 100 percent

in 1976, precipitating an o≈cial devaluation of the peso. Since the 1970s, more

and more women and children in Mexico have entered the workforce as

household purchasing power has plummeted. While not as dramatic in terms

of sheer numbers in the United States, it is also the case that more members of

households are working in order to compensate for the decline in the sole

breadwinner’s purchasing power. In all, over the course of the twentieth cen-

tury, Mexican householders ‘‘reallocated their productive resources,’’ namely

their own labor, such that large numbers of women and children entered into

wage work on both sides of the border. In part as a consequence of this,

Mexico’s standard of living has risen as well.≤Ω
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Promotoras, 2006. Promotional photograph by David Maung for the documentary Maquilápolis, directed
by Vicki Funari and Sergio de la Torre, courtesy of Vicki Funari.

Multinational corporations own thousands of assembly plants, known as maquiladoras, which began to
appear in the cities of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands during the late 1960s. Maquiladora workers, like these
women, earn subsistence wages or less for finishing electronics, clothing, and other consumer goods that
are shipped north across the border. As the costs of transportation decreased due to the standardization of
container shipping in the 1970s, similar manufacturing arrangements developed in innumerable duty-free
export zones around the world. Because today transportation costs account for perhaps 1 percent of the
final costs of most consumer goods, proximity to the United States no longer provides a geographical
advantage over distant labor markets. Thus, in this context, there is little hope that manufacturing along
the border will improve the standard of living for Mexicans, who now compete in a global, rather than a local
or regional, labor market.

In 1982, Mexico’s peso devaluation set o√ a series of crises, the worst of

which, from a humanitarian perspective, was plummeting purchasing power,

which fell between 40 and 50 percent over the next four years. Mexican spend-

ing in U.S. border cities declined so dramatically that many retailers faced

bankruptcy, until a ‘‘Border Aid Program’’ signed by the U.S. president, Cali-

fornian Ronald Reagan, helped to bail them out. The peso devaluation of 1995

made matters worse for most Mexicans, one in three of whom until the end of

the century lived on less than two dollars a day.≥≠ One pungent reflection on

this state of a√airs concluded that Mexicans’ ‘‘hopes went underground and

then emerged in unreflective and destructive ways.’’≥∞ Swelling numbers saw

no other choice but to migrate to the United States, if for no other reaons than

the dollars that they could send back to secure a competency for their families,

which amounted to 16.6 billion dollars in 2005.≥≤

The outsourcing and o√shoring of U.S. manufacturing and the significant
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economic setbacks cutting into United States and Mexican wages since the

1970s have coincided with the boom in ‘‘discounting,’’ and the concomitant

‘‘logistics revolution’’ in product distribution. These developments character-

ize the years between the opening of the first Wal-Mart in the United States in

1962 and then of Mexico’s first one in 1991. Today this retail corporation is the

largest private employer in Canada, the United States, and Mexico. As the

historian Nelson Lichtenstein posits, Wal-Mart is ‘‘the template for world

capitalism’’ in which the retailer is ‘‘king and the manufacturer his vassal.’’≥≥

Although Edward Filene opened his Boston bargain basement in 1909, dis-

counting only developed as a widespread retail practice in the 1950s and 1960s:

the same year that Wal-Mart opened its first store, 1962, so did the discounters

K-mart, Woolco, and Target. An era of manufacturers’ control over prices

ended in 1975 when the U.S. Congress passed the Consumer Goods Pricing

Act, which abolished the practice of ‘‘retail price maintenance’’ through which

manufacturers could insist that retailers sell their products above certain price

levels. The logistics revolution that gave Wal-Mart and other discounters so

much power over manufacturing and sales depended on the use of new tech-

nologies developed in the 1960s and 1970s: computer systems, the Universal

Product Code, scanning technologies, and the standard shipping container,

which can be moved from ship’s hull to rail car to truck bed before its contents

are unloaded into the back of any one of thousands of big-box stores. These

developments in the scale and e≈ciency of retail and manufacturing are built

on a foundation of labor exploitation. Wal-Mart and other discount corpora-

tions discriminate against female and foreign workers in terms of pay, promo-

tions, and benefits, and externalize other labor costs such as health insurance

and workers’ compensation. While prices have never been lower than in 2007

and store inventories never more closely attuned to market demands, the Wal-

Mart template of ‘‘always low prices’’ depends on correspondingly always low

wages.≥∂

Thus, partially due to labor relations mandated by the Wal-Marts of the

present age, many residents of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands today live in a

relatively new form of poverty in terms of world history, born primarily out of

limited household purchasing power rather than the result of a scarcity of

goods. Although ‘‘the visual landscape, divided at the border,’’ as one geogra-

pher observes, ‘‘serves to underscore the vast economic gap separating the two

nations,’’ poverty is everywhere evident in the U.S. Southwest, even despite its

relatively high per capita income in relation to the Mexican north. Nowhere is

this poverty more evident than in areas historically occupied by peoples of
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Mexican and Native American descent.≥∑ All four U.S. border states have

higher poverty rates than the national average, five of the seven poorest metro-

politan areas in the United States are on the border, and of the many very poor

counties strung along the U.S. side of the border, several have rates of poverty

comparable to their Mexican neighbors, including Starr County, Texas, where

more than half the residents live in poverty. The disparity between the com-

pensation of low-wage workers and corporate bosses in the borderlands and

across the United States is astounding: managers of assembly plants in Juárez

make more than $2,000 a week, while employees earn between $25 and $100 a

week, and while ceo annual compensation is 364 times more than that of the

lowest-paid employees.≥∏

Since the 1980s, easy access to consumer credit has compensated, at least in

the short run, for decreasing real wages and income inequality. Young adults,

the working classes, and even the unemployed have been able to bolster their

purchasing power with credit cards, mortgages, and other consumer loans

that were previously o√-limits to people without assets or demonstrated earn-

ing power. To be sure, borderlanders, like poor people in many places, have

long resorted to pawn shops, small loan operators, and neighbors and kin for

loans. Payday loan companies have made inroads into Mexico, as have foreign-

owned banks o√ering credit cards and auto loans. By the same token, some

banks in Mexico, such as Citigroup, which owns Banamex, are investing in

cross-border consumer banking services, particularly the consumer banking

sector. Branches of Mexican banks are now operating along the U.S. side of

the border.≥π

In Mexican border towns today, the near absence of public utilities, trans-

portation, and welfare services exacerbates the negative impact of many

households’ low wages and lack of consumer credit. Through the end of the

twentieth century, half of all residents living on the Mexican side of the border

faced day-to-day crises of provisioning, which became almost insurmountable

challenges during the peso devaluations of the 1980s and 1990s. Northern

Mexicans spent as much as two-thirds of their household income on food.≥∫

What we could call the sovereignty of the tortilla, but for the fact of eight-for-

a-dollar packages of Top Ramen instant noodles, continues to cast the border-

lands onto the same terrain as early modern French cities, eighteenth-century

English villages and cities, or nineteenth-century cities in the United States,

where everyone but a lucky few spent all their income on food and shelter.≥Ω

According to the o≈cial Mexican measure of poverty, which sets a threshold

below which an individual cannot adequately feed herself, 18 percent of the
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Llanito, New Mexico, 1970. Albuquerque, photograph by Danny Lyon, courtesy Danny Lyon, Edwynn Houk
Gallery, and the George Eastman House.

Not just because of their perch on the edge of the nation, but also because of their relative poverty, the
residents of the U.S. borderlands also belong to what social critic Michael Harrington identified as the ‘‘other
America,’’ when his 1962 exposé of that name drew attention to the 22 percent of Americans who lived below
the o≈cial poverty line and the other quarter of the population who hovered near it. Despite the rapid and ini-
tial success of U.S. President Lyndon Baines Johnson’s ‘‘War on Poverty,’’ which cut the number of Americans
living in poverty to a bit less than 13 percent over the six years following 1964, nearly a quarter of New
Mexicans lived in poverty in 1970 when this photo was taken. Then and now, a higher proportion of residents
of the four states abutting the border live in poverty than in nearly all other U.S. states. Borderlands poverty
has many di√erent faces. In New Mexico, many descendants of Spanish and Mexican settlers own land and
their homes, but are poor nevertheless due to few jobs and low wages. Old trucks, like the one pictured here,
are not just junk; they are the materials for some New Mexicans’ engagement with the region’s car culture, in
which tinkering and customizing result in automobiles whose very form—low riding—proscribes mobility,
speed, and convenience and thus stands in opposition to the dominant culture’s preoccupations.

population is poor. Using the U.S. federal government’s definitions of poverty,

which take into account a range of ‘‘decencies’’ in addition to necessities like

food, about 86 percent of all Mexicans live in poverty, in contrast with 12 per-

cent of U.S. residents. ‘‘Decencies,’’ as Josiah Heyman judiciously formulates

them, ‘‘are neither strict necessities nor luxuries; people can reasonably be

expected to own them at some point during a lifetime, and they convey to the

household a standing above abject poverty but below ostentation.’’ To be sure,

norteños with perhaps a handful of decencies are better o√ than many Mexi-

cans living to their south, which is but one of the many reasons that dozens of

buses packed with migrants arrive from the interior daily.∂≠

Understanding the dynamics of scarcity within consumer culture requires

more than close investigation into ‘‘the culture of poverty,’’ despite the nomen-
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Tortilla factory, Corpus Christi,
Texas, 1949. Photograph by
Russell Lee, courtesy Rus-
sell Lee Photograph Collec-
tion, box 37183, negative no.
e r1 13943iidf 0005, Center
for American History, University
of Texas at Austin.

If the tortilla was sovereign
in many borderlands’ homes in
1949, it was likely that it was
made in a factory such as Corpus
Christi’s La Malinche, where
customers could also get rice,
frijoles, and other Mexican food
‘‘to go.’’ The adjacent storefront
o√ering loans and ‘‘Dineros Abo-
nos Faciles’’ (easy installment
money) likely served locals and
migrants whose purchasing power
was minimal due to unemploy-
ment, low wages, or a combina-
tion thereof. For many members
of the poor and working classes
across the United States and
Mexico, borrowing was one of a
host of practices that constituted
making do amidst abundance.

clature ‘‘consumer culture of poverty’’ that two marketing specialists have

introduced recently.∂∞ Rather, it shifts attention to practices of making do—the

creative use, conservation, and reuse of resources. Mike Davis, a historian and

social critic, calls Tijuana’s residents ‘‘consummate bricoleurs,’’ in praise of

their exercise of choice and agency in building expressive homes, yards, and

streetscapes out of the debris of the border’s nationalist versions of capital-

ism.∂≤ Lowriders in the borderlands further exemplify creative reuse of mass-

produced commodities, while tinkering with and driving secondhand cars

and ‘‘junkers’’ demonstrate another side of making do, as does ‘‘souping up’’

and then drag racing hot-rods.∂≥ In open air marketplaces, as well as large

warehouses, cash-poor borderlanders dig through mountains of used cloth-

ing, sort through old machine tools, and carefully examine discarded house-

hold appliances and decorative items. The United States exports nearly one

billion dollars’ worth of used clothing a year, much of which is smuggled into

Mexico. Clearly, making do—based on enormous formal and informal circuits

of exchange—does not preclude participation in the consumer economy.∂∂

Today, as in the past, people working in the overlapping low-wage and

informal economies are consumerism’s constituent parts, yet they live in its
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Zapatos, near international bridge, El Paso Street, El Paso, Texas, November 25, 2006. Photograph by
Carlos Vigueras, courtesy of photographer.

The informal economic sector, which sustains perhaps as many as a third of borderlands residents, can be
found nearly everywhere, including on a street near the international bridge between Mexico and the
United States.

pheriwalas—the social theorist Arvind Rajagopal examines how these exem-

plars of India’s informal economy have been cast as ‘‘symbols of metropolitan

space gone out of control.’’ His account of the aΔuent minority’s vision of

Mumbai’s streets ‘‘as but the circuitry of the formal economy in which they

themselves work’’ could well describe nationalist dreams for the border as a

line separating the two nations and as a conduit channelling the orderly

exchange of goods, capital, and labor (only when o≈cially demanded).∏≥ Il-

legal aliens and smugglers, who defy the formal purposes of the border, bear a

similar weight to that of pheriwalas: they are symbols of out-of-control trans-

national space and economies. Nationalism demands regulated borders, but

capitalism might not. Consider the fact that when trade restrictions are lifted

along borders between less developed and more developed countries, illegal

immigration and organized smuggling increase as does legal trade.∏∂

Smugglers, illegal aliens, and street vendors all challenge the legal and

vernacular distinctions between informal and formal markets. What is more,

they disrupt the logic of categorical divisions altogether. What does nation

mean when people, money, and goods come and go? What di√erentiates

private from public spaces? One nation from another? The illegal alien, the
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shadows, crevices, and in-between spaces, where consumption happens dif-

ferently than in the living rooms, bars, and bedrooms represented on tele-

vision.∂∑ Here they cobble together practices, languages, and consumer goods

from what is at hand. The built environment of squatters’ shacks and mirror-

plated high-rises makes visible the tensions between abundance and scarcity,

between modernity and hybridity.∂∏ In this sense, modernity, understood as

the increased scale of movement of goods, capital, and people, must also be

understood as what cultural historian Mauricio Tenorio recognizes as not just

Mexican, but all the poor’s ‘‘continual, tiresome, expensive, hopeless, and yet

unavoidable attempt’’ to provide for themselves in a market economy.∂π

Extending commodity-chain analysis into the realm of ‘‘making do’’ opens

up the study of what the cultural theorist Arjun Appadurai terms ‘‘the social

life of things.’’ Ultimately such analysis, which brings together economic,

cultural, social, and theoretical considerations, emphasizes the positive conse-

quences of hybridity.∂∫ Some borderlanders speak a new language (Spanglish),

which among other things facilitates consumption of mass-produced culture,

durable consumer goods, and food, including foods such as fajitas, pu√y tacos,

queso, and Frito pies.∂Ω Hybrid music permeates the borderlands: banda, ‘‘bor-

der corridos,’’ narcocorridos, the conjuto of slain Tejana pop star Selena.∑≠ Cross-

border circuits extend between clinics, pharmacies, dentists’ chairs, hospitals,

botánicas, and nutrition centers.∑∞ The various uses to which consumers put

everyday products, such as spray-painted murals and bottle-topped walls,

dramatically underscore the hybridity of low-income borderlanders’ con-

sumption practices.

Over the last few decades, U.S. and Mexican household adjustments to

always limited and at times declining purchasing power seem unable to keep

pace with transnational flows of culture and capital, which themselves cre-

ate, exacerbate, and then advertise the stark contrasts between scarcity and

abundance. The ever-increasing availability of ever-cheaper mass-produced

goods confounds economists and households alike. How can people starve

when food is so cheap? How can there be deprivation with the low prices of

big-box retailers like Wal-Mart? How could anybody within the vicinity of a

dollar store want for anything?∑≤

Simultaneous with the tremendous increase in the volume of global trade

since 1980 has been a remarkable decrease in extreme poverty throughout the

world: today a billion people live on a dollar a day, twenty years ago two billion

did. There are many plausible explanations for this, one of which is the liberal-

ization of trade. Mexico’s elimination of barriers to trade—at first unilaterally
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in 1985 and then with nafta in 1994—appears to have increased purchasing

power across the board. In the early twenty-first century, the richest Mexican

households had 6 percent more disposable income than they had in the 1980s,

and even the poorer households had 2 percent more.∑≥ Paradoxically, capital-

ism fosters senses of deprivation amidst abundance. Studies of aΔuent so-

cieties, like William Leach’s landmark study of the United States, titled Land of

Desire, explore the amplification of relative, rather than real, measures of

deprivation. Heedlessly and shamelessly, marketing campaigns peddle diet

foods, light beers, and automobiles in a world of hungry, thirsty, and shoeless

people. It is no wonder that in the borderlands, as in other impoverished and

not so impoverished places, real senses of need and necessity compete with

relative wants and desires, giving rise to both tremendous hope and profound

despair. Words and images fail to fully capture the lived experience of the vast

majority around the world who live in and make possible the global consumer

economy.

Poverty, necessity, and the culture of desire along the lengthy border

heighten the opportunity for and allure of informal economic activity, which

in its totality accounts for the yearly exchange of billions of dollars’ worth of

goods and services on the black market. Today borders between nations create

‘‘opportune space[s],’’ as one economist puts it, instead of ‘‘empty zones.’’

Many commodity circuits depend on the border’s alchemical magic to create

value. Consider the quotidian hiring of undocumented workers or the spec-

tacular movement of millions of dollars’ worth of contraband.∑∂ Since the

colonial era border crossings have rendered some trade goods into contra-

band. Regulation of the drug trade faces enforcement obstacles inherent in

the very long borderline running through mostly uninhabited territory. The

asymmetry of markets, laws, and enforcement on and between each side of the

border creates the opportunity to profit through underground exchange, both

criminal and informal. Abolishing tari√s and deregulating industry have not

diminished the incentives for underground economic activity; instead, huge

quantities of criminal and informal goods and services have joined the global

flow of commodities, information, and services. Since the 1990s, ‘‘global illicit

trade,’’ according to the editor of Foreign Policy, Moisés Naím, has ‘‘moved

away from fixed hierarchies and toward decentralized networks; away from

controlling leaders and toward multiple, closely linked, dispersed agents and

cells; away from rigid lines of control and exchange and toward constantly

shifting transactions as opportunities dictate.’’∑∑ In doing so, it has saturated

the world’s borderlands.
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Criminal and informal underground exchange, each so vital to the border-

lands’ consumer culture, are also integral to consumer culture throughout the

United States, Mexico, and the world. It is estimated that the underground

economy accounts for 10 percent of the United States Gross Domestic Product

(gdp), about 50 percent of Mexico’s, and as much as three-quarters of Ni-

geria’s and Thailand’s, each home to global cities (Lagos and Bangkok) that

match the U.S.-Mexico borderlands as environmental and human waste-

lands.∑∏ The combination of the social conditions of global cities and the

opportunistic features of the border itself render the borderlands into a par-

ticularly rich site for criminal and informal economic activity.

It is the border’s simultaneous status as a trade barrier and bridge that

enhances the profitability of the criminal procurement and trade in controlled

substances, including narcotics, in stolen and regulated goods such as guns,

horses, and automobiles, and in human beings for the purpose of illegal forms

of labor, such as sex work or slavery.∑π Moving drugs, guns, stolen goods, sex

workers, and slaves across the border enhances, rather than creates, their

market value. The region has always provided opportunities for criminal eco-

nomic activity, but smuggling and other illegal acts have considerably in-

creased in volume and profitability since the 1960s. nafta, which removed

most trade barriers, ironically brought more criminal enterprise to the region.

In the 1990s, 80 percent of the marijuana, 70 percent of the cocaine, and

30 percent of the heroin in the United States came via Mexico, most of it

across the border. Each year, perhaps as many as ten thousand sex workers

cross the border into the United States. Thousands of other unlucky migrants

who entrusted themselves to coyotes—guides for illegal border crossing—have

found themselves enslaved; their freedom of contract denied, they are con-

fined to fields and sweatshops and the back rooms of restaurants throughout

the United States, where they work without receiving wages under physical

threats of violence. Money laundering became so extensive in the 1990s, after

many restrictions on the movement of currency were lifted, that a Journal of

Money Laundering Control began regular publication in 1997.∑∫ The borderline

itself, border cities with few public services but large, deracinated populations,

neoliberal economic reforms, and tightening border security—each contrib-

utes to the florescence of criminal activity, much of which is related to trade.

Informal economic activity also flourishes in the borderlands. At least one-

third of its residents sustain themselves through the unregulated production

and consumption of legal goods and services. Unlike the criminal penalties for

smuggling narcotics, arms, stolen goods, and humans, misdemeanor citations,
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fines, and deportation are the punishments meted out for informal economic

activity. It too relies on the border to enhance the value of services and goods.

Movement across the border adds to the exchange value of goods or services

circulating in the informal economy. Avoiding payment of duties on manufac-

tured goods, whether iron nails and factory-made textiles in the 1830s or

consumer electronics in the 1970s, or slipping through customs or around a

blockade, as did cotton brokers during the Civil War, generates profit for the

smuggler and savings for the customer.∑Ω After the U.S. Chinese Exclusion Act

(1882), customs o≈cials took bribes from Chinese migrants wishing to cross

the border into the United States. Tequileros, rum runners, and other smug-

glers during the Prohibition era (1920–33) profited from the transformation of

distilled spirits from legal into illicit goods through the simple measure of a

border crossing.∏≠ Today, millions of dollars are made through transporting

discarded and used goods, such as clothing, auto parts, tools, and appliances,

from the United States into Mexico without paying import duties. Further

millions are made in the smuggling of Chinese-made consumer goods into

Mexico.∏∞ Above all else, the way that border crossing transforms the unem-

ployed or underemployed into the employed exemplifies the border’s propen-

sity to enhance market value through unregulated flows. Crossing the border

in all these cases enriches the market value of commodities ranging from

used shoes to male labor in slaughterhouses, from transistor radios to female

household labor. Such forms of shadow production perforce beget what we

could call shadow consumption, which often, though not always, takes place in

the interstices of the economy, society, and culture: in streets, alleys, squatters’

shacks, colonias, automobiles, junkyards, and elsewhere.

The warrantless cross-border movement of so many tons of commodities

and so many millions of people is so overwhelming in its extent that many of

the fears and hopes associated with new forms of transnational capital and

society are localized in the body of the ‘‘illegal alien,’’ whose flesh and bones

symbolize the irrepressibility of criminal, informal, and formal economic

flows. More than a hundred years ago, when mature forms of consumer

capitalism and culture debuted in Western cosmopolitan centers, it was the

body of the female consumer, especially the insatiable kleptomaniac, who

absorbed the anxieties about market capitalism’s restructuring of social rela-

tions from household patriarchy to workplace paternalism.∏≤ At the dawn of

the twenty-first century it is the bodies of paragons of the underground econ-

omy—illegal aliens, street peddlers, drug dealers, hawkers—who absorb similar

blows. In a deft ethnographic essay about Mumbai’s hawkers—known as
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‘‘Station xer,’’ Villa Acuña, Coahuila, Mexico, 1931. Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division,
lc-usz62–97961, copyright Lippe Studio, Del Rio, Texas, permission granted by Rosantina Calvetti, Warren
Studio and Photography, Del Rio, Texas.

Station xer, home to the notorious self-proclaimed Dr. John (‘‘Goat Gland’’) Brinkley, was one of sev-
eral ’’border blasters’’ set up just south of the border after the passage of the U.S. Radio Act of 1927. Built
across the Rio Grande from Del Rio, Texas, in Ciudad Acuña, Coahuila, in 1931 with $350,000 worth of
equipment and broadcasting at 100,000 kW, until 1939 it aired Brinkley’s sales pitches for a variety of
treatments meant to enhance male sexual performance. Similar stations abounded along the border in the
1930s, licensed by the Mexican government, but oriented toward serving markets in the United States. After
the Second World War, evangelical preachers who could not get on U.S. radio due to their solicitation of
‘‘donations’’ in exchange for prayers promising to rescue listeners from disease and poverty, leased air time
from the station, which was renamed xera. In 1959 a marketing company, incorporated in Texas as Inter-
American Radio Advertising, acquired the facilities, boosted its capacity to 250,000 kW, and then recruited
a disc jockey whose madcap style and on-air sales o√ers became famous: Wolfman Jack.

international trade, not only because of lowered trade barriers, but also be-

cause e≈ciencies in transportation due to container shipping lowered ship-

ping costs in most instances to less than 1 percent of the total cost of pro-

duction and distribution.∏ Not only did the implementation of the North

American Free Trade Agreement (nafta) in 1993 increase the volume and

profitability of trade between Canada, the United States, and Mexico, it also

contributed to rising levels of exchange with Pacific Rim countries, particu-

larly China. The force of globalization hits borderlands quite hard: the transi-

tions making borders into economic bridges rather than barriers are hardly



Undocumented Mexican immigrants apprehended by U.S. Border Patrol, May 3, 1950. Los Angeles Times
news photograph, courtesy Los Angeles Times Photographic Archive, Department of Special Collections,
Charles E. Young Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles.

The alchemical power of the border between the United States and Mexico makes a person ‘‘illegal’’ when
he or she crosses it without papers, transforms an hour of his or her labor on one side into the same wage
he or she would earn on the other after working for a week, and renders what on one side would be
considered substandard pay into high wages on the other. When published in the Los Angeles Times, the
caption to this photograph read: ‘‘Closing in—While Pilot Ed Parker circles overhead, la migra, in the person
of two border patrolmen, order four line-jumping Mexican nationals over to a jeep. They were questioned
briefly, taken back to Mexicali and left on the other side of the border—only to try again in desperate battle
to get into the United States for high farm wages.’’ A few years after this photograph was published, in
1954, the U.S. Border Patrol initiated ‘‘Operation Wetback.’’ The agency deported eighty thousand Mexican
nationals, some of whom it intercepted during border crossings, others whom it picked up on work sites
and in residential areas.
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smuggler, and the pheriwala at once signify outmoded, illegal, and ‘‘ancient

means of circulating,’’ but they also represent the widespread availability of low-

wage labor, contraband, cheap goods, and even, as Rajagopal insists, ‘‘human

servitude.’’ Few dispute the dependency of India’s, Mexico’s, and the United

States’ ‘‘haves’’ on the ‘‘have nots.’’ And yet, in Mumbai, bulldozers raze haphaz-

ard newspaper stands and food carts, Indian television scapegoats the pheriwala,

and in the United States Minutemen, the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-

vice, and City Councils try to run undocumented immigrants out of the coun-

try.∏∑ Ports of entry tighten, proposals for border fences abound, soldiers roam

the borderline with guns, and hundreds of migrants die of thirst and exposure as

they seek to cross the border in lightly patrolled, but rough and dangerous areas.

Nationalist resistance against globalization first took the form of tari√s,

barriers to trade meant to foster national industries and protect citizens from

corrupting imports. During the era of free trade, its form is immigration

restriction, which takes preeminence to the detriment of markets.∏∏ The U.S.

Border Patrol’s implementation of new rules requiring that it inspect U.S.

citizens’ papers creates long waits at ports of entry, in part stymieing trade by

holding up the hundreds of thousands of trailer trucks responsible for moving

80 percent of the $332 billion in trade between the two countries. The news

media and Hollywood too foster a sense of panic and alarm about an open

border.∏π An impenetrable border would severely harm the economies of each

country, as well as a√ect the lifestyles of the many Americans and Mexicans

who depend on some combination of cheap labor, controlled substances,

black-market merchandise, and low-cost licit goods. Calls for border security

are not simply nationalist; they are also expressions of denial and discomfort

with the contemporary solution to the distribution problem.

Over the past quarter of a century, national interests have led to U.S. and

Mexican insistence on dismantling trade barriers and implementing other

neoliberal policies, such that today the border is porous enough that billions

of dollars’ worth of goods and capital flow freely and legally.∏∫ Simultaneously,

however, the geographic fact of the border’s permeability contributes to the

heavy flow of undocumented migrants and illegal goods across it. Dispatching

members of each nation’s military, enforcement agencies, and police depart-

ments to secure the border contributes to, but is not entirely responsible for,

the exploitative and criminal forms transnationalism has taken in the twenty-

first century borderlands. The ubiquity of depictions of the borderlands as ‘‘a
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no man’s land or a war zone’’ in many contemporary popular genres deflects

attention from the fact that since 1950 the U.S.-Mexico borderlands has been

one of the fastest-growing regions in the world.∏Ω It belongs with several other

cross-border regions and most global cities as a place where people, capital,

and goods amass in a large and unprecedented manner: the region is a ‘‘staging

ground’’ for globalization.π≠ The free movement of goods and capital across

the border, at the same time that governments attempt to box in people, is but

one of the e√ects of globalization on the working classes. The historian Néstor

Rodríguez characterizes ‘‘the battle for the border’’ as being between nation-

states and what he identifies as ‘‘working-class communities in peripheral

countries’’ who cross borders out of the necessity ‘‘to spatially reorganize their

base of social reproduction,’’ which depends on participation in the economy

for consumer goods and services.π∞

The confrontation of national sovereign states and ‘‘transnational actors

with varying prospects of power, orientations, identities and networks,’’ as one

geographer explains, is the crux of globalization.π≤ Nowhere is this more

evident than along the U.S.-Mexican border. The ‘‘placelessness of community,

labour and capital,’’ characteristic of the fragmentation of nation-states, also

describes a global consumer culture where brand loyalties foster distended

communities, where the labor producing and packaging the unending supply

of consumer goods could be located anywhere or nowhere, so negligible are the

rewards it receives, and the capital behind the whole scheme, multinational in

its origins, is hard to pinpoint.π≥ Particularly instructive is the Latin American

intellectual Néstor García Canclini’s warning that the aesthetics of ‘‘fragmenta-

tion,’’ ‘‘recomposition,’’ and ‘‘hybridity’’ obscure how globalization ‘‘reorders

di√erences and inequalities without eliminating them.’’π∂

Consumer goods themselves, however, as particular kinds of objects with

certain forms of branding, have firm identities that situate them within par-

ticular national groupings: ‘‘made in the U.S.A.,’’ ‘‘à la francaise,’’ ‘‘China-

made,’’ ‘‘muy Mexicano.’’ It is thus evident that globalization is not erasing the

meaning of borders or wiping out national and regional di√erences. It is still

one world very divided, where local and regional tastes, class distinctions, and

political problems persist, exacerbated by the arrival of multinational firms

and neoliberal political policies.π∑ Despite the many ways that the border as a

place and as a condition disrupts the boundaries between scarcity, abundance,

the national, and the transnational, very real boundaries nevertheless remain

fixed, dividing the borderlands such that despite all else, it is a land of necessity

for most who make it their home.
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Domesticating the Border
Manifest Destiny and the ‘‘Comforts of Life’’ in the
U.S.-Mexico Boundary Commission and Gadsden
Purchase, 1848–1854

One’s desire for a frontier life will not be increased by

a perusal of the chapters of this section . . . the scarcity

of most of the necessaries and all of the comforts of

life, impress us that a sojourn at El Paso must be

more exciting than agreeable, and we prefer taking our

author’s account of it to making the experiment.

PROVIDENCE JOURNAL , JUNE 6, 1854

In the course of a short but devastating war in the late 1840s,

Mexico lost almost half of her territory to the United States.

The present-day border between the two countries was not

finalized, however, until December of 1853, when the Gadsden

Purchase added an extra 45,535 square miles to the American

Southwest. The Gadsden Purchase, like the war that preceded

it, was particularly contentious in the northeastern United

States. Critics asserted that the land in question, in Chihuahua

and Sonora’s Mesilla Valley, was both ‘‘worthless’’ and ‘‘bar-

ren,’’ and totally unsuited for what Americans understood as

civilized life. Among the most glaring weaknesses of the larger

borderlands region was the lack of ‘‘most of the necessaries and

all of the comforts of life,’’ as the Providence, Rhode Island,

Journal put it.∞

In the view of northern critics, the Gadsden Purchase was a

prime example of a southern slave power attempting to corrupt

the political process to its own ends: in this case acquiring more

land for slavery and hopefully a southern transcontinental rail-
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Town of El Paso on the Rio Grande, 1854. Lithograph by Carl Schuchard, courtesy Archives and Special
Collections, New Mexico State University Library, id nmlcu/rghc 03390014.

road route. Like the U.S.-Mexico War, the purchase exacerbated sectional

tensions that would result in another, far bloodier war, only a few years later.

That the Gadsden territory was defined in northern public discourse by its

stunted trade, lack of consumer goods, and primitive family homes was to a

large degree attributable to one Rhode Island Whig, John Russell Bartlett.

Bartlett’s political position should have placed him at the forefront of propo-

nents of Manifest Destiny in the early 1850s, but he became, instead, the

leading voice condemning acquisition of territory in the U.S.-Mexico border-

lands. As this essay will explore, his prolific writings from and about the region

both shaped and reflected a conflict between divergent views of the place of

consumption and domesticity in American society and the potential value of

the borderlands within American civilization.

Bartlett was appointed the American commissioner of the U.S.-Mexico

Boundary Commission, directed by the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo to

chart the new postwar boundary from San Diego to the mouth of the Rio

Grande. The treaty granted the international commission the power to resolve

any di√erences of opinion on the location of the boundary line. Its agreements

were to have the force of treaty, but Congress—believing that the results of

the survey, known as the Bartlett-Conde agreement, were too favorable to

Mexico—disbanded the Boundary Commission after three and a half years of

work. Bartlett was publicly humiliated in Congress, while Mexico was brazenly

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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John Russell Bartlett. Engraving, from
Bartlett’s Personal Narrative of Explora-
tions and Incidents in Texas, New Mex-
ico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua,
v. 1, 1854.

John R. Bartlett, a member of the Whig
Party, as the first American commissioner
of the U.S.-Mexico Boundary Commis-
sion, led a three-year cooperative e√ort
to map the border between the U.S. and
Mexico. Bringing a view of domesticity
that was informed by the intertwined cul-
tures of uplift and consumption, Bartlett
was confounded by the region’s apparent
absence of domestic comforts. Neverthe-
less, as a student of Native Americans,
he did not disparage the region, despite
seeing little opportunity for American-
style settlement and development. After
the U.S. Congress refused to ratify the
Bartlett-Conde agreement, which Bartlett
had prepared with his Mexican counter-
part, Pedro García Conde, who died in
December 1851, negotiations resulting in
the Gadsden Purchase ensued.

intimidated into agreeing to the Gadsden Purchase soon after. A new joint

commission under the direction of Major William Emory completed the

marking of the two-thousand-mile post-Gadsden borderline from December

of 1854 to October 1855. The failure of the Bartlett-led U.S.-Mexico Bound-

ary Commission, one of America’s first politically sanctioned cross-cultural

e√orts, caused an enormous scandal in the early 1850s. Yet it is barely remem-

bered today.≤

Bartlett, a notable scholar of Native American ethnology, gained his posi-

tion thanks to his political connections to the Whig Party, then in power.≥ He

joined the Boundary Survey for the money, for the adventure, and for the

chance to examine the terra incognita of the Southwest. He spent millions of

the government’s dollars on meandering travels through the region, studying

the flora, fauna, people, and land on both sides of the new boundary line. The

result was one of the finest travelogues ever written of the region, his Per-

sonal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California,

Sonora, and Chihuahua, published in 1854. Bartlett anonymously authored a

number of articles in American newspapers while he was commissioner, and

journalists traveling with the commission further disseminated his views in

the popular press.∂

Bartlett’s replacement, William Emory, was in many ways his predecessor’s
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William H. Emory. Photograph, from
George F. Price, Across the Continent
with the Fifth Cavalry, 1883.

William H. Emory was the chief as-
tronomer and surveyor of the Bartlett-led
U.S.-Mexico Boundary Commission prior
to 1854. After the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo was signed, resulting in the
Gadsden Purchase, Democrats in the
U.S. Congress, with the approval of U.S.
President James Polk, appointed him
the U.S. Boundary Commissioner. Emory
brought a considerably di√erent attitude
toward consumption, set of political
commitments, and perspective of the
borderlands to his task than did Bartlett.

opposite. Emory was a skilled topographical engineer and a career Army

o≈cer from a southern slaveholding family who had worked on the survey of

the northeastern boundary between the United States and Canada, an 1844

map of Texas, and an 1846 military reconnaissance of the Gila River. Emory

had chafed under Bartlett’s command as chief astronomer and surveyor for

the Bartlett-led commission. He refused to sign on to the Bartlett-Conde

agreement when Bartlett first drafted it. Emory’s actions while directing the

boundary survey suggest that he was committed to a southern expansionist

position and was willing to adjust his professional opinion in order to support

the desires of congressional expansionists.∑ Bartlett’s account was ‘‘a publica-

tion that would irritate Emory for years while he worked on his own narra-

tive,’’ eventually published in 1859 at government expense as Report on the

United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, made under the Direction of the

Secretary of the Interior.∏

Bartlett’s Mexican counterpart on the commission was the nationalist gen-

eral Pedro García Conde, a former military commander of Chihuahua. Conde,

who died of illness in December of 1851 while conducting the survey, left few

personal papers or publications, so his opinions about the boundary commis-

sion are somewhat obscure. As boundary commissioner, Conde was a superb

advocate for Mexican interests, but they were Mexico’s interests broadly under-
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stood. Although Conde was himself from northern Mexico, his allegiance lay

with Mexico City; at one point he attempted to trade land along the Gila River

to the United States in return for land on the Pacific Coast, suggesting the

relative value he placed on the two regions. Many fronterizos, residents of

Mexico’s northern frontier region, opposed the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo

and wanted to continue fighting the United States. They were understandably

wary of the entire boundary commission.π

Unlike the politically savvy Conde, Bartlett entered the job with neither

surveying nor diplomatic experience. His nepotistic appointments produced a

remarkably unqualified body of o≈cers. Many of the problems that plagued

the boundary commission during his tenure were outside his control, like the

political squabbling in Washington that held up commission funds and the

di≈culty of travel though the deserts and mountains of the region. But other

problems were of his own making. The dearth of supplies and their expense

was partially due to the simultaneous beginnings of gold fever, but the in-

eptitude (some said outright corruption) of Bartlett’s brother, appointed to

handle those supplies, exacerbated the situation. Di≈culties with the Apaches,

who had terrorized Mexican residents of the region for decades, were probably

inevitable, but in refusing to share alcohol with the Native Americans he

encountered, the teetotaler Bartlett helped alienate potential allies. Violence

and drunkenness among soldiers is traditionally common, but he had no clear

plan as to how to control and discipline troublemakers, and certainly the

number of murders perpetrated against and by his soldiers was unusually

high. A more experienced traveler would have known to pack enough water to

make it through the desert without losing the majority of his livestock. Per-

haps a better diplomat would have understood the implications of the fact that

the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was based on Disturnell’s inaccurate 1847

map of Mexico, which located the boundary 35 miles north and 175 miles east

of its actual location. When Bartlett and Conde agreed to split the di√erence

between two radically di√erent views of where the southern boundary of

Arizona should be placed, opposition in Congress was immediate and violent.

On the eve of an administration and party change, the fact that an antislavery

Whig appointee, from Rhode Island no less, might compromise with Mex-

ico over the question of southern territory was too much for congressional

Democrats, especially southern ones, to bear.∫

Some lawmakers suggested that Bartlett, the political neophyte, had been

duped by the ‘‘shrewd’’ Conde, an insult made all the more painful given

the low regard in which many Americans held Mexican men.Ω Mexicans,
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Disturnell’s 1847 treaty map of Mexico. Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division.

John Disturnell’s 1847 map plagiarized portions of two previous maps, which were themselves inaccurate.
He placed the Rio Grande two degrees too far west, and incorrectly located the town of Paso (now Ciudad
Juárez).

especially fronterizos, were also outraged by the compromise, believing it too

generous to the United States. Most historians, however, have agreed that

Bartlett and Conde’s compromise position was exactly what the treaty makers

of both countries intended. It was a good compromise in keeping with the

spirit and law of the treaty.∞≠

Historians have posited a variety of explanations for the failure of the

Bartlett-Conde agreement, ranging from the ineptitude of commission mem-

bers, to the start of the California Gold Rush, to the shift of political power in

Washington in 1853 following the election of Democrat Franklin Pierce to the

presidency.∞∞ Both Whigs and northerners generally were highly skeptical of

both Bartlett’s dismissal and the Gadsden Purchase. In 1854, when the Gads-

den Treaty was being debated in Congress, the New York Herald asked its

readers ‘‘why it is that we shall have to pay so much money for such a God-

forsaken country as this proposed new cession from the deserts of Mexico.’’ Its

editor suggested that it was ‘‘a master stroke of ‘South Carolina diplomacy’ ’’

that would provide an ‘‘ample margin for the addition of three or four slave

states to [the] glorious Union.’’ Southerners, on the other hand, believed that

Bartlett had deliberately given away a key portion of the only topographically
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viable transcontinental railroad route in the far Southwest—running along the

southwestern wagon trail—when he agreed on the location of the border with

his Mexican counterpart.∞≤

This essay suggests that competing views of the market, of consumption,

and of the place of domesticity in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands were also

contributing factors to the failure of the Bartlett-led commission and to the

ultimate resolution of the international boundary with the Gadsden Purchase.

Southern Democratic expansionists and their northern Whig opponents held

dramatically di√erent views of the worthiness of the region for annexation,

views that clearly shaped their willingness to compromise, or to continue

fighting, over the placement of the border. While Bartlett and Emory both

openly questioned the suitability of much of the territory in question for

trade, farming, and the placement of middle-class homes, complete with the

material trappings that would enable ‘‘civilized’’ domestic life, for the Demo-

crats these were far less significant concerns than they were for the Whigs. By

placing the debates over the border in their cultural context, it becomes appar-

ent that more than a railroad was at stake in the question of a compromise

agreement: the role of consumption within American culture in the 1850s was

also under consideration.

It is fair to say that Whigs were firm supporters of the expansion of American

industry at home and American commerce abroad in the 1840s and early

1850s, while the Democratic Party, during that period, claimed the continuing

expansion of American territorial boundaries as their particular political is-

sue.∞≥ Furthermore, each party professed commitment to the central role of

the home, the family, and women in American life. Whigs, on the whole, were

more willing than Democrats to transfer control of household matters to

women, were more supportive of women’s rights movements, and were more

willing to share the political spotlight with women. Divisions between the

parties on expansionism and gender were far from clean ones, however, be-

cause the ideologies of domesticity and expansionism were not necessarily

opposed.∞∂

Historians of European imperialism have long asserted that empire, in

Britain especially, ‘‘was intimately wedded to the Western reinvention of do-

mesticity.’’∞∑ The same can be said of the United States. Catharine Beecher,

probably the antebellum era’s leading exponent of domestic ideology, de-

clared in her 1841 Treatise on Domestic Economy that ‘‘the Disposer of events’’
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Anglo-American home interior. Engraved
frontispiece, from Catharine Beecher and
Harriet Beecher Stowe, The American
Woman’s Home, 1869. 

designed that America should ‘‘go forth as the cynosure of nations, to guide

them to the light.’’ In the years before the U.S.-Mexico War, women’s domes-

ticating force legitimated territorial expansionism, justifying violence against

Native Americans in the name of protecting white womanhood, and allowing

Americans to cast the settlement of the West as a civilizing venture. Middle-

class women from the northeast, in particular, who settled the West envisioned

their actions as patriotic and understood themselves as agents of American

civilization, while politicians utilized images of female settlement to promote

Manifest Destiny. Domesticity and national expansion were thus mutually

reinforcing.∞∏

One of the central tenets of domestic ideology was the consumption of

consumer goods. Catharine Beecher directed women to purchase ‘‘superflui-

ties’’ in order to promote the national economy, pointing out that consump-

tion of such goods ‘‘is as indispensable to promote industry, virtue, and reli-

gion, as any direct giving of money and time.’’ The primary place where a

woman could devote her energy as a consumer was in the home. The popular
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women’s magazine Godey’s Lady’s Book regularly o√ered tips on decorating a

household in a tasteful manner, and Beecher and other authors of domestic

guides lavished attention on creating a comfortable oasis for one’s family

through interior decorating.∞π

Interior decoration not only enabled the expression of domestic virtue in

the antebellum era, it also became an important class marker. In the 1840s and

1850s, a period of increasing class stratification, the family home became a key

site for the expression of the ‘‘cultured’’ or ‘‘refined’’ practices that the emerg-

ing middle class presented to distinguish itself from the lower orders. The

prominent architectural pattern-book author Andrew Jackson Downing as-

serted in 1847 that a refined domestic environment presented an ‘‘unfailing

barrier against vice, immorality, and bad habits.’’ Famed landscape architect

and designer Calvert Vaux claimed that an ‘‘all-encircling civilization,’’ ex-

pressed through a tastefully decorated home, was ‘‘within reach of every class,’’

implying that the failure of a home to adhere to the standards these authors set

forth was clear evidence of the unworthiness of its occupants.∞∫

In order to express the refinement of its owners, the proper family home of

the 1840s and 1850s required an increasing number of improvements over

houses that were viewed as perfectly acceptable in the first decades of the

century, including the presence of a parlor, carpets, an attractive yard, plas-

tered walls, a fireplace mantle, and possibly a library. The invention and

dissemination of the corn broom in the first half of the century meant that

new standards of floor cleanliness were demanded by refined homeowners,

and the dramatic increase in carpet sales during the same period indicates how

deeply this idea of refinement impacted purchasing habits. The ostensible

purpose of all this refinement was to create a comfortable retreat from the

harsh outside world, conducive to moral family life. Increasingly, according to

historian Richard Bushman, ‘‘coarse living in rude dwellings repelled people

who were trying to bring refinement into their homes and their lives.’’∞Ω

Both antebellum domestic manuals and novels promised that the appropri-

ate deployment of tasteful domestic objects could be spiritualizing, civilizing,

and humanizing, while linking these domestic environments with the civiliz-

ing process of domesticated expansionism. Whigs, in particular, upheld the

view that consumption could be an almost religious activity, which would

promote the moral uplift of both a woman’s home and the larger environment

in which she lived. Democrats, on the other hand, were perpetually wary that

luxuries could lead to corruption and emasculation. Ideological opposition

between Whiggism and Jacksonianism was roughly translated, in the writings
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of some women writers, into the distinction between the refined and un-

cultured classes. As the literary scholar Lori Merish has written, ‘‘ ‘pious con-

sumption’ was written into a Whig historical narrative of moral and economic

‘progress,’ ’’ which became a key instrument of acculturation within America’s

civilizing mission. Consumption was directly linked with expansionism in the

writing of many antebellum women writers. Eliza Farnham’s 1846 novel Life in

Prairie Land, for instance, explicitly defined an ideal of white, civilized domes-

ticity, against the deficiently developed homes and womanhood present on the

western frontier.≤≠

When the boundary commission began its work, then, it did so in a politi-

cal environment in which Democrats were largely unquestioning of the posi-

tive value that the continued territorial growth of the country represented,

regardless of the character of any new land that might be annexed (so long as it

was not densely populated by racial inferiors). Whigs, on the other hand, were

more ambivalent about the issue, since territorial growth could lead to the

weakening of America’s centralized political structure. At the same time, the

refined family home was heavily loaded with both class and gender signifi-

cance, particularly to domesticated women and their political supporters in

the Whig party. And there was a clear precedent, on the western frontier, for

Whigs to a≈rm territorial expansionism as a means for the spread of middle-

class American values, in large part through the vehicle of the refined middle-

class household. A Whig appointee to the U.S.-Mexico Boundary Commission

would put these beliefs into action in the borderlands.

Although Pedro García Conde left little record of his views of the U.S.-

Mexico border region before his untimely death, his willingness to trade away

land on the border suggests that his views of the frontier were similar to those

of other Mexican o≈cials. Mexicans have never celebrated their arid and

mountainous northern frontier, or el norte, in the same romantic manner that

U.S. residents have embraced their frontier. Indeed, from Mexican indepen-

dence up until the U.S.-Mexico War, the relationship between the periphery,

which sought political independence and free trade, and the central state,

which demanded political and economic authority over el norte, was far from

comfortable. ‘‘Contraband was a fact of life in independent Mexico,’’ even in

the bustling ports of the Gulf and Pacific Coasts, but even contraband trade

was limited in the border region by the mountains, lack of roads, and few

navigable rivers that physically isolated el norte from central Mexico.≤∞

Fronterizos, from Nuevo León to Sonora, grew increasingly hostile to the

central state, which proved unable to protect the region from Indian raids and
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unwilling to aid trade in the region. For Mexico City, especially after 1848

according to historian Juan Mora-Torres, ‘‘the border represented nothing but

a series of new problems it was incapable of solving: secessionist movements,

Indian and Texan raiders, uncontrolled contraband, and all kinds of threaten-

ing diplomatic disputes with Washington.’’ Physically, economically, and cul-

turally isolated from the seat of power, el norte was easy for authorities in

central Mexico to dismiss. Debates in Mexico over the Tratado de la Mesilla

(Gadsden Treaty) suggest that Mexican o≈cials outside of el norte saw little

intrinsic value to the region. In his negotiations with Bartlett, Conde ex-

pressed more concern for the residents of the contested area, many of whom

had moved south to the Mesilla Valley after the war, than he did about the

value of the land itself to Mexico.≤≤

In contrast, both Bartlett and Emory recognized the potential value of the

disputed territory to a country gripped by a belief in its Manifest Destiny to

spread across the continent. Bartlett wrote, ‘‘Mexican indolence can not stand

by the side of the energy and industry of the Americans and Europeans; and

the newcomers are rapidly elbowing the old settlers to one side.’’ Emory was

yet more enthusiastic, so steeped in America’s destiny that in his report on the

Gila River reconnaissance, he described witnessing a mirage ‘‘on the north side

of the Gila (mountains), a perfect representation of the capitol, with dome,

wings, and portico, all complete.’’ Emory’s boundary commission narrative

travels from east to west, from Texas to the Pacific, although that is not the

direction his survey took. He claimed that to trace in the account the actual

direction of the commission’s journey would ‘‘not be convenient.’’ The narra-

tive as Emory shaped it cohered with Manifest Destiny’s course: the forward

march of progress toward the sunset. Emory, like many Democrats, expected

Manifest Destiny to continue its march inexorably forward.≤≥

The illustrations in both Emory’s and Bartlett’s volumes also supported the

idea of Manifest Destiny, presenting a vision of the Southwest often closer to

Albany than Albuquerque. O√ering few portraits of the hostile Apache and

Comanche who decimated agriculture, commerce, and industry from Tamau-

lipas to Sonora, Emory’s volume, in particular, focused on romanticized im-

ages of peaceful and domesticated Native Americans from tribes friendly to

the commission, including the Maricopa and Pima. Bartlett, who entered his

job hoping to study Native American cultures, also o√ered images in his writ-

ing of ‘‘peaceful natives who were agriculturalists already converted to Euro-

pean ways.’’≤∂ The result of these artistic choices was to present a visual por-

trait of territory open to Manifest Destiny, where the landscape was familiar
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Interior of Indian huts, California. Engraving by Jocelyn-Annin Whitney, in John Russell Bartlett, Personal
Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua, v. 2, 1854.

enough to settle comfortably and where Native Americans were themselves

domesticated and presented no threat to emigrants.≤∑

But Bartlett’s faith in Manifest Destiny wavered during his excursions. He

never grew comfortable in the terrain of the Southwest. Bartlett first expressed

his misgivings as an anonymous ‘‘correspondent’’ of the boundary commis-

sion to the Providence Journal. Writing in May of 1851 from Fronteras, Sonora,

he described ‘‘toiling across these sterile plains, where no tree a√ords a friendly

shade, the sun glowing fiercely, the wind hot from the parched earth cracking

the lips and burning the eyes, the thought will suggest itself is this the land for

which we paid so dearly and which is to be surveyed and kept at such a cost? As

far as the eye can see stretches one unbroken waste, barren, wild and worth-

less.’’ A year before Bartlett and Conde reached their agreement, which was

then rejected by Congress, Bartlett had already reached a conclusion about the

value of Sonora to the United States: it was worthless.≤∏ While Emory agreed

that much of the Southwest was unsuitable for, as he put it, ‘‘the notion

entertained of farming in the Eastern States,’’ he expressed a faith in the

agricultural potential of many areas under proper irrigation. Bartlett was less

sanguine. He wrote in his 1854 narrative that ‘‘much has been said about the

great value of the Mesilla valley [the Gadsden Purchase area], but of this fertile

land not one tenth part can ever be regularly and successfully cultivated, owing
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to the uncertainty in the supply of water.’’ Furthermore, ‘‘a mistaken idea

prevails in regard to the great advantage of artificial irrigation over that of

natural rains,’’ since ‘‘when water is most needed, the supply is the scantiest.’’≤π

Bartlett’s reservations were hardly limited to the agricultural advantages of

the region. Like any good Whig, he was concerned with the suitability of the

region to American trade, and what he found, especially in Chihuahua and

Sonora, made him wary. American traders had long had an influence on the

economic, social, and political development of Mexico’s northeast. Anglo-

American colonies in Mexico emerged as commercial outposts of Louisiana in

the early decades of the nineteenth century, and trade was crucial to the

definition of space in northeastern Mexico. In many cases, trade routes helped

align fronterizos with the United States, from which goods flowed more or less

freely, and away from Mexico City, which strongly inhibited trade in the north

through the alcabala, a substantial tax on all transported goods. Furthermore,

merchants in Mexico City and Veracruz controlled much of Mexico’s trade,

even after the gulf port of Matamoros opened up to (highly taxed) inter-

national trade in 1826. As historian Andrés Reséndez has documented, Mexi-

cans on the northern frontier were a√ected by the American market revolu-

tion in the decades before the war. A spirit of mercantile enterprise spread

among residents of the region such that fronterizos became enthusiastic con-

sumers of both American medicines and alcohol. Commercial relations with

the United States tested national loyalties among fronterizos as Mexico strug-

gled to prevent dependency on valuable U.S. trade and desirable consumer

goods.≤∫

The Santa Fe trade was, of course, world renowned and profitable in the

1840s. Emory himself noted in his 1846 reconnaissance of the Gila River that

the Santa Fe trade alone merited the annexation of New Mexico to the United

States. American consumer goods had made deep inroads into northeastern

Mexico by the late 1840s. Advertisements in a Matamoros newspaper during

the U.S.-Mexico War o√ered a wide array of dry goods, including clothing,

shoes, and hats, as well as groceries, patent medicines, and hardware, for sale

in both Spanish and English, and the ability to purchase such goods was

central to the self-perception of the emerging Mexican middle class in the

region.≤Ω

Most trade in the region was contraband, however, especially after the start

of the U.S.-Mexico War e√ectively made the Rio Grande the boundary be-

tween the two countries. Before the war, two-thirds of all imported goods in

northern Mexico passed through Matamoros, but that port quickly declined
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as a commercial center when smugglers realized they could easily move goods

across the river away from the tax collectors of the city. New towns sprang up

along the Rio Grande to handle the illicit trade, and newspapers from the

period featured ads from traders willing to ‘‘receive and forward freight at

almost any point on the Rio Grande,’’ letters in support of smuggling, and

articles bemoaning the commercial decline of Matamoros. A typically enthu-

siastic newspaper account of the founding of one new town, Rio Grande City,

on the American side of the border, focused almost entirely on its ‘‘highly

advantageous’’ commercial position opposite a populous Mexican valley. ‘‘The

river is navigable to the place during the whole year, and we understand large

quantities of goods are now being sent there for sale. They are not subject to

duties under the Mexican tari√, when shipped to this point from an American

port.’’ In fact, those goods would be subject to duties once they crossed the

river into Mexico, unless, of course, they were smuggled.≥≠

The spread of American consumer goods in some portions of the border

region in the late 1840s is suggested by a telling anecdote. The Boston Herald

reported that the commissioners, finding no suitable vessel, used ‘‘a thick,

square sided, greenish looking bottle, labeled and stamped, ‘Dr. Townsend’s

Sarsaparilla, Albany, New York,’ ’’ to mark the initial boundary point on the

Pacific Coast. They placed documentation of the fact in the soda container,

‘‘said bottle being fitted with an iron stopper for the occasion. Little did S. P.

Townsend dream of the undying honor that was about to be conferred on his

name and that of his drug.’’≥∞

Nonetheless, Bartlett was repeatedly thwarted by the di≈culties of obtain-

ing goods in northern Mexico, and he was shocked by the stunted nature of

commerce in the region. Early on, newspaper correspondents from the com-

mission openly bemoaned the lack of trade in El Paso del Norte (Ciudad

Juárez) and their complaints continued throughout the journey. The further

west they traveled, the worse things became. The explosion of illicit trade was

largely limited to Mexico’s northeast, where the Rio Grande marked the south-

ern edges of Texas. The lack of rivers and roads further west limited the licit

and illicit spread of commercial goods. To make matters worse, a blockade of

Sonora’s primary port on the Gulf of California, Guaymas, during the U.S.-

Mexico War e√ectively paralyzed trade in the region for a year and a half, and

the Gold Rush, starting in 1849, drained both population and resources from

the area in exchange for a serious cholera epidemic that further devastated

Guaymas. There was little sarsaparilla, or any other goods, available to resi-

dents of this area.
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Bartlett (writing as ‘‘G.T.’’) expressed amazement at the primitive state of

trade in Fronteras, Sonora, in a letter to the Providence Journal. ‘‘It is di≈cult

to make’’ the people of the region ‘‘believe that we are not a party of traders,

and every hour in the day we have calls to sell needles, thread, and a hundred

little articles.’’ Arispe, the former capital of Sonora, was no better. ‘‘We find the

same scarcity of provisions here as at the other towns we have stopped at. . . .

The few stores in the place are miserably furnished. . . . We were fairly beset by

persons who came to buy, and who could not be persuaded that we did not

come to trade.’’ Bartlett concluded while in Guaymas that ‘‘a regular supply of

any article cannot be depended upon in this country—a constant occupation

is not consistent with the nature of the people.’’≥≤ Scarcity and idleness, in

Bartlett’s view, characterized the region.

Some might see these conditions as ripe for exploitation by the canny

American trader, a view taken by one letter writer from the commission. ‘‘T.’’

wrote to the Providence Journal that after watching the painstaking work of

corn shelling in the region, he imagined how Mexican men ‘‘would stare to see

a ‘Patent Yankee Corn Sheller’ which would send the corn and cobs out in

separate directions as fast as they could supply them.’’ Indeed, if the Chihua-

hua and Sonora borderlands were closer to Matamoros or other gulf ports

where Americans and Europeans traded, the Yankee corn sheller might al-

ready have been for sale. But Mexico’s primitive transportation networks,

identified by one historian as second only to its protectionist economic poli-

cies as the key factor in its nineteenth-century underdevelopment, limited

foreign trade in the Chihuahua-Sonora borderlands even under the best of

circumstances.≥≥

Bartlett was not sure that the commercial Americanization of the border

was desirable or even possible, both because Americans seemed to have a

negative influence on the morals and habits of the Mexicans with whom they

came in contact, and also because of the apparent lawlessness of society in

northern Mexico. Fronterizos, who viewed Mexico City with suspicion, were

accustomed to their independence from governance. In a region far from the

control of either the United States or Mexico, borderlands residents ‘‘rather

than states,’’ as historian Juan Mora-Torres explains, ‘‘shaped social relations.’’

Faced with what was essentially a ‘‘feudal frontier,’’ in Howard Lamar’s memo-

rable characterization, Bartlett’s confidence wavered, a situation that was not

improved by the fact that several former employees of the boundary commis-

sion were tried and convicted for murder in New Mexico during the course of

the survey.≥∂
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Adobe home with beehive oven, El Paso, ca. 1910. Photograph by Otis A. Aultman, courtesy Aultman Photo
Collection, aq411, El Paso Public Library.

Murderous employees would have concerned any commissioner, but Bart-

lett, like other Whigs, linked social disorder with the absence of strong social

institutions, and he turned to those institutions for a solution.≥∑ Based on the

amount of attention that Bartlett’s narrative and letters devote to houses, their

construction, and their furnishing, the foremost civilizing institution missing

from the border, in his opinion, was the well-ordered family home. From

independence forward, the Mexican middle class (the self-proclaimed gente

decente), like Bartlett, upheld the family home as the antidote to political

turmoil and social instability. But the gente decente embraced neither refine-

ment nor consumption at mid-century in the same manner that middle-class

northeastern U.S. residents did: indeed, the rejection of luxury was a hallmark

of idealized womanhood among this class in Mexico. Even if refined house-

hold furnishings had been available in the borderlands, there might not have

been a market for them among the gente decente. Bartlett, time and again,

found the homes of even the wealthy border residents lacking. These were

not the ‘‘comfortable’’ homes he and other refined Americans venerated back

in the United States. These were not the sorts of homes that could civilize

the region.≥∏

The average family home in the United States changed dramatically over

the first half of the nineteenth century, not only in its furnishings, but also in

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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exterior style, internal division of space, and construction technique. The

adobe homes of the borderlands, by contrast, were essentially the same in 1860

as they had been one or even two hundred years earlier: boxes composed of

sun-dried bricks of mud and straw, coated in two layers of adobe plaster, and

topped with a dirt roof supported by stripped tree trunks and split cedar,

sticks, or saplings. From their earliest forays into the region, and particularly

after the opening of the Santa Fe Trail in 1821, travelers from the United States

commented unfavorably on these structures. In 1806 the explorer Zebulon

Pike compared the adobe homes of Santa Fe, New Mexico, to ‘‘flat-bottomed

boats.’’≥π

In Bartlett’s perception, however, the overriding problem with the adobe

homes on the border was not that they were made out of mud, but that they

lacked proper furnishings and domestic goods. Bartlett remarked in his narra-

tive upon the absence of wood floors and glass windows in the region, as well

as further problems.≥∫ A ‘‘member of the Mexican Boundary Commission’’

(possibly Bartlett himself ), writing to the Providence Journal about El Paso,

openly dismissed the town, in large part because of the interior furnishings of

its houses. The correspondent expressed wonder that there was not ‘‘in the

place a single wood floor,’’ while in the best homes they cover the dirt floors

with ‘‘old canvass, or a very common kind of domestic carpeting, always the

same color, that is a dirty white, with black stripes.’’ Even the wealthiest man in

El Paso, whose carpet was ‘‘inferior to the poorest homespun carpeting’’ in the

northeastern United States, furnished his rooms with only ‘‘pine benches’’ and

‘‘rude wooden chairs,’’ and decorated them with ‘‘a small looking glass a foot

square, and a few gaudy prints.’’ In another house, ‘‘there was no furniture but

three chairs,’’ so the family sat on ‘‘bu√alo skins around the fire; the half clad

children nesting themselves in the warm folds of the skin.’’ Overall, the cor-

respondent concluded, ‘‘the people of El Paso are the most primitive I ever

saw.’’ Compared to the increasingly elaborate furnishings and decorations that

Anglo-American pattern books upheld as ideal in the 1850s, these homes

appeared woefully inadequate.≥Ω What chance did domesticity have to flourish

in such a setting? The reviewer of Bartlett’s Personal Narrative for the Provi-

dence Journal didn’t see much of a chance at all. Bartlett’s description of El

Paso, and ‘‘the scarcity of most of the necessaries and all of the comforts of life’’

convinced the reviewer to stay home.∂≠

Domestic space remained on Bartlett’s mind. When writing to his wife,

who remained in Rhode Island, Bartlett focused on the domestic sphere,

both back home and on the border. Drawing on the language of domestic
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Interior in a simple Gothic style. Engraving in Andrew Jackson Downing, The Architecture of Country
Houses, 1850. 

refinement common to pattern books, women’s novels, and domestic guides,

he wrote early on in his travels how he wished ‘‘to be in good comfortable

houses, with good fires, instead of canvas tents.’’ After a lengthy discussion of

the construction technique of adobe houses, he expressed anxiety to his wife

about getting his ‘‘room fitted up’’ in Secorro, Texas, and pleasure at the

prospect of spending a week in ‘‘the most beautiful’’ house in the region,

which was also ‘‘very handsomely fitted up.’’ H.C.C., a correspondent to the

Providence Journal, was happy to report not long after that Commissioner

Bartlett had moved his quarters into a house with ‘‘large glass windows’’ and

mortared walls, but ‘‘no plank floors, because that would cost nearly as much

as a whole building.’’∂∞

Bartlett was not entirely critical of the domestic arrangements on the fron-

tier. Writing as G.T. to the Providence Journal, he noted that ‘‘some of the

private dwellings’’ in Hermosillo ‘‘are well built, and of pleasant exterior; the

court yards filled with flowering shrubs, and the interior well, often hand-

somely furnished.’’ For the most part, however, Bartlett reserved his admira-

tion for the German settlers of Texas, who closely conformed to the standards
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of middle-class American domesticity. They won his praise for ‘‘articles of

taste’’ that adorned their ‘‘rude’’ houses, including ‘‘a choice library of scien-

tific books’’ and a ‘‘fine harpsichord.’’ Here, at last, were some settlers who

‘‘impart to the pioneer population by which they are surrounded that love for

refined enjoyments in which it is deficient.’’ The New York Herald printed a

letter ‘‘from our Texas Correspondent’’ that also praised the Germans of Texas,

‘‘by far the best in Texas as regards industry, wealth, and morality.’’ Their

homes, wrote the correspondent, were ‘‘abodes of men of the highest intel-

ligence and refinement.’’ Mr. Berne, on the Guadalupe River, owned a ‘‘large

and very choice library’’ in five languages, while Mr. Rapp was ‘‘a regular

Professor of Geology.’’ A correspondent to the Providence Journal from the

commission generally bemoaned the lack of ‘‘civilization’’ in Texas but praised

the Germans, who alone among residents of the region seemed to appreciate

comfort and culture. One man, living in a log cabin whose external appear-

ance would not lead one to ‘‘expect to find the ordinary comforts of life,’’ had

inside it ‘‘an extensive library’’ of standard works of literature and scientific

books, as well as ‘‘several fine copies of Murillo and other masters.’’ This

correspondent also complimented the owner of the harpsichord.∂≤

In each of these accounts, it is commercial goods—from furniture, to books,

to musical instruments, to artworks—that are highlighted as key to a cultured

and admirable domestic sphere. The Germans were praiseworthy precisely

because they conformed to the emerging norms of domestic ideology, not only

by consuming goods in the service of domestic bliss, but also through their

restrained and refined masculine practices. Frederick Law Olmsted, another

northeastern Whig traveler through the borderlands in the 1850s, was similarly

impressed by the domestic arrangements of the German settlers of Texas, while

caustically critical of the homes of American slave owners. Like Bartlett, whose

work he repeatedly referenced, Olmsted equated the interior furnishings of

homes in the region with the morality of their occupants.∂≥

Bartlett’s views of manhood and consumption extended as well to Na-

tive Americans. While noting the ‘‘savage beauty’’ and ‘‘fine manly forms’’ of

several individuals, Bartlett saved his greatest praise for ‘‘a remarkably fine-

looking young man, of athletic form, which he took pride in displaying. He

wore no garment but a breech-cloth and a necklace of bone. . . . At first he

strutted around the camp, with the evident design of making a sensation, and

to convince us that he felt it a condescension to associate with us,’’ but ulti-

mately he revealed his discernment, and his sentimental nature, by attempting

to buy a cameo portrait of a beautiful woman from one of the soldiers. Both
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the Indian’s attempted act of consumption, and the implied veneration for

beauty, validated him in Bartlett’s eyes. Emory, on the other hand, not only

found Bartlett’s views of Native Americans overly romantic, but testified that

‘‘the wild Indians must be exterminated.’’∂∂

While Emory devoted a great deal of attention to military matters and the

placement of military fortifications in his three-volume report on the bound-

ary commission, he paid virtually no attention to domestic settings. The sole

mention of a family home included in the report is a general reference to the liv-

ing arrangements of the Maricopa tribe, which Emory himself did not author.

His single reference to the interior of a house is in the context of religious

commentary. ‘‘In almost every house’’ in the town of Presidio del Norte ‘‘is

found, in addition to the cross, a figure of our Saviour, which is sometimes so

very grotesque that piety itself cannot divest it of its ridiculous appearance.’’ If

Emory had an opinion about the furnishings of homes in the region, he did not

choose to share it with his readers. Most likely, his disinterest in domestic

settings reflected his dismissal of the significance of domesticity on the frontier

and to politics.∂∑

Emory shared none of Bartlett’s misgivings about the unfolding of Mani-

fest Destiny on the frontier. While Bartlett was less than sanguine about the

possibility of the Americanization of the border region, especially given the

lack of orderly family homes and limited trade that made the settlement of

such homes di≈cult, Emory viewed the current disorder of the borderlands as

something to be overcome through the proper use of the American military,

followed by the introduction of the transcontinental railroad that he lobbied

hard to obtain territory for, and finally the gradual settlement of preferably

slave-owning frontier families. Emory willingly admitted that ‘‘miserably built

mud town(s)’’ marred the border, but this hardly dampened his enthusiasm.

Whatever the current limitations of the region, Emory insisted that it was

‘‘undeniable’’ that the Gadsden Treaty had ‘‘secured to us what before did not

exist . . . the most feasible if not the only practicable route for a railway to the

Pacific.’’ Emory was so enthusiastic about further expansion in the region, in

fact, that although he claimed to hate ‘‘filibusterism,’’ the unsanctioned attacks

by American adventurers looking to gain new territory for the United States

that were common in the 1850s, while working on the survey in 1855 he secretly

conspired with residents of Chihuahua who hoped to see their state annexed

to the United States.∂∏

Bartlett openly questioned the value of the Chihuahua-Sonora borderlands

to the United States, since they seemed unsuitable for farming and peripheral
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Interior of de la Peña house, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1912. Photograph by Jesse Nussbaum, courtesy Palace
of the Governors, Santa Fe, New Mexico, id: mnm/dca, negative no. 015335.

to the flow of goods that would enable the settlement of well-furnished family

homes. As a subscriber to domestic ideology that linked refined homes with

civilization, he was more than willing to compromise with Mexico on the

location of the boundary; other Whigs, sharing his views of the link between

consumer goods and civilization, supported his position. Believing that com-

promise was a virtue rather than a sign of weakness, Bartlett emphasized his

diplomacy and cooperation with the Mexican commissioner and o≈cers both

in his report to Congress, and in his narrative of the boundary commission.

The Democratic expansionists who controlled Congress were more concerned

with land for a railroad than the use of that land to families, and they were

uncomfortable with both the ideology of domesticity and the spread of a

consumer-oriented market. It is not surprising that Emory, along with con-

gressional Democrats, should so loudly protest Bartlett’s compromise.∂π

Although Bartlett was dismissed from the boundary commission, and the

Democratic Congress refused to publish his Personal Narrative at government

expense, his opinions, spread and reinforced by journalists, politicians, and

his own publications, in the short term influenced debates over further expan-

sion into Mexico. In the long term, Bartlett’s views contributed to American

perceptions of the borderlands and Mexico itself as uninhabitable and un-

domesticated. His two-volume Personal Narrative met with generally positive

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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reviews upon publication in 1854 and sold well, becoming ‘‘for many years the

standard guide for travelers coming to or passing through the area.’’∂∫ Gadsden

Purchase opponents drew on images of the Mesilla Valley remarkably similar

to those found in Bartlett’s letters to the Providence Journal. A letter writer to

the Washington, D.C. National Intelligencer opposed the plan because ‘‘nearly

all of it [the region] is a barren waste, uncultivable and uninhabitable.’’ The

New York Herald similarly dismissed the region, concluding with the question

whether ‘‘any body can tell us what we are to make of this new territory except

a common place of refuge for the final extinction of our Indian tribes by

starvation’’?∂Ω

Bartlett’s views of the value of the Chihuahua-Sonora borderlands also

appear to have impacted congressional debate over the bill. Democratic repre-

sentative Thomas Hart Benton, of Missouri, who opposed a southern railroad

line in favor of one through his own state, cited Bartlett in his speech against

the Gadsden Purchase, arguing that ‘‘as land,’’ the Mesilla Valley was ‘‘worth

nothing’’ and was ‘‘uninhabitable by man.’’ Other Democratic representatives

agreed with their Whig opponents that the land in question was ‘‘not of much

importance on account of its intrinsic value’’; its potential as a secure southern

railroad route was its attraction for them.∑≠

Many literary reviews of Bartlett’s Narrative, like the one in the Providence

Journal that read Bartlett’s publication as a cautionary tale against frontier life,

a≈rmed Bartlett’s antiexpansionist stance. Venturing past general praise to

note Bartlett’s particular views of gender, domesticity, and consumption, these

reviews questioned the rationale for expansion into the region. In 1855 the

Cincinnati publication Ladies’ Repository o√ered readers a two-page review of

Bartlett’s Personal Narrative, which focused almost exclusively on the domestic

aspects of Bartlett’s narrative. Specifically, it explored the marriage rites and

homes of the Maricopa Indians, the issue of female abduction in the area, and

the appearance of both men and women in the Native American tribes the

boundary commission encountered.∑∞ The review echoed Bartlett’s overall

assessment that much of the region was made up of ‘‘rocky wilds and barren

plains, in which man can not live’’—meaning, of course, white men, and more

importantly, white women. At the same time, however, the review asserted

that ‘‘brave’’ men were already living there. This was not virgin land, but a

landscape in which proper families of Indian extraction lived in ‘‘solid’’ homes

in an already domesticated landscape.∑≤ Another reviewer who was impressed

with the cultured existence of Texas Germans, despite the primitive nature of
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their homes and furnishing, concluded nevertheless that much of the border

region was ‘‘a barren, desolate waste’’ that could ‘‘never be rendered useful for

man or beast, except as a public highway.’’∑≥ These reviews, and others like

them, furthered the impression that there was little potential or room for

American settlement in the region.∑∂

Bartlett’s narrative, so bound up with consumption, was itself o√ered up in

the Episcopalian church’s o≈cial organ, The Churchman, as something to be

consumed by anti-expansionist northeasterners at leisure. It recommended

his volumes ‘‘as an excellent summer companion to the tourists who, while

enjoying the easy luxuries of Saratoga, West Point, or Newport, would en-

hance their satisfaction by the survey of distant portions of their widely-

extended country, traveled over under less agreeable circumstances.’’ Another

journal, the New York Albion, suggested that the volumes, which deserved

‘‘a place in every well-appointed American library,’’ were objects that could

themselves contribute to the refinement of a family home.∑∑

The U.S.-Mexico War had a dramatic impact on the rise of consumer

culture in the borderlands. Merchants on both sides of the new borderline

grew wealthy from smuggling, and new towns sprang up along the Rio Grande

in order to facilitate the burgeoning illegal trade, while the once-thriving port

cities of Matamoros and Guaymas stagnated. As both Bartlett and Emory’s

accounts reveal, fronterizos, particularly to the west of Texas, were desperate

for consumer goods of all sorts. With a clear eye to the significance of this

issue, U.S. Secretary of State William Marcy instructed James Gadsden to

include the statement that the United States was anxious to establish ‘‘intimate

commercial relations on liberal terms’’ in his boundary negotiations with

Mexico in 1853. That same year Mexico established a duty-free border zone in

Tamaulipas in order to counter smuggling from Texas to Mexico, eventually

extending that zone to Coahuila, Chihuahua, and Nuevo León, despite pro-

tests of American o≈cials.∑∏ The state of borderlands consumer culture was

still uncomfortably, indeed unacceptably primitive in the eyes of some Ameri-

cans, who placed a moral value on ownership of objects, particularly in the

context of the family home.

Competing visions of the relationship between consumption and settlement,

as well as partisanship and the desire among southern Democrats for a work-

able southern railroad route, shaped congressional debates over the Bartlett-
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Conde agreement. The Democrat Emory rationalized expansion into Chihua-

hua and Sonora in part because he saw no need for market penetration of the

region prior to its settlement. For John Bartlett, as for many sympathetic

Whigs, the U.S.-Mexico borderlands were less than fully desirable because they

could not easily be integrated into the market. The region did not lend itself to

the distribution of consumer goods: the comfortably furnished households

that he associated with a well-ordered society were few and far between, and

the likelihood that families would be able to replicate the conditions of Ameri-

can domesticity was remote. These issues did not concern Emory, who argued

that military outposts could maintain and Americanize the region. Demo-

cratic expansionists saw the region as existing beyond the mandates of produc-

tion or consumption, a place through which a railroad could run connecting

Southern markets with the Pacific coast. In response to expansionist plans that

did not take into account the region’s inhabitants, other Whig voices besides

Bartlett’s, like those of the Ladies’ Repository, asserted that the current inhabi-

tants of the region were deserving of their land because they already con-

formed to standards of consumption that marked them as civilized, while their

consumption of American goods and adoption of a consumption-based ideol-

ogy of domesticity would gradually Americanize them. Although a sarsaparilla

bottle marked the initial point in the U.S.-Mexico boundary, these debates

about the relationship between expansion, settlement, and consumption

would continue to inform U.S. policies and attitudes toward the border region

and Mexico long after Bartlett’s and Emory’s work was done.
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Rachel St. John

Selling the Border
Trading Land, Attracting Tourists, and Marketing
American Consumption on the Baja California Border,
1900–1934

In 1920, the Sunset Inn, a Tijuana casino, launched an adver-

tising campaign in San Diego newspapers. ‘‘The Border’s

Open!’’ it announced, ‘‘everyday to everybody.’’ An illustration

of people and cars streaming across the line underscored the

point.∞ Thanks to advertisements like this one and the op-

portunities they o√ered an eager U.S. market, in the 1920s these

promotional visions became reality. Crowds of people and

lines of cars regularly amassed on the boundary line as millions

of American consumers headed south to partake in the border

experience.

This marked a striking transformation of the Baja Califor-

nia border from an isolated and undeveloped region to a site of

intense American consumption. For its first fifty years, this

boundary line had seen little tra≈c. In 1900, fewer than four

hundred people lived in Tijuana; Mexicali did not yet exist.≤

After the turn of the century, however, the border became a site

of American consumption. By the 1920s, throngs of transbor-

der travelers en route to Mexicali and Tijuana jammed the

Calexico and San Ysidro ports of entry. Most of these crossers

were Americans. Working-class thrill seekers, middle-class

families, upper-class investors, and Hollywood stars all came to

the border, willing to pay for goods, services, and experiences

that they believed the border o√ered. Not only could they buy

postcards, cheap land, and illicit liquor, but they could also

consume the novelty of crossing the international boundary
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Advertisement, San Diego Union, September 14, 1920.

Following the cessation of First World War passport restrictions, the proprietors of the Sunset Inn, a
nightclub and gambling establishment in Tijuana, launched a major advertising campaign in San Diego
newspapers. This advertisement, depicting a stream of people rushing toward the Inn, emphasized the
ease with which American customers could secure passports and cross the border.

line, the excitement of experiencing an exotic foreign culture, and the freedom

of drinking and gambling outside Prohibition-era America.

The characteristics that drew Americans to the border were the result of the

synergetic, if unsynchronized, e√orts by tourism promoters, vice purveyors,

and real estate developers to market the advantages of the Baja California

border. Linking shopping for curios, buying real estate, and partaking of

prohibited vices, both American and Mexican boosters constructed a con-

sumers’ border that o√ered investment opportunities, exotic experiences, and

illicit activities unavailable in the United States. As it had in the 1850s bound-

ary commissions described by Amy Greenberg in the previous essay, con-

sumption came to define American ideas and interest in the border in the first

third of the twentieth century.

Promoters, however, o√ered only a narrow view of the border. The border,

of course, was not just a place of American consumption, but also a political

frontier, a site of binational economic exchange, and the home of a growing

number of Mexican citizens. Yet the promoters’ images came to dominate
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Automobiles at the border of the United States and Mexico, San Ysidro, 1920. Photograph courtesy
Photograph Collection, San Diego Historical Society.

This photograph taken of one of the border crossings between the United States and Mexico illustrates the
extent of cross-border automobile tra≈c as early as 1920.

representations of the border, and Mexicans, on both the local and national

level, had to struggle to assert their national identity and autonomy along the

border. Historians have written extensively about the political, economic,

social, and cultural ramifications of American investment, tourism, and vice,

but they have only rarely explored how and why Americans were attracted to

the border.≥ Through an analysis of border promotion, this essay begins to

improve our understanding of American ideas about and interest in the bor-

der during the first four decades of the twentieth century.

While promotions mask the history of the urban spaces, economic connec-

tions, and political conflicts to which American consumption contributed,

they open an illuminating window into how promoters’ perceptions of Ameri-

cans’ needs and desires gave meaning to the boundary line. In advertisements,

articles, and promotional correspondence, the international boundary line

emerged as a place distinct from the larger U.S.-Mexico borderlands in which

it was situated. While border promoters tapped into the borderlands aes-

thetic, which, as Lawrence Culver shows in his essay in this volume, was so

prevalent in Southern California at this time, the selling of the border itself

depended on the legal, political, economic, and symbolic significance of the

boundary line. In marketing the Baja California border, promoters empha-

sized not the shared history of the United States and Mexico in the border-

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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lands, but rather the stark divide between those two nations along the bound-

ary line. From novelty landmark to exotic foreign country to inexpensive

ranchland to playground of illicit pleasures, the border seemed to o√er a full

menu for Americans seeking adventure, opportunity, and vice.

Waiting in lines to cross the boundary line, Americans demonstrated how

successfully promoters had transformed the border into a magnet of American

consumption. The money they carried financed the construction of ranches,

railroads, and public works that not only connected Baja California to Ameri-

can markets but also began to elevate the importance of the territory and

improve its connections with the Mexican republic. At the same time, thanks

to the successful selling of the border, Americans’ perceptions that the border

should serve their interests became pervasive. By the time American consump-

tion of border services and goods reached its peak in the 1920s, the border had

become a flashpoint of local and international conflict where disputes arose

concerning which nation controlled the boundary line.

Acquiring and Consuming Land along the Baja California Border

The origins of American consumption along the Baja California border lay in

land. Both Mexican government o≈cials and private landowners were eager to

attract American businessmen who had the capital to buy and develop border

ranchlands. Once Americans had purchased land on the border, they in turn

marketed their property to other American investors and renters. In their

correspondence and contracts, land promoters created an image of the border

as a space that o√ered the best of both nations. As they bought, sold, and

developed border ranchlands over the following decades, these men rein-

forced the conception of the Baja California border as both of, and apart from,

the United States and thus an ideal site for American investment.

The American market in land along the border developed around the

turn of the century, as a Southern California real estate boom, the develop-

ment of irrigation and transportation infrastructure, and the Mexican govern-

ment’s pursuit of foreign investment coincided. Under the rule of Porfirio

Díaz (1876–1910), the Mexican government embraced foreign investment as

the key to national development. In order to encourage investment, Mexican

o≈cials cultivated relationships with American capitalists and facilitated the

acquisition and development of land, natural resources, and railroads.∂ Along

the Baja California border, Díaz appointees granted American investors per-

mits for landownership, concessions for railroads and irrigation works, and

exemptions from customs duties.∑ Among the investors they helped to attract
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were a group of Southern California land speculators who saw the potential to

extend their regional real estate empire south of the border. Organizing as

Mexican land companies, these men bought vast tracts of land along the

boundary line. The San Ysidro Ranch Company (syrc) purchased approxi-

mately 35,000 acres near Tijuana, while Los Angeles Times chief Harrison Gray

Otis’s Colorado River Land Company (crlc) secured control of more than

860,000 acres extending south from the boundary line through the Colorado

River delta.∏

For these Southern California investors, the land immediately adjacent to

the boundary line was of particular interest because it combined the advan-

tages of a foreign investment, including the Mexican government’s incentives,

with the convenience and security of a familiar regional market. The promo-

tional correspondence exchanged between the new landowners and other

prospective American investors emphasized the access and oversight made

possible by their properties’ proximity to Los Angeles and San Diego. The

syrc prospectus stressed that it was ‘‘a pleasant and easy motor ride . . .

from Los Angeles to the property’’ and that a new rail line would soon increase

the investors’ access, as well as the value of their investment.π By the 1910s,

two transborder rail lines—the Ferrocarril Tijuana y Tecate and the Inter-

California Railroad—linked Baja California to rail networks and markets

north of the line.∫

Promoters stressed that land along the Baja California border was not only

nearby, but virtually identical to land under development in San Diego and

California’s Imperial Valley. ‘‘This country,’’ noted a crlc report, ‘‘lies just

south of the Imperial Valley of the United States, and is in fact a continuation

of the same.’’Ω The informal sales literature exchanged between American

businessmen interested in buying and leasing Baja California borderlands was

replete with similar comparisons. ‘‘The land is as good as the best upland of

Southern California,’’ the original owner of the San Ysidro Ranch promised

new investors.∞≠ The crlc made such comparisons so often that its president

worried that the people of the Imperial Valley would accuse them of ‘‘stealing

their thunder.’’∞∞

In addition to touting its similarity with U.S. properties in the region, pro-

moters also highlighted the particular benefits of Mexican land—low prices

and unspoiled terrain. Real estate south of the border sold for a fraction of the

price of comparable property north of the line; along the Tijuana River, Mexi-

can land went for one hundred and fifty dollars an acre, while similar lands on

the American side cost four or five hundred dollars an acre.∞≤ The cost of these
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properties, a potential investor was told, were ‘‘what would be considered

bargain prices when compared to prices demanded on this side of the line.’’∞≥

Real estate developers also stressed that Mexican lands were unspoiled, putting

a positive spin on the lack of irrigation works or other improvements. Inves-

tors in the syrc raved about the abundance of small game on their un-

developed land and formed a hunting club to take advantage of its resources.∞∂

In addition to the economic advantages of investing in borderlands, real

estate investors also emphasized the romantic allure of owning ranchland on

the Mexican border. ‘‘[My wife and I] have some sentiment left about the

property,’’ wrote an early owner of the San Ysidro Ranch, recalling that it was

there that his wife had ‘‘learned to shoot, hunt, camp, ride in a Mexican

saddle.’’∞∑ Harrison Gray Otis referred to the crlc’s property by the evocative

designation of the ‘‘Rancho of the Two Flags.’’∞∏ Writing in the 1930s, Henry

Keller reminisced about one reason he and the other stockholders in the syrc

had been predisposed to buy land in Mexico: ‘‘Many of us had grown up with

and counted among our intimate friends members of the fine old Spanish

families of Southern California, and spoke their tongue.’’∞π Keller’s reference to

‘‘the fine old Spanish families of Southern California’’ reflected the romantici-

zation of California’s Hispanic heritage that, as Lawrence Culver discusses in

his essay, was so popular in California at this time.∞∫ By buying borderlands,

Americans not only gained a potentially profitable investment but also bought

into a romantic vision of Mexico and the border. The ideas about the border

that American real estate investors marshaled in the marketing of their prop-

erties contributed to the characterization of the border as a space where the

United States and Mexico came together, as if for the convenience of American

investors. Drawn by these discussions, American investors bought, sold, and

developed border ranches, tying the Baja California borderlands ever more

tightly to the United States while integrating this real estate into a broader

economy of borderlands consumption.

‘‘All Aboard for This Trip to a Foreign Land!’’:

Cultural Tourism and the Selling of Exotic Mexico on the Border

While only a few wealthy investors engaged in the border real estate market,

many more middle-class Americans consumed border goods and experiences

as tourists.∞Ω Like land sales, tourism depended on promoters’ abilities to

convince American consumers that the border combined the convenience and

security of the United States with the particular appeal of Mexico. Tourism
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promotions emphasized the exotic and romantic qualities of Mexican culture.

A visit to the border, they promised, would provide the adventure of foreign

travel without the inconvenience or expense of an overseas journey.

Tourism promoters constructed a version of Mexican culture that they

hoped to sell to Americans on the blank slates of the small and recently

established cities of Tijuana and Mexicali. These promoters, most of whom

were recent arrivals on the border themselves, were a varied and cosmopolitan

group. While American capitalists controlled most of the transportation and

larger vice-related establishments, a small group of Mexicans and recent Euro-

pean immigrants established curio shops and staged cultural exhibitions. This

ethnic and national division among entrepreneurs was not unique to the Baja

California borderlands, as Laura Isabel Serna shows in her essay in this volume

about moving-picture exhibition in the borderlands. Together promoters

blanketed the Southern California market with advertisements that stressed

the novelty and romance of crossing the boundary line. By the 1910s, thou-

sands of American tourists from all parts of the United States visited Tijuana

annually. For many, their trip across the border was their first to Mexico.≤≠

Border tourism initially emerged as a component of an extended tour of

Southern California. Tijuana, explained one article, ‘‘is a place of special inter-

est to tourists visiting Southern California from the fact that it lies in Mexico,

just over the line dividing the territory of the two republics.’’≤∞ Travel articles in

U.S. newspapers cast a Tijuana excursion as an easy day trip. As one advertise-

ment noted, Tijuana was ‘‘a foreign land ‘within a stone throw.’ ’’ A wide

o√ering of private cars, stages, auto services, busses, and railroads assured this

accessibility: more than fifteen busses and five trains ran from San Diego to

Tijuana each day of the summer of 1915.≤≤

Once at the boundary line, border tourism began. Promoters sold the bor-

der crossing as a novel symbolic experience that tourists could consume.≤≥

‘‘The unusual experience of leaving the United States behind and crossing the

international boundary line into a foreign country,’’ one article noted, ‘‘is one

that provides keen pleasure to the visitor.’’≤∂ Advertisements in San Diego

newspapers urged Americans to visit the border and ‘‘mail home a postal from

the foreign land; have a photo taken astride the international boundary

line!’’≤∑ The boundary monument became a landmark where many tourists

posed for photos.≤∏

Once across the boundary line, tourists sought Mexican encounters, sights,

experiences, and souvenirs to satisfy their expectations of foreign adventure.
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However, aside from the boundary monuments and customs houses, the first

border tourists would have seen little evidence that they had left U.S. territory.

With its dusty roads and wooden buildings, Tijuana looked like any other

town in the U.S. West in 1900. It was left to local border entrepreneurs to

provide a variety of goods and services that fulfilled one postcard’s promise

that ‘‘the little Mexican village of Tijuana’’ is ‘‘typical of its country, as though

it were a hundred miles from the border.’’≤π In doing so, they not only re-

sponded to tourists’ expectations but also shaped tourists’ perceptions of what

was, in fact, Mexican; they sold their version of Mexico.

To satisfy Americans’ desires, promoters developed an array of ‘‘Mexican’’

activities. Visitors to Southern California could easily have met Mexican peo-

ple, tasted Mexican food, and purchased Mexican goods without leaving the

United States, but across the boundary line these activities’ purported au-

thenticity and exoticism intensified. Antonio Elosúa’s ‘‘Typical Mexican Fair’’

promised tourists ‘‘everything Mexican,’’ including a bullfight, a local Mexican

regimental band, Mexican dancing girls, cockfights, gambling, a cabaret, and a

Mexican café.≤∫ Restaurants o√ered ‘‘Spanish dinners’’ consisting of ‘‘frijoles,’’

‘‘tortillas,’’ ‘‘the genuine chili and tamales of the Mexicans,’’ and a ‘‘bewilder

[sic] array of dishes’’ which would ‘‘surprise and delight the palate of the guest

not accustomed to Spanish cooking.’’≤Ω When rebel forces invaded Tijuana in

1911, even the Mexican Revolution became a tourist attraction. Southern Cali-

fornians, like Americans elsewhere on the border, flocked to the boundary line

for a better view of the battles (as Laura Isabel Serna discusses in the next essay,

screenings of newsreel footage and fictional recreations of battles drew similar

crowds.) Photographs taken of the spectators at the battle of Tijuana portray a

paradelike quality, with the crowd gathered to watch the bloodshed arranged

beside the border as if seated in a grandstand. After the battle, tourists flooded

into Tijuana, paying the rebels twenty-five cents to view the battle site.≥≠

From the standpoint of many American tourists, the Mexican soldiers, like

most of the Mexicans with whom they came into contact along the border,

were part of the scenery. Viewing Mexicans became a central part of cultural

tourism along the border. ‘‘The ‘soldados’ or soldiers of the fort in picturesque

uniforms, natives in the sombreros and serapes of the Mexican race, bright-

eyed senoritas and sedate senoras,’’ noted a 1920 article in the San Diego Union,

‘‘unite to make a picture of striking color and great charm.’’≥∞ Rather than

providing Americans with an opportunity to meet and engage with Mexican

citizens, a trip to Tijuana more often o√ered contrived interactions with per-

formers and salespeople who reinforced preexisting conceptions of Mexicans
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Crowd watching the Battle of Tijuana from the boundary line, June 22, 1911. Photograph courtesy Photo-
graph Collection, San Diego Historical Society.

While Tijuana saw only limited violence during the Mexican Revolution, its few battles drew the attention of
residents and tourists from the United States. Crowds like this one gathered at the border to watch the
battle and afterwards flooded into Tijuana to view the destruction firsthand.

as exotic, romantic, and primitive. Promoters did not create these stereotypes,

but they adopted and disseminated them in the many images of Mexican

people with which they filled advertisements, curio stores, postcards, and

entertainment events. Illustrated with sketches of seductive women, costumed

dancers, and swarthy horsemen, advertisements for Tijuana promised that

‘‘roguish eyed senoritas’’ and ‘‘gaily costumed senors [sic]’’ would entertain

visitors.≥≤ The Sunset Inn used images of men wearing large sombreros and a

dark-haired woman in a low-cut dress dancing with castanets to underscore its

description of Tijuana as ‘‘refreshing,’’ ‘‘fascinating,’’ ‘‘quaint,’’ and ‘‘exotic.’’≥≥

In romanticizing Mexicans, promoters placed particular emphasis on the

Spanish aspects of Mexican ethnicity. Publicity for bullfights gave top billing

to matadors and bulls imported from Spain and dancing exhibitions featured

‘‘Spanish’’ dancers.≥∂

While these performances and images emphasized Mexico’s exotic quali-

ties, other tourist attractions and commodities presenting Mexican people as

primitive or comic were more pejorative. Postcards featured photographs of

Mexicans, some labeled as ‘‘peons,’’ barefoot and dressed in simple clothes,

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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Advertisement, San Diego Union,
September 12, 1920.

This advertisement for the Sunset
Inn used both words and images
to reinforce the idea of Tijuana as
foreign and alluring. 

frequently seated on the ground or engaged in menial labor.≥∑ With a car-

toon of a Mexican man dwarfed by an enormous sombrero, another Sunset

Inn advertisement poked fun at Mexican dress.≥∏ These condescending depic-

tions of Mexicans were highlighted in the ubiquitous photographs of tourists

swathed in serapes and sombreros, often astride donkeys.≥π As one article

explained, ‘‘the staid and dignified visitor usually lays aside his dignity and

mounts one of the patient beasts to pose in a photo as a ‘caballo’ or mounted

cavalier, a picture to be shown and laughed over on the return home.’’≥∫ At a

time when the Mexican government was promoting modernization and in-

dustrial growth, these caricatures reflected and reinforced negative stereotypes

of Mexico and Mexicans as primitive.≥Ω

Curio shops perpetuated these stereotypes, further shaping the way tourists

experienced Tijuana. The serapes and sombreros in which tourists posed came

from the well-stocked shelves of a number of border specialty stores that both

created and catered to tourists’ expectations. Souvenirs, ranging from postal

cards and Tijuana pennants to a variety of handmade goods, o√ered tourists a

reminder of their foreign adventures and a piece of an imagined Mexico to
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Advertisement, San Diego Union,
September 16, 1920.

This caricature of a grinning man
in an oversized sombrero humor-
ously portrayed Mexicans.

show their friends and family at home. Alexander Savín’s Bazaar Mexicano ad-

vertised ‘‘Mexican Souvenirs,’’ which included ‘‘Fine Mexican Cigars and Ciga-

rettes,’’ ‘‘Mexican Carved Leather Goods,’’ ‘‘Indian and Mexican Art Goods,’’

and ‘‘Mexican and Indian Blankets (Serapes).’’∂≠ The Big Curio Store sold

‘‘Mexican drawn work, Mexican Blankets and Handwoven Mexican Straw

Hats’’ and featured ‘‘typical clay figures, real Mexican looking.’’ Ranging from

matadors to portly peons, the figurines lined store shelves, reinforcing the

notion that Mexicans were meant for Americans’ amusement and entertain-

ment.∂∞ By purchasing these curios, American tourists consumed a construc-

tion of Mexican culture and contributed to its dispersal throughout the United

States.∂≤

The border tourist industry commodified Mexican culture in order to

amuse, entertain, and ultimately profit. Responding to Americans’ desires to

consume the sights, sounds, and material goods of an exotic, foreign country,

border promoters created their own version of Mexican culture, drawing from

a range of cultural practices and stereotypes while emphasizing the national

distinctions signified by the boundary line. At the same time that they sought
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Tourists in Tijuana, ca. 1920. Photograph courtesy Photograph Collection, San Diego Historical Society.

Photographers set up businesses on the border to cater to tourists by providing serapes, sombreros, and
signs indicating a borderline location: the resulting photographs were a ubiquitous part of the Tijuana
tourist experience.

to construct an atmosphere of exoticism and national di√erence, the rise of

Progressive-era moral reforms within the United States heightened the legal

distinctions between the United States and Mexico. These distinctions would

make the emergence of border vice districts possible and redefine American

consumer practices along the border.

‘‘Everybody Goes Where Everything Goes’’:

The Rise of Border Vice Districts

Cultural tourism and the novelty of the border provided the foundation for

border tourism, but it was the legal significance embedded in the boundary

line that enabled the tourist industry to reach its apex on the Baja California

border. More than a symbol of cultural di√erences, the boundary line marked

the divide between Baja California’s permissive legal climate and increasingly

restrictive moral laws in the United States. Gradually pushed out of Cali-

fornia cities during the first two decades of the twentieth century, vice pur-

veyors relocated across the border, just out of reach of local, state, and federal

laws but well within reach of American consumers. Soon gambling, drinking,

horseracing, and other activities prohibited under American law became the

central features of border tourism.∂≥ As such, they became intertwined with

American tourists’ conceptions of Mexico and Mexican culture. In addition to

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
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Miguel González’s Big Curio Store, Tijuana, 1912. Photograph courtesy Photograph Collection, San Diego
Historical Society.

A number of border curio stores catered to the tourist trade with sombreros, serapes, postcards, pennants,
and a variety of other items advertised as authentically Mexican.

exotic, romantic, and occasionally violent, the border appeared freewheeling,

scandalous, and ever more dependent on American consumption.

Vice permeated consumer culture on the border. Throughout the early

twentieth century, as ‘‘dry’’ and antisaloon laws spread from the local to the

national level, liquor became the driving force of border consumption. Ac-

cording to local rumor, the first Mexicali business had been no more than a

plank under a mesquite tree from which an enterprising businessman sold

mescal and tequila to the Americans laboring to build the dry town of Calex-

ico on the U.S. side of the line.∂∂ By 1905, three di√erent Mexicali establish-

ments advertised their stock of domestic and imported liquors in the Calexico

Chronicle.∂∑ Along with sales of souvenirs and Mexican cultural artifacts, curio

shops and other border businesses did a brisk trade in liquor. With state laws

shutting down saloons, First World War restrictions on the manufacture and

sale of alcohol, and, finally, the imposition of nationwide Prohibition after

the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act in 1920, more

and more border entrepreneurs recognized the profitability of producing and

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
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Automobiles parked in front of Blue Fox Café and ABC Bar in Tijuana, December 1928. Photograph
courtesy Photograph Collection, San Diego Historical Society.

With its many bars, Avenida Revolución became the heart of Tijuana’s vice-tourism district.

selling liquor, as did American saloon owners who moved their businesses

across the boundary line.∂∏ Marvin Allen, Frank B. Byer, and Carl Withington

were among the most successful of these American transplants. Pushed out of

Bakersfield in 1913, the trio first founded The Owl (or El Tecolote) in Mexicali

and later the Tivoli Bar in Tijuana. By 1924, they had expanded into brewing,

importing European spirits, gambling, and racing and were reported to be

making as much as $40,000 to $100,000 a week from just one of their clubs in

Mexicali.∂π They were not the only entrepreneurs profiting from liquor sales:

Miguel González, owner of the Big Curio Store, opened the Mexicali Brewery;

Herman Cohen ran the San Francisco Bar; Miguel Calette Anaya established

the Blue Fox Cafe; and M. Escobedo managed the Tijuana Bar and Café. The

list goes on and on, including not just American and Mexican proprietors, but

European and Asian ones as well. Even the American heavyweight boxer Jack

Johnson operated two Tijuana nightclubs, one of which catered exclusively to

African Americans. Following the passage of the Volstead Act, the number of

saloons in Tijuana doubled, from thirty to sixty, in a mere four years.∂∫

Alcohol was not the only guilty pleasure that Americans sought south of

the border. Casinos, prizefights, racetracks, and brothels crowded border vice

districts. As California passed a series of moral reform laws, including the
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Grandstand and Race Track at Tijuana, ca. 1925. Photograph courtesy Union-Tribune Collection, San Diego
Historical Society.

With horseracing outlawed in California, Tijuana’s Agua Caliente racetrack drew hundreds of thousands of
American spectators across the border during the 1910s and 1920s.

Walker-Otis Anti–Race Track Betting Bill in 1909, the Red Light Abatement

Act in 1913, and a law outlawing prizefighting in 1916, prostitutes, pimps, and

race and fight promoters moved across the border.∂Ω In one two- to three-year

period, 700 American women relocated to brothels in Tijuana and Mexicali.

As with other vice businesses, Americans operated many of the brothels, but

Asian immigrants, including Patricio Mee Hong and Soo Yasuhara, also con-

trolled a significant share of the market. Home to numerous brothels, saloons,

and opium dens, Mexicali’s Chinatown in particular became synonymous

with vice.∑≠ Following the legalization of gambling in Baja California by fed-

eral decree in 1908, both American and Mexican promoters launched plans to

build casinos, dog tracks, and horse tracks. In 1915, Antonio Elosúa, a Mexican

citizen, secured a gaming permit that enabled him to include boxing, gam-

bling, and races in his ‘‘Typical Mexican Fair.’’ Securing a government conces-

sion the same year, an American-owned enterprise soon eclipsed Elosúa’s

operations. Operated by a Los Angeles racing promoter and a San Francisco

boxing promoter, the Lower California Jockey Club racetrack opened to great
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fanfare on January 1, 1916. Thousands of Americans attended the races, many

taking advantage of the new San Diego and South Eastern Railroad branch

line to the track.∑∞

By the 1920s, the border was home to a substantial and diversified vice

economy. Racetracks, bars, dance halls, brothels, and casinos catered to Amer-

icans of all classes. The predominantly middle- and working-class residents of

the agricultural Imperial Valley, along with visiting salesmen and investors,

frequented the many bars and brothels of Mexicali.∑≤ Tijuana, by contrast, was

home to high-end resorts and racetracks that drew on the booming popula-

tions in San Diego and Los Angeles. The Tijuana vice industry achieved its

pinnacle with the opening of the Agua Caliente resort and casino in 1929. Built

with American funds on land owned by Governor Abelardo Rodríguez, Agua

Caliente consisted of a 500-room hotel, casino, spa, swimming pool, golf

course, gardens, private radio station, airport, and both greyhound- and

horse-racing tracks. Opulent resorts like Agua Caliente attracted such celebri-

ties as Buster Keaton, Jack Dempsey, Charlie Chaplin, and Al Capone.∑≥ While

the Hollywood illuminati stole the spotlight, many middle-class Americans

also ventured south to gamble, drink, and watch the races. One American,

who worked parking cars and selling cigars and cigarettes in Tijuana, remem-

bered that even small businessmen from San Diego frequented the upscale

casinos, where they gambled and tipped extravagantly.∑∂

There was never any doubt that border vice promoters built these establish-

ments for American consumers, consequently their advertising e√orts con-

centrated on the American market. San Diego newspapers covered all of the

horse races and regularly ran advertisements for Tijuana establishments and

special events.∑∑ Each week the a.b.w. Club in Mexicali printed a full-page

advertisement in the Calexico Chronicle informing its patrons of scheduled

performances.∑∏ Regardless of the nationality of their owners, most saloons

and casinos, like the Blue Fox Café and Sunset Inn, had English names. One

observer noted that ‘‘flaring electric signs’’ faced the American border, luring

customers to the ‘‘debauch emporiums.’’ While signs advertising ‘‘legitimate

Mexican enterprises are usually in Spanish,’’ he continued, ‘‘the vice and booze

signs are in the English language.’’∑π

In marketing vice establishments, border promoters depicted the border as

exotic, freewheeling, and liberating. Symbols of ‘‘Old Mexico’’ and ‘‘Jazz-Age

America’’ commingled in advertisements for Tijuana’s and Mexicali’s night-

clubs and bars. One advertisement for the Sunset Inn coupled the o√er of a

‘‘bit of quaint Old Mexico’’ with illustrations of a jazz band, a modern couple
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Advertisement, San Diego Union,
September 15, 1920.

With its depiction of a jazz band,
dancing, and a beautiful young
flapper enjoying a cocktail and
cigarettes, this advertisement for
the Sunset Inn blended images of
the jazz age with the promise of ‘‘a
bit of quaint Old Mexico.’’

on the dance floor, and a young flapper seated at a table adorned with a

cocktail and cigarettes. Another ad for the Tivoli Bar showed a mariachi

strumming a guitar in the shadow of a Spanish colonial building, but dis-

pensed with the romantic rhetoric in favor of the flagrant announcement: ‘‘No

Music! No Dancing! No Entertainment! just choice old ‘‘booze!’’∑∫ Despite

the crass simplicity of the Tivoli Inn’s advertisement, border vice districts

o√ered more than liquor to Prohibition-era Americans; they o√ered freedom.

Asking, as did one advertisement, ‘‘Would you escape the rigid conventionali-

ties which limit one’s enjoyment in this country?’’ promoters lured Americans

across the line with promises not just of drinks and diversions, but of tempo-

rary reprieves from the restrictions of American society.∑Ω Border vice districts

made it possible, in the words of the U.S. consul in Mexicali, ‘‘for the nearby

residents of the United States to step across the border and there to enjoy

certain privileges and perform certain acts which are illegal in the country and

state of their actual residence.’’∏≠

Promoters repeatedly stressed that it was in fact just that easy to simply

step across the border. Filling San Diego newspapers with information about
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where tourists could obtain passports and board auto stages and trains, they

emphasized the accessibility and convenience of the border vice districts.∏∞ Just

across the border, Americans found a growing number of hotels with modern,

‘‘American’’ amenities.∏≤ As a U.S. o≈cial noted, Agua Caliente had ‘‘an ideal

location for attracting visitors from the United States’’—‘‘two miles from the

border crossing at San Ysidro, California, but a paved highway extends to the

door of the hotel.’’ American entrepreneurs planned another hotel that would

literally straddle the border for their compatriots’ convenience: ‘‘The beach

attractions and some of the cottages will be situated on United States soil, the

hotel and bar, and the casino to be in Mexico.’’∏≥

By all accounts, these marketing e√orts were incredibly successful. On Labor

Day, 1927, sixteen thousand automobiles passed into Tijuana from the United

States. In 1931, the first year in which the U.S. government kept o≈cial statistics

of border crossings, over five million people entered Tijuana through the San

Ysidro port of entry.∏∂ One investigation noted that in 1929 Americans were

responsible for 95 percent of all money spent in ‘‘pleasure resorts’’ on the

Mexican side of the border.∏∑ Reformers and o≈cials alike were forced to

assume, as one American consul did in 1922, that ‘‘without American exploita-

tion and support local vice conditions would undoubtedly be much less deplor-

able than they have been in the past and still are.’’∏∏ According to one critic, the

Americanization of Tijuana was complete: ‘‘At Tia Juana [sic], these Mexicans

find on their side of the line, an American town, run by American capital,

harboring American underworld women and American white slavers, the

medium of exchange being American money, and all this unbridled debauch-

ery being accomplished through the medium of the American language.’’∏π

Although advertisements for Tijuana in San Diego newspapers continued to

urge tourists to ‘‘visit this quaint Mexican village and send a post card from a

foreign land,’’ another American consul concluded that, excepting the presence

of Mexican government o≈cials, ‘‘there is little Mexican about the village.’’∏∫

In these reports, the border appeared to have, in fact, become the play-

ground of American consumers. Promoters had so successfully emphasized

the aspects of the border that appealed to Americans that Mexican culture and

authority had faded from view. Despite the growth of local Mexican popula-

tions, expanding infrastructure, and economic development along the border,

most Americans did not look beyond the vice districts to which they and their

fellow citizens flocked.∏Ω With the spread of this proprietary view along the

U.S. side of the line, internal American political and cultural divisions became

displaced onto the border.
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Border Closings and the Control of American Consumption

As the border vice districts flourished, moral reformers on both sides of the

boundary petitioned Mexican o≈cials to outlaw them. When Baja California

o≈cials refused to accede to these demands, Mexican reformers and national-

ists complained, to no avail, that their border cities had been abandoned to the

worst of American whims. At the same time, American reformers turned to

their own government, arguing that the predominance of Americans in the

vice districts gave U.S. o≈cials the right to regulate Americans’ consumption

by preventing them from crossing the border altogether.

The border vice districts posed a double threat to the morality and national

integrity of the Mexican communities of Tijuana and Mexicali. As historian

Eric Michael Schantz has detailed, many local Mexican residents demanded

government suppression of the drinking, gambling, and prostitution that

threatened the social and commercial health of local families and businesses.π≠

Their attitudes reflected the outlook of a binational reform movement that

encompassed both the United States’ sweeping prohibitions and the Mexican

government’s regulatory approach to vice.π∞ Beyond the presumed dangers of

vice, Mexican reformers also recognized that American dominance was a

menace to Mexican sovereignty. The former police o≈cer and labor organizer

Julio Dunn Legaspy recalled that in the 1920s Americans ‘‘controlled all the

activities, even their own authorities who gave them protection.’’ It was ‘‘as if

Tijuana was an American city,’’ he explained, adding, ‘‘the Mexicans did not

have the right to work, not even in the vice dens. It felt as if we were in a foreign

country.’’π≤ In response to these conditions, Mexican nationalists and labor

organizers like Legaspy demanded that territorial o≈cials close American-

owned vice establishments, or at least require that they hire Mexicans.π≥

The border vice districts also enraged American reformers, but for dif-

ferent reasons. The well-publicized propensity of Americans to drink, gamble,

and visit brothels across the boundary line undermined reformers’ hard-

fought e√orts to protect American society from the perils of vice. Their con-

cern was less for Baja California’s border communities than for the vice dis-

tricts’ e√ects on the Americans who visited them. In 1924, U.S. Secretary of

State Charles Evans Hughes opined that conditions at Tijuana and Mexicali

represented a ‘‘grave menace to the health and welfare of American commu-

nities.’’π∂ One San Diego pastor complained that Tijuana was a ‘‘moral sink

hole, and a constant source of disease and disgrace.’’π∑

While American demand was the root of the problem, reformers sought a
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supply-side solution (as they had done in the United States) by petitioning the

Mexican government to initiate reforms along the border. These pleas placed

the blame on the Americans who, as both purveyors and consumers of vice,

drove the growth of the border vice districts. ‘‘Inasmuch as [the opening of a

racetrack and gambling and prostitution resort at Tijuana] is not a Mexican

a√air, but a matter capitalized and run by American money and men to avoid

and defeat the laws of our nation and state,’’ wrote one reformer, ‘‘we hope, Sir,

that the American Government at Washington will find a way to request

Mexican Authorities to forbear granting the necessary permission.’’π∏ Many

Americans asked that the Mexican government establish a fifty-mile-wide

‘‘dry-zone’’ (a vice-free zone) adjacent to the boundary line. As one San Diego

resident suggested, ‘‘[Mexican president] Obregón should move the hell holes

fifty miles from the border.’’ππ

Mexican o≈cials did not establish a vice-free zone, but they did prove

receptive to a number of other vice-curbing measures demanded by American

and Mexican reformers.π∫ This was particularly true on the level of the federal

government. Mexico, like the United States, initiated many nationwide moral

reforms during the early twentieth century.πΩ After reasserting federal power

over the Baja California peninsula with the removal of independent governor

Estéban Cantú in 1920, Mexico’s president Álvaro Obregón initiated a number

of measures curbing the vice industry. In 1922, the American consul noted that

with the support of the Mexican federal government, Baja California had

witnessed ‘‘gradual improvement in conditions relative to gambling and the

drug tra≈c.’’∫≠ The Mexican federal government proved particularly receptive

to cooperating with the United States in controlling the flourishing drug

trade, with prohibitions on the importation of opium in 1916 and all narcotics

in 1923.∫∞

Baja California o≈cials were also responsive to demands to regulate, if not

eradicate, border vice districts. In 1915, Governor Cantú announced a plan of

heavy taxation that he claimed would eliminate all ‘‘vicious vices.’’∫≤ As in

other parts of Mexico, territorial o≈cials regulated prostitution along the

border, requiring prostitutes to register with local governments and deporting

unwanted foreign prostitutes.∫≥ In 1926, governor of Baja California Abelardo

Rodríguez launched a major wave of reforms after the Peteets, an American

family of four, committed suicide following a horrific trip to Tijuana during

which the two daughters were said to have been drugged and raped. Within

days of the suicides, Rodríguez ordered fifty-two saloons to close, required

those remaining to pay a $10,000 bond as security against future violations,
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prohibited all women from entering bars without male escorts, and expelled

‘‘Mexican undesirables,’’ entertainers, and ‘‘women of suspicious character’’

from the city.∫∂

Local o≈cials, however, remained reluctant to completely shut down the

vice districts, and with good reason—vice was extremely profitable for them

personally. Kickbacks and payo√s were pervasive. During their time in of-

fice both Cantú and Rodríguez came under attack for their close association

with American investors; charges included the claim that Rodríguez accepted

bribes from the owners of the Agua Caliente Casino in exchange for ignoring

violations of national antivice laws. Reformers on both sides of the border,

Americans and Mexicans alike, protested against these abuses of government

power and demanded federal intervention to uphold national morality laws.∫∑

While these o≈cials’ behavior was not beyond reproach, their personal

greed was but one reason they encouraged the development of the border vice

districts. Despite the social disorder that went along with it, vice tourism

provided a much-needed economic stimulus to the isolated and often over-

looked territory of Northern Baja California. Although many casinos pre-

ferred to hire American workers, public sentiment and the demands of the

Mexican labor movement resulted in a 1925 court decision that required com-

panies to employ Mexican nationals as at least 50 percent of their workforce.

Thanks to this law and continued pressure by local unions, large numbers of

Mexicans eventually found work in the vice service industry.∫∏ The money

American tourists spent also helped fill territorial co√ers and fund public

works. Taxes and licensing fees diverted some of the profits of saloons, broth-

els, casinos, and racetracks to the territorial government. During Cantú’s

administration, the government of Baja California collected between thirteen

and fifteen thousand dollars each month from one Mexicali brothel alone.

With this increased income, Cantú was able to build a high school in Mexicali

and to improve the roads throughout the district. When the capitol of Baja

California burned down in 1921, gambling concessions financed its recon-

struction.∫π In the twenties, Governor Rodríguez used funds derived from vice

taxes and concessions to finance such progressive public works as a theater and

library in Mexicali. All along the border, American vice underwrote progres-

sive improvements in Mexican territory.

Faced with Baja California o≈cials who were unwilling to give up personal

and public advantages of vice dollars, American reformers denounced them as

corrupt and turned instead to the U.S. government. Writing from Mexicali,

American consul H. C. von Struve concluded, ‘‘the only solution, so far as a
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solution is possible, lies in the power of the United States government.’’∫∫

While the U.S. government could not legislate morality in the vice districts, it

could, argued reformers, control American access via the border. Associating

vice with the thriving border nightlife, reformers argued that border ports of

entry should be closed at night to limit American crossings to daytime busi-

ness hours. In a letter to the secretary of state, Consul von Struve laid out the

rationale for nighttime closures: vice establishments were dependent on ‘‘the

patronage of transient Americans who visit Tijuana and Mexicali from nearby

American territory at night after the close of ordinary business and return to

American territory almost invariably the same night.’’ Thus, ‘‘if the ports of

Calexico and Tijuana were closed to all passage—foot passengers as well as

vehicles—from seven or eight o’clock at night until six o’clock in the morn-

ing,’’ he explained, ‘‘it is believed that the vice centers of Mexicali and Tijuana

would be deprived of at least seventy five per cent of their profitable patronage

and would therefore no longer be able to pay su≈cient legitimate or illegiti-

mate revenues to enable their further existence except on a very small scale.’’∫Ω

Despite opposition from some Americans, including o≈cials who were not

sure whether the government had the right to prevent U.S. citizens from

coming and going as they pleased, U.S. border o≈cials succumbed to public

pressure and established early closing hours at border ports of entry. In 1924,

the U.S. State Department notified the Mexican government that due to the

‘‘flagrant immoralities’’ at Tijuana and Mexicali, the California–Baja Cali-

fornia border would be closed after nine at night. Two years later, after outrage

erupted over the Peteet suicides, reformers convinced the U.S. government to

close the San Ysidro port of entry at 6 p.m.Ω≠

While American reformers applauded these developments, many Mexi-

cans, who both understood and explicitly rejected the Americans’ character-

ization of border spaces as threatening to U.S. citizens alone, were indignant.

The Excelsior newspaper reported that early closing hours were ‘‘an insult’’ to

‘‘national honor’’ that discriminated ‘‘against Mexico because of the absence of

similar closing regulations on the Canadian border.’’Ω∞ The Mexicali and Ti-

juana chambers of commerce, comprised of both Mexican and American

nationals who did business in the border towns, also condemned the closing

hours as discriminatory. The Mexicali Chamber of Commerce denounced the

reformers as ‘‘a craven political organization’’ that was slandering Mexicans

and ‘‘engendering hatred between the two nations.’’Ω≤ ‘‘[W]e do not consider

ourselves an inferior race whose contact means danger at night hours nor as a

body aΔicted with an infectious plague,’’ wrote representatives of the Tijuana
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U.S. Customs closing the line at 9 p.m. at Tijuana, 1924. Photograph courtesy Photograph Collection, San
Diego Historical Society.

In response to protests by American reformers, in 1924 the U.S. Customs Service began closing the San
Ysidro port of entry at 9 p.m. every night—to the consternation of many crossers, including the unknown
man in this photograph. Two years later in 1926, following the Peteet suicides, the Customs Service pushed
the closing time back to 6 p.m. 

Chamber of Commerce to President Herbert Hoover in 1929, ‘‘and conse-

quently request equal consideration and the same treatment accorded other

peoples.’’Ω≥ Angered by the unilateral border closing measures, Governor Ro-

dríguez attempted to retaliate by establishing his own border controls—tem-

porarily initiating registration requirements in 1924 and closing the border to

nighttime railroad tra≈c in 1929. While ultimately unsuccessful, Rodríguez’s

e√orts represented a symbolic reassertion of Mexican sovereignty.Ω∂

In the end, Rodríguez’s resistance was unnecessary. Although Consul von

Struve reported that drinking, gambling, and prostitution fell o√ by 50 to 90

percent in Tijuana and that arrests and drunk driving had decreased in Mexi-

cali and Calexico after the establishment of the nine o’clock closing time in

1924, border businesses, including a number of resort hotels that provided

overnight accommodations, continued to thrive.Ω∑ As long as American pro-

hibitions and Mexican acquiescence lasted, the border, as the Sunset Inn had

advertised in 1920, was open for business. The border vice districts only began

to decline with the onset of the Great Depression, the return of horseracing to
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California, and the repeal of Prohibition in 1933. Shortly after his election in

1934, Mexican President Lázaro Cárdenas finally brought the heyday of border

vice to an end when he decided to close the border casinos as part of his wide-

reaching nationalist project.Ω∏

The legacy of border promotion, however, remained. True to border promot-

ers’ promises, the Baja California border was open to Americans, creating both

opportunities and inconveniences for citizens of both nations. Lured south by

advertisements that proclaimed the border the perfect place to buy land,

experience an exotic foreign culture, and access forbidden vices, American

consumers both discovered and contributed to the development of cultural

images, urban environments, and international relations that have been re-

markably persistent. The emphasis on the American market replaced the ideal

of foreign travel—an opportunity for novel experiences and cultural exchange

—with contrived encounters and cultural stereotypes. Furthermore, it trans-

formed the American demand for vice into a problem of Mexican supply. These

ideas about the border resonate into the present century. For many Americans,

border towns remained synonymous with the tourist kitsch and moral de-

pravity of the 1910s and 1920s. It was this image of the border, as Evan Ward

describes in his essay about Mexico’s promotion of tourism in this volume, that

pronaf would struggle to replace in the 1960s. Similarly, the idea that the

border is the source of the U.S. drug problem continues to define the U.S. war

on drugs today, as Robert Perez explores in his essay about smuggling in this

volume. Between 1900 and 1934, promoters transformed the border into a site

of American consumption; it was left to the Mexicans and Americans on both

sides of the line to live with the consequences of the reality they created.
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Cinema on the U.S.-Mexico Border
American Motion Pictures and Mexican Audiences,
1896–1930

On August 11, 1927, the Mexican national weekly México en

Rotograbado referred to the opening of a movie theater,

the Cine Alcázar in Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, as a ‘‘patriotic

act.’’ The magazine lauded the cinema’s proprietors (the Cal-

derón brothers, Rafael and Enrique, and their associate Juan

Salas Porras) for their activities ‘‘in favor of cultural di√usion.’’∞

Ciudad Juárez, just across the U.S.-Mexico border from El

Paso, Texas, was far from the seat of Mexican political, social,

and cultural power—Mexico City—and yet, the activities of its

citizenry, as the México en Rotograbado article suggests, were

perceived as contributing to the country’s modernization and

progress. In northern Mexico, as in the country’s capital, mo-

tion picture exhibition and consumption formed part of a set

of social practices that promoted education, signified moder-

nity, and contributed to the nation-building project, despite

the fact that most of the films being distributed and exhibited

were products of U.S. film studios.≤

Along the U.S.-Mexico border, these nation-building activi-

ties extended across from Mexico and into the United States.

For example, in addition to owning a circuit of movie the-

aters in northern Mexico, the Calderón brothers and Juan Salas

Porras (and other Mexican entrepreneurs) also owned movie

theaters and film-related businesses that served the large Mexi-

can population in El Paso, Texas, and the surrounding area.≥

These movie theaters that served the Mexican community in

south Texas formed part of Mexican cinematic culture (a cul-

tural formation composed of exhibition, the social space of the
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movie theater, and the films themselves). Though technically in the United

States, these cinemas constituted a transnational social space, parallel to Anglo

film culture, that contributed to Mexico’s postrevolutionary nation-building

project, a project that included Mexicans living on both sides of the border.∂

This contention runs counter to scholarship that characterizes U.S. mass

culture solely as an instrument of cultural imperialism and Americanization.

Narratives of Mexican national cinema generally acknowledge the predomi-

nance of U.S. film in Mexico while focusing on the few nationally produced

silent films as early evidence of an authentic Mexican film culture and precur-

sor to the Golden Age of Mexican cinema (typically dated from the mid-1930s

to the 1940s).∑ Even Aurelio de los Reyes’s magisterial two-volume social his-

tory of cinema in Mexico from 1896–1920, Cine y sociedad, which pays the

most attention to the presence of U.S. film in Mexico, dwells primarily on the

activities of the national industry.∏

Similarly, most scholars of Chicano history have perceived cinema as a pe-

ripheral part of immigrant life that was antithetical to migrants’ ‘‘traditional’’

culture or as a pastime engaged in primarily by their second-generation chil-

dren.π For example, in his social history of the Mexican community in El Paso,

historian Mario T. García notes the increasing popularity of motion pictures

among Mexican audiences in El Paso in the 1920s but leaves unexamined their

role in community life and fails to contextualize motion picture exhibition in

the transnational commercial culture that characterized the region. American

films, he writes, functioned as ‘‘an acculturating influence’’ for Mexican audi-

ences, exposing them to ‘‘American material and cultural values and mores.’’∫

Thus, for García, motion picture exhibition functioned solely as an Amer-

icanizing force, rather than, for example, constituting a part of Mexico’s expe-

rience of modern life.

The consumption of U.S. motion pictures could, though it seems para-

doxical, nurture Mexican national identity. Thus, rather than assuming that

the mere presence of U.S. cultural formations—in this case silent cinema—

indicates cultural hegemony, I focus on the local and national factors that

influenced the social meanings that Mexicans living along the border in the

twenties created out of the consumption of U.S. mass culture. First, I o√er a

brief history of early motion picture exhibition in El Paso and Ciudad Juárez.

Then I examine how the Mexican entrepreneurs who purposefully created

motion picture exhibition venues for Mexican audiences on the U.S. side of

the border positioned themselves as agents of modernity and social progress.

Finally, I consider the ways in which cinema exhibition in Mexican theaters in
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El Paso connected border residents not only to American mass culture but also

to processes of modernization at the heart of postrevolutionary Mexican na-

tion building.Ω

While much has been written about the border as a site of spectacle, where

scenes of violence and racial di√erence were packaged for Anglo audiences, we

know far less about the experience of moviegoing for local Mexican audi-

ences.∞≠ While conducting research for this essay, I found myself at the City of

El Paso’s historic preservation o≈ce with a list of addresses that had been the

sites of Mexican movie theaters in the 1920s. I was told no one had ever asked

about these properties and was directed to a map of the historical district of

El Paso. Besides one well-known theater, El Colón, the history of Mexican

moviegoing in El Paso fell, literally, outside of the boundaries of the city’s

o≈cial historical memory. Through this preliminary study of Mexican movie

exhibition in El Paso, I hope to o√er a corrective to this neglect, even if we can

only catch opaque glimpses of borderland Mexican audiences’ reception of

U.S. film and film culture.

Early Motion Picture Exhibition along the U.S.-Mexico Border

Although Anglo entrepreneurs introduced moving pictures in some border-

land cities, including El Paso, before 1900, it was itinerant Mexican exhibitors

who brought what would constitute Mexican cinema culture to the border-

lands. After Lumière representatives introduced the cinématographe at Mexico

City’s Droguería Plateros (a drugstore on Plateros St.) in 1896, sixteen moving-

picture theaters quickly sprouted up in the capital, in addition to thirty jaca-

lones (temporary structures dedicated to cinema exhibition placed in public

spaces). Curious and (most likely) upper-middle-class juarenses who were

anxious to see the new invention attended a moving-picture exhibition in the

fall of 1896 at El Paso’s Myar Opera House. Several years passed before Mexi-

can audiences on the border had the chance to view other o√erings.∞∞ As the

vogue for moving pictures in Mexico City faded, entrepreneurs began to seek

audiences outside of the capital, fanning out across the provinces.∞≤ Where

there were theaters—usually in any city or large town of consequence—they

arranged to o√er short runs of vistas they obtained from dealers in Mexico

City or through connections abroad. When they could, exhibitors took the

railroads introduced as part of the Porfiriato’s modernizing e√orts, but it was

not uncommon for them to ride horses or mules, or even go on foot to reach

out-of-the-way places, including the cities, towns, rancherías, haciendas, and

pueblos along the northern border.
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Northern routes of itinerant Mexican film exhibitors, 1897–1908. Based on maps in Aurelio de Los Reyes’s
Cine y sociedad en México, 1896–1930 (1996).

Itinerant exhibitors whose circuits reached the northern border typically

crossed into the United States in quest of Mexican audiences. As the film

historian Aurelio de los Reyes’s careful research shows, one such exhibitor,

Carlos Mongrand, a French immigrant to Mexico, went from Chihuahua

through Ciudad Juárez to Hachita, New Mexico, and Douglas, Arizona. Mov-

ing west, he passed through the Sonoran towns of Agua Prieta, Cananea, and

Naco, before entering the United States again to show films in Bisbee and

Nogales, Arizona. After traveling along the Pacific coast of Mexico as far south

as Mazatlán, he retraced his route along the border, giving mostly Mexican

audiences another opportunity to see his stock of films, which may have been

augmented by new titles he was sent while on the road. Other exhibitors,

including Federico Bovi, regularly covered Piedras Negras, Nuevo Laredo,

Ciudad Juárez, and Matamoros, in addition to visiting small towns in the

southwestern United States. Likewise, Enrique Moulinié went as far north as

the Sonoran border town Nogales. Guillermo Becerril and the Stahl brothers

went from Mazatlán, to Hermosillo, and finally Chihuahua, though their exact

routes are unclear.∞≥ In all, it is likely that some settlements hosted several

di√erent itinerant exhibitors, who would have screened moving pictures made

in European and U.S. studios.
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The itinerant exhibitors’ activities followed long-standing patterns of the

circulation of popular entertainment. Anecdotal evidence indicates that lan-

tern slide shows and panoramas circulated, at least at the annual Feria de

Juárez, before itinerant film exhibitors began making Ciudad Juárez and El

Paso stopping points on their routes. Theatrical troupes, circuses, and other

attractions traveled similar circuits, often (as itinerant movie exhibitors would

do later) following the calendar of local religious celebrations.∞∂ The programs

of these itinerant entertainers ensured that Mexican audiences along the bor-

der were exposed, at least periodically, to motion pictures, and that this ex-

posure constituted not a radical break with popular culture but rather con-

tinuity in terms of the conditions under which they were presented.

Between 1896 and 1910, U.S. cinematic culture in El Paso was similar to that

found in Ciudad Juárez: it also emanated from a national commercial center,

New York City and its environs, and was a novelty act. Initially theater man-

agers and itinerant exhibitors incorporated moving pictures into existing en-

tertainment spectacles, considering it just another act in their repertoire.

However, El Paso, the larger and wealthier of the twin border cities, had many

more entertainment venues that drew audiences from both sides of the border.

In the 1880s and 1890s, after the railroad arrived (1881) and El Paso gained

importance as a commercial hub, saloons, casinos, and dance halls vied with

legitimate theater houses such as the National Theater, Schultz Opera House,

and the Myar Opera House, which showcased live theater and vaudeville. This

thriving entertainment scene garnered the city the tag ‘‘the Broadway of the

Southwest.’’ After civic reformers successfully campaigned to rid El Paso of

gambling and prostitution (which did not eradicate these activities, but only

moved them over the border), some El Paso entertainment impresarios began

to o√er the public movies instead of vice. For example, in 1905, when the city

prohibited gambling, a popular gaming establishment called the Wig Wam

became a nickelodeon. Soon, theaters such as the Bijou, the Lyric, the Majes-

tic, and the Crawford o√ered combined programs of vaudeville, stock theater,

and motion pictures. The less elaborate second-run theaters like the OK, the

Iris, the Grecian, the Unique, and the Princess began showing motion pictures

almost exclusively.

It was only after the turn of the century that motion pictures were exhibited

on a regular basis in Ciudad Juárez. In 1903, the city council agreed to under-

write the construction of a theater, in part in the hopes of persuading juarenses

to spend their leisure dollars in Juárez rather than across the border in El

Paso.∞∑ Used for a variety of purposes—theater, zarzuela (light opera), con-
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certs, o≈cial meetings, civic celebrations, and film exhibition—the Teatro-

Juárez became a central part of public and community life. By the end of the

decade, however, as movie exhibition had overtaken almost every other use,

the building became known simply as Cine Juárez. Two di√erent companies,

one managed by local businessman Silvio Lacoma and the other by a com-

pany called the Empresa Cinematógrafo y Variedades, rented the theater for

stretches at a time to o√er motion picture programs. Shortly after the Battle of

Juárez (1911), two additional cinemas, neither as luxurious nor well designed

as the Cine Juárez, sprung up in Ciudad Juárez—the Cine Azteca (built in 1912)

and the Cine Anahuac (built in 1913).∞∏ Over the course of the first two de-

cades of the twentieth century, investment in tourist venues like saloons, curio

shops, and a bullring, along with increasing political and economic instability,

served to stymie investment in theaters for locals in Ciudad Juárez.∞π

Within this competitive context, showmen in Ciudad Juárez tried to dis-

tinguish their programs from those found across the border. They often em-

phasized the continental origins of their pictures, in order to di√erentiate

them from the westerns or comedies screened in El Paso. Sometimes exhibi-

tors directly made competitive comparisons: the Empresa promised its mo-

tion pictures were ‘‘superior’’ and ‘‘the admission much cheaper than in El

Paso, Texas.’’ Furthermore, combining motion pictures with the staging of

zarzuela appealed to audience members who were already fans of variety and

theatrical troupes popular across the Southwest.∞∫ The activities of itinerant

exhibitors, referred to as tragaleguas (literally ‘‘league eaters’’), and local entre-

preneurs like the Empresa Company and Lacoma, ensured that residents of

the northern border region were not left out of Mexico’s growing cinematic

culture. At the border, emergent Mexican and U.S. cinematic cultures met and

overlapped.

Although initially El Paso and Juárez residents mingled at movie exhibi-

tions, by the First World War cinematic spaces were di√erentiated. Reports sug-

gest that an audience drawn from both sides of the Rio Grande watched the first

moving picture exhibition in El Paso in 1896.∞Ω Likewise, historian Mario T.

García found no evidence that ‘‘the early movie houses such as the Crawford,

the Grand, the Little Wigwam, and the Bijou specifically excluded Mexicans

during the first years of the twentieth century.’’≤≠ During and after the Mexican

revolution, however, movie exhibition on the border’s binational character

shifted. El Paso’s Anglo and Mexican populations increasingly went to dif-

ferent theaters, and when Juárez residents crossed the border, they tended

to find themselves in ‘‘Mexican’’ theaters. The growth of ‘‘Mexican’’ theaters
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in El Paso accelerated during the revolutionary years, perhaps due to the

large numbers of displaced Mexicans—wealthy expatriates and poorer refu-

gees alike—living in the area. Signal among these theaters were The Mexican

(ca. 1908), Teatro Cristal (ca. 1913), Silvio Lacomo’s Teatro Estrella (ca. 1913),

and Félix Padilla’s and Pedro Maseo’s Imperial Theater (1915) in East El Paso.

Mexican workers living in Smeltertown, the local lead-processing plant’s com-

pany town, could attend the imaginatively named Smelter Theater, which was

in operation o√ and on from 1914 through 1926, or a theater owned and

operated by Ramón Barca in 1916.≤∞ After the revolution, the two cities’ Anglo

and Mexican populations occupied clearly marked, separate cinematic spaces.

Mexican Theaters in El Paso: Exhibitors as Agents of Modernity

When the silent screen star Pola Negri stopped in El Paso on her way from Los

Angeles to New York City in 1927, both the El Paso Daily Herald and El

Continental, the region’s leading Spanish-language newspaper, interviewed

her.≤≤ The bilingual publicity buzz around the celebrity’s quick visit suggests

that Mexican and Anglo audiences along the border were equally invested in

film culture, sharing a great deal in terms of their tastes in films and stars.

Nevertheless, the interest in Negri developed in two distinct spheres of cine-

matic culture, determined by the racial, ethnic, and class distinctions drawn

between El Paso and Ciudad Juárez residents. A distinct Mexican audience

emerged over the course of the 1920s, in part due to the e√ect of hardening

racial, ethnic, and national lines between communities in the borderlands.

With the end of the Mexican Revolution in sight, U.S. film distributors

recognized that ‘‘a unique market’’ of Mexican ticket buyers had taken shape

across the Southwest, especially along the border. As Moving Picture World, an

industry publication, declared in 1918, ‘‘the peace which reigns from Mata-

moros to Juárez’’—that is, along the border—was nurturing a ‘‘good trans-

border trade’’ in film.≤≥ Mexican exhibitors from northern Mexico went to

Texas to obtain film stock and other equipment, American entrepreneurs

invested in Mexican theaters, and distributors took into consideration Mexi-

can sensibilities. For example, The Vitagraph Family, a weekly publication of

the Vitagraph Company, praised the manager of the Vitagraph Exchange in

Dallas for his attention to the ‘‘number of theatres on the Mexican border

which cater strictly to Spanish audiences.’’≤∂ The manager of the Aztec Theater

in the Texas border town of Eagle Pass warned that ‘‘should a border town

house run a film which in the least reflects upon the Mexican people, he’s

immediately in trouble.’’≤∑
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Mainstream theaters in El Paso likely practiced de facto segregation—dis-

couraging certain types of patrons based on appearance or class or relegating

Mexican patrons to the galleries that were typically reserved for African Amer-

icans.≤∏ Regardless of the severity or prevalence of segregation, a clear market

existed for theaters dedicated to serving Mexican audiences. When Mexican

theaters opened, movie attendance increased among Mexicans.≤π By 1925, a

large enough audience existed to support eleven Mexican movie theaters in El

Paso.≤∫ These theaters, which ran the gamut in terms of size and elegance,

served elite Mexican expatriates, the large working class from Mexican com-

munities on both sides of the border, and poorer refugees who belonged to

neither class.

The emergence of theaters that exclusively served Mexican audiences re-

flected the U.S. tendency, particularly marked in Texas and other former states

of the Confederacy, toward de jure and de facto racial segregation. In the

United States, the cinema, like other spaces of consumer culture, became a

‘‘theater of racial di√erence’’ where the nation’s racial pecking order was im-

posed and resisted.≤Ω For example, in a study of Mexican communities across

Texas conducted in 1920, a researcher noted that many of the ‘‘better’’ movie

theaters discouraged Mexican patronage with signs that read ‘‘Mexicans not

wanted.’’≥≠ Motion picture theaters in cities like Dallas and Austin were re-

ported as having ‘‘one side exclusively for Mexicans,’’ and ‘‘even educated cul-

tured Mexicans’’ were ‘‘sometimes roughly ordered to stay on their side.’’ Mexi-

can audiences not only resisted this expression of white supremacy but also

jockeyed for status, distancing themselves from African Americans through

protests and boycotts. In one Gulf Coast community, members of a Mexican

mutual benefit society agreed to boycott a local theater as long as its manage-

ment insisted on seating them with African Americans. In a neighboring town,

fliers protesting a similar policy succeeded in convincing the theater manager

to allow Mexicans to sit with Anglos.≥∞ The conciliatory responses of some

movie-theater owners point to the fact that in some cases, particularly in

smaller towns, they could not a√ord to lose their Mexican patronage.

As one investigator suggested, the racial and class conflict beneath the

surface, which he delicately called ‘‘this di≈culty,’’ could be ‘‘avoided when

practicable by separate theaters in the Mexican quarter.’’≥≤ In El Paso, theaters

opened by Mexican film exhibitors and entertainment entrepreneurs joined

other commercial establishments owned by a mix of Mexican and European

immigrant merchants who sold goods and services to the Mexican residents of

both El Paso and Ciudad Juárez. Most were located in the blocks closest to the
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‘‘Mexican man in front of movie theater,’’ San Antonio, Texas, March, 1939. Photograph by Russell Lee,
Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, fsa/owi Collection, lc-dig-fsa-8a25630.

The two signs near the theater’s entrance, in the photograph’s background, are in Spanish, which, along
with the photograph’s caption, suggest that this was one of the hundreds of ‘‘Mexican theaters’’ in the
border region. Although the poster advertises a Hollywood film with distinctly American stars, audiences in
this theater likely would have maintained a strong sense of Mexican identity while viewing City Streets
(Columbia, 1938) and other films produced in the United States.

international border crossing, part of the Mexican barrio known as El Chihua-

huita, with a few scattered east of downtown El Paso. The two largest Mexican

theaters, The Colón and The Alcázar, were, for example, both located on the

300 block of South El Paso Street, whose array of small shops over the course

of the 1920s became increasingly Mexican. By 1928, two-thirds of the block’s

shops were owned by Mexicans, some of whom owned several businesses.≥≥

Silvio Lacoma, who began operating two theaters in Ciudad Juárez a decade

earlier, built The Colón after finding that his El Paso theaters, The Cristal and

The Estrella, were lucrative operations.

The businessmen like Lacoma who opened these cinemas were part of a

transnational commercial class. Their enterprises spread across the border

region into northern Mexico and the southwestern United States, and some-

times linked the borderlands to New York City, Mexico City, and Los Angeles

in transnational chains of commerce. The Calderón–Salas Porras consortium

and the activities of Juan de la Cruz Alarcón illustrate the commercial possibil-

ities of distribution—whether of consumer goods, musical instruments, musi-

cal recordings, printed works or movies, all available in large quantities due to
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Teatro Colón, El Paso, Texas, 1980. Photograph by David Kaminsky, Library of Congress, Prints and Photo-
graphs Division, habs tex, 71-elpa, 4–32.

The concentration of businesses around the Teatro Colón oriented toward a Mexican market segment
increased over the half century since 1930. The advertised movie, El Chicano justiciero (1974, 1977), is an
example of the Mexican film industry’s increased attention, even in run-of-the-mill westerns, to immigration
issues during the 1970s and 1980s. The movie was filmed in northern Mexico near the border.

the marvels of mass production—to a Mexican market in the border region

and beyond.

Before becoming involved in motion picture exhibition, the Calderón broth-

ers, Rafael and Juan, owned a Ciudad Chihuahua department store, El Nuevo

Mundo, that specialized in the distribution of imported dry goods from Eu-

rope and the United States. Their future partner in the film business, the

young Juan Salas Porras, was the store’s manager.≥∂ In addition to their retail

business, the Calderón brothers also held an interest in Calderón Hermanos

Sucesores, Inc., the oldest house of Mexican music in the United States, which

sold Columbia gramophones, musical instruments, and records in Texas. To

capitalize this business, they sold shares to groups of ‘‘completely Mexican’’

investors.≥∑ In the late teens, the three associates decided to add motion picture

exhibition in both Ciudad Chihuahua and Ciudad Juárez to their array of

commercial enterprises.

The Calderón–Salas Porras consortium pursued a simultaneously modern
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and nationalist approach to cinema exhibition. Their entrance into the field

involved a study-tour in San Antonio, where they learned how the business

operated and bought their first manual film projector. They then proceeded

to acquire a set of cinemas in Chihuahua—the Alcázar, Apollo, Ideal, and

Estrella—and took over the Teatro Centenario, a former live stage that had,

like the Teatro Juárez, been adapted for use as a cinema.≥∏ In February of 1922,

the company held a grand opening for Ciudad Juárez’s Teatro-Cine Alcázar,

which had previously been the extremely ‘‘popular’’ (in the sense of appeal-

ing to the working classes) Cinema Anahuac.≥π Over the next five years they

opened more theaters in Ciudad Chihuahua and the northern parts of the

states of Zacatecas and Durango. They sent films to each of the theaters in the

circuit in turn, thus maximizing their investment in film rental costs. The

crowning moment of their cinematic endeavors came a few years later, with

the construction of the new Alcázar Theater on the corner of Second and

Victoria streets in Ciudad Juárez, the project praised in México en Rotogra-

bado. The exhibition of the monumental epic Ben-Hur, starring Durango

native Ramón Navarro, marked the theater’s grand opening in January 1927.

Unlike many other theaters, the Alcázar had been constructed specifically as a

movie theater with padded seats, security lights, emergency exits, sanitary

facilities, a candy counter, and automated projectors.≥∫ At the opening fes-

tivities, the respected local poet and literary critic Manuel Roche y Chabre

welcomed the public to the new theater with a prepared speech. While the text

is lost to us today, we can imagine that he might have celebrated the modern

characteristics of the theater and praised yet another example of the region’s

development and culture.

The conviction that film culture belonged in the company of other modern

cultural practices can be seen in the ways that the Calderón–Salas Porras cir-

cuit combined movie exhibition with other cultural events and expressions. All

of their theaters featured vaudeville, touring stock theater, and performances

by renowned Mexican actors, writers, and playwrights. Their new theaters

adopted a modern architectural aesthetic that made use (as did many of the

most up-to-date movie palaces in the United States, such as the Aztec Theater

in San Antonio) of pre-Columbian motifs and design elements, which in

Mexico referenced the country’s glorious, if mythologized, indigenous past.≥Ω

For example, the 1,600-seat Cine El Azteca, built in Ciudad Chihuahua in

1929 under the direction of Mexican architects Manuel O’Reilly and Carlos

Arróniz, combined this aesthetic with a nationalist scene depicting the found-

ing of the city of Tenochtitlán (Mexico City) on the theater’s curtain.∂≠ The
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Cine Azteca, Ciudad Chihuahua, Chihuahua, Mexico, 2006. Photograph by Nahum Ordoñez, courtesy of
photographer.

The pre-Columbian motifs that graced the theater’s façade are still visible on the building, which is now
used as a bank.

sounds of the theater’s house band, the Aztec Jazz Boys, forged another sym-

bolic link between Mexico’s pre-Columbian past and another marker of mo-

dernity, jazz music.

The Calderón–Salas Porras outfit faced competition from Juan de la Cruz

Alarcón, whose distribution company, International Pictures Company (also

known as the International Amusement Company), distributed U.S.-pro-

duced silent films throughout Mexico from its o≈ces in New York, El Paso,

and Mexico City. By 1919, Alarcón, a former newspaperman, and his associates

owned six theaters in El Paso and were the exclusive distributors for Vitagraph

productions in Mexico, Guatemala, and El Salvador, making the company the

only legitimate source for Vitagraph films in the region.∂∞ While the Calderón

brothers concentrated on a diverse set of commercial enterprises ranging from

retail to entertainment, Alarcón situated himself as the leader of film distribu-

tion and exhibition not only in the border region, but also in Mexico and

Central America.

Alarcón saw the professionalization of the motion picture business—distri-

bution and exhibition—as the key to the successful use of the cinema as an

agent of modernity. Like the Calderóns, he made a careful, professional study

of the Mexican market for U.S. films, sending an employee on a trip through
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Circuito Alcazar logo, 1931.
Engraving redrawn by
Creative Design Resources,
original courtesy of the
Bancroft Library, University
of California, Berkeley.

The Calderón Brothers’
logo, found on their busi-
ness stationery, shows the
geographic reach of their
cinema interests.

Mexico to get ‘‘exact information as to what the people want in picture shows,

how much they will pay, and so on.’’ Alarcón declared in an El Paso newspaper

that chief among his purposes in entering the movie exhibition and distribu-

tion business was the ‘‘education and democratization of the Mexican people

by means of film.’’ He confidently claimed that in terms of education, which

was what he thought ‘‘the Mexican people need,’’ cinema was in a position to

do ‘‘something . . . worth while—more than the government perhaps.’’ Its

democratic space, in which the ‘‘lower, middle, and higher classes’’ could mix,

would expose the ‘‘peon’’ to members of the ‘‘better class,’’ thus inspiring the

working-class moviegoer to ‘‘take more pride in himself, dress better and

more cleanly.’’ Selective programming choices that included the latest features

and the most popular stars would only add to the uplifting social space of the

cinema.∂≤ For example, despite the sold-out houses for Vitagraph series such

as Barreras infranqueables (Uncrossable Barriers) and El torbellino (The Whirl-

wind), Alarcón decided to ‘‘continue to . . . improve the cinema shows in the

Mexican theaters,’’ by screening ‘‘art films’’ with the ‘‘notable actresses of the

Select Pictures Corp.’’∂≥

The Calderón–Salas Porras consortium and the activities of Juan de la Cruz

Alarcón illustrate how despite transnational business practices promoting a

primarily U.S.-made product, Mexican theaters contributed to the develop-

ment of a distinct version of mexicanidad, rather than an Americanized class
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of Mexicans. Alarcón and the Calderón brothers capitalized on and contrib-

uted to a process of modernization in Mexico that counted commercialized

leisure among the hallmarks of civilization and progress (much as did many of

their Anglo counterparts). A strong nationalist rhetoric linking the growth of

commercial culture with the future of the nation overlaid their vision. In their

view, cinema as a leisure activity educated, uplifted, and encouraged patriot-

ism in audience members, while as a business it contributed to Mexico’s

economic modernization.

Alarcón’s International Picture Co. and the Calderón–Salas Porras outfits

dominated the movie-exhibition business in the El Paso–Ciudad Juárez area,

but several other entrepreneurs tried to enter the market. For example, in 1918

Comacho de León and Company began building a theater ‘‘up to date in every

particular,’’ with six hundred seats ‘‘of the most up to date pattern, similar to

those used in several El Paso theaters,’’ which would be the fourth theater in

the Plaza de Constitución area of Ciudad Juárez.∂∂ Likewise, in 1919, Lacoma

and Quinn Company, owners of the Estrella and the Cristal, which served El

Paso’s Mexican community, announced the construction of a new theater on

the southwest corner of Second and El Paso Streets, which would combine

‘‘the newest ideas in theater construction’’ with the seating plan ‘‘used in the

best class theaters in Mexico.’’∂∑

Though these announcements were made in the English-language press,

the theaters were clearly marked as distinctly Mexican spaces. In announcing

the new theater to be built in Ciudad Juárez, the newspaper’s account focused

on the process used to create subtitles for the intertitles of the films shown in

Juárez. Similarly, Lacoma and Quinn’s new theater, with all of its architectural

and technological wonders, was destined to o√er entertainment ‘‘mostly by

artists of the Latin races’’ for Mexican audiences.∂∏ Inaugurated with com-

bined programming that mixed the ‘‘highest quality’’ motion pictures with

live entertainment, the theater was leased in 1921 to a Mr. Goldberg, owner of

the Standard Candy Company and a part owner of the Follies Review Com-

pany, which performed at the Texas Grand in El Paso.∂π By the mid-1920s,

the theater had reverted to Mexican ownership when it became part of the

Calderón–Salas Porras exhibition circuit, the Circuito Alcázar.

This theater, the Colón, would become a centerpiece in the lives of El

Paso’s Mexican community members (despite English-language journalists’

jabs at the name, which they read with an American accent). By 1927, Spanish-

language journalists were describing the Calderón brothers with laudatory

adjectives such as ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘wise.’’ Their business was praised for bringing
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Teatro Colón, El Paso, Texas, 1930. Photograph courtesy Viviana Garcia Bresne.

Employees of the Calderón Brothers stand outside the Teatro Colón on South El Paso Street with crates
containing a new Western Electric sound projector—described as ‘‘modernisimo y costoso’’ (very modern
and costly). They planned to inaugurate it by showing The Hollywood Revue (Metro Goldwyn Mayer, 1929).

‘‘not only good films, but also spectacles worthy of the Mexican Colony [in El

Paso].’’∂∫ Providing Mexican audiences with modern entertainment in archi-

tectural spaces specifically coded as modern not only filled a market niche

neglected by Anglo entrepreneurs, it also positioned cinema owners, along

with other Mexican businessmen, as agents of modernity.

Border Audiences and Mexican Modernity

Though the activities of Mexican exhibitors o√er us a picture of the social

function they hoped cinema would perform, we know far less about the ways

in which Mexican audiences responded to the films they saw. Most theaters in

El Paso and Ciudad Juárez operated without pause throughout the 1920s due

to the frequency with which Mexican spectators went to the cinema. In large

urban centers like El Paso and in small towns across Texas, movie theaters

became centers of both recreation and community life for their Mexican

audiences. The Colón and the Cine Alcázar were considered ‘‘favored center[s]

of diversions’’ for El Paso’s Mexican community.∂Ω Moviegoing, the ‘‘favorite

diversion,’’ went hand in hand with activities promoting national and com-

munity values. In El Paso–Juárez, for example, Mexican residents were urged

not to miss William Duncan, ‘‘the king of courage,’’ appearing in El torbellino,

‘‘the last word in dramatic series,’’ or the three rolls of film taken during the
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recent fiestas patrias (independence day celebrations), presumably in Ciudad

Juárez, which featured ‘‘all the Mexicans.’’∑≠ The Teatro Julimes, in Canutillo,

Texas, slightly northwest of El Paso, not only showed motion pictures but also

doubled as a community center that hosted events and celebrations, like the

1924 ‘‘Función Teatral a Beneficio de la Alianza Hispano-Americana’’ (Theat-

rical Benefit for the Hispanic American Alliance), which featured local tal-

ent dancing, singing, reciting poetry and prose, and a ‘‘beautiful’’ seven-part

film.∑∞ These community-building activities—functions o√ered at ‘‘precios

populares’’ (popular prices) or in support of local public works and charity

projects—harkened back to the practices of early exhibitors, who, following

their predecessors, circus and fair performers, had often ingratiated them-

selves with sometimes recalcitrant local elites by contributing a portion of

their profits to local causes.∑≤ The social space of Mexican theaters o√ered the

chance to celebrate and build national identity; in the U.S., this form of

community building took on an oppositional character due to the prevalence

of racist attitudes and actions directed toward Mexicans.

The social space of the cinema also o√ered Mexican audiences in the El

Paso–Juárez region a place to rehearse the modern cultural styles they saw

on the screen. For example, films and events that took place in movie the-

aters promoted the new ideals of womanhood. This was no less true in the El

Paso–Juárez region than in Mexico City. In March of 1920, for example, the

‘‘elegant’’ Teatro Rex in El Paso exhibited the photographs of contestants in

a beauty contest sponsored by a local Spanish-language newspaper. In this

instance, the aspirant beauty queens occupied a similar set of social spaces

as movie stars, whose images regularly adorned the entrances and lobbies

of movie theaters.∑≥ Likewise, the cinemas of El Paso’s Mexican community

formed the backdrop for dramatic scenes from real life, which highlighted

changing family and social relations. In 1923, it was reported that a sixteen-

year-old candy store employee had poisoned herself after being scolded by her

mother for chatting with her boyfriend in El Paso’s Cine Alcázar.∑∂ Other

reports made it clear that the new cultural styles that were causing a stir in

Mexico City and other cities were showing up on the border as well. For

example, a 1924 article published on the front page of the El Paso Spanish-

language newspaper La Patria sensationalized the scandals caused by women

bobbing their hair and the trend among men who cut their hair ‘‘wanting to

imitate Valentino.’’∑∑

While the encounter with new cultural styles on the screen gave rise to imi-

tation, other cinematic representations—especially the mostly stereotypical
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Alameda Theater located at 3301 Alameda St., El Paso, ca. 1918. Photograph by Otis Aultman, courtesy
Aultman Collection, a257, El Paso Public Library.

After the Alameda Theater opened, a mixed clientele patronized it. It was located a few blocks down the
street from the Imperial Theater, which Félix Padilla and his partner Pedro Maseo ran from 1916 to 1922.
According to the El Paso Herald, in 1917 the Alameda showed a photoplay about the battle of Carrizal, a
failed expedition into Mexico of black U.S. soldiers from segregated units. This film and others like it may
have added to the tensions between Mexican and African American residents of El Paso.

depiction of Mexico and Mexicans—clearly rankled Mexicans’ patriotic sen-

sibilities.∑∏ A unique film project begun in the late 1920s by El Paso film

exhibitor Félix Padilla and completed by his son Edmundo o√ers further clues

about how Mexicans received such representations.∑π After operating a movie

theater for a short time in the teens and early 1920s, Félix Padilla turned his

hand to itinerant exhibition. It was during this period that he, with Ed-

mundo’s help, began production of his own film, La venganza de Pancho Villa.

Padilla used the materials he had on hand—American feature films from the

teens, Mexican documentary footage of the revolution, still photographs, and

some very brief scenes he shot himself—to tell his own version of the revolu-

tionary general’s life.

Félix Padilla undertook his only venture as a filmmaker a decade after U.S.

film companies had released countless newsreels and dramas about the Revo-

lution, casting the revolutionary leader ‘‘Pancho Villa’’ in starring roles. These

films reflected the U.S. government’s changing stance toward the war and its
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protagonists, while at the same time feeding American audiences’ hunger for

news about the conflict and reinforcing long-held racial and cultural stereo-

types. While early portrayals of Villa tended to be positive, though still ra-

cialized, later films in which he took on the features of a villain reflected the

shift of United States support toward other revolutionary leaders. Padilla’s

film, an example of what is called a ‘‘compilation film,’’ went through a num-

ber of iterations, exemplified by the change of title from Pancho Villa en

Columbus (Pancho Villa in Columbus), to La venganza de guerillero (The Re-

venge of the Warrior), to Hazanas de Pancho Villa (Feats of Pancho Villa),

before Padilla finally settled on La venganza de Pancho Villa (Pancho Villa’s

Vengeance).∑∫ The narrative of the film—in its essence an action film—roughly

recounts the life of Villa such that he appears as a nationalist hero, rather than

as an emblematic figure whose rise from humble origins underscores a critical

view of Mexican society as it was prior to and during the Revolution.

Padilla’s film was never screened in Mexico City, the cosmopolitan center of

Mexican political, social, and cultural life. It did, however, make the rounds

across a wide swathe of northern Mexico and southeastern Texas. In addition

to showing the film in small towns, perhaps borrowing a church wall or setting

up a tent, Padilla rented the film to cinema owners in exchange for a percent-

age of the ticket sales. Members of audiences in places like Cárdenas, San Luís

Potosí, Tampico, and Tamaulipas in Mexico, along with Big Spring and the

town of Canutillo (just outside El Paso) in Texas, paid from five to forty cents

to see the film. No mention of the film has been found in local newspapers,

making it di≈cult to gauge the public’s response. One theater owner wrote to

Padilla in 1931 declaring that ‘‘the exhibition of your films [referring to the

multiple reels] . . . during the present month of June has been a complete

success.’’ He was so pleased that he informed Padilla that he would have no

problem ‘‘recommending them to all the theaters with Mexican clientele.’’∑Ω

That Padilla’s film—in which a Pancho Villa, constructed out of recycled

images, many of them stereotypical, was an avenger rather than a bandit—was

popular with Mexican audiences on the border is no surprise. Mexicans on

both sides of the border had witnessed the events of the Revolution at close

range, including the U.S. preparations for possible intervention and the incur-

sion of General Pershing’s men into Mexican territory. Although it is incon-

testable that many Mexican audiences would have been receptive to the por-

trayal of Villa as avenger, Padilla’s project also points to another direction in

Mexican cinematic culture. Félix and Edmundo, like their perhaps more pro-

fessional counterparts in Mexico City, o√ered border audiences alternative
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Shooting movie near El Paso, ca. 1922. Photograph by Otis Aultman, courtesy Aultman Collection, a5056,
El Paso Public Library.

There is little information about this photograph apart from the notes on the verso side of the print ‘‘Indians
of N.A.—Apache (Geronimo’s Group).’’ The oft-repeated representation of cowboys and Indians in U.S. and
Hollywood film is but one example of how the discourses of race and nation provided fodder for cinematic
narratives.

representations of Mexican history and other national subjects that drew on

U.S. cinema’s techniques and narrative practices. They created nationalist nar-

ratives out of a visual vocabulary with which their audiences were already

familiar.

The way other national and racial groups were depicted in U.S. cinematic

productions o√ered a foil against which Mexican filmmakers could create their

own representations. As the national industry developed, the screen became

another space for the construction of national and racial identities. Padilla’s

homegrown and regionally circulated film would find its industrialized and

national counterparts in the productions of the Mexican film industry, based in

the capital, which o√ered narratives and visions of national identity for domes-

tic and international consumption. Padilla’s filmmaking e√ort joined film

distribution, exhibition, and consumption in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands as

vital nationalistic instruments. Cinema—a cultural formation composed of

exhibition, the social space of the movie theater, and the films themselves—was

part of Mexico’s own progress and modernization. In the space of the cinema,

Mexican audiences a≈rmed their national identity as Mexican. They also
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experimented with the new gender ideals, modes of self-presentation, and

social practices presented on the screen: each was a hallmark of the ‘‘modern’’ as

it seeped into the lives of ordinary people. Nowhere was this process more

freighted than in the border region, where a competing nationalism—Ameri-

canism—made strong and vigorous claims on all that was modern.

Cinema would continue to hold an important place in the cultural life of

the border region, such that contemporary cultural critics celebrate what

Claire Fox identifies as a ‘‘bi-national film culture unique to the U.S.-Mexico

border region.’’ She points in particular to ‘‘the region’s uneven configuration

of mass media’’ as partly responsible for this film culture.∏≠ Some of the busi-

nessmen involved in cinema exhibition in El Paso–Juárez between 1905 and

1930 used their experience and capital to promote the growth of a Mexican film

industry: Juan de la Cruz Alarcón, for example, became a major early investor

in the Compania Nacional Productora de Películas.∏∞ Though many smaller

Mexican theaters folded and their buildings were converted to other uses, the

Colón played an important role in the social and cultural life of El Paso’s

Mexican community, as did its competition across the street, the Alcázar. Each

theater reliably and proudly showed Mexican films of the 1930s and 1940s,

movies from the ‘‘golden age’’ of Mexican national cinema, alongside U.S.-

produced fare, which included Hollywood’s blockbusters. As the century pro-

gressed, cinema persisted as an important social space for the cultivation of

modern Mexican identities, whether as entrepreneur, exhibitor, filmmaker,

spectator, or consumer.

Abbreviations

cm Cine Mundial (New York City)

con El Continental (El Paso)

eph Herald (El Paso, Texas)

epmt Morning Times (El Paso)

lri La Revista Internacional (Ciudad Juárez)

mpw Moving Picture World (New York City)

mr México en Rotograbado (Mexico City)

pat La Patria (El Paso)

rep La República (El Paso)

tb Silvestre Terrazas Collection, Bancroft Library, University of

California, Berkeley

uni El Universal (Mexico City)

ut-cah Center for American History, University of Texas, Austin

vf Vitagraph Family (New York City)
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Promoting the Pacific Borderlands
Leisure and Labor in Southern California, 1870–1950

In the late nineteenth century, southern California emerged

as a contact point between Mexico and the United States. It

also served as the birthplace of a new sort of American West—

not an archetypal Anglo-American homesteading frontier, but

rather a precursor to the urbanized West of the twentieth cen-

tury. Americans had previously conceived of the West as a place

of labor, where land, minerals, forests, and animals were trans-

formed into wealth through work. What promoters of Los

Angeles came to call the ‘‘Great Southwest’’ was perceived as a

very di√erent place—one that promised a life of leisure to the

middle class. Other locales, such as the resort hotels of the

Colorado Rockies, or the tourist spectacles of Yellowstone or

Yosemite, also o√ered an escape from work. The crucial di√er-

ence, however, was that those places o√ered leisure as a vaca-

tion. Southern California would o√er leisure as a permanent

way of life.

As Amy Greenberg’s essay in this volume demonstrates,

Anglo-Americans were at first unsure if the arid Southwest,

which they had taken from Mexico, could be made profitable.

Tourism proved a key strategy for pursuing economic develop-

ment in southern California and the Southwest, as well as in

Mexican border communities, as Rachel St. John’s essay about

Tijuana illustrates. Laura Serna’s essay shows how investment

in local movie theaters in El Paso-Ciudad Juárez flourished at

the same time the twin border cities became vibrant tourist

attractions. In fact, when Mexican government o≈cials began

to pursue tourism as a means of national development and
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modernization in the 1920s and 1930s, and intensified this e√ort again in the

1960s and 1970s as Evan Ward’s essay demonstrates, they viewed the success of

southern California as a key model. Though the region lay on the U.S. side of

the border, it benefited from its proximity to the border, particularly due to

the inexpensive labor of immigrants and borderlands residents.∞

The promotion of leisure in southern California had profound and prob-

lematic consequences for the region and for the nation. While Anglo tourists

and residents could enjoy recreation in the warm climate and scenery of the

region, their leisure depended upon the labor of others. For Mexicans, Mexi-

can Americans, and Native Americans, as well as other groups, the Anglo

reinvention of the borderlands as a region of leisure meant the continuation of

a far older regional labor system—one based on race, as well as citizenship.

Native Americans had labored at missions in the Spanish era, and then on

Mexican California cattle ranchos. After annexation, Native Americans, Mexi-

can Californios, and more recent Mexican immigrants labored for the Anglo-

American inheritors of a preexisting labor system. That labor system made

possible the culture of leisure that emerged in southern California, which

democratized leisure for Anglo-Americans by exploiting the labor of others.

Examining the promotion of leisure across the borderlands, especially in the

region’s largest city, Los Angeles, demonstrates that the borderlands were not a

periphery removed from the evolution of consumer capitalism. It was, in fact, a

region that played an important role in shaping consumer culture in the United

States during the twentieth century. The history of modern American leisure—

as well as that of American suburbia, which also promised a leisured life—is

inextricably connected to the labor relations of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.

This essay traces the themes of labor and leisure by examining the promo-

tion of southern California and the borderlands to tourists and potential resi-

dents during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Tourist lei-

sure and resident labor at two resorts in the Pacific U.S.-Mexico borderlands,

Catalina Island and Palm Springs, provide an example of these mechanisms

at work. Over time, tourist leisure became resident leisure, as vacationers

built seasonal and permanent residences—houses adapted to the climate and

emerging leisure culture of the Pacific borderlands. These houses proved

highly influential in the region and across the nation, and demonstrate how

the evolution of a leisure-oriented consumer culture and tourist culture in

southern California contributed to the appearance and culture of modern

American suburbia.
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The Pacific
Borderlands and
‘‘Greater South-
west,’’ 1900–1955.
Prepared by Creative
Design Resources. 

The Early Promotion of Southern California and the ‘‘Great Southwest’’

One of the first books to focus on southern California extensively was written

by Charles Nordho√, a journalist: California: For Health, Pleasure, and Resi-

dence, published in 1873. Nordho√, a Prussian immigrant who spent his later

childhood in Ohio, proved a devout believer in American democracy and

capitalism, yet he was troubled by the urbanization and monopolistic business

practices of the Gilded Age. Most of all, this immigrant was appalled by what he

saw as the inundation of eastern cities by a ‘‘semi-barbarous foreign popula-

tion’’ of southern and eastern European immigrants.≤

Nordho√’s book posited southern California as a place where middling

white farmers could live in a citrus-scented agricultural utopia—a veritable

Je√ersonian Polynesia. It was the region’s seemingly magical climate that made

this new Eden possible. Here, in ‘‘the first tropical land our race has thor-

oughly mastered,’’ Anglo-Americans could enjoy ‘‘the delights of the tropics,
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without their penalties.’’ Enervated by the rush of modern life and threatened

by ‘‘un-American’’ immigrants, Americans could here be cured of illness and

regain their vitality, without falling prey to the diseases of more humid tropi-

cal climes. In an era when disease was common and tuberculosis a constant

danger, a climate that encouraged health would prove irresistible.≥

In addition to climate, moreover, Nordho√ asserted that southern Califor-

nia possessed other resources of significant value. His prose made it clear that

this new land would prosper not from the labor of diligent white farmers, but

instead through the deployment of workers drawn from the resident non-

Anglo population. Nordho√ asserted, for example, that the Chinese made

excellent servants. As for Californio rancho families, he pronounced them

picturesque and the ‘‘moderate’’ pace of their lives admirable. Nordho√, how-

ever, devoted the most space to discussing another group—Native Americans.

One chapter was unambiguously titled ‘‘The Indians as Laborers.’’ In southern

California, Nordho√ asserted, ‘‘it was thought a great advantage for a man to

‘have’ Indians’’—claiming that that they were docile, knew how to handle

horses, and would work for little money. For Nordho√, Californian Indians,

already accustomed to mission and rancho labor, were ‘‘a useful people,’’

totally unlike the ‘‘brutal Apache.’’∂

Here was a fundamental di√erence from other, earlier American ‘‘Wests.’’

Elsewhere Anglo-Americans had pushed Indians away, confined them to res-

ervations, or, especially in Gold Rush–era northern California, attempted to

exterminate them. In southern California, however, they would provide essen-

tial labor, along with Mexican and Asian immigrants. This was especially true

at citrus orchards—more like plantations—which Nordho√ predicted would

bring wealth to wise investors. Nordho√, who espoused hope for southern

California as a refuge for yeoman farmers, instead used the region’s climate

and existing population to imagine a future which shared more with the ante-

bellum South or colonized tropics in the possession of France and England

than it did with the homesteads of the archetypal Anglo-American West.

Nordho√’s promotional e√orts hit a receptive chord across the United

States. In its review of the book, The Nation pronounced Nordho√ ‘‘an excel-

lent raconteur,’’ with the tone ‘‘of a man who half expects his audience to put

their tongues in their cheeks at which he is telling them.’’ The magazine,

however, sco√ed at his book’s attempt to herald an agricultural utopia in an

age of industry: ‘‘If he had any purpose more than another in writing it, we

should say it was to recommend the climate to invalids, and not to preach the

superiority of agriculture to mining as a means of comfortable living and even
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of aΔuence.’’ The elite eastern press might have dismissed the attributes of

distant southern California, but others did not. The book would sell three

million copies by the end of the century.∑ Many more books about California

by other authors would follow. While guidebooks aimed at tourists and set-

tlers sometimes found a ready market, travel to the region, and settlement

within it, remained slow.

This changed in the 1880s, largely due to the railroad. When the Southern

Pacific Railroad constructed a route connecting Los Angeles with California’s

Central Valley in 1879, and built another line to southern California from

Arizona, a new regional center, Los Angeles, began to emerge. Fares and

shipping rates, however, remained prohibitively high. When the Atchison,

Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad completed a line connecting Los Angeles to

the east in 1885, the Southern Pacific Railroad’s monopoly ended. The re-

sulting fare and rate war between di√erent railway lines produced the region’s

first boom.

A primary architect of the Anglo-American reinvention of the borderlands

arrived in southern California the same year as the Atchison, Topeka, and

Santa Fe Railroad. For the rest of his career, the author and editor Charles

Fletcher Lummis would promote himself, the region he came to call the

‘‘Great Southwest,’’ and the city he proclaimed to be its capital, Los Angeles.

Many others also promoted tourism, settlement, and development in south-

ern California and the borderlands. Unlike earlier boosters, however, Lummis

did not present this region as merely an interesting vacation destination or

a promising locale for agricultural or real estate developments. His ‘‘Great

Southwest’’ o√ered leisure as a way of life.∏

Though Lummis was perhaps unequalled in his adulation of all things

southwestern, he was not alone in urging Americans to rest. An increas-

ing number of his fellow citizens—particularly in the urban Northeast and

Lummis’s native New England—called on Americans to embrace a more lei-

surely life. Others, from philosopher John Ruskin to Henry David Thoreau,

also advocated a return to nature, or the pursuit of the ‘‘simple life.’’ Their

arguments were buttressed by changing realities and perceptions in American

society. As the nation grew more prosperous, both the middle and upper

classes began to shed the old Puritan abhorrence of leisure. Some individuals

also fretted that their society was too mercenary, and that American culture

could never be refined until its citizens renounced their unending pursuit of

the almighty dollar. At the other end of the socioeconomic spectrum, social

reformers and some physicians charged that industrial workers were trapped
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in mindless, menial labor that threatened their physical and mental health.

Like Lummis, these other proponents of leisure argued that rest could be

curative, restoring vigor to a nation that had been rendered e√ete by Victorian

manners and enervated by the closing of the frontier.π

Lummis strove to popularize the scenery and cultures of the region he

called the ‘‘Great Southwest.’’ In reality, his books actually described a fairly

limited region of northern Arizona and New Mexico: specifically, an area

within a forty-mile band north and south of the Santa Fe Railroad.∫ Lum-

mis’s glorification of the U.S. Southwest obviously aided the railroad, as well

as cities such as Albuquerque and Santa Fe. Yet, his e√orts above all else

promoted Los Angeles.

By annexing the entire region as a vast recreational hinterland, Los Angeles

gained added allure—and a means of combating more cosmopolitan San

Francisco, which had long promoted Yosemite and the Sierras as additional

attractions for visitors. Tourists riding trains bound for San Francisco also

passed through the Colorado Rockies. The route to southern California of-

fered no comparable mountain vistas. Instead, it o√ered an exotic world to

tourists—all of it accessible from the Santa Fe Railway. The Fred Harvey hotels

along its route, which numbered fifteen by 1901, sold Indian crafts and exotic

regional atmosphere along with meals and accommodations.Ω

Lummis’s first book on the Southwest, The Land of Poco Tiempo, was

published in 1893 while he was living in Isleta Pueblo, south of Albuquerque. It

served as the Urtext for the emerging Anglo-American fascination with the

region, and in coming decades it helped to popularize everything from re-

gional tourism to ‘‘Santa Fe style’’ architecture and interior decor. In this book,

Lummis presented a Pueblo culture that was balanced and contented, unlike

supposedly harried Anglo-American culture. His writing recast the border-

lands as a landscape of leisure. The Land of Poco Tiempo took its title from a

Spanish phrase he loosely translated as ‘‘pretty soon.’’ In the title chapter of the

book, Lummis asked, ‘‘Why hurry with the hurrying world? The ‘Pretty Soon’

of New Spain is better than the ‘Now! Now!’ of the haggard United States. The

opiate sun soothes to rest, the adobe is made to lean against, the hush of the

day-long noon would not be broken. Let us not hasten—mañana will do.

Better still, pasado mañana.’’∞≠

Yet even as he promoted the U.S. Southwest as a realm of leisure, Lummis

presented Mexico in an entirely di√erent light. Instead of rest and relaxation,

Mexico o√ered Anglo-Americans industriousness and easy money. According

to Lummis, Mexico did not warrant description as ‘‘quaint’’ or picturesque.
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Map printed in
Southern Pacific
Railroad brochure,
‘‘How to Best See
the Pacific Coast,’’
1931. Courtesy
Ephemera Collection,
DeGoyler Library,
Southern Methodist
University, Dallas.

Instead of the Rock-
ies or the Sierras,
tourists bound for
Los Angeles could
see the Grand Canyon.
Dismissed a few de-
cades before as a
barren wasteland, the
borderlands would
prove so attractive that
even the Southern
Pacific Railway began
to funnel tourists to
California on a longer
and more profitable
southerly route origi-
nating in New Orleans.

Instead, Mexico was ‘‘an ambitious marcher in the procession of nations.’’∞∞

Moreover, it was the ideal location for Anglo investment: ‘‘the kingdom of

Something for Nothing.’’ Lummis proved unambiguous on this point. He

asserted that Mexican labor was inexpensive, contented, and unlikely to strike.

This docility, Lummis claimed, was due to the ‘‘fact’’ that ‘‘twelve days’ work in

the year is enough to supply one peon with the necessities of life.’’∞≤ While he

depicted the U.S. Southwest as an escape from capitalism, Lummis presented

Mexico as another sort of fantasy—a place where Anglos could enrich them-

selves without guilt or compunction, and even congratulate themselves for

playing a part in a neighboring nation’s modernization.

In 1895 Lummis became editor of Land of Sunshine, a promotional maga-

zine showcasing the opportunities for recreation and leisure throughout Los

Angeles, southern California, and the ‘‘Great Southwest.’’ The magazine, sold

through subscriptions and distributed by the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-

merce back east as a promotional tool, provided Lummis with a large and

regionally diverse audience for his gospel of leisure.∞≥ In Lummis’s estimation,

the new residents of Los Angeles were ‘‘destined to show an astonished world
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Cast and crew of Nestor Film Studio, Sunset Boulevard and Gower Street, Los Angeles, 1911. Photograph
courtesy Security Pacific Collection, Los Angeles Public Library.

The assembled cast and crew of the Nestor Film Studio, the first motion picture studio in Hollywood,
illustrate the scale and diversity of early film shoots. While the public focused on celebrity actors, film-
making also employed writers, directors, technicians, costume designers, cameramen, and day laborers.
Films such as the ones produced by the Nestor Film Studio played an important role in creating archetypal
myths about the history of the borderlands and the American West.

the spectacle of Americans having a good time.’’∞∂ The city boasted beach re-

sorts, as well as the resort of Santa Catalina Island. In the deserts to Los

Angeles’s east there were still more attractions, including the oasis of Palm

Springs.∞∑ With Land of Sunshine, Lummis was but one of a host of editors

using new print technologies to bring color, advertising copy, and themed

essays about the ‘‘good life’’ to nationally-circulated magazines promoting

fashion, home decoration, and travel.

In 1911, when a new industry based on the development of a new medium

and method of promotion, film, was well on its way to shifting its center

of U.S. production from New York City to Los Angeles, Land of Sunshine

ceased publication. Southern California’s inexpensive land, labor, and elec-

tricity, along with its diverse scenery for outdoor filming locations, attracted

film studios. The easy access to the U.S.-Mexico border proved a boon, espe-

cially whenever patent agents and Pinkerton detectives arrived trying to en-

force Thomas Edison’s patents on motion picture production equipment. But

it was the confluence of the region’s leisure culture and the film industries’

penchant for depicting people at play that rendered promotional magazines

secondary to the movies in the promotion of southern California.

Film, and the community it created—Hollywood—also played a crucial

function in the development of the city and region. Lummis, who might have

seen film as yet another way to promote his gospel of leisure, instead loathed it

as crass entertainment.∞∏ The irony of this view was that whatever else film
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‘‘Pickfair,’’ Beverley Hills, ca. 1925. Photograph courtesy Security Pacific Collection, Los Angeles Public
Library.

At Pickfair, a mansion built in the new suburb of Beverly Hills, Hollywood stars Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks popularized a new way of life. Unattainable for most Americans in the 1920s, their residential
lifestyle, complete with a private backyard and swimming pool, would become the suburban ideal by the
1950s.

taught the masses, it added to their fascination with California. It showcased

the mountains, coasts, and deserts of southern California, as well as the street-

scapes of Los Angeles, lined with palm and orange trees and filled with pleas-

ant bungalows. Motion pictures told the world—as no single booster ever

could—that southern California might be a wonderful place for recreation, or

for residence. Some films went so far as to make relocation to California a

central theme, such as It’s a Gift (1934), in which W. C. Fields plays a can-

tankerous Midwesterner who uses his inheritance to buy a southern California

citrus orchard. Other films simply used Los Angeles as a backdrop—filling

movie theaters around the world with images of the bungalows and palm trees

which occupied the background of Laurel and Hardy comedies and innumer-

able other films.

Early film studio productions, often society melodramas, were replete with

depictions of the rich and glamorous. They showed filmgoers a way of living,

a world of material wealth and, above all, a world of leisure. Celebrities,

whether acting in films or appearing in 1930s newsreels frolicking at Catalina,

Palm Springs, or other area resorts, served as models of, and ambassadors for,
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Actress Jane Wyman sitting in lounge chair on California beach, September 1935. Los
Angeles Times news photograph, courtesy Los Angeles Times Photographic Archive, Collec-
tion 1429, Department of Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, University
of California, Los Angeles.

Hollywood films and celebrity newsreels popularized California beach culture and sun-
bathing as well as ever-shrinking swimming attire, and aided the growth of beach and
poolside recreation, as well as a more openly sensual popular culture.

leisure. Hollywood, though certainly not the only source for a new culture of

consumerism and leisure, popularized this lifestyle. The fact that the nation’s

growing middle class accepted and emulated this life of consumerism and lei-

sure would have profound implications for southern California and the nation

as a whole. From Nordho√ to Lummis to the newsreel, the promotion of south-

ern California and the U.S.-Mexico borderlands as a place of leisure for Anglo-

Americans proved an immense success. The consequences of that success, both

positive and problematic, were apparent at resorts across the region.∞π

Two such resorts were Catalina Island, located twenty-six miles o√ the coast

of Los Angeles, and Palm Springs, located one hundred miles east of Los

Angeles in the arid Coachella Valley. Each resort demonstrated how the leisure

industry changed the region, drawing Anglos who perceived a landscape of

recreation to a place others knew through subsistence strategies. These resorts

also demonstrated the extent to which Anglo leisure depended on Mexican

and Native American labor.
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Catalina Island and Resort Recreation in the Pacific Borderlands

One of the largest of the Channel Islands, mountainous Catalina Island rises

more than two thousand feet above the Pacific, with a total land area of

approximately seventy-five square miles. The Banning family, who dominated

shipping in southern California, bought it in 1888. At Catalina, their corpora-

tion, the Santa Catalina Island Company (scic), created the first corporate

resort in the United States, a precursor to later corporate resorts such as Sun

Valley and Vail. The scic operated passenger ships and hotels, controlled

access to the island, and employed large numbers of workers.

Once a haven for southern California fishermen and sheepherders, the

island’s new tourist service economy employed many people of color. The

most numerous were Mexicans and Mexican Americans, hired to labor on

ships, in hotels, and for construction projects. The restaurant sta√ of the scic’s

Metropole Hotel was African American, as were the porters on its steamships.

The hotel’s bellhops were Japanese. Many other people not deemed ‘‘Anglos’’

found employment at the resort’s other hotels and restaurants, or as domestic

employees in vacation residences. By the 1910s, Catalina also possessed a size-

able population of eastern Europeans, mostly Slovaks, who took jobs in the

tourist service industry. Avalon, the only town on Catalina, exhibited the same

racial discrimination found in much of the United States in this era. A small

section of Avalon, known as ‘‘Sonoratown,’’ was where Mexicans and other

people of color barred from Anglo neighborhoods lived.∞∫

Catalina served as a popular summer destination for Anglo southern Cali-

fornians fleeing the heat of the mainland for a cooler marine climate. Fore-

most among them were aΔuent residents of Pasadena, a suburb of Los An-

geles. During the hot Pasadena summers, it sometimes seemed as if the entire

town had relocated to the Pacific, with Catalina serving as ‘‘Newport, Miami

and Narragansett Pier all rolled into one.’’∞Ω One such Pasadenan was Charles

Frederick Holder. Born in 1851 in Lynn, Massachusetts, Holder attended the

U.S. Naval Academy but left before graduating. He served for several years as

the assistant curator of zoology at the American Museum of Natural History

in New York, and he authored a number of books, including biographies of

Charles Darwin and Louis Agassiz. In 1885, Holder came to southern Califor-

nia to recuperate from a lung infection aggravated by overwork. Enamored

with the region, Holder decided to stay. In 1891, he became professor and chair

of the Department of Zoology at the newly established Throop University,

later renamed the California Institute of Technology.≤≠
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Catalina Island, with its claims to healthfulness and distinctive flora and

fauna, was an encapsulation of everything Holder loved about southern Cali-

fornia. In books such as Santa Catalina: An Isle of Summer (1895), he rhap-

sodized about his subject, calling it ‘‘a bit of southern California anchored

o√shore’’ and ‘‘nearer the perfect insular resort than any I know of.’’ Catalina

again featured prominently in his Life in the Open: Sport with Rod, Gun, Horse

and Hound in Southern California (1906) and The Channel Islands of Califor-

nia: A Book for the Angler, Sportsman, and Tourist (1910). These books con-

tained a substantial amount of natural history and observations of flora and

fauna, but also copious southern California boosterism and tourist informa-

tion, particularly on deep-sea fishing, Holder’s favorite of all ‘‘true manly

sports.’’≤∞

While amazed by the abundance of marine life at Catalina, Holder was

appalled by what he saw as the wanton destruction of the island’s fish, so in

1898, Holder founded the Catalina Island Tuna Club, which combined conser-

vationist policies with a glorification of the rugged outdoor lifestyle. Ini-

tially, active membership, open solely to men, could be attained only by reeling

in a tuna of at least one hundred pounds, or a swordfish of two hundred

pounds, with rod and reel without assistance. The club’s membership rolls,

which included honorary members, contained a variety of local and national

notables, such as Henry Huntington, George S. Patton, Stanford University

president David Starr Jordan, and polar explorer Admiral Robert E. Peary.

Membership also came to include many prominent conservationists of the

progressive era, including forester Gi√ord Pinchot and U.S. president Theo-

dore Roosevelt. The Tuna Club’s constitution stated that the organization

would work to achieve ‘‘the protection of the game fishes of the state of

California, and to encourage and foster the catching of all fishes, and especially

tuna, yellowtail, sea bass, etc., with the lightest rod and reel tackle,’’ and to

discourage ‘‘unsportsmanlike’’ commercial fishing. Distinctions such as these

bore close parallels to class-based distinctions characterizing attitudes toward

hunting: those with the money to hunt for leisure were sportsmen, while those

who hunted for subsistence were ‘‘poachers.’’ Additionally, club bylaws di-

vided fish into game species, to be treated with care, and non-game species to

be hunted at will. Thus, members took great pains to catch trophy tuna in a

‘‘manly’’ manner but enjoyed the sport of shooting at the island’s iridescent

flying fish with buckshot.≤≤

Along with drawing distinctions between the working and elite classes’

motivations to fish, emphasis on racial di√erences among fishermen also
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Charles Frederick Holder with
fish ga√er Joe Pesciado and
trophy tuna, Avalon, Catalina
Island, California, 1898. Photo-
graph courtesy Catalina Island
Museum Archives, Avalon,
California.

Holder, Catalina’s most
prolific proponent of sport
fishing, and Pesciado, its best-
known ga√er, pose together
with a large tuna. Similar
photographs became iconic
souvenirs for countless Cata-
lina tourists.

underpinned the Catalina Island Tuna Club’s conceptualization of conserva-

tion. This economic and ethnocentric nationalism underpinned newspaper

stories perhaps meant to taint the fish ethnic fishmongers sold from small

stands, baskets, and shops throughout California’s coastal towns. In 1909, for

example, the Los Angeles Times reported that a group of Japanese fishermen

illegally harvested abalone near the outlet of Avalon’s sewer. As an aside, the

article remarked that whites considered abalone inedible.≤≥ Californian Anglos

who complained about ‘‘foreign’’ fishermen typically conflated the ethnicity

of most commercial fishermen in California—typically Asian, Mexican, or

Italian—with their nationality. One critic of state fishing regulations epito-

mized this view, describing the ‘‘foreign fishing nations’’ represented by nearly

three-quarters ‘‘of the people engaged in commercial net fishing.’’ The critic

complained that they ‘‘are not even citizens of the United States, yet we permit

them to directly . . . dictate the laws governing the taking of our fish and our

national food supply.’’≤∂ Through implication and innuendo, Holder and his

allies blamed racialized ‘‘foreigners’’ for the depredations to what had once

been one of the richest fisheries along the Pacific coast, the waters o√ Catalina

Island, where by 1912 the annual catch was just a quarter of what it had been in
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1885. In addition to their complaints about overfishing by ‘‘foreigners,’’ Holder

and other members of the Tuna Club lamented the disappearance of ‘‘big fish.’’

The island’s famous big tuna were nearly gone—thanks in part to the Tuna

Club’s trophy hunters—as were its once-abundant abalone.≤∑

That the views of Holder and other members of the Tuna Club were mired

in class and racial prejudices no doubt helped persuade local and state author-

ities, who held similar prejudices, to implement conservation measures. Ulti-

mately, Catalina’s waters, up to a three-mile radius from shore, were classified

as a fish preserve where only recreational hook-and-line fishing would be

permitted. Commercial net fishing was banned. After 1913, local fishermen—

mostly working-class ‘‘ethnics’’—either had to relocate, find new employment,

or make the transition from fisherman to recreational fishing guide.

One fisherman who made this transition was ‘‘Mexican Joe’’ Pesciado,

whose last name must have been chosen to fit his profession. Born in Sonora,

Pesciado originally came to Catalina as a child in the 1850s and fished and

hunted to provide food for sheep-herding operations on the island. When the

island developed as a tourist center, Pesciado partnered with another fisher-

man, George Michaelis, to operate a charter fishing boat in Avalon. ‘‘Mexi-

can Joe’’ became a fixture in Avalon and was the community’s best-known

‘‘ga√er’’: one of the many fishing guides who helped anglers haul in their

catch. He appeared in countless photos of tourists posing with their numerous

—and sometimes gargantuan—prizes.

As on the mainland, Mexicans and other members of racialized groups

served Anglos both as laborers and as part of the exotic southern California

scenery.≤∏ To be sure, fishing boats were an inescapable part of Avalon’s pictur-

esqueness, but many were no longer seaworthy—just listing hulks dotting the

shoreline. In Avalon, old fishing boats had been ‘‘adapted to ornamental gar-

den purposes’’ by being towed ashore, ‘‘filled with earth and planted with

flowers.’’ These strange, marooned garden planters, as much as anything else,

testified to the socioeconomic change underway on the island, which would

only accelerate after 1919, when the Bannings sold Catalina to Chicago chew-

ing-gum magnate William Wrigley. Wrigley, an entrepreneur of the new con-

sumer culture, turned Catalina into one of the most popular tourist destina-

tions in the American West during the 1920s.≤π

Making the Desert Resort Residential in Palm Springs

Another tourist attraction that grew in the 1920s and 1930s was Palm Springs.

While Palm Springs was just one of many places transformed by the regional
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promotion of leisure, the history of this resort, perhaps more than any other

in the Pacific borderlands, demonstrates how the consumption of leisure at a

resort presaged broader transformations in modern consumer culture, par-

ticularly the birth of a new consumer-oriented suburban culture. In the early

twentieth century, most tourists avoided the Mojave and Colorado deserts that

lay to the east and north of coastal southern California. One hundred miles

east of Los Angeles lays the Coachella Valley, part of the Colorado Desert that

stretches south to Mexico and the Sea of Cortez. On the western edge of the

valley stands Mount San Jacinto, one of the tallest peaks in southern Califor-

nia. Along its eastern flank runs a series of canyons, lined with the only native

palm trees in the entire continental United States. While a lush island setting

amidst fish-rich waters near a growing city seemed a natural choice for a

resort, an arid stark location such as this one could hardly have been less likely.

Near the mouth of one of Mount San Jacinto’s canyons (Tahquitz Canyon)

stood a grove of palms. In their midst, a hot spring issued from the sandy

earth, creating a small pool. The spring lay on the reservation lands of the

Agua Caliente band of the Cahuilla Indians. This was the oasis that would

serve as the nucleus for Palm Springs, which became one of southern Califor-

nia’s signature resorts. Initially a failed agricultural venture in the 1890s, and

then a tiny settlement of tuberculosis patients in the 1910s, over the next three

decades this community emerged as one of the most famous resorts in the

United States. The first resort hotel, the Desert Inn, was opened by Nellie

Co√man in 1909. Co√man had visited the tiny community previously to

recuperate from a persistent cough, and she believed that someday the desert

valley would become a ‘‘sand box’’ for playful Angelenos. Co√man’s intuition

proved prescient. Her small hotel, later expanded into a large resort, served as

the nucleus of a sprawling assemblage of resorts, motels, stores, golf courses,

and vacation-home tracts. First drawing the wintering rich, the resort gradu-

ally began to draw middle-class auto tourists and day-trippers from Los An-

geles as well.≤∫

As at Catalina, Palm Springs relied upon the laborers and labor relations of

the borderlands. That Agua Caliente Indians should take jobs in the growing

resort was no surprise, nor that local Mexican Americans and Mexican immi-

grants would as well. Both groups already served as agricultural laborers in the

orchards and farms surrounding Riverside, Redlands, and San Bernardino to

the west of the Coachella Valley. By 1920, Cahuilla women were serving as

maids and laundresses in the Desert Inn and other hotels, and Cahuilla men

worked as gardeners and gathered firewood. Mexican men also found employ-
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ment as gardeners. The Desert Inn had two cooks—one Chinese, the other

African American. Many other Asians also took jobs in Palm Springs, such as

Filipino Segundo Rigonan, who worked at the Desert Inn, and with other

Filipino employees lived in a bungalow called the ‘‘Manila Cottage.’’ Employee

housing at the Desert Inn may have been segregated, but at least the hotel pro-

vided lodging for its employees. White workers could usually secure adequate

rooms nearby, but other workers often could not, as almost all existing housing

in the resort was reserved for Anglos only. Many workers lived in ramshackle

cabins and lean-tos constructed on Agua Caliente reservation land, which

encompassed much of the territory surrounding the resort town.≤Ω

In the desert Coachella Valley, desert vistas and date palm cultivation pro-

vided a new cultural trope ripe for theme-oriented marketing. An early mani-

festation of southern California’s tourist leisure culture was ‘‘theming,’’ in

which history or fantasy was used to shape a physical environment conducive

to recreation, shopping, or residential life. Though the term was not coined

until 1955, when Disneyland opened showcasing themed areas, such as Fan-

tasyland, Main Street, U.S.A., or Tomorrowland, since the 1910s Indian and

Hispanic cultures had been utilized in the theming of towns like Santa Fe and

Santa Barbara, or of tourist districts in border towns like Tijuana and Ciudad

Juárez. In Palm Springs, the desert landscape would be used to fashion an

Orientalist theme dependent for its e√ect on dates, palm trees, and camels.

Agricultural entrepreneurs came to the interior desert hoping to replicate

the success of the citrus industry in coastal southern California with the

cultivation of dates. Health guru and cereal magnate W. K. Kellogg supported

the e√ort, believing that fresh dates were more healthful than those packed

and shipped from overseas.≥≠ Once date cultivation proved successful it pro-

vided a useful thematic element for the promotion of tourism in the Coachella

Valley.≥∞ Accordingly, the racial posturing already utilized to posit Anglo-

Americans as the heirs of the Spanish padres and Mexican rancho dons was

now used to link them and the southern California landscapes they inhabited

to a far more ancient past: ‘‘From earliest days, humanity has hovered on the

desert’s edge . . . Egypt, Babylon, Chaldea, all cradles of the race, were desert

lands . . . The first civilization knew the desert and loved it. We of the present

are also succumbing to its lure.’’ Some developers even hired Cahuillas and

Mexicans bedecked in Arabian Nights garb to greet tourists at the train station

and then lead them by camel across the desert to their resorts. If any tourists

did, in fact, brave a camel ride, few likely submitted to it again. Motion

sickness—not to mention camels’ propensities for biting and spitting—was a
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Tourists riding camels in the
Coachella Valley, 1928. Pho-
tographic print in The Walled
Oasis of Biskra ‘‘In the Coachella
Valley’’: An Interpretation of the
American Desert in the Algerian
Manner, courtesy Special Collec-
tions, Charles E. Young Research
Library, University of California,
Los Angeles.

This image, which appeared
in a promotional brochure for
a resort near Palm Springs that
was never built, illustrates the
Coachella Valley’s Orientalist
fantasy at its most florid. The
‘‘Arabs’’ depicted here are most
likely local Cahuilla Indians.

regular hazard. Wagons, trains, and then automobiles quickly replaced the

camel caravan as the best means of transit from the outlying train depot to

Palm Springs itself.≥≤

From Recreation to Residence in Southern California

Though southern California was promoted for decades as a place to play, it

was also promoted as a place to live. Purchasing a home was—and is—the

largest act of consumption most Americans ever commit, and southern Cali-

fornia played an important part in this aspect of modern consumer culture.

Promoters hoped that some portion of all those people who visited the region

would return to stay. This aspect of regional promotion—residential, rather

than recreational—had a long history in southern California. In his books and

in the magazine Land of Sunshine, Charles Lummis touted regional architec-

ture as suited for modern buildings, lauding the cooling properties of thick

adobe walls and the social possibilities of a backyard patio.

While in his early writing and editorial work for Land of Sunshine Lummis

extolled the borderlands as leisure space, he also depicted it as an ideal space

for modern living. This interest in architecture and in making a home—
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literally and figuratively—in the Southwest dated back to his first book written

at Isleta Pueblo, The Land of Poco Tiempo (1893). The book included photo-

graphs of what he identified as a ‘‘typical Pueblo interior’’—a whitewashed

adobe room, with blankets and pottery artfully arranged in a seemingly indig-

enous Arts and Crafts aesthetic. Yet this was, in fact, not a ‘‘typical’’ border-

lands or even Pueblo residence. Rather than documenting the actual living

quarters of Isletas, Lummis had simply decorated and photographed his own

room in the pueblo. Showcasing still other southwestern homes and gardens,

Lummis’s Land of Sunshine functioned as one of many shelter magazines that

appeared late in the nineteenth century. Periodicals such as House Beautiful,

House and Garden, The Bungalow, and Gustav Stickley’s The Craftsman of-

fered readers a comforting vision of modes of living, building, and decorating

that would improve home life in a world that often seemed unpredictable or

threatening. Land of Sunshine, however, did not simply promote homes. It

promoted all of southern California and the Great Southwest as shelter from a

rapidly changing world many Americans found troubling.≥≥

With income from editing Land of Sunshine, Lummis did far more than

decorate a room. He built a house in the 1890s to incorporate the region’s

history and climatic advantages. Aided by Pueblo workers from Isleta, Lum-

mis constructed his Arts and Crafts–influenced Spanish Revival stone house,

which he named El Alisal, in the Arroyo Seco neighborhood northeast of

downtown Los Angeles. Here he displayed his vast collection of artifacts from

the U.S. Southwest, Mexico, and South America. Built of cobblestones exca-

vated from the adjacent arroyo, El Alisal included a mission bell built into its

exterior façade, a reminder of Lummis’s role in founding the California Land-

marks Club to preserve and restore the state’s Spanish missions. The home’s

thick walls moderated interior temperatures, and a courtyard patio, adapted

from Hispanic architecture and shaded by a venerable sycamore tree, served as

an outdoor social space. A large parlor took up most of the first floor, and

Lummis named this the ‘‘Museo,’’ filling it with artifacts, craft objects, and

photographs from his travels. The room served as the setting for his Southwest

‘‘salon’’—an eclectic assemblage of writers, artists, intellectuals, boosters, and

others who shared his infatuation with the region.

Helen Hunt Jackson’s novel Ramona (1884), with its nostalgic evocation of

the California rancho past, carried a similar implicit message as did Land of

Poco Tiempo, Land of Sunshine, and El Alisal. Vast numbers of eastern and

Midwestern tourists travelled to ranchos, missions, and other sites with pur-

ported links to the events of the novel. In the process, they saw adobe homes
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Exterior view of the Charles Fletcher
Lummis home, El Alisal, under
construction, Los Angeles, 1890s.
Photograph courtesy Lummis
Photograph Collection, Southwest
Museum, Autry National Center, Los
Angeles, photo id #p35397.

To connect his home to regional culture
and landscape, Lummis utilized water-
rounded rocks from the Arroyo Seco
streambed adjacent to the house and
even incorporated a mission bell from
one of the California missions.

that were pleasant, rather than stereotypically primitive, with shaded veran-

das, thick adobe walls that moderated temperatures, and traditional furniture

and decorative art objects. The restoration of historic California adobes and

Spanish missions reinforced this impression. Restored adobe homes, such as

the De le Guerra Adobe in Santa Barbara, and the adobes restored as part of

the restoration of Olivera Street and the Los Angeles Plaza, were crammed

with antiques and art objects, furnished far more luxuriously than they had

been in the Mexican era. Likewise, the rebuilt missions were surrounded by

gardens of roses and other flowers, rather than the crops raised by Indian

neophytes. Though actual historic sites, these missions and adobes conveyed

impressions which owed more to Better Homes and Gardens than they did to

history. Ramona tourism and refurbished historic sites cast ‘‘Southwestern’’

architecture as a viable style Anglos could adopt. It contributed to the craze for

Mission and Spanish Revival architecture, furniture, and décor, which remade

Santa Fe, New Mexico and Santa Barbara and left an indelible architectural

imprint on southern California as well as the U.S. Southwest.≥∂

Southern California did, in fact, influence the Arts and Crafts movement’s

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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Interior view of the Charles
Fletcher Lummis home, El
Alisal. Los Angeles, ca. 1900.
Photograph courtesy Lummis
Photograph Collection, South-
west Museum, Autry National
Center, Los Angeles, id
#p35714.

The large room on the
first floor at El Alisal, which
Lummis called the ‘‘Museo,’’
showcased his vast collection
of Native American pottery
and textiles, as well as his
photographs of the region
and books on regional history,
literature, and folklore. The
Museo served as the setting
for his Southwest salon of
artists, boosters, and writers,
and its contents would later
become the nucleus of the
Southwest Museum’s collec-
tions, now under the aegis of
the Autry National Center.

most famous proponent. In 1904 Gustav Stickley, editor of The Craftsman

magazine and purveyor of Arts and Crafts furniture and houses, visited Palm

Springs with his wife and daughters. Southern California booster George

Wharton James, who accompanied them, would soon become associate editor

of The Craftsman. Stickley’s magazine carried an increasing number of articles

about and advertisements for California, reinforcing the notion that southern

California o√ered architectural, geographic, and cultural forms of shelter. In

real estate developments across southern California, the bungalow, the arche-

typal Arts and Crafts residence, served as housing for hundreds of thousands

of new arrivals to the region. After his visit, Stickley even considered Palm

Springs as the prospective site for a new community constructed entirely

around the precepts of the ‘‘simple life.’’≥∑

That community never came to fruition, and subsequent residential de-

velopment in Palm Springs rarely seemed to embody the simple life. Yet resi-

dences in Palm Springs, from mission revival to modernist, did reflect some

aspects of the philosophies of Stickley and Lummis. They often reflected re-

gional culture in some superficial form, and were constructed to take advan-

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
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tage of the warm climate and spectacular landscapes of the region. They also

shared one other characteristic with Stickley’s houses and furniture: they may

have been intended to perpetuate the simple life, but they were almost never

inexpensive. In this consumerist way, discriminating vacationers could do

more than simply winter in Palm Springs. Now, the aΔuent owners of vaca-

tion homes could live a genteel life in the desert, purportedly even one in tune

with its environment. One developer’s florid promotional literature made this

explicit: ‘‘Those who quest and seek for beauty have built here habitations of

their own, some so lovely as to seem real bits of Paradise. These houses dot the

landscape like jewels. Built largely of native material, they blend with their

surroundings admirably, and their tiled roofs, pools, patios, balconies, gar-

dens of desert growth, [and] splashing fountains, add their own charms to the

establishment of Nature herself.’’≥∏ Such home-building ‘‘seekers of beauty’’

included razor magnate King Gillette and cereal mogul W. K. Kellogg.

In case some homebuyers were less discriminating—or not e√ectively dis-

criminated against—the developer also assured buyers that ‘‘carefully drawn

restrictions protect the home owner and permanently maintain the high stan-

dards of the property, and while homes need not be pretentious, they must

conform to an attractive style of architecture, and plans must be approved by

an Art Jury.’’ If this language were not clear enough, another developer stated

that ‘‘careful discrimination in the matter of lot buyers is also being made, as

to race, desirability, etc., thus ensuring a high order of neighbors.’’ Though

isolated from larger urban areas, residential development in Palm Springs

reflected the racial segregation and racist zoning practices endemic in Los

Angeles and many other urban and suburban regions. The influx of aΔuent

white sojourners—as well as a growing tide of auto tourists—helped the resort

town weather the Depression with relative comfort. During the 1930s, a Palm

Springs promotional magazine featured Hollywood figures such as Walt Dis-

ney, Shirley Temple, Delores Del Rio, Martha Raye, Andy Rooney, Jack Benny,

Leslie Howard, and Cary Grant, as well as business tycoons such as Benjamin

Fairless, ceo of U.S. Steel, and Walter P. Chrysler.≥π

While celebrities and the aΔuent had been building and buying vacation

homes in Palm Springs for some time, residential development in the resort

town accelerated in the 1930s. One of the most exclusive new resort housing

developments, Smoke Tree Ranch, appeared late in the decade. Created out of

a former dude ranch, it carefully maintained a rustic atmosphere: houses were

required to be one story and constructed in ‘‘rustic’’ architectural style. Homes

sat wide apart on large lots, which were required to be maintained as desert,
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with no lawns or nonnative shade trees. Roads were narrow and initially

unpaved. In contrast to the ‘‘country’’ atmosphere, the gated community

hosted a club with hotel-like amenities, including a restaurant, a swimming

pool, tennis courts, and maid service.≥∫ Walt Disney, King Gillette, and the

Weyerhaeuser family, among many others, would build homes here. Disney

would keep his Smoke Tree Ranch home until the 1950s, when he sold it to

raise funds for his newly proposed theme park, Disneyland.

Yet if Smoke Tree Ranch o√ered a new model for resort design, its houses

also served as models for homes intended for year-round residence. Low-slung

and rambling, fusing rustic wood and stone with some modernist elements,

the houses in Smoke Tree Ranch looked unlike much of the existing architec-

ture in Palm Springs, particularly those structures of a Spanish or Moorish

revival design, and in the rest of the region. From the perspective of a decade

or two later, however, these homes were instantly recognizable. They were

clear early examples of the ‘‘ranch’’ house—the domestic architectural style

that would carpet the floor of the San Fernando Valley after the Second World

War before appearing in virtually every community in the United States in the

1950s and 1960s. The houses in Smoke Tree Ranch, though located behind a

security gate, were replicated innumerable times in national architectural and

general circulation magazines. They and other Palm Springs resort homes

would also appear in celebrity magazines, newsreels, and films. Dropped im-

probably among cacti, ocotillos, and wispy, aptly named smoke trees, these

houses o√ered a simple façade to the street but seclusion and amenities to their

inhabitants. They would serve as models of a resort-style architecture, leav-

ened by a rustic simplicity and purported harmony with the landscape, that

proved a dominant domestic architectural idiom of the United States in the

twentieth century.≥Ω

The movement of family social life and leisure time into the backyard,

and the construction of patios, barbecues, and swimming pools, allowed

suburbanites to live a resort lifestyle year-round, at least as long as weather

permitted. Ranch-style house pattern books, published by Sunset magazine

and other periodicals, proved widely popular. One example, the Sunset West-

ern Ranch House, published in 1946, remained in print at the end of the

twentieth century. It presents the ranch house as a uniquely Southwestern

architectural form, derived from the haciendas and rancho homes of the

Mexican Californio era. Though connecting the ranch style to a regional past,

the book casts it as perfectly suited to the modern age. Though many houses in

this and other pattern books avoided the avant-garde appearance of modern-
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Dick Richards home, Smoke Tree Ranch, Palm Springs, California, 1930s. Photograph copyright held
by Palm Springs Historical Society, Palm Springs, California, courtesy Palm Springs Historical Society,
Palm Springs, California.

This structure, with its low, horizontal orientation and outdoor patio, is an early example of a ranch house,
the archetypal residence of postwar suburbia. The roof beams extending beyond the exterior walls recall
the vigas of traditional adobe architecture and were a common feature in older mission and Spanish revival
designs. The large corner window on the right, however, where two windows meet at a right angle with no
wall separating them, was a hallmark of many modernist architects, such as Richard Neutra, who would
later design several iconic homes in the Palm Springs area.

ist homes in Palm Springs, the houses functioned in remarkably similar ways.

The mitigation of heat and excess sunlight was a recurring theme, for these

could prove problematic not only in Palm Springs, but in many parts of the

Sunbelt, particularly if homeowners took the authors’ advice to ‘‘turn your

living towards the sun.’’ The spread of ranch houses throughout the United

States, though not solely a consequence of residential developments in Palm

Springs, demonstrates the extent of the influence of resort leisure in the

Southwest on national urban and suburban development.∂≠

Charles Nordho√ and Charles Fletcher Lummis imagined an escape from

modernity in the leisure of the ‘‘Great Southwest,’’ which was not a region

removed from modern life, but a place that emerged in response to consumer

culture’s emphasis on domestic and recreational consumption. Resorts played

no small role in the development of this lifestyle. They capitalized on the

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
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Prospective homebuyers, Maryvale, Arizona, 1955. Photograph courtesy John F. Long Properties, llp,
Phoenix, Arizona.

When completed, Maryvale, a housing development in Phoenix, became home to one hundred thou-
sand residents. It was also the first of many large housing developments in the United States built in
ranch style.

new—and sometimes highly problematic—recreational perceptions and uses

of nature. In particular, the orientation of resorts like Palm Springs to the

recreational family home and private club set a powerful example that in post–

Second World War America permeated suburban developers’ plans and, more

importantly, suburbanites’ dreams. In the great southwest of Anglo-Ameri-

cans like Nordho√ and Lummis, capitalism, urbanism, and materialism took

lasting form in themed tourist attractions, ranch houses, and the ranch style.∂∞

Americans would discover the culture of leisure not in one of New Mexico’s

Native American Pueblos or one of California’s ranchos, but rather in the

backyards and swimming pools of middle-class American suburbia. Over

time, this suburban landscape spread not only leisure, but also perpetuated

exploitative labor and race relations of the borderlands, throughout the post-

war Sunbelt and much of the United States.
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Finding Mexico’s Great Show Window
A Tale of Two Borderlands, 1960–1975

The need for foreign currency, historical concerns for

national respectability, and e√orts to present a modern

face of Mexico to the rest of the world influenced the plans of

Adolfo López Mateos (1958–64) to make the border into a

‘‘show window’’ through the National Border Program (pro-

naf). Established in 1961, pronaf subsidized the cost of certain

nationally produced goods, encouraged modern marketing

strategies, and fostered North American tourism in Mexican

border cities. Tourism and shopping in the border region were

not new, as the preceding essays show, but Mexico’s e√orts to

improve the image of its border cities as attractive destinations

for upscale shopping and family tourism portended significant

change, but it would ironically bring large-scale manufactur-

ing, rather than tourism, to the region. What is more, it pro-

vided the momentum for the development of a tourist border-

lands along Mexico’s coastlines.

Both global and national forces influenced the plans for

pronaf. On the global scale, developing economies in coun-

tries such as Spain and Greece turned to tourism as a means

for balancing foreign exchange in the post–Second World

War era.∞ In Latin America, economists, such as Argentine Raul

Prebisch, advocated for government-directed national produc-

tion to replace foreign imports. Tourism was directly involved

in the e√ort to capture funds for modernization on two levels.

First, tax revenues would be increased by convincing aΔu-

ent Latin Americans who spent large sums of money shop-

ping abroad, particularly in Europe, to shop at home. Second,
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bringing tourists to Latin American countries could also generate needed

funds for modernization and debt reduction. As early as 1949, the United

Nations Economic Council on Latin America acknowledged tourism as one

strategy for national development.≤ pronaf, however, did not bring family- or

resort-oriented tourism.

The consumer orientation of pronaf made way for the emergence of the

Border Industrialization Program (bip), which gave rise to in-bond facto-

ries, maquiladoras, where employees assembled parts into finished consumer

goods that were then shipped duty-free to U.S. locations.≥ At the same time,

the Mexican government also devised e√ective ways to entice American con-

sumers to Mexico as tourists: it fostered the creation of new ‘‘borderlands’’

cities on Mexico’s Caribbean and Pacific coasts, including the resort towns of

Cancún, Ixtapa, and Los Cabos, which were planned and built by a collabora-

tion between Banco de México and fonatur (the tourism arm of the Mexi-

can state). As a result, American tourists—particularly those outside of the

Southwest—were drawn to Mexico for somewhat di√erent reasons and in

quite di√erent ways than the tourists who went to border towns during the

twenties, the heyday of the border as a tourist site that Rachel St. John analyzes

in her essay in this volume. In e√ect, these peripheral, planned cities on the

coast became the locus of the new borderlands between the United States and

Mexico, for it was here that the two nations now met, and here new bounda-

ries between them were now drawn.

Ultimately, the Mexican state pursued tourism development along its north-

ern border region and its Caribbean and Pacific coasts. While bringing tourists

to the territorial border had been the conventional goal for pronaf, the

changing tastes, preferences, and modes of travel of American tourists made

them more likely to seek out coastal towns than to head to border cities.

pronaf spent millions of pesos building border crossings to greet American

tourists who crossed the international boundary line, but American vacation-

ers’ preferences had shifted to exotic resort locations like Baja California and

Cozumel, accessible primarily by jet air service. While the visible legacy of Ber-

múdez’s e√orts along Mexico’s Caribbean and Pacific shores is negligible, he

was one of the first to simultaneously conceptualize Quintana Roo and Baja

California as borderlands of leisure and consumerism. The avalanche of mass

tourism that followed in places such as Los Cabos and Cancún attests to the ac-

curacy of his premonitions, linking, in the process, the territorial border to the

coastal borderlands as zones of development of consumer-oriented businesses.
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Cartoon in National Border Program/Programa Nacional Fronterizo (Mexico City: pronaf, 1961).

Casting the U.S.-Mexican border as ‘‘an enormous show window 1,600 miles long,’’ idealized Mexico’s
ability to transform its border space into a giant shopping center.

Antonio Bermúdez and the Evolution of PRONAF

Although the face of the former president of Mexico, Adolfo López Mateos,

graces the pages of many of pronaf’s oversized brochures, and his name still

adorns the wide boulevards of Mexico’s border cities, it was largely the pio-

neering work of Chihuahua native Antonio Bermúdez that brought the pro-

gram to the border region. A former president of Mexico’s state-owned pe-

troleum company, Petroleos Mexicanos (pemex), Bermúdez brought little

direct experience in consumer-related fields to his appointment as head of

pronaf, though he did have the requisite political and business pedigrees.

Bermúdez’s progressive management style, staunch nationalism, and border

heritage made him an excellent fit for the position. His familiarity with the

northern border gave him clear insight into how Mexico could improve its

economic position vis-à-vis the United States. As early as 1927, when he served

as president of the Cámara Nacional de Comercia de Ciudad Juárez (Chamber

of Commerce of Juárez), Bermúdez passionately preached against foreign

economic dependency: ‘‘Increase the exportation of Mexican products, lower

the importation of foreign articles. This is the base that we understand to be

fundamental to uplift and improve the economy of our country.’’∂ Twenty

years later, Bermúdez was simultaneously elected to serve as a senator from the

state of Chihuahua and asked to direct pemex, where over the course of
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Cartoon in National Border Program/Programa Nacional Fronterizo (Mexico City: pronaf, 1961).

This illustration demonstrates with great simplicity and some humor how it was thought that Mexico would
benefit from intensified cross-border consumerism.

twelve years he assisted in the conclusion of disputes with foreign oil com-

panies and developed new refineries. He hoped that ‘‘dominion over its pe-

troleum’’ would give Mexico the resources, both fiscal and moral, to pursue

‘‘its own economic development.’’∑

Tapped to head pronaf in 1960, Bermúdez focused on the United States in

his e√orts to generate more revenue out of the region near the border. On the

one hand, the proximity of U.S. banks, shops, and even real estate drained

Mexican wealth out of the region: ‘‘Millions and millions of pesos, converted

to dollars,’’ Bermúdez lamented, ‘‘were deposited in North American banks,

invested in the purchase of houses, and spent on North American products.’’∏

On the other hand, the fact that Americans consumed 93 percent (his calcula-

tions) of what they produced and exported the other 7 percent o√ered ‘‘an

example to follow and imitate.’’π Dual-purpose surveys that the U.S.-based

Real Estate Research Corporation conducted for pronaf in Tijuana, Ciudad

Juárez, and Matamoros in 1962 underscored Bermúdez’s concern regarding

the dependence of Mexican consumers on the United States, while at the same

time painting a bleak picture of U.S. tourist consumer activities in Mexico.

Although there was some regional variation, the studies pinpointed as prob-
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lems the absence of retail stores and dearth of tourist attractions in Mexico’s

border towns. One finding alone will serve to illustrate the reports’ character-

ization of Mexican border residents as unduly dependent on the United States:

a surprising 40 percent of Mexicans interviewed in Matamoras in 1962 re-

vealed that they made their last purchase of milk in the Texas town of Browns-

ville.∫ Some Mexican residents of U.S. border towns did cross into Mexico on a

regular basis to buy Mexican foodstu√s, particularly at the open-air markets,

but in general, the Real Estate Research Corporation’s interviews revealed that

few American tourists stayed overnight, spent more than twenty dollars, or

made return visits.Ω

Nevertheless, the Mexican border cities had great economic potential be-

cause of their proximity to large markets of U.S. consumers. As a consequence,

pronaf sought to make the border a ‘‘show window’’ for Mexico, as well as its

exotic consumer goods, leisure spaces, and services. Initially, pronaf pro-

grams did not attempt to improve border cities’ retail sectors (except in terms

of artisan crafts), focusing instead on improving the tourist infrastructure,

perhaps because American tourists had greater purchasing power than locals.

The program was ambitious, because in order to encourage families (whose

large numbers due to the baby boom heralded ‘‘family-oriented’’ consump-

tion patterns) to visit Mexico, it had to ‘‘transform the environs of the border

towns.’’ While achieving this goal required, in part, the reduction of the avail-

ability (or the visibility) of cheap liquor, prostitutes, narcotics, gambling, and

other vice products and services, pronaf initially focused on the beautifica-

tion of border cities.∞≠ The Mexican modernist architect Mario Pani—who had

designed hotels, the Ciudad Universitaria, and the showcase of middle-class

Mexican consumerism, the suburban Ciudad Satélite, in Mexico City—was

hired on commission to produce a proposal for modernizing the façade for

the border cities.∞∞ Sleek exteriors exuding Mexico’s quest for modernity, with

dignified interiors reflecting the nation’s history, would showcase Mexico’s

progress and heritage. Located near the U.S.-Mexican border on new wide

thoroughfares, with beautiful gates at the international boundary, Pani’s cen-

ters would include cultural venues, upscale hotels, and, most importantly,

retail sites.∞≤

Integrated development plans aimed to serve tourists and locals, a dual

function that captivated Bermúdez, who later noted in his memoirs that he

pushed pronaf to prioritize ‘‘the construction of modern shopping centers

that with their attractive presentation captivate the view of the customer,

inviting him to visit them and make purchases.’’ Sounding more like Victor
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Gruen, famed Austrian architect and developer of the first enclosed shopping

center, than the ex-director of pemex, Bermúdez continued, ‘‘Shopping cen-

ters are a vital necessity and each day evolve and improve the appearance and

presentation of those in the principal countries of the world.’’ The border re-

gion needed modern forms of retail that would o√er ‘‘aesthetics and Mexican-

flavored style,’’ as well as ‘‘economic convenience.’’ In recognizing that well-

designed, modern stores alone could not change the dynamics of the border’s

consumer culture, Bermúdez also called for merchants to aggressively market

Mexican products to foreigners and nationals alike. He prodded them to build

parking lots, keep their stores clean, train their employees ‘‘to take care of their

customers,’’ and o√er ‘‘products that can compete with any other on the basis

of quality, price, and presentation.’’∞≥

Bermúdez’s optimism about pronaf seemed boundless. International

shopping centers were slated for every major city along the border with the

United States, and also minor cities such as San Luis Río Colorado, Sonoita,

and Villa Acuña. In addition to planning the construction of warehouses,

pronaf slated a less prosaic and far more enticing array of luxury hotels,

motels, trailer courts, shopping centers (international and local), colleges, art

museums, exposition centers, convention halls, auditoriums, dance schools,

conservatories, bullrings, charro stadiums, zoos, elaborate ports of entry, and

country clubs for Tijuana, Ciudad Juárez, and Matamoros. A full program of

‘‘cultural festivals of symphonic music, ballet, [and] high-quality Mexican and

foreign motion pictures’’ would be presented in ‘‘first-rate theaters,’’ while at

the same time, boxing and horseracing, euphemistically referred to as ‘‘sport-

ing events which have a high drawing power,’’ would continue to find venues

in border towns.∞∂

While evidence of pronaf’s accomplishments can be found in the built en-

vironment of nearly all the border cities, Ciudad Juárez was its primary bene-

ficiary. Shopping centers were constructed in Matamoros, Piedras Negras,

Nogales, and Ensenada (where a hotel was also constructed), while grand inter-

national gateways went up in several cities, including Nogales. But it was in

Juárez that an ultramodern museum dedicated to ancient, colonial, and mod-

ern Mexican art, a shopping center, a convention hall designed by Mario Pani, a

market featuring Mexican handicrafts, several supermarkets, a charro stadium,

and the posh Camino Real Hotel would all be built in what came to be known as

the Zona Pronaf. The Camino Real Hotel, more than any of the other compo-

nents of this remarkable mixed-use cultural and commercial center, pleased

Bermúdez. ‘‘A great quantity of North Americans, principally family tourists,’’
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Bermúdez noted, ‘‘continually occupy this hotel.’’∞∑ The synergy between the

commercial and cultural components of the Zona Pronaf was exhibited both in

displays of Mexico’s past in the Museo de Arte e Historia and indigenous

Mexican handicrafts in the nearby Centro Artesanal. Perhaps the greatest

contribution of pronaf to Ciudad Juárez was the development of a business

zone where hotels and shopping outlets have continued to congregate.

Although pronaf went into decline after Bermúdez’s departure from its

directorship in 1965, the programs initiated during the previous four years did

alter border cities’ commercial landscapes. Local, state, and federal funds

flowed into the border region for the first time since the 1920s. This is nowhere

more evident than in Tijuana, a city that received very little initial support

from pronaf. Today, Olmec statuary heads stand as cultural reminders of

Mexico’s past on Avenida Revolución, summer book fairs provide an alterna-

tive form of leisure to the ubiquitous bars and clubs, and the transformation

of Avenida de los Héroes into an elegant boulevard dotted with trees, arbors,

and impressive cultural institutions owes some debt to the vision of Antonio

Bermúdez as realized through pronaf’s development programs in the 1960s.∞∏

The Demise of PRONAF

pronaf fell far short of its goals of increasing domestic consumption of

Mexican-made goods and foreign consumption of Mexican tourist services.

The structural inequities between the two national economies were simply too

great for consumer-oriented programs alone to succeed. What is more, the

Mexican government did not fully understand the dynamic nature of the

consumer economy. For instance, it mistakenly subsidized certain items pro-

duced nationally, such as cotton clothing, shoes, soaps, and canned seafood,

that neither tourists nor Mexican nationals were inclined to buy. pronaf fell

short, as one Mexican critic contended, because it ‘‘tried to go head to head,

using basically artificial means, with the most industrialized country in the

world.’’∞π That country, the United States, was witnessing its own commercial

revolution during the 1960s, characterized by a boom in shopping center

construction, patents for brand-name consumer goods, and flashy advertis-

ing campaigns. Just as Mario Pani was drawing his first plans for pronaf-

subsidized communities and shopping centers in 1961, the outdoor shopping

center Fashion Valley Mall was completed in suburban San Diego. With easy

freeway access, Fashion Valley was just one of San Diego’s shopping centers.

Two decades later the downtown Horton Plaza was completed. Despite the

proliferation of shopping centers in Mexican border cities after 1976, includ-
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ing Plaza Río Tijuana, their lack of architectural sophistication and tenant

mix discouraged upwardly mobile Mexicans from abandoning their weekend

shopping pilgrimages to malls north of the border.∞∫

Furthermore, despite the ‘‘Zona Pronaf ’’ and other similar tourist develop-

ments, the extent and quality of tourism did not improve largely because of

tourists’ expectations about the border. Most visitors to Mexico’s border cities

lived in nearby U.S. border cities and only entered Mexico to patronize night-

clubs, bars, and prostitutes.∞Ω While some of the cultural events pronaf spon-

sored were meant to counteract the impression of debauchery on the Mexican

border, as well as the reality of poverty in many of its districts, they simply

were not appealing to the majority of tourists, who were seeking leisure, rather

than uplift. A 1963 book fair held at the Ciudad Juárez Pronaf Center, for

example, featured a lecture entitled ‘‘Latin American Historical and Sociologi-

cal Studies in the United States’’ and a recital of Spanish poems by the Argen-

tine Rafael Acevedo.≤≠ This is hardly what tourists were seeking.

pronaf was active during a period in which the very nature of tourism was

changing: Bermúdez might have read The Image, which cultural critic and

historian Daniel Boorstin published in 1961, to learn that American tour-

ists craved ‘‘elaborately contrived indirect experience.’’ They wanted to travel

to landscapes of accommodation—where they could stay in ‘‘American-style’’

hotels and ‘‘remain out of contact with foreign peoples’’—rather than to land-

scapes of negotiation.≤∞ Transforming the border, where a tourist might en-

counter ‘‘vast stretches of land marked by misery and hopelessness,’’ from a

landscape of negotiation to one of accommodation would prove to be too

much for pronaf.≤≤ In addition, while Bermúdez and Pani were busy plan-

ning elaborate automobile gateways to Mexico, many American tourists inter-

ested in crossing international boundaries were boarding increasingly a√ord-

able jet airplanes.≤≥

Perhaps the most salient reason for pronaf’s demise in the mid-1970s sur-

faced twenty years before Antonio Bermúdez assumed control of the agency:

the 1942 creation of the Bracero Program, which drew tens of thousands of

Mexicans, if not more, to the border region. When the program was termi-

nated in 1964, private and public o≈cials in Mexico looked for a way to

employ the thousands of braceros who were returning to Mexico. This wave of

return migrants included Antonio Bermúdez’s brother, Jaime, who eventually

opened the first industrial park for in-bond factories in Ciudad Juárez, under

the mandates of the bip.≤∂ From the standpoint of tourists, who were in search

of picturesque views and romantic settings, the presence of assembly factories,
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known as maquiladoras, merely added to the region’s rough image. Visits to

border cities, which came to be known more for their factories than their

tourist attractions, would continue to be made on the way to somewhere else,

or simply as a short diversion.≤∑ The assembly of consumer goods (for instance,

televisions) and subsequent duty-free export of them to the United States

would become the basis for the border region’s economic development. It was

the production of consumer goods, rather than the consumption of consumer

services, that would bring Mexico’s borderlands to economic maturity.

‘‘Projects farther South’’: The Transformation

of ‘‘Border’’ Tourism

The rise and fall of pronaf is only a part of the epic transformation of foreign

tourism and consumer culture along Mexico’s periphery during the 1960s. At

the same time that Antonio Bermúdez was wrapping up his five-year tenure as

director of pronaf, Banco de México o≈cials were also considering tourism

as a means of boosting Mexico’s foreign reserves. It is important to note that

Bermúdez and pronaf sought to develop tourism and consumer-related ac-

tivities not just on the territorial border, but also along the entire periphery of

the country.≤∏ While pronaf activities mainly targeted the northern border

cities, Bermúdez spent significant amounts of time and money south of the

border along Baja California’s coasts, where he initiated development plans for

beach resorts.

By 1966 pronaf spent more money on tourism development at Ensenada

and Punto Estero in Baja California than in any of the cities that lay directly

adjacent to the international boundary line, save Ciudad Juárez and Nogales.

In part this was because of the recognition that the overlay of vice tourism was

too thick in border cities to attract families seeking resort experiences de-

scribed by Lawrence Culver in the previous essay in this volume. pronaf’s

attempted reconditioning and expansion of the storied Hotel Playa Ensenada

manifested its intention to develop Ensenada into a tourist attraction, a goal it

eventually fulfilled. Part of Bermúdez’s attraction to Ensenada was its distance

from the borderline: it was an ideal site for family tourism because, as Bermú-

dez explained, it was ‘‘a clean city,’’ by which he referred ‘‘especially to its moral

cleanliness.’’ In his view, there was ‘‘no room for centers of vice, nor prostitu-

tion, nor second- or third-class bars.’’≤π At Punto Estero, Bermúdez opined

that water resorts ‘‘including a hotel and yacht club’’ would attract ‘‘rich

people who enjoy water sports and are attracted by the Mexican ambience.’’≤∫

In retrospect, Bermúdez realized that pronaf’s e√orts to build a series of
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marinas up and down Punto Estero’s coastline, which languished, had opened

the doors ‘‘for the development of similar projects farther south,’’ where, in his

view, ‘‘the mild nature of the climate’’ contributed to the creation of ‘‘an

enormous and important source of tourism.’’ He was especially optimistic

about the development of the frontier state of Quintana Roo, where Cozumel

and Islas Mujeres were, in his assessment, ‘‘the most beautiful sites of the

Caribbean and entire world.’’ Bermúdez mused that ‘‘promoters of inter-

national and national tourism will ask themselves why they did not promote it

better, because in addition to possessing crystalline and transparent waters

without equal in other parts,’’ these sites enjoyed ‘‘a delicious climate and a

great quantity and diversity of fish.’’ In taking into account the short distance

between Florida and Quintana Roo, Bermúdez speculated that perhaps Cuban

tourist attractions could relocate to the Mexican peninsula.≤Ω

Despite his prescient comments related to the potential for international

tourism in both Baja California and Quintana Roo, Bermúdez’s memoirs

make no reference to direct coordination with the Banco de México, or other

entities, in underwriting tourist development in those coastal regions. Indeed,

he was only one of several groups and individuals in Mexico who recognized

the development potential of tourism in Baja California and along the Carib-

bean coast.≥≠ pronaf’s publicity bulletins from the second half of the 1960s
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indicate that discussions about how to develop beach tourism were frequent

and focused on the southeastern coast of Mexico. But, until 1968, a center for

tourism on the southeastern coast was not identified, although Chetumal’s

archaeological ruins, sandy beaches, and new airport made it a likely site.≥∞

Throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s, the secretary of the treasury, An-

tonio Ortiz Meña, consistently insisted on the development of programs that

could capture foreign revenue through tourism. It was Ortiz Meña who

helped launch pronaf in 1960, appointed Bermúdez as its director in 1961, and

then established fonatur, which in 1969 began planning the tourist resorts of

Cancún and Ixtapa.≥≤

Tourism Creates a New U.S.-Mexico Borderlands

The e√orts of fonatur and Banco de México to design resorts largely in-

tended for North American tourists gave rise to a series of new decentralized

‘‘border towns’’ along Mexico’s coastlines. The involvement of Mexico’s federal

authorities in developing Cancún, Los Cabos, Ixtapa, Loreto, Huatulco, Playa

del Carmen, and other new tourist towns di√erentiated these new resorts from

earlier ones, like Acapulco, which had been an international destination since

the 1940s.≥≥ Cancún was the first of the resorts that the Banco de México and

fonatur engineered. While others have ably told the story of Cancún’s genesis

and evolution, comparing its development with the e√orts made to similarly

transform several border cities provides insight into the transnational con-

sumer culture binding the United States and Mexico.≥∂

Two Banco de México executives, Antonio Enríquez Savignac and Rodrigo

Gómez, realized in the 1960s that beach tourism could be profitable.≥∑ In the

late 1960s, Savignac explains, ‘‘tourism to Mexico had been growing consis-

tently and successfully to various destinations, especially to our Pacific coast,

without any of the usual government planning, fiscal incentives, or loans.’’

Savignac and Gómez organized two federal agencies, infratur (Fondo Na-

cional de Fomento Turismo) (responsible for implementing tourist strategies)

and fogatur (National Trust Fund for Tourist Infrastructure) (responsible

for funding hotel development), which both merged into fonatur (Tourism

Guarantee and Promotion Fund) in 1974. Unlike Bermúdez’s work in the

border cities, Savignac and his associates found the greatest possibility for

profitable tourism in undeveloped areas far from the U.S. market: they care-

fully selected uninhabited locations along Mexico’s coasts. Their search for the

perfect beaches began with ‘‘intensive studies, both in the field and the o≈ce.’’

Savignac describes the fieldwork as ‘‘wild, beautiful, and challenging.’’ He
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continues, ‘‘We covered Mexico’s 10,000 kilometers [6,250 miles or so] of

marvelous, varied, spectacular and still mostly pristine coastline by plane,

boat, jeep, horse and on foot, measuring anything measurable (beach length,

width, slope, composition, tides, vegetation, fauna, communications, avail-

able infrastructure such as roads, water, rivers, and many, many more things)

and assessing the equally important unquantifiable variables (the existence

and frequency of dangerous or nuisance species such as sharks, moray eels,

snakes, aggressive ants, mosquitoes, malaria, or other contagious or endemic

diseases; the attitude of the local population, customs, fears, habits and again,

many, many more things).’’ His o≈ce then analyzed sea and air temperatures,

wind quality, natural disasters, and sun patterns. With the input of travel

experts, politicians, and hoteliers, five sites for development were selected:

Cancún, Ixtapa, Los Cabos, Huatulco, and Loreto.≥∏ None, it is worth noting,

were along the two-thousand-mile-long border with the United States, the

home of the target market for these resorts.

The dependence on air travel to channel tourists to the new coastal resorts

further highlights the border region’s drawbacks as a tourist site. Even if

pronaf had developed ‘‘must see’’ entertainment, luxury shopping, and five-

star hotels in its border towns, the lack of scheduled airplane access to the

region was (and continues to be) problematic for all travelers. Both Mexican

and American border cities were drastically underserviced, making access

from the East Coast, Midwest, and even West Coast di≈cult, except for by car.

While many roads led to the border, the airplane was becoming the carrier of

choice for tourists. At first, the idea of isolated resorts dependent on jets

seemed madness. Savignac recounted, ‘‘Everyone agreed unanimously that we

Banco de México technocrats were absolutely mad. Building an instant mega–

resort destination in the jungle, 1,800 kilometers [1,118 miles] from Mexico

City, away from the tried and true tourist paths to Mexico’s coast was absolute,

undiluted folly. But . . . what the heck!!! If Banco de México wanted to pour all

that money into their organizations and regions, they would tolerate our

eccentricities.’’≥π

Despite the fact that fonatur was a government venture, Mexico’s state-

owned airlines resisted o√ering regular service from Mexico City to the coastal

resort and bristled even more at the thought of international carriers flying

directly into Cancún. With the completion of Cancún’s airport, the number of

Cancún’s ‘‘border crossings’’ increased markedly. When coupled with the peso

devaluations in the early 1980s, Cancún soon came to exemplify ‘‘mass tour-

ism.’’ The seeming accessibility of Mexico’s border cities—‘‘just a step away’’—
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Cancún beach, 2003. Photograph by Keith Pomakis, use licensed by Creative Commons Attribution Share-
Alike 2.5.

The sandy beach, protected inlet, cabañas, high-rise hotels, and older low-rise pyramidal hotel together
create a landscape of accommodation, epitomizing the new coastal borderlands where the United States
and Mexico meet.—A.M.

ironically undermined their potential to become tourist resorts, which re-

quired the easy access of the jet airplane and seclusion from all but the exotic

symbols of the host culture and the unceasing service labor of its people.

Further highlighting the border region’s dissonance with the landscape of

accommodation is the contrast between the architecture of the fonatur re-

sorts and Mario Pani’s modernist designs for pronaf’s border cities. Under

the criteria for design set forth by fonatur, hotels needed to incorporate

pyramids, thatched roofs, and extensive interior and exterior landscaping in

keeping with a Caribbean aesthetic.≥∫ For example, architect Ricardo Lego-

retta’s first phase of the Cancún Camino Real, completed in the early 1970s,

which resembles an elongated Mayan pyramid, showcases elements of con-

temporary Mexican architecture, including large geometric objects placed

throughout the hotel, brilliant colors, and moving water.≥Ω

Cancún’s shopping zones also incorporated an indigenous aesthetic, while

embracing modern conveniences necessary to retail. As one Banco de México

planner explained, ‘‘Inside the tourist zone, the most important sector of
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Las Ventanas al Paraiso, A Rosewood Resort, Los Cabos, Baja California, Mexico, 2005. Permission
courtesy Rosewood Hotels and Resorts.

This coastal resort not only reflects the aesthetic tendency of designers to mimic the natural flow of sea and
ocean water but also gestures toward mexicanidad seen in the use of building materials found in Baja
California.

private investment will be that related to the construction of a shopping

center, where the various demands for goods and services in Cancún can be

satisfied.’’ It was decided to adapt Mayan architectural features from nearby,

but only ‘‘to such a degree that they blend with the practical design of a

modern shopping center.’’ The shopping area, according to the developer,

would become ‘‘a site of marvelous attractiveness’’ that incorporated Mayan

motifs.∂≠ Subsequent fonatur architectural regulations outlined similar plans

to meld Mexico’s cultural patrimony into commercially viable spaces. A 1993

document enumerating the architectural guidelines for hotels, homes, and

shops built in Ixtapa, for example, encourages designers to ‘‘seek a national

identity.’’∂∞ The coastal border towns have now become the aesthetic and

architectural face of Mexico, o√ering a setting that looks like Mexico but feels

like the United States. Bermúdez had envisioned a similar fate for Ciudad

Juárez, Matamoros, and Tijuana, but the border cities could not be razed, and

so only a few modernist façades went up. The show window showcased a

landscape of negotiation, a site of challenging di√erences.

Finally, Mexicans, North Americans, Europeans, and multinational groups
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invested in fonatur’s projects, while pronaf’s depended almost exclusively

on private Mexican investment. In the wake of the peso devaluations of the

early 1980s, fonatur appealed to North American and European hoteliers to

invest in tourist cities like Cancún. The arrival of European investors, par-

ticularly the Spanish, o√ered fonatur a luxury that Bermúdez never could

have dreamed of on the northern border: international partners that diversi-

fied fonatur’s client base away from an exclusive dependence on American

investors or consumers. Not only did Marriott, Ritz Carlton, Westin, and Hil-

ton build properties after the peso devaluations of the 1980s, Spanish hotel

companies like Sol Meliá also extended their Caribbean presence into Mexico’s

new borderlands, as did other Spanish chains like Oasis, Occidental, Barcelo,

Riu, and Iberostar. A range of factors facilitated the ease with which the

Spanish hoteliers adapted to Mexico, including the willingness of Spanish

o≈cials to diplomatically intervene on their behalf.∂≤ The presence of Euro-

pean hotel operators in fonatur resort cities has resulted in large numbers of

Europeans, in addition to Americans, coming to Mexico on vacation, thus

decreasing Mexico’s reliance on American consumer dollars.

Flying Over the U.S.-Mexico Border on the

Way to the ‘‘New’’ Borderlands

pronaf and the Banco de México’s e√orts to capture foreign currency through

tourism and retail during the 1960s profoundly transformed the trajectory of

Mexican tourism, as well as the development of the U.S.-Mexico border region.

Beginning with pronaf in 1961, Mexican o≈cials, including Antonio Bermú-

dez, looked for ways to combine cultural activities, shopping, and tourism to

entice American consumers across the border. An important part of this

process involved using American technical expertise and marketing methods.

Numerous factors, however, conspired to thwart pronaf’s e√orts to boost

border tourism and retail sales, not the least of which was the border region’s

demographic growth. The introduction of the maquiladora program, the de-

mise of the Bracero Program, and weakness of the tourism infrastructure,

among other things, rendered pronaf ine√ective. Most importantly, however,

the absence in border cities of entertainment options for families, the develop-

ing taste for resorts, and the growing preference for jet travel diminished the

importance of the border to Mexico’s tourist economy.

Despite setbacks on the northern border, Bermúdez sensed that the de-

velopment of beach and water-sport tourism in isolated locales could lure

aΔuent Americans to Mexico for trips that extended beyond several days.
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Administrators within Banco de México also initiated e√orts to build inte-

grated, decentralized resort cities on Mexico’s Caribbean and Pacific peripher-

ies. Not only did Cancún, Los Cabos, Ixtapa, Huatulco, and Loreto become

new points of contact between the United States and Mexico, they often were

the only point of contact. As the nature and geographical location of U.S.-

Mexican tourism shifted from the territorial border to Mexico’s coastal pe-

ripheries, tourists began staying an average of four to five nights per vacation,

instead of twenty-four hours or less. Air travel facilitated the arrival of millions

of tourists a year, and Mexican architects and contractors built a sophisticated

hotel superstructure often reflective of Mexican culture and heritage. Peso

devaluations and a simultaneous arrival of European and American hotel

chains conspired to make tourism even more a√ordable, as spacious hotels

opened thousands of rooms to tourists in the late 1980s and throughout the

1990s. Antonio Bermúdez had envisioned the Mexican border city as a tourist

Mecca, but the combination of geography, demography, and history rendered

the beach resort far more amenable for the promotion of the consumption of

Mexican goods and services. Ironically, however, were Antonio Bermúdez

alive today, he would probably not be surprised to learn that Los Cabos and

Cancún are now home to some of Mexico’s most exclusive hotels, largest

resorts, and fanciest retail venues, though he did himself try to site these

consumer institutions adjacent to Mexico’s largest show window, the physical

border with the United States.

Abbreviations

fonatur Fondo Nacional de Fomento al Turismo

pnf Programa Nacional Fronterizo

pnf-bm Programa Nacional Fronterizo, pronaf Boletín Mensual

(Mexico City: pronaf, 1961–1968)

pnf-cj Programa Nacional Fronterizo, Proyecto de un nuevo centro

commercial en Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua: Análisis econó-

mico (Mexico City: pronaf, 1962)

pnf-Guía Programa Nacional Fronterizo, Guía oficial: Museo de arte e

historia, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua (Mexico City: pronaf,

1964)

pnf-Matamoros Programa Nacional Fronterizo, Proyecto de un nuevo centro
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Josef Barton

At the Edge of the Storm
Northern Mexico’s Rural Peoples in a New Regime
of Consumption, 1880–1940

No one knows why the local justice took an inventory of

José Silva’s estate. On a miserably hot day in August 1918,

after having walked ten kilometers from his village of Presa

de Guadalupe to a vast stand of agave lechuguilla, Silva had

died while harvesting ixtle fiber used in sacking. As the justice

Hilario Dávila inspected the scene under the mesquite tree

where the harvester had fallen, he gathered Silva’s tools, di-

rected two men to carry his body back to the settlement, then

returned to the dead man’s palm-thatched jacal. There, in the

96 square feet of a dirt-floored hut, Dávila pursued his inquest.

In one column he listed tools and in another durable household

goods, which were limited to an iron pot and tripod, two ce-

ramic jars (filled with a little corn and a few beans), a chair, a

table, a blanket, and a cornhusk mattress. At the bottom of the

o≈cial inquest form, the justice tersely closed the case: ‘‘Noth-

ing of value.’’∞

Not so. This man’s death, in a remote corner of the northern

Mexican state of Coahuila, was testimony of the intensification

of a new regime of consumption, one that would end with all

production and consumption occurring within the confines of

the market. Among José Silva’s household goods, the local jus-

tice found some items that told of the dead man’s world: two

small sacks of seed corn and beans, receipts for sales of ixtle

fiber, paid-up accounts from company stores, and punched

railway tickets. These were tokens of the migratory harvester’s

annual harvest of his own corn and beans in late June, his

twice-yearly extraction and sale of Coahuilan agave fiber in
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Harvester carrying sack of ixtle fiber,
Hacienda Aguanueva, Coahuila, ca. 1914.
Photograph, courtesy Charles M. Freeman
Collection of Mexico Photographs, Harry
Hunt Ransom Humanities Center, Univer-
sity of Texas, Austin.

January and July, his annual chopping of young Texas cotton in April, and his

picking of mature bolls in August and September. The few steps between his

jacal and his tiny fields of corn and beans defined his local limits of provision-

ing, his trails between his strips of ixtle and the nearest railroad sidings traced

the regional boundaries of wage labor, and his journeys on the Ferrocarriles

Nacionales de México and the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railroad outlined

his transnational circuit of migratory work. These glinting rails, in turn, set

the perimeters of his world, for at either end lay the defining institutions of his

strategies of consumption: the tienda de raya of the Hacienda de San Carlos,

an enterprise recently assembled from the ruins of older estates in south-

western Coahuila, and the company store of the Caney Cattle & Pasture Com-

pany, newly created in the wetlands of coastal Texas.≤ In his travels along

railways, then, José Silva strung together habits of provisioning and strategies

of consumption whose meager results the local justice noted.

But Silva’s was no solitary struggle. For several years, he had joined his

fellow harvesters in protests against the Hacienda de San Carlos’s avid cutting

of ever more distant agave stands, even as the estate forced harvesters from

their tiny corn and bean fields and charged higher and higher prices for beans

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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Railroads in Texas and Mexico, 1893. From Southern Pacific Railroad’s Texas Rice Book (1893), courtesy
Ephemera Collection, DeGoyler Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas.

and corn at its store. All this, as one of their leaders wrote in a petition, ‘‘and

yet there are many fields around here that need nothing more than hands to

work them, but now we poor have to invade the lands of other poor families to

survive.’’≥ Even as they improvised to make common cause, the people with

whom José Silva joined hardly hung together on ties forged out of tradition or

long acquaintance as neighbors. They were, in fact, most of them strangers to

each other, neighbors for fleeting moments. In the early twentieth century,

three of every four residents of Coahuila had recently migrated from nearby

settlements in the Sierra El Toro and Sierra Piñones.∂ The very harvesters who

were resisting the hacienda’s e√orts at expropriation, in 1917, themselves

evicted recent migrants from the miserably unproductive corn rows that they

cultivated along railways and roads.∑

Yet, in the midst of mounting conflict, displaced rural Mexicans discovered

that they possessed weapons of resistance, made potent by their very own

entrance into the market as producers and as consumers. In their day-to-day

provisioning of households, women expanded their control over gardening

plots and fanned out into multiplying local markets and regional trading

centers. In breaching previous limits on their provisioning and marketing

activities, women built new networks that helped them take the lead in thiev-

ing corn and beans, in invading hacienda lands and neighbors’ plots, in boy-

cotting company stores, in starting rotating credit associations, and in found-
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ing consumer and producer cooperatives.∏ The death of José Silva came, then,

at a moment of danger and possibility—al filo del agua, as the Mexican idiom

has it: at the edge of the storm—when land-poor rural dwellers in northern

Mexico joined old strategies of spreading their work across many locations

with new instrumentalities of collective action, driven by imperatives of con-

sumption, albeit subsistence consumption.

Recent anthropological and historical scholarship insists that people make

themselves into consumers in the contexts of their own projects of surviving

and provisioning.π The focus of this essay, then, is on women and men who

began in local places with whatever assets were at hand, who entered new

arenas of production and consumption, and who struggled to join their indi-

vidual abilities with collective resources in order to make their way.∫ Rather

than beginning with the large context of markets and the long era of consum-

erism, I start with the miniature world of the ixtle harvesters, the poorest of

the poor in northern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest, who nevertheless spent

their days and years becoming modern consumers.

The ixtle harvesters’ journey traced the swift transformation of peasants

into migratory men and provisioning women. Together they produced one

of the essential elements of a global consumer economy—all that fiber to

make sacking—while consuming some of the food and clothing that were

poured out by the Mexican and U.S. economies. This pathway marked a

jagged boundary between a strategy of provisioning in which market-oriented

consumption played a small part and a ‘‘regime of consumption’’ in which the

buying and selling of commodities was embedded in social and cultural rela-

tions.Ω On one side of this divide, harvesters still followed a gambit of fitfully

purchasing consumer goods, a practice that relied on their own local provi-

sioning and left them only occasionally dependent on the flow of consumer

goods through their households. But once across the threshold of the market

economy, peasants had to speed the flow of commodities through their house-

holds, since they relied more and more on purchased provisions and less and

less on ones of their own making.∞≠ Mexican ixtle harvesters sought to sustain

themselves in a local world of provisioning even as they crossed into a bound-

less arena of consumption.

Like José Silva, Mexican peasants and migrant laborers juggled scarce but

complex assets into improvisational survival strategies, whose rootedness in
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grueling, physical labor has attracted the attention of countless historians and

sympathies of many others, but whose new involvement in what social anthro-

pologist Arjun Appadurai calls ‘‘the work of consumption’’ has been unre-

marked upon. Appadurai observes that mastering consumption’s ‘‘multiple

rhythms and how to integrate them is not just work—it is the hardest sort of

work, the work of the imagination . . . , [for] the work of consumption is as

fully social as it is symbolic, no less work for involving the discipline of the

imagination.’’∞∞ As rural Mexicans submitted to the disciplines of markets and

states, they also turned to collective life and new instruments of dissent. To

peer into these local worlds is, in turn, to situate this account of consumption

in dynamic spaces that producers and consumers were themselves defining.

Here, in these emergent social forms—part networks, part movements, part

organizations—we can grasp an early stage of globalization from below.∞≤

Nowhere was the struggle accompanying the entry into the regime of con-

sumption more dramatic—or more hidden—than in the far reaches of the

borderlands between Mexico and the United States.

To grasp the hazards and promise of this passage requires both conceptual

work and historical context. Dispossession, displacement, and loss were the

common lot of the poor in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Among the

many dimensions of modernity that have shaped the lives of the poor—the

growth of interdependent global markets, the gathering power of the state, the

pull of ethnic and national identities—the networks of collaboration and new

movements of solidarity easing access to mass-produced goods demand fur-

ther research.∞≥ Newly constituted communities at once tried to preserve older

forms of community, to accommodate them to the modern world, and to use

them to shape global changes to local purposes.∞∂ In doing so, activists o√ered

new meanings for consumption, for they rewove its thread into their design

for reconstructing local worlds. As their repertories of collective assertion

widened to include social movements, they claimed not only human rights,

but consumer rights as well. Through these e√orts the land-hungry rural poor

in northern Mexico seized upon and transformed consumption to make their

own worlds habitable and meaningful.

As they did so, memories, habits, and strategies shaped in response to

scarcity played no small role. In the half century from the late 1840s to the early

1890s, allied mercantile and landed elites achieved dominance over commer-

cial exchange across northern Mexico.∞∑ As they accumulated land and wealth,

they acquired luxury goods. Since these great families of commerce and agri-
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culture controlled access to credit, channels of distribution, means of trans-

portation, and entry into local settlements, they imposed tight limits upon the

households of both the small provincial middle class and the local peasantry.∞∏

Peasants and laborers sought some of their necessary clothing and foodstu√s

in tiny rural stores stocked almost wholly with locally produced commodities.

Shops, however, were rare. For instance, in rural Coahuila in the early 1880s

there was just one store for every five hundred people; even one of the poorest

rural counties in the United States a few decades later had one store for every

three hundred people.∞π The scarcity of hard currency exceeded only that of

stores. Within a rural order dominated by merchants and landowners, then,

rural peoples confronted a regime of consumption marked by a scarcity of

goods and minimal, if not absent, purchasing power.

Transnational economic change destabilized the social order, which had been

based on abundance for the few and scarcity for the many. Following the

completion of the great north-south railroads in the late 1880s, commercial

elites gained new access to national and international markets for agricultural

commodities.∞∫ Furthermore, an enormous transfer of public lands into pri-

vate ownership resulted in the remaking of the landlord class. Initially, a great

tide of foreign investment swept away the old estate owners and pushed for-

ward new rural capitalists. The new rural elites, in turn, formed alliances with

an emerging industrial class, all of whom relentlessly sought status through

every means possible, including conspicuous consumption.∞Ω

By joining their consolidated control over recently opened agricultural

lands with dominance over transporting and marketing agricultural com-

modities, this scrambling class undercut familial control of merchandising,

which overturned the old regime of consumption. The new entrepreneurial

elite ventured into new forms of advertising, distribution, and retail, their

e√orts resulting in a flood of new products into the towns and cities of north-

ern Mexico. The increased tra≈c in goods carried in its train innovations in

business organization, commercial associations, and merchandising knowl-

edge, currents that often swept American entrepreneurs and catalog-lugging

salespersons far into Mexico’s hinterlands. Soon idealized in revisionist hand-

books of business organization, these practices penetrated deep into the bor-

derlands. By the first decade of the twentieth century, a new regime of con-

sumption rooted in forms of both industrial and commercial capitalism had

broken the hold of northern Mexico’s old elites.≤≠ What is more, these new
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capitalistic forms pushed the land-poor and landless into new markets for

their labor and for their necessities.

Local and transnational industrial and commercial capitalists relentlessly

excluded rural peoples from resources.≤∞ After they consolidated their hold on

the northern state governments, they limited customary patterns of landhold-

ing and excluded new claimants to land. Growing numbers of migrants and

laborers were denied customary access to land, timber, and water.≤≤ As a

consequence, northern rural laborers crowded onto fewer and fewer acres,

now more dependent than ever on wages earned working in factories in the

desert throughout northern Mexico, like La Laguna in Durango or the Agri-

cultural Company of San Diego in Coahuila.≤≥ The new regime of consump-

tion swallowed everyone: provided with abundant cheap labor, landowning

Mexicans, Americans, and Europeans expanded their operations, while their

own appetites for mass-produced goods, ranging from automobiles to depart-

ment store ready-made fashion, were insatiable. Denied the means to survive

apart from the market, landless Mexicans improvised their means of survival,

finding themselves in company stores buying the beans their parents’ gen-

eration had grown for themselves. What emerged was a permanent consumer

revolution spurred by capitalist power, a central theme in the history of

twentieth-century Mexico and the United States.

Within this revolution, the ordinary people of northern Mexico struggled to

claim community—their source for survival, security, and honor.≤∂ The price

of their struggle, as the political theorist Antonio Gramsci captured it when

thinking about Europeans in the 1920s and 1930s, was lives passed in a state of

‘‘alarmed defense.’’ He points to how this permanent mobilization left ‘‘traces

of autonomous initiative’’ in the documentary record.≤∑ The remnants, when

rewoven, reveal how ordinary men and women left to the margins neverthe-

less made themselves into consumers and made their homes and communities

into in-between spaces.

The remnants of José Silva’s life reveal what is to be expected: he moved

through northern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest, as did and do many other

Mexican peasants, in quest of work.≤∏ Despite fitful early-twentieth-century

e√orts by Mexico and the United States to formalize the control of peoples’

motions across the region, migrants flowed largely unregulated, their move-

ments quickly responsive to burgeoning enclaves of agricultural and extractive

growth. They founded hundreds of new settlements that became villages and
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towns throughout the borderlands.≤π From Tijuana and San Diego to Browns-

ville and Matamoros wound this great modern frontier, where, in making

their own lives, rural Mexicans on the move in turn shaped an in-between

space where neither the old nor the new regime of consumption reigned.≤∫

This new world opened imperceptibly, initially through the intensification

of old ways of provisioning and of socializing. Consider the revealing vantage

o√ered from the sprawling border municipality of Guerrero, a loose gathering

of barely one thousand men, women, and children scattered among thirty tiny

settlements on 1,235 square miles southeast of Piedras Negras (then Ciudad

Porfirio Díaz) in the Mexican state of Coahuila. In small knots of houses and

fields along streams and roads, rural laborers seized upon the breakup of old

haciendas and the consolidation of new enterprises to find niches in which

to pursue their projects of survival. In the early 1890s, new investors, big

and small, consolidated their control over several modernizing haciendas and

many small operations and promptly attacked the customary rights of la-

borers to work small plots to grow corn and beans and to graze livestock on

common pastures.≤Ω In response, resident hacienda workers, small cultivators,

and laborers struggled to develop new means of supplying their daily rations:

they used their carts and oxen to carry cotton and corn to Piedras Negras,

went high into the sierra to cut timber, and negotiated for small fields on

which to cultivate cotton on shares.≥≠ Guerrero’s people also made use of their

durable assets of family and neighborhood: now a collection of kin and neigh-

bors allied with a nearby settlement in reclaiming access to a spring from an

aggressive landlord.≥∞

In such multiplying contests over land, water, and markets across two de-

cades, rural women and men developed ever more complex responses that

ranged from forcing higher yields from their small plots, to seasonal labor on

local work gangs, to migration into onion and cotton fields across south

Texas. Even as great agricultural enterprises consolidated their control over

lengthening stretches of this frontier, rural peoples mounted armed resistance

and attacked the claims of the agricultural companies. And within these new

communities, women defended their customary claims on subsistence plots

against the advances of small agriculturalists bent on appropriating them.≥≤

Moreover, in the 1920s, men and women both expanded their repertory of

collective responses to include union locals and cooperative stores. In a pre-

carious equipoise between defending against an external threat and consoli-

dating gendered practices of cultivating land and provisioning households,
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Guerrero’s people formed a new terrain along the border. And as always they

relied on a complex network of human relationships.≥≥

For most, living amidst capitalist transformation meant redoubling ef-

fort.≥∂ How northern Mexican rural peoples managed was, in one sense, a

question of place. No conventional map captures the space through which

they moved. Consider the expansion of the great hacienda of Aguanueva in the

border state of Coahuila. Linked to both national and international markets

by the Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México in the late nineteenth century, the

hacienda produced enormous quantities of maize, wheat, beans, and ixtle on

its lands and ran large herds of cattle and goats on its pastures. Production

soared in the 1890s as new markets opened for its agricultural exports. After

the turn of the century, wider recruitment drew three of every five of its

seasonal laborers from Coahuila’s Huachichil and Hediondita mountains and

the distant villages of Gómez Farías, San Antonio, and Noria.≥∑

In response to the international demand for industrial fibers, the hacienda

consolidated control over fiber production, replacing harvesters like José Silva

who exchanged ixtle for credit or currency with hired gangs of wage laborers to

work the ixtle. At first, the ejected harvesters fought back by expanding cultiva-

tion of the ixtle plants higher in the sierra and building new cart routes to the

railway for contact with North American middlemen seeking the fiber.≥∏ But

when the hacienda clear-cut stands of highland timber to supply its con-

struction crews with ties for new railroad spurs, the harvesters faced a complete

loss of cooking and heating fuel, as well as the materials for charcoal making.

Without fuel, these serranos (displaced residents) sought wages and provisions

through migratory labor that encompassed Aguanueva and its neighboring

haciendas, the newly opened mines in the region, and the expanding agricul-

tural and extractive operations on the northern border. Moving in circles, the

laborers maintained ties to both their communities and the estate.≥π

Only in the twentieth century did these displaced ixtle harvesters break out

of their circle to connect with a wider world. Across Coahuila, peasants ener-

gized by the sociability found in homes, taverns, and communities entered

into campaigns against expanding haciendas. Continued migration into new

communities, as well as rapid expansion of hacienda operations, pushed vil-

lagers to diversify their strategies for claiming access to resources and provi-

sions.≥∫ Now began a prolonged struggle on many fronts: defending rights to

land and water in court, claiming access to stands of ixtle on land enclosed by

expanding operations, searching for wage labor in more distant agricultural
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and industrial operations, and raiding the haciendas’ stores. Still the hacien-

das’ grip tightened, and by 1910, across a swathe of southern Coahuila, less

than a quarter of rural households retained rights in land and water, resources

even this fortunate remnant soon began to lose.≥Ω In this moment of mounting

crisis, the revolution fell upon rural communities with extraordinary force.

Even though villagers’ first response was to furnish soldiers and supplies, as

uncertainties deepened, communities began in 1913 to invade the haciendas

and to reclaim their lands, thus challenging the provisioning regime that had

changed their lives.∂≠

Making their new resistance possible was the appearance of a new commu-

nity of laborers on the hacienda of Aguanueva, whose holdings by 1911 were

worked by 900 resident workers, 400 seasonal laborers, and hundreds more

day laborers; 150 to 200 families lived in the settlement of San Miguel, in

contrast to twenty-five men and women a decade earlier.∂∞ Yet the village was

no mere human lump. Even in the years of peak ixtle production, the laborers

successfully bargained with the hacienda for time to cultivate and harvest their

own fields.∂≤ In San Miguel, this drive for autonomy took an insurrectionary

form during the revolution. The villagers provided supplies and munitions to

revolutionary troops first in 1911, again two years later.∂≥

In 1916, as a powerful unionization drive got underway on the hacienda,

San Miguel once more took the lead. When the hacienda’s workers struck in

January, the owner tried to hire scabs from the surrounding communities of

Aguanueva’s determined serranos, but strikers, most of whom continued to

keep up their links to their highland communities of origin, convinced the

migrants to stay o√ the job. Mobilized as they had never been in 1911 or 1913,

the hacienda laborers fought for two years to break Aguanueva’s hold on their

lives.∂∂ Although the struggle was costly—San Miguel, the core of migrant and

worker resistance, lost half its population to emigration between 1917 and

1919—still they acted. Out of their mobilization emerged new patterns of

leisure-oriented, community-focused consumption.∂∑

In the course of momentous transitions to wage labor and market-oriented

provisioning, San Miguel’s people asserted their autonomy, both amongst

themselves and against the expanding reach of the hacienda’s owners and

managers. Catch a brief glimpse of the remarkable concatenation of mar-

ket exchanges in San Miguel. Here was a lively trade in liquor, in peasant-

manufactured fiber products, in transportation from field to market, in stolen

goods, and in grain. The taverns of San Miguel, secret in the 1890s but in-

creasingly open after 1905, formed the nodes of association for workers on the
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Train at Cerro del Mercado station, Durango, 1914. Photograph, courtesy Charles M. Freeman Collection of
Mexico Photographs, Harry Hunt Ransom Humanities Center, University of Texas, Austin.

sprawling hacienda and residents of the bordering serrano communities.∂∏

By the early twentieth century these dingy dives were among the few autono-

mous institutions of northern rural communities, places to gather informa-

tion about jobs and wages, exchange accounts about working conditions, and

pick up news about the oppositional politics of northern Mexico. Joined to the

taverns were the great cockfights of the north, where people from several com-

munities and regions gathered to hear ballad singers and colporteurs carrying

news of the larger world, where political talk flowed as freely as mezcal, and

where workers made contact with labor contractors from Tampico and Baja

California and from Texas and California.∂π

In a time of improvisatory reconstructions of community, women’s ka-

leidoscopic innovations endlessly shuΔed older strategies of provisioning and

new necessities of consumption. After 1915, a cohort of women sowed small

plots near their residences in burgeoning new settlements like San Miguel, as

well as on land they reclaimed from decimated haciendas, idled mines, and

abandoned rural factories. In doing so, they supplied corn, beans, and vegeta-

bles to their households and to local markets.∂∫ These female gardeners con-

fronted conventions rooted in landholding and gender. In a silent struggle that

unfolded in a tiny clump of houses called Rancho de Vega between 1915 and

1921, eight women managed to gain control of nearly a quarter of the arable

land. With their newly secured resources, they succeeded in consolidating their

hold on provisioning, since they now had strong leverage in production and
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marketing. Soon they entered regional trading centers as well, where they not

only occupied marketing stalls but also commanded a new public visibility.

Established merchants blocked their further advance, but these eight women

nonetheless gained a visible role in the marketplace, an advantage that other

women defended by forming rotating credit societies and organizing pro-

ducers’ and consumers’ cooperatives. In one new town after another, women

like them blended old and new resources in the quest to satisfy household needs

and pursue opportunities in the market. In so doing, they succeeded in shifting

the balance of power from adult men to adult women in households and

communities. Hence, women gained a permanent public presence in the con-

sumer society that was permeating the borderlands, a presence that remains

salient, as Peter Cahn’s essay in this volume amply demonstrates.∂Ω

In these flexible mobilizations, the social forms that rural peoples created—a

blend of networks, movements, and organizations—worked to take control of

spaces of consumption, particularly sites and forms of exchange. To grasp how

this e√ort proceeded, revisit once more Presa de Guadalupe, the village where

José Silva had met his death in 1918. In this young settlement, formed just

twenty years earlier, women cultivators and male ixtle harvesters boycotted the

Hacienda de San Carlos’s tienda de raya.∑≠ During the decade after the Mexi-

can Revolution had run its course, ejidos, collective agrarian communities,

established cooperative stores and credit associations across northern Mexico.

In consolidating control over their members’ resources, they sought to coun-

ter the haciendas’ economies of scale, which made their marketplace trans-

actions—whether buying or selling commodities—both more profitable and

more possible than those of individuals.∑∞ Coahuila’s rural peoples, as did

those in other regions, seized an opportunity to organize newly complex

provisioning regimes into projects for cooperative consumption. As the agents

of land reform scattered across northern Mexico in the 1920s, they took agrar-

ian censuses that revealed snapshots of this new direction. In one settlement

after another, communities had organized rural unions, established coopera-

tive stores, and broken the hold of the tienda de raya.∑≤

But a biting irony lay at the heart of this remarkable transition. In the act of

seizing the political and economic initiative, communities had made perma-

nent the very discipline of market-oriented consumption that they had sought

to fend o√. And so the necessity of straddling the worlds of local provisioning

and distant migration, a strategy that had sustained them during the previous
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half century, became all the more imperative. A final glimpse of the inner

workings of the little settlement of San Miguel reveals much: in the 1920s, the

village sent laborers into the nearby irrigated cotton fields of La Laguna, the

cotton kingdom in the northern states of Coahuila and Durango, the sugar

plantations of both the Gulf coast state of Veracruz and the Pacific coast state

of Michoacán, and the booming oil fields of Tampico on the Gulf of Mexico.∑≥

In these migratory movements, the men and women of Guerrero, of Presa de

Guadalupe, of San Miguel, and of places like them, entered into situations that

demanded their compliance with new work routines, new time constraints,

and new provisioning habits. Even as northern Mexico’s rural peoples opened

their own pathways to survival, they fastened upon themselves the disciplines

of modern consumption.

And yet they continued to search for alternatives, most astonishingly in the

flaring gyres of their migrations. One of these seekers was Vicente Lira, who

had first entered the local stream of seasonal laborers on southern Coahuila’s

Hacienda de San Carlos in 1893, where he had harvested ixtle alongside José

Silva. Soon, like the thousands of women and men who periodically crossed

the border, Lira extended his journeys in 1903, when he traveled from Presa de

Guadalupe to San Ygnacio, near Laredo, to clear land for onion fields. By 1906,

he had extended his circuit to Del Rio, Texas, where he worked on the con-

struction of a new onion-packing shed. Two years later, as the cotton frontier

pushed onto the Texas coastal plain, he spent several seasons clearing mesquite

and cactus from swathes of Nueces County in preparation for irrigated culti-

vation. And, beginning in 1910, he started to divide his search for work be-

tween Duval County, where he joined a cotton-chopping gang each year, and

Nueces County, where he continued to clear land.∑∂ Lira’s orbit demanded

long journeys in ox carts and railroad cars to Laredo, early morning round-

ups in gang labor for land clearing, week-long bouts of chopping, month-long

stints of picking, and on and on, from one site to another across southwest

Texas. In Lira’s experience, the rapidly expanding frontier stretched his quest

for work and provisions from deep in Mexico to the heart of Texas and

beyond. Here grew an invisible but powerful dominion that enforced endless

labor in order to acquire food and clothes at the company store.∑∑

The company Vicente Lira kept on his journeys reveals still more about the

new regime of consumption. In his annual round of work in Nueces County,

for instance, he moved along knotted networks of kin and neighbors.∑∏ Among

the newcomers who arrived between 1909 and 1919, about a third, like Vicente

Lira, were agricultural laborers from southern Coahuila. This loose-knit com-
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George Paul’s first cotton field in Nueces County, Texas, 1908. Photograph, courtesy Robstown Collection,
Harry Hunt Ransom Humanities Center, University of Texas, Austin.

munity of familiars was able to join together as they resisted pressures on the

delicate balance they sought to maintain between work and consumption.

Signal among these pressures were those of south Texas cotton farmers who

sought to rationalize the work in their fields. They pressed the itinerant and

tenant Mexican laborers to abandon their cultivation of corn and beans, to

quit their customary garden plots, to drive their draft animals from common

pasturage, and to contract with them or their associates for credit. A bare

litany of a few cases highlights the landowners’ tightening control: on J. B.

Womack’s farm, in 1911, five Mexican tenants found themselves forced to make

credit arrangements with the owner’s business partner. In 1912, on W. T.

Moore’s cotton operation, twelve Mexican tenants contracted to use their own

draft animals for planting and cultivating, in exchange for favorable terms on

their share of cotton production. Two years later, in 1914, Moore enforced

contracts that made the tenants into laborers while still demanding the same

contribution of draft power. By the 1920s, very few Mexican sharecroppers

remained in Nueces County, for the terms of their contracts had erased their

slim margins enabling survival.∑π Just as they seemed to forfeit all autonomy in

terms of labor, so too did they in terms of consumption.

In the face of mounting pressure, women’s maintenance of kinship and

community relationships proved crucial, for these connections made possible
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Mexican migrant workers in front of their home near Oso Bay, Nueces County, Texas, 1908. Photograph
courtesy Robstown Collection, Harry Hunt Ransom Humanities Center, University of Texas, Austin.

male workers’ itinerancy.∑∫ Especially among cotton choppers and pickers, the

most seasonal and migratory of workforces, the work of women sustained

community life. In one kin group of three families, for instance, all living in

one compound in the south Texas town of Robstown, two sisters supported

the family of a third, whose husband and father had fallen into peonage on a

farm five hundred miles away in the Texas Panhandle. Such female networks

enabled Mexican males to spread the extraordinary risks of their new lives

among a number of allied households.∑Ω Like Vicente Lira’s journeys, then, the

collective enterprise that was migration depended on women’s entrance into

the spaces of provisioning, whether garden plot or market stall.

When Lira had begun his working life in the 1890s, he could find labor and

provisions within a small compass. Over the decade between 1875 and 1885, for

instance, Apolonio Mayorga, one of five hands on Rancho Calaveras, a grain

and livestock ranch of 4,200 acres in Ben Bolt, Texas, worked the year round

running cattle and sheep. Although his wages amounted to only seven cents a

day, he also received monthly rations of corn, co√ee, sugar, and tobacco. And

with his miserably small earnings, he purchased clothes, shoes, bacon, and

soap on credit from the ranch’s tiny commissary, where he settled accounts at

the end of each six months. Beginning in the late 1880s, signs of change were
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D. W. Kinney General Store, Nueces County, Texas, ca. 1910. Photograph courtesy Robstown Collection,
Harry Hunt Ransom Humanities Center, University of Texas, Austin.

already appearing, when the ranch hired several more men for two or three

months of work, each of whom earned double Mayorga’s wages but lacked his

monthly rations. The new hands ran up more debt at the commissary than

they could pay o√ at the end of their employment.∏≠ So onto the next job they

traveled without a cent in their pockets, having earned nothing more than

their keep for a few months. Here is evidence of one of the new kinds of pro-

visioning, situated within the exploitive conditions facilitated by the border-

lands’ sparse settlement, the men’s itinerancy, and the women’s community-

sustaining relationships.∏∞

Over the next half century, the full immersion of Mexican laborers in a

consumer economy resulted in their near complete exploitation.∏≤ In June

1927, for instance, on his five-thousand-acre cotton and livestock operation

near Roma, Texas, Manuel Guerra hired three men recently arrived from

Coahuila to chop cotton. As soon as they settled into the tiny shacks on

the farm, Encarnación Escobar, Alonzo Ramírez, and Nicasio Benavides made

credit purchases for lard, flour, knives, canned tongue and salmon, cumin,

soap, meat, and thread. A week later, Escobar was back in Guerra’s store

to buy bacon, salt, canned tomatoes, sugar, co√ee, chile con carne, gas, and
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lard, while Benavides bought a tablet, a razor, soap, and rope. Ramírez pur-

chased very small amounts of canned corned beef, canned salmon, and gas-

oline on a continual basis. In the third week of their work, all three returned

to buy more canned vegetables and staples.∏≥ As they walked the aisles of

the store, they found an array of goods, ranging from foodstu√s (all of it

canned or salted) to clothes (almost all work clothes, with few suits and

dresses) to shoes (mostly work shoes), along with a small stock of tractor and

truck parts. Variety there was, in the sense of a range of brands of necessities—

P&G soap and Octagon laundry soap, Log Cabin syrup and Karo syrup—but

no large selection of commodities. Most telling were the very close margins

within which Guerra’s laborers lived. In most weeks, migrant workers paid

less than one dollar a week on their accounts. And in October 1930, when

the Depression had already dogged rural Texas for four years, the thirteen

cotton pickers who had just finished the season skirted a hazardous brink: five,

among them Escobar, Ramírez, and Benavides, could pay nothing on their

accounts.∏∂

Not only did giant operations, like the Post operations in the Texas Pan-

handle, the Taft holdings in south Texas, and the De Bremond irrigated farms

in southern New Mexico, succeed in tightly yoking work and consumption,

but they also managed to harness state power for this purpose.∏∑ County

courts did a brisk business enforcing the debts of laborers to company stores

in Nueces and Cameron counties, as a bare recital of cases illustrates. De-

metrio Casas and three fellow choppers, migrants from a hacienda near Busta-

mante, in Tamaulipas, in debt for shoes, socks, shirts, pants, and hats to a

company store, were $17.50 short at the end of thinning cotton in 1908, and so

were charged with theft. Melecio Pequeño and two other members of a pick-

ing gang from the hacienda of San Juan del Retiro, in Coahuila, were short

$104 after sending remittances to their families, and so were sentenced to

construct an all-weather road to their employers’ cotton farm in 1910. Librado

Flores and Lázaro Villanueva, crew leaders of migrant cotton choppers from

Parras, in Coahuila, charged in 1914 with stealing four sacks of flour to feed a

crew of forty-five who had been left without work and without food, found

themselves digging irrigation ditches without pay. Lola Sánchez, a migrant

cotton picker from the Hacienda de San Carlos, in Tamaulipas, in 1915 was

sentenced to six months of labor on a cotton farm for the unauthorized use of

six spoons, one towel, two sheets, one blanket, and six cups to feed and bed her

family of four children.∏∏ In the worst case, helpless workers were forced into
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debt peonage, which became a standard form of coerced labor in the U.S.

Southwest after 1915, much as it was across the U.S. South since the 1880s.∏π

In the face of mounting exclusion from the market for labor and for neces-

sities, migrant workers sought new instrumentalities of collective response.

One means at hand was class mobilization. On the giant Watts Farms in

Cameron County, Texas, for instance, overseers enforced the monopoly of the

company store. By 1910 surveillance of laborers’ provisioning practices was so

intense, that its foreman caught Ramón Rangel attempting to purchase a

pound of macaroni from a store outside the operation. What is more, he had

permission to beat Rangel and confiscate the pasta.∏∫ Watts Farms however

missed something far more important than o√-site shopping: its laborers had

formed a defense organization, the Agrupación Protectora Mexicana. This

informal union struck alliances with other groups of migrant agricultural

laborers across south Texas: the groups exchanged information, distributed

labor newspapers, raised funds for the support of local actions, and coordi-

nated regional movements. Sustained by contributions from Mexican migrant

workers throughout the Southwest, the Agrupación Protectora boycotted the

Watts Farms’ commissary during 1911 and 1912.∏Ω Even though their protest

ultimately failed, the boycotters became part of the larger mobilization of an

international agrarian working class, among whom were African American,

Mexican, Mexican American, and European American field hands concen-

trated in Texas and the U.S. South; southeast Asian, Filipino, and Chinese

sugar-cane workers in Hawai’i, Mexican, Japanese, Scandinavian, and Filipino

farm workers in California and the U.S. Northwest; and Mexican pickers in the

border states, as well as Colorado and points further north.π≠ The boycott of

the Watts Farms store was an e√ort of Mexican migrants to decouple con-

sumption from work and to assert that the marketplace for goods should be

free and fair, even when the one for labor was not.

Building on an earlier record of fitful success, these mobile communities

took on a wider significance in the course of labor’s vast uprising in the United

States during the late 1930s.π∞ In one town after another across Texas, migra-

tory agricultural workers sought wider alliances. Beginning in 1936 with a

series of conferences in Laredo, San Antonio, and Corpus Christi, local asso-

ciations met with agents of the Southern Tenant Farmers Union and the cio-

aligned United Cannery, Agricultural, and Packing Workers, to organize the

mobilization of field and packing-shed workers. By late 1938, the Cannery
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Workers had succeeded in organizing fourteen locals across south Texas, from

the pecan shellers of San Antonio to the cotton pickers of Palacios.π≤ These

organizing e√orts sparked renewed e√orts to break free of limits placed on

consumption choices by both big packing operations and large farms. In one

local after another, members sought not only to double wages—from a misera-

bly low fifty cents to a dollar for picking one hundred pounds of cotton—and

to break the power of big operations, but also to widen their access to stores

and theaters and cafés and public services.π≥ Over the next few years, across the

entire southwest, migratory Mexican laborers galvanized an extraordinary

movement that joined the demands of a mobilized class of workers and their

consumption needs and desires and the drive of a new immigrant group for

recognition and the claims of an aroused citizenry.π∂

Among the most remarkable of these locals was a spinach pickers’ union that

began in the south Texas town of Mathis in December of 1941. Urged on by

Telésforo Oviedo, who, along with Emma Tenayuca, had led San Antonio’s

pecan shellers in 1937, this local grew from several informal revolving credit and

mutual benefit associations that cotton and spinach workers had founded in

Mathis and neighboring towns.π∑ In a tent city of six hundred women, men, and

children, almost all of whom picked and packed spinach every day, this remark-

able movement fought to raise pay from seven cents to ten cents a bushel, to

restrict children’s working hours, and to improve water quality and sanitation

in the tent village. Soon the members were mounting a broader drive, first to

institute a night school, next to campaign against discrimination in local stores

and theaters, and finally to desegregate public parks.π∏ As the spinach season

wound down in early March, Oviedo reported that organizers were already

planning ‘‘to set up a good organization to demand a better price on the onions

season that starts in May.’’ As the migrant workers followed the season north-

ward—to Robstown, Elsa, Falfurrias, Dallas, and Lamesa—they carried with

them their capacity to organize collective defenses against exploitation and

mobilize against exclusion from the marketplace for consumer goods.ππ

In a network of locals that now stretched from the border high into the

Texas Panhandle, this company of six hundred migrant workers sustained a

drive for rights—in fields and packinghouses, in schools, and in the mar-

ketplace. In Lamesa, a northern outpost of the expanding cotton kingdom of

the Southwest, they challenged the town’s segregation of stores and theaters. In

a long letter to a Food, Tobacco, Agricultural, and Allied Workers Union

organizer, Oviedo laid out both the promise and perils of this drive: ‘‘Where

ever I have been I find a lot of places where the Mexican people is discrimi-
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nated, but I have not do any thing due to the short period of time that remains

on a certain place.’’ And he continued: ‘‘Here is the latest example Roy’s Cafe

located at North First St. Lamesa Tex has a sign on the door that says no

Mexicans.’’ A few days later, he wrote again to report that he had surveyed

stores, cafés, and theaters in the town and discovered that most excluded

Mexican workers. With support from Mexican American union locals, Texas

and California civil rights organizations, and the Congress of Industrial Orga-

nizations, this movable community boycotted Shermer’s Grocery Store and

picketed Roy’s Café and the Lamesa Theater during the month of October

1942. ‘‘You know,’’ concluded Oviedo in his last letter from Lamesa, ‘‘this is

dangerous at the present time, because there are a lot of Spanish speaking

people that don’t thinks it worth a while to fight for a country where they are

not considered as civilized people.’’π∫

‘‘A country where they are not considered as civilized people.’’ Here we must

understand that ‘‘civilized’’ stood for patterns of consumption rooted in pro-

visioning that extended well beyond the bare necessities. In the face of such

enormous condescension over the half century from the 1880s onward, Mexi-

can migrants contended for decent work and steady provisions. By gaining a

new repertory of collective action—the mobile working-class community, knit

together from the myriad networks of migrating families; the labor local, built

in the fires of class mobilization; the civil rights campaign, assembled in the

course of political awakening—they played no small, no marginal part in the

emergence of a new regime of consumption in the borderlands, despite their

minimal purchasing power.πΩ As it was elsewhere around the world where

capitalism was in play, the market was the only place where work and the

necessities of life could be secured. In each case, the exchange value placed

upon each—wages and prices—would determine the contours of the never-

ending regime of provisioning.
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Confined to the Margins
Smuggling among Native Peoples of the Borderlands

The issue is, they set up a lifestyle they make attractive

to those they’ve colonized psychologically. Historically,

Indians here [Santa Barbara] are involved in the under-

ground economy because they took all our resources

and said ‘‘find a way to live.’’ So we fell into the niches.

I mean, you can’t criminalize us for two hundred years

and then say ‘‘go ahead and make your way.’’ They

make exclusionary laws, but we’ve always had these

relationships across the border. . . . But they’ve criminal-

ized our relationships. They’ve made it the king’s forest,

and how are we supposed to live now? We’re not included

in any of that. You know, most of our people are living

in poverty here. We live in our cars while the hueros

are in million-dollar houses. Do you know how much a

house costs in Santa Barbara or Malibu? We can’t a√ord

a house in our land. So a lot of us grow and transport

herb. It’s like, whatever, we sell it to them anyway. It’s

simple, we have to survive.

CHUMASH INDIAN, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA (2005)

Native peoples of the borderlands stand on the margins of

consumer society, a position they were pushed into by

Spanish, Mexican, Texan, and United States colonial regimes

over the longue durée. Over the course of the past five centuries,

they went from a position of relative abundance, and more

importantly, self-su≈ciency, to one of scarcity and depen-

dency. Among the twenty-six Indian tribes who live in the

United States and Mexico within 200 miles of the boundary
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line, the lands of the Kumeyaay, Cocopah, Tohono O’odham, and Texas Kicka-

poo actually straddle the border. As many as 60 percent of borderlands native

peoples live in poverty, while most of the rest hover just above the poverty line.

In Mexico, tribes aboriginal to the borderlands face an even bleaker economic

situation.∞ The imposition of the international boundary line through and

adjacent to the lands of native peoples served to accelerate the course of the

trajectory from abundance to scarcity, but not without opening up oppor-

tunities for resistance, including smuggling.

Native peoples responded to colonialism, nationalism, and consumer capi-

talism in a variety of ways: the Gilded Age carte de visite of a Chumash Indian

posing with the febrile bow and arrow and the contemporary Chumash In-

dian’s account of marijuana cultivation and trade are but two examples.≤ The

essays in part II of this volume begin to account for the ways that native peoples

rendered themselves, their lifestyles, and their crafts into commodities whose

appeal in part derived from the exotic aura of the border. This essay examines

another aspect of the Indians’ role in the borderlands’ economy—as partici-

pants in the underground economy. In doing so, it relies on evidence acquired

from ethnographic interviews, historical sources ranging from missionary

accounts to government reports, and contemporary journalistic reportage.

The genesis of European colonialism in the borderlands lies in Spain’s conquest

of the Aztec Empire and central Mexico in the 1520s. It did not take long before

the conquistadors and missionaries turned their eyes northward in search of

plunder and converts. In the 1560s, after large gold and silver deposits were

discovered in Nueva Vizcaya (the present-day Mexican states of Chihuahua and

Durango, and parts of Sinaloa, Sonora, and Chihuahua), Spanish mining, agri-

culture, and ranching operations began. By the early 1700s, Spanish colonialism

had a foothold throughout what is known today as the U.S.-Mexico border-

lands, with the exception of California, whose colonization began after 1769.

The first Europeans to enter what would become the borderlands observed

the natural bounty celebrated in native people’s oral traditions. Complex

epistemologies and vast systems of historical and other knowledge are com-

mon to all the region’s tribes. Native people who master these histories spend

decades in training and are held accountable to a body of aboriginal scholars:

they must learn song cycles numbering in the thousands and following a

precise order. The Mohave people of the lower Colorado River today have a

song cycle about their Creation that contains 525 songs and takes several nights
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‘‘Rafael Solares, a Santa Inez Chumash
man,’’ 1878. Carte de visite by Hayward
& Muzzall, courtesy the Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley, id banc
pic 1989.061-pic. 

to sing sequentially. Each of these songs may serve as a reference point for a

much longer story that provides an in-depth historical account of an event.

According to one Mohave elder, the songs are a ‘‘map.’’ He explains that ‘‘We

have always lived along the river. This is our area. God put us here to protect

our lands. We have been singing these songs since time immemorial.’’≥ The

other native peoples of the region have similarly rich oral traditions and

epistemologies based in songs, dance, and language. The oral traditions testify

to a shared experience of abundance before European colonization.

Most native peoples’ oral traditions cohere around the fact that their quality of

life diminished greatly once Europeans arrived. An educator from the Cheme-

huevi tribe recounts a declension narrative that is similar to the stories of loss that

inform most native peoples’ contemporary understandings of their history:

I can tell you one thing, as far as whether we had a better life before white

people came. You know, one of the major aspects of our culture is traveling

and visiting relatives and friends. A lot of our songs are maps, so you know

that we traveled a lot. We lived in small family groups so we had to travel. If

we can’t visit people freely then we can’t really live our lives in a traditional

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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manner and [our] quality of life is totally diminished. For us, the Span-

iards and Mexicans never conquered our land. But ever since Americans

got here life has been worse; it’s not even debatable. First it was the army.

And now we have the blm [Bureau of Land Management], Forestry [For-

estry Service], and sheri√s patrolling our lands, curtailing our activities.

And of course the Border Patrol stop us when we go to visit relatives, and

that’s on this side of the border. It’s worse when crossing the border. So

yeah, life was better before. We were self-su≈cient. I mean, we have a

whole bunch of sheep songs, for example, that explain where people’s

hunting lands are. But where are the mountain sheep in our territory

today? Or the deer even? They’re rare because everything’s been messed up

and depleted. Anyone who thinks that we are living better now than before

is totally ignorant of reality.∂

In response to the suggestion that tales such as this are based on wishful

thinking, an o≈cial of the Torres Martinez tribe of Desert Cahuilla Indians

warns, ‘‘The idea that we are being nostalgic is based out of ignorance. People

who say that, assume that this time, the present, is better, you know, because

the idea of America is that it’s a progressive country, so at this point we’re

supposed to be better o√ than we’ve ever been.’’∑ Native peoples’ oral tradi-

tions, despite what might be characterized as a nostalgic tone, support the

conclusion that the pre-contact borderlands was a region of abundance.

Corroborating the emphasis on abundance in native oral traditions are the

accounts of early Spanish military o≈cials and missionaries, who consistently

remarked on the fertility and abundance of the land. The Jesuit missionary

Luis Velarde noted in 1716 that the Pimería Alta, the land of the Pimas in

northern Sonora, was more fertile than much of central Mexico, which was

famed for its fecundity. Fellow Jesuits Daniel Januske and José Augustín de

Campos noted much the same in 1723. A year later, no less a figure than the

viceroy of New Spain wrote to the king of Spain that Nueva Vizcaya was ‘‘the

most fertile and abundant province of New Spain.’’ The Jesuit missionary Juan

Nentvig was even more enthusiastic in 1764 when he reported that ‘‘though

Sonora is the last in the order of conquest and farthest in location, it is

definitely foremost, not only of the provinces named but possibly of all the

others in this vast Mexican empire because of the fertility of the soil, the

rich mines and placers, and the docility of the natives.’’ He claimed that the

unconquered tribes on the Gila River possessed a land that was ‘‘delightfully

fruitful in wheat, corn, etc., and so much cotton that after harvest, because of
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the apathy of the natives, more remains in the field.’’ Nentvig compared the

Río Yaqui to the Nile in its capacity to irrigate extensive agricultural fields,

noting that it flowed so mightily that dolphins were occasionally spotted

swimming upriver from the Gulf of California.∏ Today the river’s waters never

reach the Yaqui pueblos from its headwaters in the Sierra Madre, because they

have been diverted too extensively.π

Later missionary reports further testify to the pre-contact and early contact

abundance of the other provinces of the contemporary borderlands. A Jesuit

missionary wrote, ‘‘Sonora is altogether a blessed country. The fertility of the

soil incites wonder. It produces incomparably all plants, trees, and growing

things which require rich soil and warm air.’’ To the east, a Franciscan mission-

ary who spent several years in the late 1700s and early 1800s in the colony of

Nuevo Santander, today’s Texas-Tamaulipas borderlands, described ‘‘the fer-

tility of its fields, the abundance and beauty of its waters, the mightiness of its

river that flows into the Gulf of Mexico, the preciousness of its minerals, the

lavishness with which in her nature is expressed and, in a word, the total sum

of its bountiful proportions for human life.’’∫

Observations about the health and vitality of the native people confirm the
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Map detail, ‘‘La Californie ou Nouvelle Caroline: Teatro de los Trabajos, Apostolicos de la Compa. E Jesus
en la America Septe,’’ Paris: Nicholas de Fer, ca. 1720. Courtesy Library of Congress, Geography and Map
Division. 

picture of abundance given by oral traditions and early Spanish accounts

of the region. For example, Andrés Pérez de Ribas, one of the first missionaries

in Sonora, described the Seri Indians as ‘‘the tallest and most corpulent of all

the nations of Nueva Vizcaya and even Europe, despite the fact that they have

so little food.’’ Pérez de Ribas, like most of the missionaries of the time, had a

very narrow frame of reference as to what constituted ‘‘food.’’ When Junipero

Serra passed through northern Baja California on his way to San Diego in

1769, he found the health of the Indians near Ensenada inexplicable: ‘‘Food

hardly appeals to them, as they are sturdy and robust.’’ One missionary de-

scribed the Pima’s foodstu√s as being ‘‘in part bad, in part insipid and nauseat-

ing.’’ He marveled that ‘‘these people live contentedly, reach a great age, and

are much healthier on such fare than are others.’’ The longevity and health of

the native peoples astonished missionaries and travelers alike: one wrote that

the Indians he encountered gave evidence ‘‘of the human body formed in all its

perfection.’’Ω

Nevertheless, despite their own observations about the fecundity of the land

and the health of the natives, Catholic missionaries believed that the native
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peoples of the region led woefully inadequate lives. Their lack of material

possessions, ignorance of Christianity, disinterest in accumulation, and un-

willingness to produce beyond their wants were all proof that a state of savag-

ery prevailed in the midst of apparent abundance. One Jesuit, decrying the

Indians’ refusal to produce surplus goods, stated that ‘‘the Indians do not

produce more than enough to satisfy their own needs and do not at all con-

sider the advantages of producing more.’’ He explained that ‘‘they do only such

work as is unavoidable, and they are well satisfied with the fruit which nature

herself plants.’’ The native peoples’ reluctance to ‘‘apply themselves to their

cultivation with diligence and industry’’ was a common complaint. When

among the Pimas in 1737, this same Jesuit observed, ‘‘that which they have they

eat in a day, and they observe very exactly nolite esse solliciti in crastinum [not

to be worried about tomorrow].’’∞≠ Seen in this context, it is ironic but not

surprising that in their attempt to appropriate the bounty of the region, the

Spanish Empire and its agents created policies and institutions in the border-

lands that served to create a genuine situation of scarcity for the previously

well-supplied native people.

Spanish colonial policies e√ectively criminalized many aboriginal eco-

nomic endeavors and trade relationships. Because concentrating the native

population into a small number of towns facilitated policing and expropriat-

ing labor, the Spanish often relied on force to relocate Indians into missions

and pueblos. Although the vast majority of Indians in the region had been vil-

lage and town dwellers for centuries before the conquest, the Spanish often re-

quired heterogeneous groups to live together. What is more, relocated groups

were forced to leave ancestral grounds. Native peoples were then required to

labor in mining, construction, or agriculture; this history of forced labor is

well-trodden ground, though its implications for Indian provisioning prac-

tices have not been closely studied. Although some Indians joined the mis-

sions of their own accord, in the end they were subject to the same coercive

policies applied to their unwilling brethren. These policies and tactics con-

tinued for centuries; one of their many consequences was the willingness of

some native peoples to enter into underground economic practices as a matter

of cultural, social, and economic survival.

The immense growth of Spanish ranching and livestock operations in the

borderlands during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries further contrib-

uted to pushing native peoples to the economic margins. Spanish cattle ranch-

ing in New Spain resulted in such ‘‘cataclysmic landscape change,’’ as one

geographer has described it, that it could be considered ‘‘ecological colonial-
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ism.’’ The ecological destruction of the borderlands multiplied the challenges

Indians faced in terms of obtaining the necessities of life.∞∞ An Apache Indian

interviewed at the turn of the nineteenth century recounted: ‘‘I could not

remember having slept in a tepee covered with skins, though all our people

had made them so before the blue coats [late-eighteenth-century Spanish

soldiers and settlers sent to the frontier] came. Since then we had lacked

enough hides even for clothing.’’∞≤ The presence of the Spanish disrupted

aboriginal trade networks, intermarriage patterns, and ceremonial relation-

ships among all Indians of the borderlands, whether conquered or not.

In the mid–eighteenth century, Spanish authorities attempted to eliminate

threats unconquered Indians posed: thus began a period of all-out warfare

against them. In 1750, the governor of Sonora called for the complete exter-

mination of the Seris and appears to have favored the same plan for the

Apaches.∞≥ Warfare against native peoples intensified in the ensuing decades,

though it was largely ine√ective in subjugating them. Under continual mili-

tary attack and with their trade networks disrupted, the Apaches and Seris,

among other tribes, became perpetual criminals—raiders and illegal traders—

in the eyes of the Spaniards. In 1776, subjugation or extermination of ‘‘enemy

Indians’’ became a central priority for the Spanish, though this goal was never

fully realized.∞∂

As the reduced and semi-conquered Indians of the borderlands sought to

maintain their independence, at times they engaged in what today would be

called ‘‘the underground economy,’’ whether surreptitiously trading among

themselves, raiding villages and ranches, or pursuing illicit trade with Spanish

settlers.∞∑ Spanish accounts detailed extensive cattle raids during this period.

For instance, the priest José Franco López claimed in 1785 that the Apaches

alone were stealing at least seven thousand head of cattle a year in what would

become present-day Texas.∞∏ Of particular importance are the activities that

historian Pekka Hämäläinen has described among the Comanches, who were

able to negotiate a position within the Spanish system that until the early 1800s

allowed them to circumvent the trade prohibitions imposed on Apaches.∞π The

constant conflict with some native peoples has been posited as one of the causes

for the weakening of the Spanish Empire such that Mexico could achieve its

independence. Only a quarter of a century later, independent Indians in Mex-

ico’s north had weakened the region such that it made the United States’ land

grab all the easier to accomplish shortly after the U.S.-Mexico War.∞∫

Not only was warfare used in the attempt to quiet ‘‘enemy Indians,’’ so too

were gifts, especially in the form of rations. By way of demonstrating the extent
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of gifts as a mechanism Spanish o≈cials employed to control native peoples,

the historian F. Todd Smith estimates that in just two months of 1798, o≈cials

in San Antonio handed out gifts to 183 Lipan Apaches, 169 Comanches, 68

Tawakonis, 21 Hainais and Bidais, and 14 Tonkawas, despite treacherous over-

land trails, dried-up waterways, parsimonious treasury o≈cials, and ever-

increasing numbers of supplicants. Mexican o≈cials faced similar constraints,

finding that despite gifts, peace and stability on the northern frontier remained

elusive. In the 1820s and 1830s, shortly after Mexican independence from Spain,

‘‘presents to Indians became fewer and shabbier, provoking ‘humiliating’ ex-

cuses from cash-poor northern Mexican o≈cials and violent outbursts by

Indian visitors.’’∞Ω In this context, where native peoples confronted hardship

and hostility, they honed survival tactics that took into account the inter-

national boundary line.

By the mid-1850s, the cumulative e√ects of Spanish, Mexican, and Texan colo-

nialism resulted in scarcity for nearly all the borderlands Indians. Mexican

independence from Spain in 1821 does not appear to have substantially dimin-

ished participation in the underground economy, but in exacerbating condi-

tions that imperiled the survival of native peoples, it pushed them further to

the margins. Missionized Indians were confined to smaller geographic areas,

as the number of mestizo settlers increased between 1800 and 1850. In the 1850s,

European travelers through the western United States on their way to the gold

fields of California encountered many tribes who were living in desperate

conditions. Even tribes that had escaped the worst e√ects of Spanish and

Mexican rule were caught up in the larger matrix of raiding, the Indian slave

trade, and warfare.≤≠ As military e√ectiveness against the Apaches, Seris, and

Comanches decreased, open raids became common. The tempo and intensity

of Indian attacks on settler communities increased; that westward-moving

Anglo-Americans traded weapons and were willing buyers of stolen goods

only encouraged Indian raiding.≤∞

The United States had assumed responsibility for the ‘‘Indian problem’’ in

the borderlands under provisions of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848),

which ended the U.S.-Mexico War. The U.S. government hoped to end cross-

border raids by signing treaties and isolating rebellious Indians on far-flung

reservations. Tribes not conquered by Spain and Mexico found themselves

confronted with the large and determined military of the United States.≤≤

When the boundary line was drawn up, Mexico and the United States perpetu-
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‘‘Mescalero Indians, into Las Cruces after supplies for their Agency, 112 miles distant,’’ 1889. Photograph
courtesy Archives and Special Collections, New Mexico State University Library, image id 00010060.

In wagons and on foot, the Mescalero Apache traveled to Las Cruces, New Mexico to provision themselves;
this seemingly orderly encounter stands in contrast to the cross-border raids that the Apache and other
borderlands Indians had been known for prior to the 1880s.—A.M.

ated the Spanish regulation of Indians’ physical mobility: Mexican presidios

remained near the border, while the United States constructed its own line of

forts north of the border. New laws in the United States further criminalized

Indians, especially by limiting their ability to travel and move freely. Most

Indians were confined to agencies, which would later become reservations,

often far from centers of trade.≤≥ Participation in the underground economy

became both necessary for survival and intertwined with native peoples’

struggles to remain free of colonial domination.

These factors of marginalization, combined with a desire to maintain inde-

pendence, figured in the formation of networks of dissent, a phenomenon that

Josef Barton and Sarah Hill also explore in their essays in this part of the

volume, and that Laura Serna touches on in her essay about Mexican cinema

in part II of this volume. These networks united diverse Indian peoples: they

planned rebellions, organized illegal religious gatherings, and coordinated

raids on haciendas and non-Indian settlements. Actions such as these laid the

foundations for smuggling and distribution networks among native people in

the region that have been operational since the 1850s.

During the second half of the nineteenth century, the Indian underground

economy consisted mostly of cross-border theft and livestock smuggling. Vari-

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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ous Apache bands, the Kickapoos, and the Comanches utilized the border to

what little advantage they could by stealing livestock in one country to sell in

the other. Apaches living in Arizona raided Sonora and Chihuahua for horses

and cattle.≤∂ Mexican and U.S. authorities reported Comanche livestock raids

as far south as Zacatecas and Durango in the 1850s.≤∑ U.S. o≈cials accused

bands of Kickapoos, who had migrated to Coahuila from Texas during the

1860s, of stealing livestock in Texas to sell in Coahuila.≤∏ Some of the Lipan

Apaches of the Big Bend region in south Texas—who also fled to Mexico

during the 1860s—joined the underground economy of cross-border livestock

rustling. Soon, U.S. and Mexican o≈cials pursued them so relentlessly that the

Lipan became ‘‘greatly incensed’’—so much so that ‘‘according to reports re-

ceived they have declared war against the world.’’≤π

Cross-border raiding was also a significant economic and political problem

in the Alta/Baja California border region. The records of Abel Stearns, a ranch

owner and prominent California citizen, depict a situation of frequent Indian

rebellion and smuggling, primarily of livestock, on the California border dur-

ing the 1850s and 1860s. One of his employees, José Arguello, reported that in

the summer of 1854, Indians south of present-day Tijuana were stealing large

numbers of horses. Stearns learned in late October 1860 that Indians from

both Baja California and Alta California had killed many men and stolen their

goods. The Indians were said to be ‘‘in rebellion,’’ and it was warned that their

cross-border alliance meant the ‘‘country was lost.’’ A few months later, in

January 1861, Stearns was told that three hundred Indians from San Diego and

Baja, one hundred of them armed with rifles, were ‘‘in rebellion against the

whites’’ and were ‘‘gathered in the area of Tecate’’ on the Mexican side of the

border. During the next several years, the Indians of the California border-

lands asserted their independence primarily through cross-border raiding and

smuggling, rather than rebellion.≤∫

By the end of the 1880s, Indians were no longer active in the cross-border

livestock trade; more research is needed into Indian underground economic

activities during the decades between 1890 and 1920. What might be called

‘‘technological colonialism’’—barbed wire fences, railroads, heavy farm and

mining machinery, and lightweight arms—joined with the violent policies of

the Porfiriato in northern Mexico, the equally violent but also paternalistic

policies of the U.S. government, and the organizational e√orts of reformers

seeking to solve what they saw as ‘‘the Indian problem’’ to hem in native peo-

ples of the borderlands. As a result, native peoples were rendered unable to

fully provision themselves, and thus entered into the matrix of the consumer
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Ruidoso Store, near Fort Stanton, New Mexico, ca. 1880–1900. Photograph, Public Health Service Histor-
ical Photograph File, Record Group 90, National Archives Records Administration, arc Identifier 596116.

This store and post o≈ce was near the Mescalero Apache reservation in southern New Mexico. The woven
baskets and moccasins suggest an active trade of handicrafts for foodstu√s, such as the advertised sugar,
molasses, and potatoes.—A.M.

economy, much as did the Mexican ixtle harvesters Joe Barton discusses in the

previous essay.

U.S. policies toward Indians took a particularly paternalistic shape during the

last decades of the nineteenth century, such that government policies, schools,

and programs emanating from Indian agencies were all geared toward ‘‘civilizing

the Indians.’’ Just as ‘‘Americanization’’ of immigrants during this period focused

in part on bringing them into line with market-oriented production and con-

sumption, so did the proliferation of Indian schools, Indian agents teaching

modern husbandry and home economics, and Protestant missionaries intent on

conversion.≤Ω In seeking to ‘‘awaken wants,’’ the civilizing mission—as other

contributions to this volume also illustrate—was just as crucial to the arrival of

consumer culture as railroads and department stores. Consider the oft-quoted

1896 speech of one prominent Indian reformer, Merrill Gates, who would a few

years later serve as chairman of the U.S. Board of Indian Commissioners:

We have, to begin with, the absolute need of awakening in the savage

Indian broader desires and ampler wants. To bring him out of savagery

into citizenship we must make the Indian more intelligently selfish before

we make him unselfishly intelligent. We need to awaken in him wants. In
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his dull savagery he must be touched by the wings of the divine angel of

discontent. . . . Discontent with the teepee and the starving rations of the

Indian camp in winter is needed to get the Indian out of the blanket and

into trousers,—and trousers with a pocket in them, and with a pocket that

aches to be filled with dollars!≥≠

The hope behind awakening wants was that Indians would enter into the

modern labor market, that their desires would fuel greater work e√ort. Per-

haps they did, but with opportunities to work hinged upon leaving behind

inherited practices and beliefs, as well as familiar places, few native peoples

were able to secure necessities, let alone satisfy ‘‘their wants.’’

Concomitant with the Spanish, Mexican, Texan, and American military cam-

paigns and attempts to regulate Indian trade, mobility, and labor was the

assault on aboriginal spirituality and ceremonial practice. Besides fermented

alcoholic beverages made from corn, saguaro fruit, elderberry, and mescal,

native people in the borderlands also used a variety of hallucinogenic plants,

including datura (jimson weed), mushrooms, and peyote, in coming-of-age,

initiation, and seasonal healing ceremonies.≥∞ One missionary’s disparaging

description of a Pima Indian ceremonial could be found in many similar

iterations: ‘‘They drink as long as they can, and they are able to drink until

they fall to earth just like blocks, completely devoid of reason and out of

their heads. When the spirits heat their blood and have gone to their heads,

there follow altercations, fights, blood-spilling, murder, and death, and even

the most horrible revolts.’’≥≤ In contrast, the Tohono O’odham claimed that

their physical survival depended on their consumption of navait, that they

would literally starve without the saguaro cactus wine.≥≥ Consider a Tohono

O’odham woman’s 1846 elaboration on the drinking ceremony that followed a

cactus harvest she attended with her father: ‘‘Then they began to drink. Mak-

ing themselves beautifully drunk, for that is how our words have it. People

must make themselves like plants in the rain and they must sing for happi-

ness.’’≥∂ In some cases, native peoples’ use of prohibited substances fomented

political rebellion. For example, missionaries charged that prior to the Pima

Rebellion of 1751, the leader had secretly organized drinking ceremonies in the

mountains.≥∑ Spanish missionaries cast the use of these native sacraments as

signs of rampant paganism, apostasy, and collusion with the devil, so along

with civil authorities, they prohibited their trade and consumption. Indians
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‘‘Supai Charlie,’’ 1908. Photograph by Henry G. Peabody, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs
Division, lc-usz62-11267.

This Havasupai Indian man living in Arizona stands in front of a home built of local materials wear-
ing clothing made of manufactured textiles and shoes likely made in a factory.—A.M.

defied the bans. And so navait, peyote, and other hallucinogens became the

first ‘‘controlled substances’’ in the region: they were the original items of the

aboriginal drug trade.≥∏

While Anglo frontiersmen, merchants, and government o≈cials intro-

duced Indians to what in many cases became, and remains, a deadly trade in

alcohol, the trade of aboriginal fermented beverages and hallucinogens among

native peoples remained quiescent, though it was never absent, until the later

years of the nineteenth century. In the 1880s and 1890s, native peoples’ de-

mand for ceremonial hallucinogens, especially peyote, increased. U.S. o≈cials

charged with overseeing Indians broke up peyote meetings, confiscating the

hallucinogen and ceremonial items in the e√ort to halt its use. In frustration,

the U.S. government banned peyote in 1899, which only transformed the

substance into contraband. Because peyote only grows in south Texas and

northern Mexico, many Indians relied on trade to obtain it. Thus as a result

of the 1899 peyote laws, they found themselves involved in the first ‘‘drug

smuggling’’ operations of the twentieth century. The transportation of peyote
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‘‘The Saguaro Harvest—Pima,’’
1907. Photograph by Edward
Curtis, Library of Congress,
Prints and Photographs Division,
Edward S. Curtis Collection, lc-
usz62–101252.

was a small-scale intra-Indian phenomenon that filled no one’s pockets with

dollars. It is very important to emphasize that Indian practitioners did not

consider peyote a ‘‘drug,’’ rather it was a necessary component of a developing

pan-Indian religion. The divergent understandings between native peoples

and colonizers about the natural world and its bounty were nothing new.≥π

The legacy of resistance to colonial domination and corresponding partici-

pation in the underground economy—whether smuggling livestock or peyote

—meant that certain members of borderlands Indian tribes were well prepared

to smuggle alcohol into the United States after the implementation of nation-

wide Prohibition in 1920. The congruity of some Indian lands with the border-

line accounts, in part, for Indian participation in large-scale smuggling opera-

tions that usually included Mexican and U.S. nationals. For instance, in 1921 an

o≈cial with the U.S. Immigration Service stationed on the Arizona border

became convinced that Mexican nationals were smuggling whiskey into the

United States with the help of what he called ‘‘a bad outfit’’ of Indians through

the Cocopah reservation.≥∫ He enlisted a deputy sheri√ to investigate. On the

reservation, they found evidence that a wagon had met a boat that had crossed

the river dividing the two nations; the wagon tracks led to a small house
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outside of which was parked an empty wagon and an automobile packed with

boxes. Before the nosy immigration inspector and the sheri√ could look into

the boxes shots were fired. The federal o≈cial found himself surrounded by

twenty-five or thirty armed Indians, whose leader backed his claim that he was

a member of the Indian police force by showing a badge. The deputy sheri√,

meanwhile, fled the scene. Back in Yuma, a posse of seven men, in addition to

the deputy U.S. marshal and eight soldiers, was raised. When it got to the

reservation, they found the inspector alive, but no sign of the smuggled con-

traband.≥Ω In the end, it appears that authorities found no evidence to impli-

cate the ‘‘bad outfit’’ of Indians in smuggling.

To be sure, there are many similar such cases from the Prohibition era, but

a few noteworthy things stand out in this particular case. First, the Mexicans

smuggling whiskey into the reservation may well have been Cocopahs living

on the south side of the border. Second, multiple organizations of armed

agents found leave to patrol Indian lands on the grounds of enforcing Prohibi-

tion; this opening only widened over the course of the century, as laws multi-

plied in the e√ort to prevent the transit of contraband, whether banned sub-

stances or migrant laborers and their families. Finally, and more importantly,

the Cocopah assumed to be smugglers demonstrated striking boldness in their

show of strength in the face of aggressive tactics by federal agents, the sheri√ ’s

department, and the U.S. military.

With the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, large-scale smuggling of alcohol in the

borderlands ended, but the militarization of the border hinted at in the 1921

Cocopah incident only accelerated. Over the next sixty years, the smuggling of

people and contraband throughout the borderlands increased. The last two

decades of the twentieth century and the first of the twenty-first saw an expo-

nential growth in the militarization of the border; local, state, and federal

agents from various branches of the U.S. government (Border Patrol, Cus-

toms, Drug Enforcement Administration, Department of Defense, Federal

Bureau of Investigation, Department of the Interior, and Homeland Security,

just to name a few) operate year-round along the border.∂≠ The increased

surveillance of borderlands cities and ports of entry has pushed underground

economic activity to less populated parts of the borderlands, which includes

native peoples’ lands. In response to the widening swathe of uno≈cial border

crossings, the U.S. government has ramped up surveillance all along the bor-

der, which further detracts from native peoples’ freedoms.
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, U. S. Customs and Border Protection Agency, ca. 2004. Color photograph by Ger-
ald Nino, cbp Photo Gallery, Website of U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agency, Department of Home-
land Security.

Today Indian lands play a part in the transborder drug economy in two

ways: they are one of many sites of drug cultivation and one of many pathways

for smuggled drugs, which primarily include marijuana, cocaine, metham-

phetamines, and black-tar heroin. Many tribal peoples cannot escape the dual

pressures exerted by drug runners and policing authorities. One leader of

a tribe whose lands are adjacent to the border put it this way: ‘‘We have

the undocumented and drug smugglers heading north and law enforcement

heading south. We’re smack in the middle.’’∂∞ Reports in 1994 indicated that

the drug tra≈ckers and the Mexican military were preying on the Tarahumara

people in Chihuahua: the tra≈ckers were clearing Tarahumara land, including

ancient forests, to grow marijuana and opium poppies. With the land cleared,

they forced the Tarahumaras and Pimas into the mountains to cultivate the

crops. One man reported, ‘‘They say, we will kill your wife and rape your

daughter and they often do.’’∂≤ Other Indians face the same problems as the

Tarahumara. For example, drug tra≈ckers began buying up the lands of the

Pai Pai and Kiliwa Indians in Baja California in the 1980s; Indian leaders who

protested were gunned down.∂≥ On the other hand, when gunmen executed

two families of Pai Pais and their neighbors in the Baja California town of

Ensenada in 1998, leaving a total of nineteen people dead, it was widely specu-

lated that one of the Pai Pais, Fermín Castro, was himself the head of a small

drug-smuggling operation of his own.∂∂

As in previous generations, the economic incentive to participate in cross-
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border smuggling is tremendous. As early as 1916, Tohono O’odham leaders

voiced their concerns about their tribe’s inability to provision itself. One

testified, ‘‘We are just as strong in our desire to hold this land as are the white

people to get it from us.’’ Another lamented, ‘‘What else do they want to do

with us, have us live in the air like birds?’’ Joining this chorus of complaint

about expropriation, another leader asked, ‘‘Why is it that after we have been

pushed away from all of our rivers and mines and all valuable parts of our

country, these few white men still insist on pushing us o√ this desert, our

last foot-hold?’’∂∑ Their concerns were prescient; in 2006, 40 percent of the

families living on the reservation lived below the federal poverty line, while

42 percent of the adults were unemployed. The average per capita income was

$8,000—$5,000 less than the average income of all Indians in the United

States, and one-third the average income for all U.S. residents.∂∏

The lands adjacent to the border provide certain smuggling opportunities.

For instance, gates through which native peoples are allowed to pass to visit the

other side are often unmanned. The San Miguel gate, for instance, which U.S.

Tohono O’odhams pass through to visit relatives and tribal locales in Mexico, in

the past decade has also served as an illegal port of entry for drugs.∂π Tra≈cking

operations are said to pay thousands of dollars to tribal members with lands

adjacent to the border, to store or transport contraband.∂∫ The Tohono O’odham

reservation in southern Arizona, about three million acres of land that has a

seventy-five-mile-long border with Mexico, illustrates the magnitude of drug

smuggling’s imprint on native peoples and their lands near the international

boundary line. A fence does mark the border, but its barbed wire is easily cut.

Furthermore, State Highway 86, which leads to Phoenix and California, runs

through the reservation, making for an easy connection to two of the largest

markets for illegal drugs and undocumented labor. In January 2003, when 6,081

pounds of marijuana, with an estimated street value near six million dollars,

were seized on the reservation, Tohono O’odham tribal members were on both

sides of the drug busts: Indian trackers in the Customs Service, known as

‘‘Shadow Wolves,’’ found many of the bales of pot, while some of their fellow

tribal members were arrested for smuggling.∂Ω Even prominent members of the

tribe have been found guilty of participation in drug smuggling. For example,

in 1999 Customs agents found 356 pounds of marijuana in the care of a Tohono

O’odham tribal judge, the sister of the chairperson of the Tohono O’odham

nation, whose brother was arrested six years later when police found 137

pounds of marijuana in his car.∑≠

These drug busts are just a few of the many taking place across the extent of
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‘‘Shadow Wolves,’’ ca. 2004. Color photograph by James R. Tourtellotte, cbp Photo Gallery, Website of U.S.
Customs and Border Protection Agency, Department of Homeland Security.

The U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agency employs a group of Indians known as ‘‘shadow wolves’’ to
help patrol for smuggling. These four men were at work on the Tohono O’odham reservation in southern
Arizona, through which the international boundary line crosses.—A.M.

the international boundary, on nearby airstrips, and elsewhere in the United

States, but it may be that the toll on native peoples of the region is greater than

on others a√ected by the drug trade. One of many proposed solutions to the

simmering conflict between drug smugglers and the authorities is to build a

fence that would bar vehicles from crossing the border. For instance, the

Tohono O’odham Tribal Council supports building a seventy-five-mile border

fence, at more than a million dollars a mile, but other tribal members are

against it.∑∞ One opponent explains, ‘‘That border continues to separate who

we are.’’∑≤ If one considers the historical record, it is not unreasonable to

conclude that the current militarization of the border, the havoc narcotics

and human smuggling spread, and the proposed erection of a border fence

are further manifestations of colonial power, only made worse by consumer

capitalism.

The drug trade itself, illegal immigration, the consequent militarization of the

border, and impoverishment have together exasperated many borderlands
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Burlap backpacks with nearly a quarter of a ton of marijuana, Tohono O’odham reservation in south-
ern Arizona, ca. 2004. Photograph by James R. Tourtellotte, cbp Photo Gallery, Website of U.S. Customs and
Border Protection Agency, Department of Homeland Security.

Indians. Various accounts substantiate the fact that the crackdown on the

border has intensified the restrictions on the mobility of the region’s indige-

nous population. In 1996, Kumeyaay Indians, whose lands lie just south of the

Baja border, expressed concern that increasingly restrictive policies were en-

dangering transborder cultural and tribal relations. Oletha Lel, a Kumeyaay

living on the U.S. side of the border, explains, ‘‘Up until the 1950s our people

would commonly cross the border for community and cultural events without

a problem. With the tightening of the border since then, we have begun to be

divided. We didn’t cross the border, the border crossed us.’’∑≥

In response to the military buildup on the border, the Tohono O’odham

Legislative Council passed a resolution in 2000 that decried ‘‘the arrest, depor-

tation, seizure of vehicles and criminal prosecution’’ of many of its members.∑∂

An Apache informant from Texas adds his voice to the outcry:

You can’t travel anywhere near the border without getting harassed by

the Border Patrol. If you have brown skin and especially if you got long

hair, you’re gonna get stopped and questioned. White people travel to Big

Bend National Park and never have a problem. If we travel in the Big Bend,

and remember that’s our aboriginal territory, we have to run the gauntlet.
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They just assume we’re transporting drugs. It’s like we fled the mission or

went o√ the reservation every time we try to go somewhere. It’s racial

profiling, man. It’s almost like, you might as well do it, you’re gonna get

blamed anyway.∑∑

A Tohono O’odham corroborates, with his own account of out-of-control

Border Patrol agents: ‘‘They’re breaking into houses, doing random drug

stops, cutting fences, and making their own roads. They chase people down.’’∑∏

Other tribal members are equally dismayed: ‘‘The O’odham are harassed and

held at gunpoint during interrogations, as well as killed by the Border Patrol

military.’’∑π

Even borderlands Indians whose lands are not adjacent to the borderline

face increased restrictions on their mobility and actions. For example, the

Cupeño and Luiseño Indians, who live on the Pala Reservation in northern

San Diego County, constantly encounter the Border Patrol. One informant’s

story is revealing:

We were out there in Pala about a year ago and we had to gather some

medicine for a friend of mine. There’s this place out there near Gregory

Canyon where we gather a lot of medicine. So we got the medicine and put

it in little baggies and started going back and there was a Border Patrol

right there just before Pala. And they stopped us and started asking us a lot

of questions—where we were going, what we were doing—and he sees all

these baggies with green plants. I told him we were going to Pala for a

ceremony and eventually he let us go. But that was the second time that

same day that we got stopped, ‘cause earlier we were out there in Campo [a

Kumeyaay reservation in eastern San Diego] to get something for this

thing we had to do. There’s a spring where we get this special water from,

and we got stopped by the Border Patrol right there. Twice in one day, it

sucked. It’s crazy—how the car you drive, longhair, they just pinpoint you.

People are always assuming things, like, Border Patrol is always assuming

that you’re Mexican, or whatever, illegal, or they assume you’re smuggling

drugs. They assume you’re up to mischief.∑∫

Another informant, a Cupeño resident of Pala, describes the e√ect of the

Border Patrol on his life:

They set up their checkpoint on the road into Pala. Not even a mile away

from home—they set up right on the outskirts of the reservation. And
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actually, that road is the main road to all the reservations. There’s Pala,

Pauma, Rincon, La Jolla, Santa Ysabel, Los Coyotes, Mesa Grande, all in

consecutive order along that highway. So a lot of Indians drive that highway.

The Border Patrol’s a huge part of our life. . . . But if they were to pull us over

and inspect our vehicles and we should have such medicines with us, the

only thing that they could even think about is that it’s got to be something

illegal, or something in the wrong. No matter what it is, it’s gotta be

something. They have no idea what we’re all about or what we use things for

or anything. So they don’t even have the right to look at the plants.∑Ω

The Border Patrol’s lack of comprehension of some native peoples’ practices

and wholesale tendency to conflate brown skin and long hair with contraband

reinforces distrust of the U.S. government. Combined with rampant poverty,

suspicion fuels the willingness of borderlands Indians (and others) to enter

into the underground economy.

Proximity to the border makes smuggling a viable economic strategy for

some native peoples of the borderlands; poverty of resources and of oppor-

tunities in a consumer society makes it an appealing one. The colonization of

native peoples, the criminalization of their sacraments, the drawing of a line—

the border—through their territory, the expropriation of their lands, and the

extensive e√ects of capitalist regimes of production and provisioning together

account for the margins on which so many native peoples hover. Furthermore,

the decisions some make to participate in drug cultivation and smuggling, are,

ironically, only profitable and possible because of antidrug laws and e√orts to

seal borders. When poverty and marginalization are coupled with the palpable

sense that the borderlands themselves provided better, more abundant life-

styles for their natives, before Europeans came, then sentiments such as the

following will multiply: ‘‘Look, we had it good before white people took over.

Maybe they thought we were ignorant savages, but by our own standards we

were rich. We’re just trying to get back to a point where we can at least live a

decent life. For some of us, the drug trade is the only way to do it.’’∏≠
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Using and Sharing
Direct Selling in the Borderlands

When Georgina came to Texas from Guerrero, Mexico, in

1987, she followed the path of many undocumented

workers. She quickly immersed herself in a wearying routine of

work. From nine in the morning until six at night, she per-

formed clerical duties at an insurance claims company. After

sleeping for a few hours, she then went to work for a cleaning

service, starting her six-hour shift at two in the morning. As

her English improved, she replaced the insurance job with a

position at McDonald’s. Eventually she rose to the rank of

manager at the restaurant, but by then she had married a fellow

migrant and had had five children. Even with her husband

working two jobs, they never had su≈cient money to cover all

their expenses.

For extra income, Georgina enrolled as a Mary Kay dis-

tributor, o√ering skin care products and cosmetics to her co-

workers and neighbors while earning a commission. In this she

also followed an established path. Female residents of the pro-

letarian neighborhoods in Ciudad Juárez, many of them mi-

grants from Mexico’s interior, have long supplemented their

income with direct selling. When sociologist María Patricia

Fernández-Kelly conducted fieldwork there in the 1980s, she

found that although their supervisors frowned on it, many

women sold cosmetics in the maquila factories, where cus-

tomers appreciated the chance to purchase beauty products on

credit. The maquila workers also reported that they enjoyed the

social contact of home parties.∞

Like women in Ciudad Juárez, Georgina never achieved sig-

nificant earnings with direct selling, but she appreciated the
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economic cushion it gave her. So, in 2000, when one of her fellow Mary Kay

beauty consultants told her about a new direct-selling company that focused

on nutritional supplements, Georgina warned her that she had no interest in

joining another company. Her friend persisted, so Georgina agreed to try one

of the company’s products, a co√ee designed to promote weight loss. One taste

of Omnilife’s Cafetino won her over. Reflecting on her decision to become an

Omnilife distributor, Georgina jokes that her children say she is ‘‘99 percent

co√ee.’’ More than just liking co√ee, she has always been attracted to ‘‘natural’’

products and tries to avoid doctors and allopathic medicine. In her view,

working at McDonald’s had left her overweight; the vitamin powders pitched

by the new company promised a wholesome alternative to risky diets. Thus

convinced, Georgina left Mary Kay to enroll in Omnilife.

Though the desire to generate commission checks motivates Georgina,

what she and other direct sellers spend on products for their own use often

exceeds what they earn from sales. Well-known firms such as Avon, Tupper-

ware, and Amway, as well as newer companies like Omnilife, base their busi-

ness on a model known as direct selling, which an industry trade group ex-

plains ‘‘is the sale of a consumer product or service, person-to-person, away

from a fixed retail location.’’≤ Though the companies don’t acknowledge it in

publicity, direct sellers like Georgina devote more energy to consuming prod-

ucts than they do to selling them. Direct-selling companies downplay the

labor of selling to highlight the contrast between the leisurely work of dis-

tributors and the arduous work typical of low-wage workers, especially mi-

grants like Georgina who cobble together several physically taxing jobs.

As the companies frequently remind distributors, you cannot recommend

a product that you have not tried. Through consumption, successful direct

sellers necessarily undergo a transformation, manifest in improved health,

appearance, or relationships. But what is more, their consumption forms the

basis for persuading others to sample the company’s products. Distributors

must first use cosmetics or vitamin powders before their e√orts to peddle

them to others will succeed. Health and nutrition products, in particular, lend

themselves to inspiring stories of the miraculous. By using the products, direct

sellers come to embody the claims of the company to potential clients. The

transformed body serves as the most e√ective advertising, and therefore ob-

taining it is the first work-related task of the aspiring direct salesperson.

Direct-selling companies ban the word ‘‘selling’’ in their training sessions

and literature, and replace it with the language of ‘‘sharing’’ and ‘‘inviting.’’

The bulk of direct-sales’ corporate rhetoric—as evidenced in mass rallies and
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orientation sessions—encourages representatives to use products consistently

and copiously. This logic inverts the traditional economic calculation in which

productive activity leads to consumptive power; in the direct-selling industry,

consumption precedes financial gain. The ready reception of this message

illustrates how certain economic actors invest consumption with productive

powers. As direct-selling companies multiply throughout the United States

and Mexico, they disseminate their message about the primacy of consump-

tion to an ever-wider audience.

In this essay I document how participation in direct selling by Mexican

migrants like Georgina signals their desire for respite from the poorly paid,

grueling labor that typifies production. I conducted fieldwork in August 2004

with Omnilife distributors in the Dallas–Fort Worth area and attended a

weekend training session with Omnilife’s founder, Jorge Vergara, in San An-

tonio. My findings show that in the face of scarce resources and limited access

to vital services like health care, participants in direct-selling schemes assent to

the elevation of consumption as a path to material success and physical well-

being. Considering the genesis of one direct-sales company in the borderlands

together with the drives of its participants reveals a pattern characteristic of a

late-capitalist, transnational economy: orientation toward consumption over

one toward production.

Selling in the Borderlands

Direct selling has long been a mainstay for the distribution of consumer goods

in the borderlands. In the early 1900s, for instance, Yankee peddlers sold their

eclectic array of goods on credit throughout the predominantly rural United

States.≥ For decades, men dominated the ranks of door-to-door sellers, but in

the 1880s, the company now called Avon began to recruit women in rural areas

across the United States to sell perfume. Avon’s founder envisioned his sales-

women not merely as the foot soldiers of product distribution, but as ‘‘direc-

tors of consumption.’’ By 1930, the company counted twenty-five thousand

distributors nationwide, over 80 percent of whom lived in towns of fewer than

2,500 people, mostly west of the Mississippi. Not only did rural women like

these women lack access to department stores, they relied on their social net-

works for information about products. After the Second World War, suburban

housewives living in the U.S. West were recruited to the ranks of ‘‘Avon ladies’’

on the assumption that they would be willing to work to purchase non-

necessary consumer goods, like cosmetics, but not to pay household bills.∂

Among many women who defied these expectations were Mary Kay Rogers
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‘‘Sea of Cadillacs,’’ Dallas, Texas, Photograph, ca. 2005. Courtesy Mary Kay Inc.

and Mary Crowley, who, as single mothers living in Houston and Dallas

respectively, became distributors for Stanley Home Products, a company that

innovated the ‘‘party plan’’ in which distributors led in-home demonstrations

of its household cleansers. By her account, near the end of the Second World

War, Mary Kay held three in-home demonstrations a day, eventually becom-

ing one of the company’s highest earners. A few years later Crowley attended

one of the parties, where she found a≈nity with Mary Kay’s belief ‘‘about

God’s being a God of abundance who wanted us to have lots of good things,

both material and spiritual.’’ After a stint with the Dallas-based direct-sales

firm World Gift, each woman established her own direct-sales company: Mary

Kay sold cosmetics and Mary Crowley sold home decorations and gifts. Both

women parlayed small initial investments into multimillion-dollar companies

that helped make Texas synonymous with direct selling. Along the way they

innovated signature rewards for their distributors: the Mary Kay Cadillac, now

known as a ‘‘career car,’’ is an iconic symbol of late-twentieth-century con-

sumer culture in the United States.∑

Texas’s reputation for nurturing direct selling—which stems from a com-

bination of a spirit of entrepreneurship, an uncomplicated acceptance of con-
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sumption for consumption’s sake, and a steady flow of migrants seeking work,

income, and opportunity—has attracted many other firms to the region.

In 1989, a trio of entrepreneurs with experience in the direct-selling sector

chose Carrollton, Texas, near Dallas, for the headquarters of their new nutri-

tional supplement firm, named Omnitrition. Unlike cosmetics and decora-

tions, Omnitrition’s energy drinks and weight-loss powders appealed to men

as well as women. Initially, the company’s most profitable and visible distribu-

tor was Jerry Rubin, the former anticapitalist activist. Journalists dubbed his

transformation ‘‘yippie turned yuppie,’’ but he defended his decision to cham-

pion direct selling by explaining that it was a solution to rampant under- and

unemployment.∏

Rubin persuaded independent scientists Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw to

market their ‘‘designer foods’’ through Omnitrition’s network of distributors.

Pearson and Shaw, based in Los Angeles, had achieved national prominence as

proponents of taking megadoses of vitamins to slow aging. They experimented

on themselves and then published their findings as Life Extension: A Practical

Scientific Approach, which included photographs of the authors in skimpy

bathing suits making bodybuilding poses. The book and its sequels sold nearly

two million copies while helping to promote the ‘‘free radical’’ theory of aging.

This idea proposes that antioxidants found in vitamins can counteract the

environmental and nutritional pollutants that cause cell damage and disease.

With these sorts of promises and its wide array of drinkable antioxidants,

Omnitrition reached sales of thirty-eight million dollars in its second year.π

The company soon expanded internationally. Mexico, due to its proximity,

ample pool of unemployed, and tradition of herbal medicine, made a logical

first choice. In addition, Mexicans were familiar with direct selling, especially

due to the presence of Avon. Since 1957, Mexico has been the company’s third-

largest market. Mexican receptivity to direct selling is clear: for example, the

direct-sales firm Herbalife achieved astounding sales of two million dollars

worth of vitamin supplements during its first six weeks of operations in Mex-

ico, and Amway recruited some 170,000 Mexican distributors in its first years

of operations in the country. When Omnitrition set up its Mexican headquar-

ters in Mexico City in 1991, Jorge Vergara, a former Mexican Herbalife dis-

tributor, agreed to run the division.∫

As Vergara established Omnitrition as a viable competitor to Herbalife

and Amway in Mexico, the company’s Texas-based founders faced legal trou-

bles. Disillusioned former Omnitrition distributors brought a class-action suit

against the company, claiming that its marketing plan constituted an illegal
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Onmilife storefront, Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas, February 2008. Photograph by Adam Herring,
courtesy of photographer.

Omnilife operates five wholesale stores for distributors in Texas, including this one in Dallas.

pyramid scheme. Such accusations have dogged multilevel marketers, those

direct sellers who compensate distributors based on a percentage of the sales

of their recruits, since a Federal Trade Commission investigation of Amway in

1979. Because Amway required that its distributors sell some product to cus-

tomers each month, the ftc ruled that it was not a pyramid scheme, though

the company paid a fine for misrepresenting potential earnings to new re-

cruits. When the case against Omnitrition reached the Ninth Circuit Court

of Appeals in 1996, the company relied on the ‘‘Amway defense,’’ asserting

that its compensation plan required distributors to resell product, not merely

to hoard inventory to qualify for bonuses. The court rejected this argument,

stating that no evidence existed that Omnitrition enforced its bonus require-

ments. The Supreme Court let stand the ruling that Omnitrition was an illegal

pyramid scheme.Ω In the aftermath, the company scrambled to revise its com-

pensation plan such that retail sales were emphasized. Although the lawyers

prevailed in court, one of the founding partners kept the rights to the com-

pany’s name.∞≠

As scandal enveloped Omnitrition in the United States, Vergara established

his independence from the U.S. company, changed his company’s name to

Omnilife, and relocated its headquarters to his hometown, Guadalajara, one

of Mexico’s largest industrial centers. Vergara quickly opened distribution
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centers across Mexico while pursuing ambitious plans for international ex-

pansion. Mexicans in the United States, many of whom were familiar with the

products due to time spent in Mexico, represented a logical target for expan-

sion. For Omnilife’s corporate headquarters in the United States, Vergara

chose Austin, Texas, partially due to the sizable population of peoples of

Mexican descent in the region, but also in hopes of capitalizing on the state’s

demonstrated enthusiasm for direct selling.∞∞

Becoming a Distributor

Omnilife has expanded its catalog of products beyond Pearson’s and Shaw’s

original line of designer foods, though all the products still aim to supply large

quantities of vitamins. Distributors choose from over eighty vitamin powders,

which they dissolve in bottles of company-produced water and drink between

meals. The sweet, citrus-flavored powders turn the water yellowish-orange in

color. Although in recent years the company has introduced carbonated bev-

erages in aluminum cans and 200 ml bottles, the fluorescent-hued water bottle

remains Omnilife’s trademark. Jorge Vergara, never media-shy, ensures that

every photograph of him includes his bottle of product close at hand.

Following the free-radical theory of aging, Omnilife contends that most

humans do not attain optimal nutrition through their diets, and those who

manage to eat balanced meals still expose themselves to harmful pesticides and

chemicals that the modern food industry increasingly employs. In company

literature and training sessions, Omnilife presents its products as equivalent to

food, though with concentrated nutrients and without harmful substances.

Since the powders contain nothing more than what healthy people should be

eating, consumers need no prescription to take them and can drink as many

bottles as they feel necessary. As vitamin supplements, the products avoid U.S.

government regulation, due to a 1999 federal case where Pearson and Shaw

successfully challenged the Food and Drug Administration’s right to verify the

health claims made on labels of nutritional supplements.∞≤

Since her first taste of Omnilife’s co√ee, Georgina’s enthusiasm for the

products has not diminished. She begins every day with a hot cup of Cafetino.

Then, during the day, she drinks a bottle mixed with Omnilife supplements

Kenyan and Magnus, which give her mental and physical energy. In the Texas

heat, she drinks a vitamin called EgoLife, which rehydrates the body. She takes

chewable pills designed to prevent diabetes and puts a calcium supplement in

her children’s breakfast cereal. Like Pearson and Shaw, Georgina maintains

that most contemporary diets pollute the body with contaminants. She has
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witnessed how the powders can cleanse the body of toxins, including kidney

stones or other noxious substances that Omnilife users have expelled. Pointing

to a display of Omnilife bottles on the wall of her o≈ce, she calls the product

line her ‘‘medicine cabinet.’’

No clinical evidence supports the theory that megadoses of antioxidants

prevent the formation of free radicals in the human body. In one study,

participants who received beta carotene supplements, a popular antioxidant,

showed higher rates of lung cancer than the control group. When a Newsweek

reporter asked Jorge Vergara for proof that his product works, he replied

simply, ‘‘I take it every day. We have over a million distributors and five million

customers.’’∞≥ For the mostly working-class consumers of Omnilife’s supple-

ments, the experiences of their family and friends hold more weight than

studies published in medical journals. They require no chemical analysis of the

product content to believe in its transformative properties. As Vergara reminds

his distributors, their task is not to convince, but to take the powders, feel the

results, and share their stories. This alone will be enough to win over a client.

Distributors invest so much confidence in the products that they com-

monly put them to uses not suggested by the company. In his public ap-

pearances, Vergara comments favorably about the novel uses for the products

that he learns about from his distributors. A man in Argentina told him about

using the company’s anticellulite gel as a topical Viagra. A woman explained

that she mixes several powders into a liquid, which she then administers as eye

drops. In my fieldwork, I met Omnilife customers who fashion facial masks by

mixing several powders into a paste, feed the vitamins to their pet birds, or

inject the products into their veins. Despite these creative applications, Omni-

life distributors do not avoid sickness altogether. Yet when they fall ill, they

assert that the sickness would have been much more severe had they not been

diligently taking the products.

Committing to taking multiple products daily, as the company urges, re-

quires a significant financial outlay. On average, a box of thirty packets of

vitamin powder retails for nearly thirty dollars. Georgina o√ers her clients

individual packets of the vitamin powders, making the cost less burdensome.

Many clients, like Georgina, lack health insurance, so a medical emergency can

devastate them economically. Vitamin supplements can prevent future illness

or alleviate existing symptoms, she believes. If a customer wants to buy an

entire box, she advises that it makes more sense to enroll in the company,

which entitles the distributor to purchase products at a wholesaler’s discount.

Becoming a distributor costs about twenty dollars. In exchange, the company
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provides a kit that includes a sample product, a promotional video and maga-

zine, a manual of regulations, and a distributor number, which can be used to

make purchases at distribution centers.

When distributors first enroll, they qualify to purchase the product at a 20

percent discount. Each product also carries a point value that correlates to its

cost. As distributors increase their point totals through subsequent purchases,

their discount increases to a maximum of 40 percent. At that level, called

bronze distributor, they can recruit other distributors into their organizations

to ascend in rank to silver, then gold, and finally diamond distributor. Geor-

gina decided to make bronze as quickly as she could after enrolling. This

required her to purchase about four hundred dollars of product every two

weeks for two consecutive months. Despite the large initial outlay, she felt it

was worthwhile because she could sample a range of the products en route to

reaching the maximum discount level.

After four years as an Omnilife bronze distributor, Georgina has not risen

further in the company hierarchy. Advancing to the next level, silver, requires

that a distributor enroll three recruits, each of whom must earn one hundred

dollars every two weeks in commission checks. Georgina counts three dis-

tributors below her, but none of them generates a commission check. Mostly,

her recruits purchase Omnilife products for their own consumption, not for

selling to others. If she reached silver status, Georgina could claim a larger

portion of her network’s sales volume in commissions. She doesn’t divulge

how much money she earns from her full-time commitment to Omnilife, but

she mentions that her husband still works two jobs.

Still, she remains optimistic about her potential for growth in Omnilife.

Georgina explains, ‘‘As Jorge [Vergara] says, we’re people who take care of

people. We don’t look for money.’’ By framing her direct-selling work as a

service profession, Georgina measures success in terms of people helped, not

money earned. Taking the weight-loss products helped her husband drop

several waist sizes on his pants. More dramatically, she recommended Omni-

life products to a woman with uterine cancer. The vitamins seemed to work so

thoroughly that the woman’s doctor expressed amazement that the cancer had

disappeared. Georgina keeps a binder in her o≈ce with such powerful testi-

monies illustrated by before and after photographs. This focus on health

outcomes enables her to stay motivated in Omnilife even without the tangible

financial rewards that some of the superstar distributors featured in the com-

pany magazine have experienced. Georgina concerns herself with the proper

consumption of the products, not with strategies for expanding her business.
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Omnilife’s most richly compensated distributor, who happens to be Jorge

Vergara’s first cousin, claims a monthly gross income of two hundred thou-

sand dollars. Of course, such outsized earnings are the exception. For the

distributors I talked to, participation in Omnilife either supplements income

from more traditional employment or provides no earnings at all. The lack of

consistent profit does not deter distributors from enthusiastically consuming

the products. To the contrary, many enroll merely to purchase the company’s

products at a discount. Despite the company’s e√orts to discourage treating

the products as prescription medicine, most distributors first learn about

Omnilife while searching for relief from a physical or mental illness. Like

Georgina, they approach direct selling primarily as a natural remedy for a

condition that medical professionals fail to treat. Unlike Georgina, who dedi-

cates herself to Omnilife as a career, most distributors remain ignorant of the

byzantine rules of the compensation system. Their immediate priority is to

improve their health by drinking bottles of product.

Motivating Consumers

Jorge Vergara understands that only a tiny percentage of distributors treat

Omnilife as a business. He is also aware that a multilevel compensation

scheme requires massive numbers of base-level distributors to generate reve-

nue for those above them in the pyramid. Omnilife wages a constant com-

munications campaign to recruit new distributors and to encourage them to

consume once they enroll. The loudest voice in this e√ort is Jorge Vergara’s.

From his growing commercial empire in Guadalajara, Vergara commands

multiple media for disseminating his message to the three million Omnilife

distributors spread across eighteen countries. He is the sole owner of a com-

pany that produces quarterly magazines, biweekly newsletters, annual videos,

Internet radio shows, biannual mass rallies, motion pictures, and music discs.

Most visibly, Vergara owns the Chivas, a professional soccer team in Guadala-

jara and one of Mexico’s most storied sports franchises. He capitalized on the

popularity of the Chivas name among Mexican Americans by fielding an

expansion team in Los Angeles as part of Major League Soccer.∞∂

Vergara maintains a frenzied travel schedule, repeating his message to

Spanish-speaking groups in Latin America and the United States. He o√ers his

own story as proof that before an entrepreneur can achieve wealth, she or he

must become a diligent consumer. When he publicly recounts his rise to riches,

Vergara emphasizes his inauspicious start to minimize the distance between

him and his working-class audience. As he tells it, he dropped out of high
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school to work selling Volkswagens. He switched to selling real estate for a

major industrial conglomerate but fell victim to downsizing in the 1980s. Upon

returning to his hometown of Guadalajara, Vergara invested in ventures rang-

ing from pork wholesaling to an Italian restaurant, but ended up eating more

food than he sold. In a few years, he was ‘‘fat, sick, and broke.’’ A friend invited

him to try Herbalife’s weight loss products. When he took the pills conscien-

tiously, he felt and looked better, so he began to recommend them to others.

At an August 2004 rally in San Antonio, Texas, Vergara tailors his speech for

residents of the borderlands. Georgina drives from Dallas with her family to

make a vacation out of the event before her children’s school year starts.

Downtown San Antonio’s ornate Majestic Theater hosts the event, part of

Vergara’s weeklong sweep through the United States called the Gira del Sí (the

Yes Tour). I purchase a ticket for ten dollars in the lobby of the theater, then

walk into an antechamber at the back of the orchestra section. There, com-

pany employees sta√ two tables selling nutritional products along with memo-

rabilia. While we wait for the 10 a.m. start, distributors dance in the aisles to

driving dance music pumped from giant speakers flanking the stage. One

group, wearing Chivas uniforms, unfurls a banner that announces ‘‘Dallas–Ft.

Worth.’’ A busload of distributors from Houston sports matching T-shirts

they have designed for the occasion. The minimalist metallic set and single

table and stool on the stage contrast with the fanciful castle turrets that frame

the proscenium. About five hundred people partially fill the ground floor seats

when the event begins.

Two giant screens on either side of the stage amplify Jorge Vergara’s image

as he strides to the table with a bottle of orangish drink in one hand and a

cordless microphone in the other. He looks stylish, with his hair slicked back

and dressed in a black suit with a white shirt open at the collar. Resting his

bottle on the table, he asks the crowd, ‘‘Are you all Tejanos?’’ This prompts a

raucous shouting of hometowns: Ciudad Juárez, Tampico, Chihuahua, Austin,

Dallas. The cheering fades as Vergara sits on the stool and addresses his re-

marks to the mostly migrant audience. He acknowledges the undocumented

status of some migrants in the audience but assures them that they need no

papers to achieve their dreams. What they will have to do is break with the

usual routine of backbreaking labor. ‘‘I knew a ‘permanent tourist’ who earned

one thousand dollars a month working in a McDonald’s and had to live with

ten other people. I tried to motivate him to earn more, but that’s all he wanted

because it was more than he made in Mexico. You can’t convince anyone who

doesn’t have the desire to change.’’
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Majestic Theater marquee, San Antonio, Texas, August 2004. Photograph by Peter S. Cahn.

The theater hosted an Omnilife rally where Jorge Vergara was the host.

Strenuous work not only compensates migrants poorly, he claims, but also

it leaves them susceptible to illness. Vergara’s message resonates with Geor-

gina, who experienced both meager wages and unwanted weight gain when

she worked at McDonald’s. Vergara asserts that all migrants to the United

States compromise their health:

You can count the years you’ve been in the United States like rings on a tree

with all the fat you’ve accumulated. If you order salmon from Alaska, how

long does it take to get to San Antonio? Two weeks. It takes six months to

bring Washington apples to San Antonio. Imagine what happens when

you eat it. Our food starts with insecticides and pesticides. Chickens are

the most contaminated animals in the world. They give them growth

hormones so they grow to maturity in five weeks. I know you’re saying, ‘‘I

came to learn how to make money, and you’re scaring me. What can I eat?’’

When migrants in Texas opt for fast food or nonorganic produce to save time

and money, says Vergara, they really damage themselves further. Even if mi-

grants enjoyed the time and resources to choose healthy foods, they would

still lack su≈cient nutrition for optimum health. Improvement starts not

with intensifying their work rhythm, he continues, but with supplementing
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Jorge Vergara addresses the crowd at the Omnilife rally in San Antonio, August 2004. Photograph by
Peter S. Cahn.

their diet. Vergara suggests that they take the OmniPlus supplement five times

a day.

Vergara solicits testimonials from audience members who have experi-

enced positive results with Omnilife’s products. A woman volunteers that she

applied OmniPlus topically to her swollen toes. Shortly after, the swelling

subsided. ‘‘I’ve been using the products for a year and a half, and they’ve

changed my life. I give thanks to you.’’ A man describes a baby whose mother

took OmniPlus daily when pregnant and gave it to the child daily from birth.

The child learned quickly to turn over by himself and never got colicky.

Vergara asks who has lost weight with the Omnilife products. He steps

down from the stage and winds through the aisles, repeating the number of

kilograms dropped that audience members call out to him. Then he turns the

microphone over to the director of Omnilife’s line of cosmetics. Her claims for

the beauty products echo Vergara’s comments about the supplements: they are

100 percent natural, with no chemicals. She also solicits testimonials from the

audience about how the shampoos and cosmetics have helped them correct

health problems.

Around 2 p.m., she hands the microphone back to Jorge Vergara for a

final explanation of how consumption of the products can lead to financial

gain. Vergara reduces the formula for success to the pithy phrase, ‘‘Use and
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share.’’ He elaborates, ‘‘Don’t chase money. That’s why you came to the United

States, and you didn’t find it. Don’t chase money; chase results to help people.

It depends on you—no one else—how much you earn.’’ Earning money in

Omnilife does not result from the physically demanding labor that most mi-

grants encounter in the United States. Vergara reverses this formula. Rather

than sacrificing their health for money, migrants can generate income by

taking care of their health.

In Omnilife, improving health requires the consistent and copious con-

sumption of vitamin powders. As friends and neighbors notice the salubrious

e√ects, they will ask how they too can achieve the same benefits. The more a

distributor drinks, the more conspicuous her physical improvement will be.

Vergara encourages his audience to ‘‘imagine yourself in a village in Mexico

scratching your belly while earning five thousand dollars a month.’’ Far from

the arduous work they find in the borderlands, migrants hear in Omnilife the

promise of earning more money while enjoying a relaxing lifestyle in their

home country.

Life for most Mexican migrants in the borderlands involves more than just

ceaseless work; it also subjects them to ongoing vulnerability. ‘‘Permanent

tourists,’’ those who have overstayed their visas, must navigate work and lei-

sure without alerting authorities to their undocumented status.∞∑ In Omnilife,

Mexican migrants have the opportunity for public recognition without fear of

reprisals. At the end of the San Antonio rally, Vergara calls to the stage several

distributors to award them cash bonuses for high sales volume. He also pres-

ents keys to new cars to three couples for maintaining consistently high pur-

chase volumes. In their acceptance speeches, the winners demonstrate how

thoroughly they have assimilated the importance of consumption. A man who

won a Toyota pickup assures the audience, ‘‘Anyone can win a truck; just take

the product.’’

A Dallas couple originally from Chihuahua shares how their success in

Omnilife translates to respect in their community. Olivia worked ironing

shirts in a laundry for 250 dollars a week. Her husband worked two jobs that

left him only four hours for sleep. Even so, they could a√ord only a tiny

apartment, which was so small that they took turns with their daughter sleep-

ing in the one bedroom. When Olivia began to take the product, she found

that her migraine headaches disappeared. She followed Vergara’s advice to

‘‘use and share,’’ soon building an organization and collecting a monthly

commission of six thousand dollars.

Although she and her husband had become U.S. citizens after ten years in
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the country, they still faced discrimination. Olivia decided to build a home

with multiple bedrooms in an exclusive Dallas neighborhood. When the con-

tractor told her that only Anglos could live in that subdivision, she showed him

her paycheck; he built the house, making them the first Mexican-Americans in

the neighborhood. As her husband exclaims from the San Antonio stage: ‘‘This

man [Vergara] released me from slavery. Today I’m living the American dream,

but with a Mexican company.’’ Demonstrating Vergara’s point about the futil-

ity of wage labor, they have both quit their grueling jobs to devote themselves

full time to Omnilife.

Training Consumers

No matter how much Vergara travels throughout the United States and Latin

America giving motivational rallies, not every distributor can dedicate an

entire Sunday to hearing him speak. Once the collective e√ervescence of the

San Antonio event wears o√, Georgina and her network of distributors must

keep their enthusiasm for the products without the guarantee of a paycheck,

let alone a sizeable one. High turnover constantly bedevils all direct-selling

firms.∞∏ Low barriers to entry and minimal requirements for active member-

ship make it relatively easy to abandon the company. Those who do stay as

independent resellers may set their own prices for the products or even o√er

competing brands alongside Omnilife’s powders. Ensuring conformity to cor-

porate philosophy and policies poses a constant challenge for Omnilife. Ver-

gara’s investments in media help disseminate his message to as many distribu-

tors as possible. The most e√ective way to impart Vergara’s lessons about

consumption, however, is in the thrice-weekly training sessions held in sup-

port centers.

Any enrolled distributor may open a support center to provide counsel for

her organization and to attract new recruits. Georgina opened hers after three

years in the company. Omnilife allows her to use the corporate logo in her

advertising as long as she identifies herself as an ‘‘independent distributor.’’

The company provides no other material resources for establishing support

centers, aside from general advice. Omnilife suggests that centers hold orienta-

tion meetings about proper product consumption on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Training in the business plan for enrolled distributors takes place on Thurs-

days. In practice, many centers deviate from this schedule, but they do hold

both product and business meetings each week. Although the company does

not specify a script for session leaders to follow, the trainings are highly

standardized in recommending the plan to ‘‘use and share.’’
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Georgina’s support center occupies a rectangular room in the interior of a

single-story o≈ce building near the Texas Rangers stadium in Arlington. I pass

a tax preparer, a travel agency, and a print shop before reaching the door that

reads ‘‘Omnilife U.S.A. Centro De Apoyo Oficial. Distribuidores Indepen-

dientes’’ (O≈cial Support Center. Independent Distributors). Below the sten-

ciled writing, Georgina has posted a handwritten sign advertising free English

classes. Inside, she sits behind a desk with a computer, phone, fax, and printer.

On the far end of the room, I see two tables with white plastic chairs next to a

whiteboard, which serve as the classroom. Shelves on the wall closest to the

desk hold a display of the products. Next to them, open boxes of Kenyan (for

mental function) and Magnus (for energy) vitamin powders advertise packets

for one dollar each. In the opposite corner, a television and vcr share a table

with a stack of Omnilife promotional videos. Among the decorations behind

the desk, I notice a photograph of Georgina posing with Jorge Vergara.

The idea to o√er English classes is Georgina’s innovation. She explains that

it helps increase the tra≈c at the support center. Although she does not force

anyone to try the Omnilife products, the students almost always notice the

display and ask about the powders. If students want more information about

Omnilife, she directs them to attend one of the three training sessions she

holds each week. Ostensibly, the meetings alternate between orientations to

the product line and tips for business success. In practice, little di√erentiates

the two types of meetings, both of which encourage greater vitamin consump-

tion as the solution to either physical or financial problems.

On a Thursday evening in July 2004, I attend a business meeting for already

enrolled distributors. Shortly after 7 p.m., I join seven women and four men

watching an Omnilife-produced video in Spanish, with English subtitles. I

notice that most of the guests carry a bottle of Omnilife product with them.

When the video ends, Georgina turns on the lights and asks who is here for the

first time. She welcomes me as the only newcomer, then turns the meeting

over to Jesús, a distributor visiting from Mérida, Yucatán. Since Jesús comes

from Mexico, the birthplace of Omnilife, Georgina suggests that we ‘‘soak

ourselves’’ in his knowledge.

Jesús asks us to arrange our chairs in a circle. His relaxed speaking style and

small stature give him an avuncular air. He begins by saying that when we

invite a guest to an Omnilife meeting, we have to give her a sample of the

product. ‘‘It’s 2 percent chatting and 98 percent product,’’ he quips. The prod-

ucts’ advanced formulation ensures that their nutrients enter the bloodstream

immediately, causing a warm feeling within fifteen minutes, signaling that it
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works. Hearing this advice and realizing that I arrived without a bottle of

product, Georgina bustles to bring me a bottle of company water and two

packets of Magnus energy powder. (When the meeting ends, she charges me

three dollars.) Jesús recounts his own introduction to Omnilife, which also

serves as an example for how consuming the product precedes recruitment.

One of his coworkers left the company where Jesús worked in Mexico. When

they saw each other again by chance six months later, the once-obese man

looked thin. Jesús asked him how he had lost so much weight and heard the

name Omnilife for the first time. That same day Jesús registered as a distribu-

tor, in order to have access to the products.

Taken properly, he remarks, the products sell themselves. His sponsor did

not have to convince Jesús to join Omnilife; he did not even have to broach the

topic. So visible was his weight loss that Jesús asked him about the products.

From this anecdote, Jesús extrapolates that all the work in Omnilife is about

consuming products, not peddling them. ‘‘The company doesn’t need or look

for sellers. It looks for consumers,’’ he states. The prospect of selling door-to-

door may deter many potential distributors, but consuming health drinks

does not seem so daunting. ‘‘99.9 percent of the people in this country who

work su√er stress,’’ Jesús claims. He encourages his audience not to limit their

business just to friends and relatives. Still, he admits that many people dis-

tributors approach will reject their o√ers to try the supplements.

Successful distributors talk to everyone about the products. While this may

sound burdensome or in violation of social norms, Jesús reminds us that we

should not consider these conversations work. He describes a recent encoun-

ter he had with a woman in Dallas who brushed him o√, saying she sold

Herbalife. He greeted her as a colleague, told her she had ‘‘divine eyes,’’ and left

his contact information. A few days later the woman called him, identifying

herself as the one with the ‘‘divine eyes.’’ She confided that few clients liked

Herbalife’s products and asked Jesús to enroll her in Omnilife.

His anecdotes sought to emphasize how Omnilife’s business plan could

work for anyone. In contrast with the stress-filled work migrants usually

perform, success in Omnilife requires only that the distributors ‘‘use and

share.’’ Dallas and Fort Worth, he emphasizes, hold special promise. ‘‘The best

multilevel companies have been born in Dallas.’’ His hometown in Mexico,

which is much smaller than Dallas, supports some seven hundred Omnilife

distributors who receive monthly commission checks from the company. He

estimates that the comparable number in Dallas is only sixty, leaving ample

room for growth. Since multilevel companies tend to gain members during
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times of economic downturn, he advises his audience to ‘‘take advantage of the

crisis. The path has been cleared. Just follow it. We’re capable. It’s not impor-

tant if you’ve been to university or if you’re illiterate.’’ Omnilife provides all the

resources its distributors need to reap the rewards of the multilevel system.

The only obstacle to achieving success is a distributor’s own self-imposed

limitations. It is as simple as beginning to drink the product.

Jesús ends his comments at 9 p.m, but the audience keeps him another half

hour to ask questions. They do not ask for clarification about Omnilife’s

complex compensation plan. Nor do they share examples of their own suc-

cessful recruiting practices. All they want to know is which product to take for

their specific ailments. In keeping with Vergara’s distinction, Jesús emphasizes

that the products function as food, not as medicine. Even so, the women and

men in Georgina’s support center treat Jesús like a doctor dispensing prescrip-

tions. Many write down his recommendations on a notepad. One woman

wants to know what to give her cousin’s husband, who su√ers from back

problems. A man complains of tingling in his leg. A woman with migraines

and a man with knee pain also ask Jesús for advice. In each case, he recom-

mends taking Omnilife products multiple times a day over several weeks.

Toward the end of the meeting, a man—a client of one of the women

present—enters the room. I see a pus-filled wound on his shin. A workplace

accident mangled one of his legs, he explains. He has been through a skin graft

and medical care, but still lacks feeling in his foot. Without asking further

questions, Jesús prescribes Power Maker. When the man says that he already

consumes Power Maker, Jesús names three other products to take in conjunc-

tion. He encourages the despondent man: ‘‘First have faith in the Lord. He left

you with your leg. Prayer and the product practically work miracles.’’ Geor-

gina, who is listening to the man, o√ers her own testimonial of using Power

Maker to treat an ulcer. As nutritional supplements, Omnilife’s powders do

not treat diseases or heal injuries in a targeted way as medicines do. Jesús

clarifies, ‘‘The products don’t cure. They regenerate the damaged part of your

body.’’ He leaves vague the mechanics of this process, though he assures the

man that the larger the quantity of product taken, the faster the recovery.

Miracles, like the ones Jesús promises and Georgina collects in her binder,

motivate distributors to consume Omnilife’s products conscientiously. While

expensive medicines and specialized medical care may be out of reach for

many borderlands residents, obtaining the benefits of Omnilife products re-

quires only a trip to the distribution center. In relative terms, the high prices of

the vitamin powders do not seem so unreasonable. Georgina acknowledges
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that the products are expensive, but adds, ‘‘They’re worthwhile. It’s more

expensive to go to the hospital.’’ Many distributors also equate consuming the

products with taking medicine, developing a testimonial of recovery that by-

passes medical professionals. They share their stories of self-healing with as

many people as possible. Personal anecdotes of miraculous results outweigh

scientific evidence in proving the e≈cacy of vitamin supplements and present

routes to health easily available to undocumented migrants. Just as work in

Omnilife o√ers an alternative to the burdens of the formal economy, so do its

products o√er an alternative to the uncertainties of allopathic medicine.

Conclusion

Direct sellers have long found the U.S.-Mexico borderlands fertile ground.

During the period when few retail outlets reached residents of the U.S. West,

door-to-door Avon representatives brought the glamour of cosmetics to rural

areas. Companies like Mary Kay, Home Interiors & Gifts, and Omnitrition

made Texas their headquarters. With their growth, direct-sales companies

turned to neighboring Mexico as a recruiting ground for additional distribu-

tors and consumers. By the 1990s, the proliferation of Tupperware parties and

catalogs of cosmetics familiarized most Mexicans with direct selling.∞π After

learning multilevel marketing from a U.S.-based company, Jorge Vergara tai-

lored its system to his native Mexico. He determined that the Mexican palate

favors sweet powders over Herbalife’s tasteless pills. He also decided to issue

paychecks twice a month, as is the Mexican custom. As his company began to

grow beyond central Mexico, he looked to the borderlands for expansion.

From its base in Austin, Texas, Omnilife returned direct selling to its country

of origin.

In many ways, the burgeoning population of undocumented Mexican mi-

grants makes the borderlands well suited for direct selling. Shoppers across the

country may have increased access to retail options, but the appeal of direct

selling still holds for ‘‘permanent tourists.’’ All the Omnilife publications come

in Spanish, and all the employees at the wholesale centers speak Spanish,

which prevents communication problems. Moreover, most independent dis-

tributors allow customers to pay for their orders in installments, without

charging interest. Most importantly, companies do not require that represen-

tatives demonstrate legal status, higher education, or willingness to work a set

schedule. With this flexibility comes the possibility of earning additional in-

come. Few distributors reach the level of Olivia and her husband, who built

their own house from their Omnilife profits. Still, for Georgina, working in
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Omnilife o√ers an ‘‘emotional’’ paycheck. She improves her own health and

gains satisfaction from helping others to feel better.

In her previous jobs, Georgina never felt the same sense of purpose. She

performed unskilled labor, often in isolation: filing, cleaning, and cooking.

She endured the numbing work because the pay enabled her to meet her

family’s consumption needs. Traditionally, migrant workers have followed the

same pattern, accepting physically demanding jobs as a way to save money for

durable goods or to support relatives in their sending community. Georgina’s

job as an Omnilife distributor demands work, too: attending motivational

meetings, reading company literature, leading training sessions, and recruit-

ing interested clients. But in multilevel marketing, consumption precedes any

productive labor. Before she could invest the energy in building her network of

recruits to ascend the ranks of prosperity, she first had to take the products.

At the San Antonio rally, Vergara disparaged Mexicans toiling at McDon-

ald’s for minimum wage. No matter how diligently they work, their employer

would reward them with little possibility for advancement and increased risk

of obesity. This perspective contrasts with the rhetoric in Mexico, where the

work ethic of migrants to the United States merits praise. As president, Vicente

Fox defended the contributions Mexicans make to the U.S. economy by claim-

ing that migrants fill jobs that no U.S. citizen wants. Vergara, on the other

hand, frames low-wage toiling not as noble sacrifice but as misdirected energy.

He faults fast-food workers like Georgina for lack of vision. Perhaps they eke

out a living, but at the same time they damage their health and fail to realize

their potential. Instead of glorifying productive labor, Vergara celebrates con-

sumption as the path to material rewards and physical healing.

Downplaying production has the e√ect of also devaluing steady income.

Omnilife’s motto, ‘‘people taking care of people,’’ reminds distributors not to

pursue clients purely for monetary gain, but to recast selling as helping people

in need. In the early days of door-to-door sales, companies treated peddling as

a trade, complete with scripts and quotas for giving product demonstrations.

Georgina and other Omnilife distributors devote almost no time to rehearsing

the dynamics of client interactions. Their goal is to provide a service, not sell a

product. Other direct-sales professionals and aspirants along the borderlands

interpret their work in the same way. They measure success in the number of

people benefited, not in the amount of money earned. Helping, in these cases,

always implies introducing clients to life-altering products and instructing

them in their uses. The products best suited to direct selling are those that

appeal to a wide range of consumers and require frequent replenishment.∞∫
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That the products o√ered do not have an obvious competitor in the retail

market works to prevent price comparisons. Nutritional supplements fit the

profile; so do sex toys.

Passion Parties, a direct-sales company based in California that o√ers lo-

tions, clothes, and vibrators to women through home parties, reports that the

southern United States dominates its market. One Dallas-area distributor

made national headlines when local police arrested her for violating a Texas

statute that outlaws the sale of any device for stimulating the genitals. In her

defense, the distributor cast her work as educational and therapeutic: ‘‘Most of

what I teach I learned after I was forty. . . . One woman had been married five

years and had never had an orgasm.’’∞Ω The city later dropped the charges

against her, but she continued her educational campaign by mounting a legal

challenge to the state’s legislation.

Sex-toy parties give a modern twist to the traditional gender roles associ-

ated with many direct sellers like Mary Kay and Avon. They overturn the

stereotype of the sexually passive woman who sacrifices her own pleasure for

her family’s benefit. But the empowerment possible at an all-female sex-toy

party does not o√er women true power.≤≠ Direct sellers still su√er from vul-

nerabilities inherent to the industry: no health care, no guaranteed salary, no

employer benefits. In the same way that the notion of providing help sub-

stitutes for earning an income, the rhetoric of entrepreneurship in direct

selling substitutes for job stability. Yet, in male-dominated societies like Mex-

ico’s, women whose work closely resembles their domestic duties receive more

approval than those women who enter the corporate world. Seen as a service

profession, direct selling does not threaten stereotypical gender norms and

keeps women grounded in the realm of consumption.

To maximize Omnilife’s reach in the borderlands, Jorge Vergara gently chal-

lenges the customary correlation between women and consumption. Starting

from his own example, he stresses that both men and women must take

responsibility for proper consumption. Although women dominate the lower

ranks of Omnilife distributors, as they ascend the hierarchy, their husbands

tend to join the business, so that nearly all top-level leaders are married

couples. Men confide in their testimonials at meetings how they feel embar-

rassed at first to be taking and recommending brightly colored vitamin pow-

ders. Once they begin to experience health benefits, however, their shame

disappears. Omnilife’s catalog of products includes a supplement specifically

for regulating men’s hormones. The prominent exposure Vergara gives to his

soccer teams and images of players taking the products further reassure men
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that participating in the company does not compromise their masculinity.

Omnilife’s rhetoric also neutralizes the common assumption that only women

concern themselves with consuming. Men, too, must purchase and take the

products so that they may function more e√ectively as men.

Bringing men into direct selling validates the claim that Omnilife’s prod-

ucts benefit everyone who takes them. In the borderlands, environmental

pollution, chemical additives, and the popularity of fast food conspire to make

most people susceptible to disease. Since we can no longer depend on our diets

to provide the necessary nutrients, urges Vergara, we must nourish our cells

through supplementation. The company’s supplements ‘‘go to where your

body needs them most,’’ Georgina explains to me. Omnilife’s competitors

market their vitamins with the imprimatur of a scientific advisory board and

lectures by biologists accompanied by PowerPoint slides. Omnilife, by con-

trast, no longer mentions scientists Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw in its

promotional material, nor does it reveal who formulates its more recent prod-

ucts. Vergara merely asserts that scientific testing has confirmed the products’

worth, then invites satisfied customers to give their testimonials.

Without laboratory evidence to bolster the health claims of its products,

Omnilife endows consumption itself with redemptive powers. Every meeting,

publication, and rally features inspiring testimonials like Olivia’s that begin

with taking the product and end with realizing a dream. Olivia does not deny

the work she devotes to reaching her goal, but the work she undertakes centers

on drinking the vitamin powders. Consumption alone unlocks the potential

to improve physical health while increasing financial wealth. To avoid an

illegal pyramid structure that prioritizes the business opportunity over retail

sales, Omnilife and other direct sellers require that their distributors meet

minimum purchase requirements. Yet, little selling takes place in direct selling.

Rather, distributors consume the products themselves, tell friends and family

about them, and enroll other distributors who will consume the vitamins and

recommend them to more people.

For Mexican migrants in the United States, the promise of Omnilife turns

the liabilities of the formal economy into advantages in the informal one.

Direct selling does not privilege legal status, education, or language skills. It

fosters community instead of atomizing an already fragmented population. It

purports to relieve wage laborers from physically demanding work and o√ers

them a chance to use their e√orts to help others. Through direct selling,

migrants come to value consumption as a primary activity, not the potential

reward for productive behavior. Few sustain the vision put forward in Om-
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nilife’s testimonials—experienced distributors estimate that 90 percent of po-

tential recruits they approach will reject their advances, and Georgina com-

monly sees defection among her roster of already-enlisted distributors. These

facts point to the tenuousness of an economic strategy that glorifies consump-

tion in a climate of scarcity. That Omnilife continues to find willing distribu-

tors throughout the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, however, illustrates the appeal

of a message that ascribes transformative powers to consumption.
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Sarah Hill

El Dompe, Los Yonkes, and Las Segundas
Consumption’s Other Side
in El Paso–Ciudad Juárez

Three decades before the 1994 North American Free Trade

Agreement (nafta), Mexico carved out a thirty-kilometer

territory along its northern border for a ‘‘free trade zone.’’

There, factories that produced goods for export to the United

States lured Mexicans to work, while stores selling duty-free

American merchandise soaked up their factory paychecks. The

resulting uptick in American consumption, particularly of the

most American of commodities—the automobile—prompted

a new slang term that Mexican American youth in El Paso

invented to poke fun at the cautious driving habits of Ciudad

Juárez residents who ventured into El Paso to shop and visit.

They called the wheezing Chevys, Fords, and Chryslers that

crept around El Paso’s poorer neighborhoods ‘‘fronchis.’’ A con-

traction of ‘‘Frontera Chihuahua,’’ fronchi is an abbreviation

stamped plainly in dark green on the amber-colored license

plates of all vehicles that had been fronterizado (borderized):

legally imported to border cities like Ciudad Juárez, but whose

use in Mexico was restricted to the thirty-kilometer northern

border free trade zone.

These cars stood out in color-coded hues from the newish

Mexican-manufactured Nissans and Volkswagens (and some

Fords, it must be said) that bore regular Chihuahua license

plates, whose coloring varied from year to year but which nota-

bly lacked the moniker ‘‘Frontera.’’ Unlike fronchis, vehicles

with ‘‘chih mex‘‘ plates could travel throughout Mexico, where

they could be repeatedly sold in regional used-car markets.

Fronchis, by contrast, were limited to the free trade zone, so as
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not to depress prices for Mexican-manufactured vehicles, either new or resale.

So, while the term fronchi in El Paso enabled Mexican American youth to

signal their own distinction from Mexican nationals (with whom they were

sometimes confused), in Juárez, fronchi license plates marked their drivers as

not entirely Mexican, but rather Mexicans tied by secondhand imports to

American culture. Fronchis piloted their relics of American manufacturing

might more or less freely back and forth across the international boundary,

but only within clearly delimited internal borders that established fronchi cars

and their drivers as hybrid subjects, neither fully Mexican, nor unequivocally

American.

If fronchis compromised the authentic Mexicanness of their fronchi drivers,

so did much of the rest of juarense consumer culture. For most of the twen-

tieth century, El Paso stores o√ered better prices and a richer array of goods

than their juarense counterparts.∞ Ciudad Juárez had always been a remote

outpost of the Mexican nation; thousands of miles from the central valley of

Mexico, Juárez shoppers had, since the city’s inception (as the Paso del Norte),

obtained from the United States everything residents required but could not

provision locally. By the mid–twentieth century, the high cost of freighting

Mexican-made goods to Ciudad Juárez yielded an anemic retail market there,

while lower American freight costs enhanced El Paso’s dynamic retail sector.

Soon, Mexicans who could cross the border to shop came to prefer American

brands.≤ Those who could not cross the border either paid dearly in Juárez for

Mexican-made merchandise, or they turned to the lively trade in secondhand

American goods that emerged alongside the flow of new goods across the

border. Consumer culture along Mexico’s northern border was thus inextrica-

bly bound up in American consumer culture on the other side of the border.

And as fronchis demonstrate, Mexican fronterizo consumer culture often ab-

sorbed things gotten rid of in the United States. In this way, both Americans

and Mexicans along the border came to rely on the vibrant economy of

discards, secondhand merchandise, and in some cases, the quintessential un-

wanted, used-up good: trash itself.

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, mass consumption in the United

States grew in tandem with services for convenient and sanitary disposal of

unwanted and used-up goods. What might be termed ‘‘mass disposal’’ thus is

fundamental to mass consumption in the United States, despite its invisibility:

as long as consumers can quickly, easily, and painlessly discard virtually any-

thing, disposal in the United States poses no impediment to further pur-

chasing.≥ To understand how this is so takes only imagining the alternative:
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Undated Frontera Chihuahua license plate, ‘‘Fronchi,’’ on 1960s Ford Futura, central Juárez, June 2006.
Photograph by Sarah Hill.

what would consumer behavior in the United States look like if prospective

shoppers could not rid themselves of broken dishes, old television sets, out-

dated clothes, or inoperative automobiles? Consumption in the contemporary

United States virtually requires cheap and easy disposal of previously pur-

chased items.

In contrast to the norms of disposal throughout the United States, disposal

in the El Paso–Juárez metroplex for the last 120 years has been somewhat

more visible—and more complicated. Here, as in other twin cities along the

border, discarded goods do not simply disappear into undi√erentiated, buried

mounds of trash. Instead, they get siphoned o√ into streams feeding active,

vibrant salvaged-goods markets. Many materials and goods that simply end

their short lives in landfills throughout most of the United States endure in

reincarnated form as recovered, repaired, and renewed merchandise in Ciu-

dad Juárez, a foreign city that profits handsomely from Americans’ aban-

donment of their earlier historical practice of what Strasser called ‘‘object

stewardship’’—the careful preservation of materials to ensure their continued

utility.∂ Juárez is not unique in this respect (used European clothing, for

example, journeys across Africa nowadays in a burgeoning secondhand trade

that mimics the global production system), but full understanding of con-
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sumer culture in the borderlands requires some attention to its corollary:

disposal culture.∑ In the El Paso–Juárez metroplex, consumption and disposal

form two elements of a multi-stranded, unitary process, one that has given rise

to a local idiom of disposal/recovery that makes visible what otherwise tends

toward invisibility in the rest of the United States: the relation between con-

sumption and disposal.

This essay explores some folk naming practices like fronchi that have sprung

up in the fertile soil of rejected-goods tra≈c across the border. I discuss the

naming of three sites of consumption/disposal in the pages that follow—el

dompe (the dump), los yonkes (junkyards), and las segundas (secondhand

markets)—to show that the border itself makes disposal di√erent than any-

where else in either Mexico or the United States. Taken together, these sites

shed light on the collision of two features of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands that

shape their consumer culture: on the one hand, the border’s role in fueling the

Mexican federal government’s historic ambivalence about provisioning Mexi-

can citizens living near the U.S. border, and on the other, U.S. residents’

exploitation of the border itself in their need to get rid of unwanted objects.

Entwined in this political economy of acquisition/disposal run threads of

race, class, gender, and national identity, weaving together a thick cloak of

waste and recovery. Naming practices in the market of secondhand and dis-

carded goods reveal a distinct local cultural formation, subject to conditions

over which borderland consumers and disposers have little control but which

they nonetheless creatively mark through an inventive borderlands idiom.

Some of the terms described here resonate throughout the borderlands and

are common features of border Spanglish. Like any slang, this argot binds its

users together in a shared community of purposeful distinction from other

communities, contributing in important ways to a common border experi-

ence from Tijuana to Brownsville.∏ However, in this essay I look at what makes

these terms distinct and unique in Juárez–El Paso. To most border residents,

as well as observers, such terms as dompe and yonke form part of the taken-for-

granted lexicon that defines the borderlands’ inherent hybridity. Nonetheless,

such a view overlooks how these terms di√er in historic and particularly local

tensions of trade and identity. The stories that I relate are purposefully local

accounts that unveil rich, complicated histories of stasis and change in pat-

terns of consumption and disposal between El Paso and Juárez.π Other border

communities might possess their own etymological histories rather than share

a generic linguistic history marked by common borderisms.

One of the characteristic elements of borderline inventions in El Paso–
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Juárez is that they do not uniformly encompass the variegated social strata of

the vast two cities. In other words, not only do the twin cities’ linguistic

idiosyncrasies make little sense anywhere else in either Mexico or the United

States (though some of the terms may trade in the currency of other border

cities); they also make little sense across the entirety of Juárez–El Paso. They

do show how the two cities and their waste recovery/consumer disposal prac-

tices are tangled in a Gordian knot of mobile goods and transported mean-

ings. ‘‘Fronchi ’’ is here a case in point: it worked as a joke only on the U.S. side

of the Chihuahua-Texas border. And like any cultural formation, fronchi is

not static. Because of border languages’ contingent character in a changing

global marketplace in which both sides are only tenuously situated, idiomatic

expressions appear, flourish, mutate, and disappear over time. Fronchi, a com-

ical term that needed little elaboration from the 1970s to 1990s, is now a sign

lacking a signifier and with nothing to signify because the Mexican federal

government has dispensed with plain alphanumeric license plates in favor of

airbrushed decorative ones. These new license plates still distinguish between

fronterizado vehicles and national ones, but more subtly, and they have not

(yet) given rise to a new playful moniker for the cars’ owners.

Of Dumps and El Dompe: The Mexican Nature of Garbage

In 1995, I asked Guadalupe, a homesteader on Ciudad Juárez’s then-active

landfill, how she wound up living there.∫ She answered without hesitation,

‘‘We had just arrived [to Juárez] to look for maquila [factory] jobs. We were

told we could find work at ‘el dompe,’ which we thought was a maquila. So we

took the bus here’’—she paused, giving me a wry smile before continuing—

‘‘and of course saw that this is not a maquila.’’ Desperately poor, and with no

money for the return bus fare back to her rented lodging, Guadalupe spent the

rest of the day gleaning cans, bottles, and other discarded scrap. Seasoned

scavengers suggested that she camp out, because some land at el dompe would

soon be for sale. Within weeks she and her husband built a shanty, and they

eventually began formal land payments. By the time I met Guadalupe, two

years after she had arrived at el dompe, several dozen other immigrant families

from elsewhere in Mexico had stumbled onto the real estate available there for

similar reasons: they had not known what ‘‘el dompe’’ meant.Ω

To English-language speakers familiar with Spanish, ‘‘dompe’’ might not

seem an opaque term: it sounds like ‘‘dump’’ with an added accent (dump-A),

suggesting that it means—as Guadalupe and her future neighbors quickly

discovered—the place for garbage. But to Mexicans living anywhere in Mexico
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but the border, Guadalupe’s confusion would be very understandable: in Mex-

ican Spanish, basurero describes the place where basura (garbage or trash)

goes, and tiradero describes the place where thrown-away things (tirados)

wind up. So why in Juárez did the basurero (or tiradero) get called ‘‘el dompe’’?

The short answer most readily o√ered whenever I have asked is that dompe is

slang; people tell me: ‘‘Dompe comes from ‘dumping,’ ’’ (or dompear).∞≠ But

this response just begs other questions: why use the English language to de-

scribe an activity engaged in by Mexicans, in Mexico? And how did English-

language terminology migrate across the border, given that Mexicans already

have a Spanish term for the activity (waste disposal), which is as elemental to

life in Mexico as it is in the United States? Considering some characteristics of

early cross-border garbage disposal between Ciudad Juárez and El Paso will

help sort out how consumption, garbage disposal, and materials reclamation

became an entangled set of activities across the international boundary, such

that Juárez’s basurero became el dompe.

To date, no one I have spoken with can recall a time when the term dompe

was a neologism in Juárez. Retired city engineers and others knowledgeable

about public works history insist that the slang term has circulated in com-

mon currency since their childhoods, and perhaps since the border existed.

One elderly city engineer, eighty-six-year-old Francisco Ochoa, thoughtfully

suggested to me in June 2006 that dompe became a common term in Juárez

because so much of the city fled to El Paso as refugees in 1914, when Pancho

Villa’s occupying army drove them across the border: ‘‘The rich [Mexicans]

settled in Sunset Heights, and the poor settled in Chihuahuita [El Paso’s ‘‘Mex-

ican’’ neighborhood’’], and they took on American customs that became part

of Juárez later as they came and went back and forth across the border.’’

Ochoa’s reasoning may indeed have some basis in historical fact.

Before 1880, both El Paso and Juárez were small, dusty adobe villages,

according to travelers’ accounts, which Amy Greenberg’s essay in this volume

details. The 1880 census counted merely 736 residents in the village of Franklin

(as it was then called), Texas; but when, in 1881 and 1882, three railroads

arrived to link El Paso to the rest of the continental United States, the town’s

population grew nearly tenfold, to roughly 5,000.∞∞ In the summer of 1882, an

El Paso municipal ordinance declared that the Rio Grande would be the only

site for the disposal of a long list of discarded materials, including rubbish and

garbage. The code mandated that ‘‘no person in the City of El Paso shall throw

into or deposit upon any public street highway or grounds, or upon any

private premises or anywhere, except in such places as may be designated for
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that purpose, any glass, broken ware, dirt, rubbish, old clothes, garbage, or

filth and any person so o√ending shall be fined in any sum not exceeding ten

dollars for each o√ense.’’ It then designated the Rio Grande River ‘‘as the place

of deposit for all such material.’’∞≤

Municipal records from Juárez, by contrast, do not include codes governing

trash hauling or garbage burial until well into the twentieth century.∞≥ This is

perhaps not surprising, because typically disposal becomes a public concern

only when population pressures and the amount of material stu√ consumed—

and discarded—by urban residents reach a certain critical mass.∞∂ Through

the 1880s, Juárez remained relatively unchanged. Low-lying adobe structures

added to its ‘‘quaint’’ ‘‘Old World’’ character, according to visitors from

El Paso, despite the fact that in 1882 and 1883 two Mexican national rail lines

finally brought the town into a transportation network with the rest of Mex-

ico. In fact, the only structure not built of adobe, in 1883, was a railway o≈ce.∞∑

And though Juárez’s population grew—doubling in two years—its pace of

development remained much slower than its northern neighbor. Despite a few

years when Juárez merchants prospered due to the zona libre, El Paso assumed

a lead in commercial and industrial development.∞∏ The confluence of five rail

lines at the border provided the opportunity for El Paso merchants to launch

business interests in the interior of Mexico, bypassing entirely Mexico’s remote

little outpost—Juárez—across the river, which seemed ever more locked in the

past as El Paso surged toward modernity.∞π In 1896, El Paso’s City Directory

boasted of El Paso’s continentwide supremacy in ore refining and in other

heavy industries, while ‘‘an easy walk or drive takes the visitor or sojourner

into that quaint adobe town [Juárez], with its seventeenth century method of

living and work. A trip to the Holy Land would not more completely put him

in a ‘foreign country.’ ’’∞∫

The well-grounded fears of Juárez’s eclipse by its upstart northern neighbor

prompted a group of juarense businessmen in 1881 to appeal to the central

Mexican government for relief from import duties on basic goods. They la-

mented, ‘‘Jealousy comes from contemplating those situated on the other side

of the river, given their preponderance of commercial and industrial develop-

ments. And while they become grander at our expense, we find no object, no

matter how cheap or expensive, that their warehouses do not stock, yielding

our sad situation that we must demand the most vital articles as flour, corn,

wheat and beef, as we see ourselves ruined and impoverished watching the

disappearance of our residents and capital and with them our last hope for

improvement.’’∞Ω This complaint would become a staple feature of the struggle
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of juarense merchants, who to this day contend with the decided preference of

juarense shoppers for stores on the other side of the border.≤≠ Moreover, the

grounds of the complaint, ‘‘El Paso’s preponderance of commercial and indus-

trial developments,’’ points to the likelihood that residents of El Paso were

acquiring more goods than their neighbors in Juárez. No doubt a greater

volume of waste and discards originated in El Paso than Juárez. So, at the

outset of El Paso’s modern history, it possessed both a population density and

access to goods that made trash disposal a more urgent problem than it was for

neighboring Juárez.≤∞

While it seems that Juárez had no municipally designated area for dump-

ing, this does not mean that no disposal site existed. Felipe Talavera, director

of the Juárez Municipal Archives, told me that before Juárez had an actual

basurero, everyone used the river (primarily employing carretas, the services

of mule-driven carters).≤≤ But the fact that the town lacked municipal garbage

codes, while its neighbor to the north possessed a designated dump (albeit also

in the river), suggests that the idea of an o≈cial municipal dumping ground

first appeared—as retired engineer Francisco Ochoa speculated—as an Ameri-

can custom. The customs that became associated with ‘‘dumping’’ in 1880s and

1890s El Paso might have provided a template for how to handle discarded

materials in Juárez when its population density and participation in the con-

sumer market were large enough to necessitate a common, publicly managed

site.

El Paso codified still more practices associated with dumping, while Juárez

left the activity unregulated. In April 1886, the city established a patronage

monopoly for waste carting: the city scavenger. Appointed by the City Council

for a two-year term, the scavenger paid a bond for the right to charge residents

a fee to collect all refuse in the city—including streets and alleyways—and haul

it to the city dumping grounds. The ordinance e√ectively outlawed private

householder dumping, as well as what may have been a number of other

carting operations. In order to protect residents against the monopolistic

abuse of the scavenger, the ordinance set the carting rates. During the first year

of the scavenger’s contract, residents paid twenty-five cents a week for three

pickups, which was the equivalent of about a quarter of a day’s work for most,

who earned about $1.00 a day.≤≥ From the 1880s onward, city ledgers in El Paso

indicate both income and expenses from the city scavenger. Here again, the

contrast with Juárez is notable; no corresponding o≈ce existed, and the city

recorded no accounts associated with waste hauling.

The custom of the scavenger o≈ce in El Paso indicates further distinctions
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‘‘Leather Goods Made Repaired and Exchanged,’’ El Paso Trunk Factory, 1910s. Photograph by Otis
Aultman, courtesy Aultman Collection, a5344, El Paso Public Library.

between disposal practices in the two communities. As the name suggests, the

city scavenger engaged not simply in the business of cleaning city streets and

carting o√ wastes. The scavenger also received exclusive rights to mine the

city’s waste stream for recoverable materials (another ordinance in 1886 de-

clared that only the scavenger had access to the city dumping grounds). If

evidence from the waste trades elsewhere in the United States serves as any

guide, city scavengers in El Paso probably profited not from the collected

household fees, but in the market for recovered materials. Beginning in 1896,

El Paso city directories show a number of junk dealers and materials pro-

cessors trading in all manner of detritus and refuse, amassing, sorting, refining

and selling their materials to various industries.≤∂ It is unclear from the rec-

ords whether the scavenger sold to or competed with El Paso’s existing waste

traders, whose large numbers suggest a lively market for scrap materials. In

contrast to El Paso, Juárez directories (such as exist) indicate no businesses

dedicated to materials recovery, perhaps reflective of the fact that practically

no industries in the city (other than cottage) could have made use of recovered

materials.

Just as it was elsewhere in the United States, waste disposal at El Paso’s

dump was secondary to materials recovery. At the turn of the twentieth cen-

tury, dumps served primarily as centralized recovery repositories where ar-
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mies of scavengers worked—in the most appalling conditions—feeding the

supply chain of small-scale industrial buyers of waste materials.≤∑ But mate-

rials recovery is only a viable business—small-scale or otherwise—in the con-

text of production needs. If no manufacturers require a supply of materials

recovered from the waste stream, there exists no market demand to recover

such materials. Since Juárez had little local industry, there was no market for

scavenged materials in Juárez; that market lay on the north side of the border,

in El Paso. Thus, any scavenging that took place along Juárez’s banks of the Rio

Grande—and surely there was scavenging there—probably fed the much more

robust scrap market on the other bank.

The name dompe for dump might have come into common usage in the

1890s because, as newspapers and city records show, ‘‘Mexicans’’ made up the

scavenging labor force under non-Mexican bosses.≤∏ Few of El Paso’s junk

dealers between 1896 and 1917 appear to have been Mexican; their Ashkenazi

surnames—Blott, Bloch, Rosenberg, and Trachtenberg—are consistent with

those of waste traders elsewhere in the United States.≤π And until 1908, when

El Paso’s Democratic ‘‘Ring’’ first rewarded a ‘‘Mexican,’’ Frank Alderete, with

the scavenger concession, none of the city scavengers possessed Hispanic sur-

names or given names.≤∫ Nonetheless, it appears that, regardless of who was

awarded the scavenger o≈ce or ran junk businesses, those who carted, sorted,

and managed materials for Jewish, Anglo, and other ethnic bosses were Mexi-

can, and that Mexicans were intimately associated with waste hauling. For

example, from the 1880s, the city dumping grounds were located along the

river (by ordinance), not far from the ‘‘Mexican’’ neighborhood of Chihua-

huita. In 1911, a newspaper reporter ventured there to observe ‘‘a little band

of Mexicans who eke out a living delving into the trash and garbage of the

city.’’ Informal haulers—Mexicans living on the city’s south side and particu-

larly young boys—posed a persistent problem for the scavenger’s monopoly:

they used their own carts to intercept trash in ‘‘American’’ neighborhoods

or charged rates that undercut the scavenger’s fees for carting.≤Ω A garbage

haulers’ strike identified the aggrieved workers as Mexican, listing only His-

panic surnames on a petition for higher wages.≥≠ Thus, in the ‘‘American’’ city

of El Paso (as promotional literature from the city emphasized), dumping

possessed a distinctly Mexican character.

If dumping in the city had meant, at the turn of the twentieth century,

something akin to ‘‘recovering materials for industry,’’ then it is unsurprising

that the concept of dumping should become Hispanicized for the Mexican

workers primarily engaged in recovery. Eventually, of course, Juárez grew in
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size and required its own dumping grounds. But the bulk of manufacturing

remained, until the late 1960s, on the U.S. side of the border. Thus, dumping/

recovering—regardless of the side of the border—supplied a U.S. market. Per-

haps this is why Juárez’s eventual basurero became known locally as el dompe.

In the early 1970s, long after El Paso had closed its dump and turned to the

modern, industrial technology of landfilling, a scrappy band of scavengers on

Juarez’s city dump had cornered the regional market for recovered materials.

By then, resource recovery had squarely repositioned itself on the Mexican

side of the border. In 1972, a curious fight erupted between the scavenging

cooperative and the local o≈ce of the Mexican Treasury (Secretaria de Haci-

enda): because much of the packaging recovered by the scavengers came from

dry and canned goods bought in El Paso but consumed in Juárez, the Treasury

wanted to charge import duties. The scavengers’ cooperative protested loudly

and publicly, taking out newspaper ads that asked, rhetorically, ‘‘What na-

tionality is garbage?’’ The cooperative prevailed, but even as it did, the eco-

nomic basis of the city was undergoing a dramatic change, with heavy indus-

try moving far from the border, and light, export-oriented manufacturing on

the verge of an unprecedented explosion in the region due to the arrival of

maquiladoras. But certain ‘‘customs’’ of waste handling, as former city engi-

neer Francisco Ochoa musingly called them, remained vibrant, thanks to

cheap labor and robust networks of materials traders that kept consumer

recovery vital.

Yonkes: The Linguistic Politics of Car Parts

In the summer of 2006, while driving Juárez’s main north-south artery, a

Mexican academic friend of mine wondered out loud why the businesses

amassed along this highway called their wares ‘‘autopartes usadas.’’ Native to

a ranching hamlet on the far eastern end of the U.S.-Mexico border, my

friend grew up in the hybrid idioms of border Spanish and English. Nonethe-

less, this particular phrasing struck him as curious. The conventional names of

the businesses we sped past—yonkes—seemed self-explanatory to him. He

recognized yonke as an Hispanicization of a common American term, the

junkyard; like dompe, yonke sounds like junk with an accented ‘‘A’’ on the end.

Indeed, yonkes’ self-conscious business presentation makes them seem like

junkyards, with vast fenced areas of desert containing acres of automotive

cadavers, their hoods and doors yawning to show their vital components.

Although my friend’s hometown possessed no yonkes, the etymology of yonke

seemed obvious. Autopartes usadas, on the other hand, did not make sense;
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Yonke El Pitufo, south central Juárez, June 2006. Photograph by Sarah Hill.

why ‘‘explain’’ yonke with autopartes usadas (a direct appropriation of ‘‘used

auto parts), he mused, when refacciones (repair parts) would serve suitably?

Why explain one imported concept (yonke) with yet another (autopartes usa-

das) that was not nearly as legible as yonke?

I found myself again struck by the way that certain American terms seem to

have simply migrated across the border, weaving themselves into juarense

everyday speech. Juarenses, and many others, I found, take this for granted.

For example, in his closely observed essay on scavengers in Tijuana, author

Luis Alberto Urrea blandly notes that on the border, junkyards become yonkes

and dumps become dompes, tautologically reinforcing a commonsense notion

that lexical migrations simply happen, yielding—to paraphrase Eric Wolf—

words without history.≥∞ Nonetheless, in the case of yonke, we can trace at least

part of a history leading to an explanation of why yonkes in Juárez call them-

selves vendors of autopartes usadas.

Recall that fronchis are worn-out American cars; they hunger constantly

for spare parts. Thus, with the mass migration of used American cars across

the border, a market system for feeding them replacement parts—also used—

migrated with them. As Juárez’s population grew along with the maquila-

doras in the 1970s and 1980s, so too grew the market for fronchis, which pro-

vided both status and a√ordable transportation for working-class families

living in the sprawling settlements that fanned out over nearly sixty-five

square miles. These vehicles ferried around the very workers who toiled in

automotive plants making components for new GMs, Dodges, and Fords

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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exported to U.S. dealerships. To procure parts to keep an aged but ever-

expanding fleet of cheap cast-o√ vehicles viable, juarenses turned to los yonkes,

where they could find acres and acres of used vehicles ready to be cannibalized

for components.

Like el dompe, it is not immediately clear why businesses that have counter-

parts throughout Mexico—used auto parts vendors—would bear an English

language–origin name on the border. Colloquially, in central Mexico, people

call these businesses deshuesaderos or ‘‘de-boners,’’ a term which seems to be

regarded as slang, since it often appears captured by quotation marks in

newspaper stories and o≈cial documents, and followed with ‘‘tianguis de

autos’’ (automobile marketplaces).≥≤ Mexico also has a name for secondhand

car parts: chatarra. Ironically, chatarra translates into junk.≥≥ These terms

likely lack yonke’s currency on the border, because historically no Mexican

equivalents existed in the interior of the country: yonkes specialize in imported

used automobile parts to serve in the repair of used imported automobiles.

When junkyards began opening up in Juárez, chock-full of American junkers,

they might have purposefully mimicked American junkyards and hence im-

ported their very name: yonke. As in my queries about el dompe, thus far I have

not found anyone in Juárez who knows how long Juárez has had yonkes, nor

who thinks that the question merits inquiry. Similar to explanations I was

given about el dompe, the president of the Juárez Association of Yonkeros,

Héctor Lozoya, told me in August 2005 that some years earlier, his organiza-

tion found that yonkes had been in Juárez as long as ‘‘there was a border.’’≥∂

This history is not without controversy: both the material and symbolic

matters of yonkes have been a thorn in the side of government o≈cials who

seek to regulate the flow of American goods—used and otherwise—into bor-

der cities. As businessmen or capitalist boosters, these government o≈cials

were also eager to exploit the economic opportunities the border made avail-

able. However, throughout the twentieth century, they have, as Mexican na-

tionalists who perceived the border as both a ‘‘threat and an opportunity,’’

danced carefully around the issue of ayanquando (‘‘yankifying’’), notes An-

tonio Bermúdez, not only a mid-century Juárez mayor, but also the first

director of pronaf (discussed at length in Evan Ward’s essay in this volume).≥∑

Such claims of concern for Mexican nationality only thinly veil the class bias at

the heart of such worries. Mid-twentieth-century elites often complained

about American dilution of juarense consumer culture, though they them-

selves tra≈cked freely back and forth across the boundary line. They feared,

nonetheless, that the ‘‘weakly’’ cultured working class could not withstand
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Auto Partes Usadas (Yonke) Japon, south central Juárez, June 2006. Photograph by Sarah Hill.

the forces of apparent ‘‘yankification’’ inherent in the consumption of Ameri-

can goods.≥∏

Another mayor, Jaime Bermúdez (nephew of Antonio Bermúdez), shared

this ambivalence about American goods, at least in his dealings with the

yonkeros. During his term in o≈ce (1983–86) he imposed a new restriction on

the yonkes: the businesses could no longer call themselves yonkes. According to

Yonkeros Association President Lozoya, Bermúdez said to him: ‘‘I’m not going

to give you even a single new permit for another yonke.’’ Bermúdez, who

reportedly thought the American name carried negative associations, did not

try to shut down yonkes (likely di≈cult, since yonkes had federal permission to

import used, inoperative vehicles), but he did want them to dignify the Ameri-

can discards they imported with something other than imported slang. Ber-

múdez required that such businesses call themselves ‘‘autopartes usadas.’’

The yonkeros dutifully complied with the new requirements. Lozoya’s busi-

ness, for example, changed its name from Yonke Japón (he specializes in parts

for Japanese imports, a further layer of irony) to Autopartes Usadas Japón.

Curiously, however, Lozoya claimed that his business promptly dropped o√, as

did that of the other formerly denominated yonkes, because his primary cus-

tomers ‘‘didn’t know what autopartes meant.’’ Lozoya soon had the white walls

surrounding his junkyard repainted, again, so that while he stuck to the letter

of the law, he made a concession to the idiom of his customers. The revised

signage read: ‘‘Autopartes Usadas (Yonke) Japón.’’
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When I asked Lozoya why he thought his clientele could not make sense of

autopartes usadas, he explained that most of his customers come from El Paso.

So Bermúdez’s objection to the nationality of the slang, but not the mer-

chandise, begins to make some sense. By the time Bermúdez came to o≈ce,

Juárez had dwarfed its northern neighbor, thanks in no small measure to the

maquila program of which he was one of the founders and chief beneficiaries.

(Through the ownership and management of real estate leased to American

factories Bermúdez reaped millions of dollars.) And yet, as was consistent with

the half century of mayors who preceded him, Bermúdez wanted to profit

personally from the prospects the border o√ered while restricting its impact

on consumer habits that he saw as unacceptably threatening to Mexican na-

tionality.

As Juárez began to dominate the regional market for used auto parts in the

1970s (e√ectively putting El Paso’s automobile junkyards out of business by the

end of the decade), the yonkes no doubt supplied an important source of for-

eign revenue for the city. In contrast to the customary northward flow of reve-

nues out of the city (both shopping in El Paso and maquila development do

little for the city co√ers), yonkes generated business taxes, property taxes, and

so forth, inverting the usual order of things in Juárez. With yonkes, U.S.

residents (mostly Mexican in nationality or ethnicity) travel to Juárez spe-

cifically to acquire used goods that have been imported to Mexico. Yet, no

matter how important these businesses were to the city during Bermúdez’s

administration, he apparently could not stomach the name yonke. Bermúdez’s

fears of what his uncle called ‘‘yankifying’’ did not extend to the Ameri-

canization of Mexican industry in the maquila sector. But his concerns did

arise when juarenses adopted what he seemed to consider degenerate Ameri-

can customs—the term junk/yonke instead of the more respectable English-

language origin ‘‘used auto parts.’’ Whatever the case may be, it reveals juarense

elites’ discomfort with their city’s integration into the American consumer

market, for new, used, and junked stu√.

I suspect that Bermúdez’s selection of an American-origin neologism (au-

topartes) shows both a veneration of things American and a desire to dress up

used versions a bit. Bermúdez could have opted for genuinely Mexican no-

menclature, such as refacciones usados (used spare parts) or negocios de cha-

tarra (chatarra shops). Instead, he seems to have wanted the fact of their for-

eign origins to remain clear, albeit in a sanitized fashion. Curiously, the some-

what comical redundancy of the yonkes’ signage has more recently become an

unexpectedly useful symbolic tool in the Yonkeros Association’s struggles for
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Totem constructed by Yonkeros Associa-
tion, made of crushed automobile cubes
(a form of signage no longer in common
usage for yonkes), south central Juárez,
June 2006. Photograph by Sarah Hill.

legitimacy. While Bermúdez might have fretted over the denigrated second-

hand form of ‘‘yankification’’ represented in the name yonkes, the yonkeros’

concerns subsequently came to center on the di√erence between themselves as

registered, duty-paying, law-abiding businesses and the unregistered, ‘‘illegal’’

yonkes whose numbers have exploded in recent years. Such businesses, accord-

ing to Lozoya, deal in chuecos—‘‘crooked’’ merchandise sold without license

or proper taxes. In 2005, 450 registered members of the Yonkeros Association

competed for customers among themselves and with an estimated 225 illegal

yonkes around the city, whose exterior walls and signage reference their il-

legality. Since the illegal yonkes are not registered, they do not bother with

cumbersome mandated nomenclature. They call themselves, simply, yonkes

(when they have painted signs), or in lieu of verbal signage, they indicate their

wares with fences made of crushed, cubed automobiles, a formerly universal

symbol in Juárez for yonkeros.

In 2006, yonkes lined both sides of Juárez’s north-south arteries. With the

city spreading southward, they had gradually moved southward too, wherever
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land was abundant and cheap enough to warehouse vast fleets of cars. For

many in El Paso (Mexican, American, and otherwise), the yonkes are not only

the main source of used auto parts on the border; they are also the most visible

reminder of a thriving underworld of car thievery, chop shops, and reselling

that explains the persistently high auto insurance rates in El Paso. For Lozoya

and his fellow legitimate yonkeros, and for Americans who know the term,

yonkes are tangled up with anxieties about the border region’s crooked prac-

tices (business and cultural) that often seem to bear down upon the e√orts of

legitimate businesses.

But in the evolving marketplace for auto components along a dissolving

trade boundary, yonkes face an emerging threat: that they are not American

enough. The Yonkeros Association more recently has sought to help its mem-

bers not only to establish their legitimacy but also to compete on price, quality,

and service in a marketplace that has seen the arrival of a new kind of Ameri-

can import: franchises o√ering discount spare parts and discount auto repairs.

In 2005 the Yonkeros (unsuccessfully) petitioned for city land to build an

installation where all 450 members could relocate. Their plan accommodated

air-conditioned areas where customers could relax while awaiting repairs.

They wanted to develop the yonkes’ business image such that they could sever

the association between criminality and used auto parts. The failed plan would

have given them a fighting chance against, on the one hand, the AutoZones,

Pep Boys, and the like that skim their most prosperous customers, and on the

other, illegal yonkes that continue to poach on the lower end of the market.

Meanwhile, the language on the border for conveying the expanding pene-

tration of American automobiles and parts into the Mexican economy of used

merchandise itself keeps expanding. In August 2005, Mexican president

Vicente Fox removed the prohibitions against individuals importing cars from

the United States. The national coverage of the policy change introduced slang

terms from Mexico’s interior used to describe vehicles that entered the country

across the northern border. In Mexico City, such vehicles, called ‘‘chocolate,’’

are said to be illegally left behind by ‘‘migrants’’: that is, Mexicans who live and

work for long periods in the United States. In Juárez, ‘‘chocolate’’ soon ap-

peared in the war of words to distinguish among imported vehicles. At my

request, Eduardo Barrera asked his graduate class in epistemology at the Au-

tonomous University of Ciudad Juárez in 2005 to explain the di√erence be-

tween chocolate and ‘‘chueco.’’ No clear consensus emerged: some students said

that juarenses do not use the term chocolate, others reported that chueco means

a vehicle that lacks a title and plates (indeed, chocolate does not appear in the
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university’s extensive slang glossary, first compiled in 1985, while chueco does).

But one student explained that chocolate refers to vehicles that are ‘‘tolerated,’’

despite being illegal.≥π

Importers in Mexico City strenuously decried Fox’s executive order. Gui-

llermo Rosales Zarate, government relations director of the Mexican Associa-

tion of Automobile Distributors, declared that the policy legalized contra-

band. (The analogy of opposition to legalizing ‘‘illegal’’ immigrants in the

United States comes readily to mind.) With little else e√ective at hand (the

executive order is, after all, a done deal), Rosales resorted to an old trick: the

attempt to reclassify a transient object with unambiguously negative value. He

suggested that the soon-to-be-legal chocolate was, in e√ect, ‘‘garbage’’: ‘‘We

want to be business partners with the U.S. and Canada, not their largest

basurero de chatarra automovile.’’≥∫ In this he upped the ante—by turning

chatarra into basura, or junk into trash.

Las Segundas: From Secondhand to Global Market Subordination

When I first began research at el dompe (October 1994), I met a former rca

factory supervisor who was at that time struggling to set herself up in business

as a neighborhood seamstress. Socorro was talented, but she disliked the

penurious self-exploitation that selling homemade special-occasion dresses

required. She constantly found herself torn between wanting to earn a reason-

able income for herself (which she sorely needed) and the pain of telling young

girls that they could not a√ord all the extra frills they desired on their first-

communion or quinceañera dresses. One place that Socorro found she could

achieve a slight advantage was in her choice of fabric stores. If she traveled by

bus to el centro, bypassed the Mexican fabric stores in and around Avenida

Lerdo, and walked across the bridge to El Paso, she could procure her materials

at a favorable price. However, Socorro chastised herself every time she did so,

calling this shopping ‘‘malinchando,’’ a term that comes from the name of

Malinche, the Indian princess who was Cortéz’s consort and who served as his

translator during the conquest of Mexico. To malinchear is to act as a traitor

(and, it almost goes without saying, to act as a female traitor). So in crossing

the river to purchase fabric, Socorro avoided the (slightly) more pricey Mexi-

can vendors, and in so doing, sold them out.

Several years later, when her seamstress prospects foundered, Socorro

briefly set up a small stand in an ersatz market that had gradually become a

permanent fixture down the mountain from the Juárez dump, on the paved

grounds of a giant parish church. I once went to visit her with my research
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assistant, who told me that Socorro was working in ‘‘las segundas’’—the sec-

ondhand market. To my surprise, Socorro was not selling anything used,

however, nor were most of the other vendors. Under a loosely tied plastic tarp

that shielded her from the sun but also captured its heat like a convection

oven, she sat limply behind a table filled with dusty plastic hair accessories:

the classic fayuca (contraband) of the city’s growing underground import

econnomy. That the market called las segundas o√ered little that was sec-

ondhand posed no paradox for juarenses.≥Ω The fact of the merchandise’s new

or secondhand status was not as relevant a distinction as it once was, nor was

the nationalist distinction that had once made Socorro compare herself with

Malinche.

The sheer volume of stu√ available to purchase in Juárez—new, second-

hand, or even thirdhand—has grown in tandem with the global volume of

consumer goods. Ironically Juárez’s reinvention as a major industrial city

engaged in export-oriented commodity production exemplifies the condi-

tions under which the global trade in finished consumer goods has surged. In

this sense, the Mexican predilection for creative reuse—‘‘Mexican’’ recycling,

as Claudio Lomnitz calls it—is coming under the same influences that fostered

the American tendency to simply throw something away once it is out of

fashion, modestly marred, or reveals a tiny defect.∂≠ Furthermore, the nature

of consumption in las segundas is more important than the status of the goods

as new or secondhand, or as Chinese or American. Like yonkes—which no

longer strictly refer to junkyards but now to businesses that both sell and

install used automobile parts—las segundas now refers to markets that might

sell used goods, or might sell cheap Asian fayuca, or both. To juarenses, it does

not really matter, because las segundas has always clearly indicated that what

these markets provide is access to goods from elsewhere. Whether used or new,

the market sells imports and a shopping experience of a particular kind:

bargaining and haggling based on the purported second-class or secondhand

quality of the merchandise under consideration.

At the same time, however, there remain some clear and well-known dis-

tinctions that juarenses recognize in the array of segundas around the city. For

example, the market known as ‘‘los cerrajeros,’’ where hundreds of stalls are set

up and torn down every day in one of Juárez’s oldest working-class neighbor-

hoods, La Chaveña, is still largely dedicated to used merchandise. Vendors

ferry most of it in small lots from across the border. Initially, the market

specialized in locks—cerrajero means locksmith—that the vendors likely col-

lected in exchange for the locks that they repaired. Over time, the market
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Household appliances for sale in Los Cerrajeros, north central Juárez, June 2003. Photograph by Sarah
Hill.

incorporated tools, appliances, and kitchenwares, many acquired from flea mar-

kets, garage sales, pawn shops, and Goodwill shops throughout the U.S. South-

west. Thus, no one expects to find locksmiths in the cerrajeros market anymore,

although everyone expects to find vendors who continue to tinker. Now, how-

ever, they tinker with used imported and domestic merchandise, repairing fans,

air conditioners, power tools, TVs, phones, and so forth, in order to resell them to

cash-poor juarenses who scrupulously inspect and test the wares.

One curious feature of Socorro’s two e√orts to establish a business (first as a

seamstress and second as a market vendor) is that her guilt of malinchando was

slightly misplaced. Socorro’s conflict over patronizing vendors in El Paso sug-

gests that historically, malinchando in Juárez speaks specifically to the compe-

tition between American and Mexican retailers, but what is more, to the

disparity between the two sides of the border that they represent. What made

her shopping trips a form of malinchando was that when she crossed the

border to the United States, she betrayed her side. The El Paso stores she went

to were not exactly American: Socorro, as do most other Mexicans, called

these shops ‘‘los chinos.’’ The stores on El Paso Street, mostly owned by Kore-

ans and Chinese, have come to rely almost exclusively on a Mexican working-

class clientele who cannot drive to El Paso’s distant malls and big-box discount

stores. They stock not goods made in the U.S., but imports. The only thing
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that is ‘‘American’’ about the stores is the sales tax of 8.25 percent they collect

for the state of Texas and the county of El Paso.

Socorro did not express any guilt of malinchando when she purchased her

Asian-import hair ornaments to sell in her stall in the segunda. And why

should she? She had not crossed the border. Nevertheless, her simple act of

buying Asian imported goods did contribute to the steady shift rocketing

through the foundation of both Juárez’s and Mexico’s economy. Her simple,

guilt-free act of wholesale consumption was one of millions of prosaic, quoti-

dian acts that illuminate the changes in the very nature of the borderlands and

of consumer culture. When I first met Socorro, Juárez’s export industry was

booming, but by 2004, many industrial parks were virtual ghost towns, eerily

quiet and still, with hardly a worker in sight, and their once carefully land-

scaped grounds turned into fields of billowing tumbleweeds and droning

locusts. The number of factories had declined by a third, and the number of

workers employed in them had dropped o√ nearly as much. Television pro-

duction, which Juárez used to dominate for the North American market, is

now practically nonexistent, even though overall factory employment had

recovered somewhat in 2005 and 2006.∂∞ The reason? China’s cheaper labor—

nearly a quarter of the cost of Juárez labor—had struck a body blow to the

Mexican maquiladora industry.

Perhaps the fabric that Socorro purchased in 1994–95 in los chinos did not

come from China, but within little more than a decade it would have, thanks

to the end of the thirty-one-year-old international Multi-Fiber Agreement,

which has been widely predicted to eliminate all obstacles to China’s global

dominance in textile production. In the latest ironic twist to the historical

complications between nationalism, secondary goods, and cross-border con-

sumption, El Paso stores now sell venerable Mexican branded items—and

iconic Mexican imagery—that is manufactured in neither the United States

nor Mexico, but in China.∂≤

How the Border Crossed Goods, Bads, and Tra≈c in Trash

During the run-up to the 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement (nafta),

some Mexican border scholars observed that the once denigrated northern

border had recently achieved a historically unprecedented cultural valuation

among Mexican intellectuals and policymakers: it would become the labora-

tory of Mexico’s future.∂≥ Indeed, as nafta has unfolded, the internal borders

within Mexico that kept export-oriented production and foreign-goods im-

portation isolated to the region adjacent to the border with the United States
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have disappeared. Now Blockbuster, Wal-Mart, and Kentucky Fried Chicken

are as likely to operate in Ciudad Juárez as they are in Oaxaca, Cuernavaca, or

Dallas. Venues such as a bar in Guadalajara, calling itself Bar Yonke Recycle,

suggest that the border’s once-unique slang has left footprints on cultural

formations across Mexico. In a few hours of travel around Mexico, via World

Wide Web, I discovered in early 2007 that the cultural formation that used to be

distinct to the border—the peculiar American English–inflected language of

discard and recovery—has migrated southward, settling not just in every bor-

der city and township but even deep in the interior of the country. Businesses

calling themselves yonkes now range across the states of Sonora, Baja California

(del Norte), and Tamaulipas. Some describe themselves as selling autopartes—

one in Quereterro even calls itself Autopartes Yonke Outlet.∂∂

But in the meantime, the threads of Mexican trade that once got knotted

with American import slang might now be unraveling in the face of a dramati-

cally transformed global economy. Throughout Juárez’s markets, the impact

of China is everywhere. China is now the world’s leading purchaser of re-

covered materials. The cooperative that won the right to declare Juárez’s gar-

bage ‘‘Mexican’’ is practically out of business, having been seriously hampered

by the city’s closure of el dompe following the establishment of a sanitary

landfill in October 1994. Brokers from Mexico’s Pacific coast and southern

California have contacts with buyers in China—foundries, paper plants, and

so forth, so Juárez materials buyers contend with them, instead of locals.

Perhaps, in the not-too-distant future, a new language will emerge to mark

this extraordinary turn of fortune.
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Lowriders at the University of Texas at El Paso, October 1998. Photograph by Laura Trejo, courtesy of
photographer.

The lowrider parade here pictured in a university stadium underscores the complexity of identity politics in
the border region.—A.M.

societies mutually constitute each other. The enormous ‘‘monumentalism’’of

the two national cultural identities and the breadth and depth of distinct

cultural practices on each side of the boundary allow us to speak broadly of

Mexican and U.S. people engaging in a series of cultural encounters in the

region.≤ Many residents, it must be remembered, never cross the border; much

of their practical and meaningful experience is thoroughly oriented toward the

interiors of their own nations.≥ Within the space of the borderlands, we should

be open to both national frames and cross-border frames for the study of

consumer culture. Beyond the immediate border region, a geographically wide

range of interactions take place between the two nations, such as the consump-

tion of Mexican news and entertainment programming in Spanish-language

media throughout each nation, or the vast and dense web of telephone conver-

sations using inexpensive phone cards sold throughout both countries, com-

plete with insignias of popular Mexican soccer teams, or the ubiquity of Coca-

Cola and Hollywood movies. It is thus clear that practices and mandates

associated with a consumer economy bind the two nations together, and not

just along the border, as Evan Ward’s essay about the emergence of a ‘‘new’’

borderlands along Mexico’s Pacific and Gulf coasts amply illustrates.

The study of consumerism in the border region demands a broad perspec-
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tive on the provisioning and production of daily life that ought to inform and

enrich the scholarly tendency toward focusing on possession and display in

the fashioning of identity. Understanding consumption-provisioning systems

is as important as inquiry into the making of habits, tastes, and wants over

time. As anthropologists, we view consumption as the use of materials and

energy in the production of daily life—food, shelter, clothing, and so forth.

The material making and renewal of existence, furthermore, occurs through

the complex interplay between the agency of consumers and the structures

regulating prices, credit, and markets.∂ The specific phenomenon of consum-

erism emerges when people purchase, rather than make, a large portion of the

items used for their material and symbolic life.∑ Each item and activity of

consumption is simultaneously loaded with symbolic meanings and a mate-

rial process of daily existence. Some, but only some, consumption involves

identity construction. In terms of the border region, this means carefully

unpacking that which does speak to the two national cultural ‘‘monuments’’

and their relations to each other, and that which has primarily practical and

personal meanings.

Upon arrival in the region, various European groups and their descendents,

motivated at first by imperialism and then later by nationalism, erected and

dismantled barriers to trade and consumption. As Robert Perez’s essay about

native peoples in the borderlands in this volume shows, New Spain’s cor-

poratist colonial regulations involved widespread (if highly incomplete) re-

strictions on local production and importation from non-Spanish sources.

Further, the regulations sought to di√erentiate communities in terms of sanc-

tioned consumer goods and practices. In the late colonial period, these bar-

riers gradually weakened, a trend that continued after Mexico became inde-

pendent, despite challenging economic conditions throughout the nation.

The process of drawing the contemporary U.S.-Mexico boundary between

1848 and 1853 put into play issues relating to consumption—saliently gender

and domesticity—as Amy Greenberg deftly brings out in her essay in this

volume. Despite the examples Perez and Greenberg line up, in our view, the

border as a functioning region of interchange only emerged in the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries.∏ It was then, for the first time, that

capital, resources, labor, and consumer goods flowed across what was a wide-

open border.

At no point since the 1880s has the sort of flux that Josef Barton and Rachel

St. John describe completely stopped, but the postrevolutionary (post–1920)

Mexican nationalist project did reimpose a degree of corporatism in shaping
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Twenty-First Century Housing in the Mexican Borderlands, Anapra, Mexico, June 2001. Photograph by
Laura Trejo, courtesy of photographer.

Evident here in the Juárez environs are several consumption-provisioning systems characteristic of the
border region: one of the several protruding wires likely connects the house to the electric grid; salvaged
tires and pallets set the yard’s boundaries; boxes, rebar, and tar paper constitute the walls of the house.
The streetlights, telephone wires, and billboard promising ‘‘energia a domicilio’’ further highlight the
dependency on utilities, one of the most important features of consumption-provisioning systems. There is
no sign in the photograph of the source of water, the necessity whose supply is least dependable in the
border region.—A.M.

Mexican consumer structures. National regulations protected domestic indus-

tries and gave Mexican commercial houses privileged access to Mexican and

foreign consumer goods. This era created a rather marked ‘‘Mexicanness’’

both in the practice and meaning of consumption, but again, it was incom-

plete. The border was precisely its place of leakage and eventual breakdown,

with the rampant growth of vice tourism in border cities such as St. John

details for Tijuana, with the extensive smuggling of consumer goods from the

United States (termed fayuca), with the back-and-forth migration of people,

and, after 1965, with a new system of export-oriented manufacturing resulting

in the construction of what would become thousands of maquiladoras. Mex-

ico’s foreign debt, and behind it the ugly marriage of a greedy national elite

with a brutal international banking regime, tore down the foundations of the

inward-developing system. By the 1980s, amid the ruins of the national proj-

ect, a new consumer structure grew: its central features include a high volume

of imported goods (Asian as well as North American), advanced capitalist
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consumer firms, notably U.S. or U.S.-style chain and big-box retailers, and

Mexican mass media conglomerates whose reach extends through Latin

America and the United States.

Living on the border provides income-generating opportunities (legal and

illegal work and commerce) for many Mexicans that translate into greater con-

sumer options than would be available to them in the national economy. U.S.

border towns cater to these consumers such that today, poorer Mexicans walk

across the border to shop in downtown El Paso’s dollar stores, while shoppers

from throughout the state of Chihuahua cram shopping malls, Wal-Marts, and

other big-box retail centers. The billion-dollar contraband drug economy

pumps up consumer spending (on staple items as well as luxury goods such as

suvs, or the garish narco-mansions of East Juárez and West El Paso, occupied

by wealthy Americans and Mexicans). This illicit economy also fuels the growth

of money-exchange houses, expensive restaurants, bars, hotels, and high-end

retail stores, but rampant drug violence disrupts everyday consumer activity

and scares o√ investors and tourists. Mysteriously large deposits of cash bolster

the border banking and finance sectors; the border region has more banks per

capita than any other region in the United States or Mexico. These structural

facts, along with the complex social identities border residents fashion for

themselves, give the border’s consumer culture a unique texture and style.

Yet, despite stylish scholarly research and artistic representations, border

consumption habits are not strictly or even primarily a matter of overt iden-

tity choices. It is important to draw a distinction between the ‘‘normal’’ prac-

tices of consumption (such as Mexican fronterizos buying U.S. milk in local

supermarkets) and explicitly identity-oriented consumption (such as pur-

chasing compact discs of the narcocorrido musical genre). Our point is not to

devalue poor people’s deployment of ethnic or national taste when making

buying decisions—in fact, this volume amply demonstrates the contrary—but

to point out that everyday consumption also involves other types of discretion,

particularly because limited access and purchasing power so severely cur-

tails choice. Understanding how border residents negotiate consumption-

provisioning systems—that is, taking class into consideration—is as important

as inquiry into habits, tastes, and wants that together shape identity.

The essays by Barton and Peter Cahn together make the point that border

consumer patterns in the aggregate are the result of broad movements of

working people creatively adapting to changes in the regional economy and

society. Barton shows how the new consumer practices of Mexican migrants

during the first third of the twentieth century were collective responses to
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The Study of Borderlands Consumption
Potentials and Precautions

The juxtaposition of concentrated wealth and extreme pov-

erty forms the contours of everyday life and consumer

culture in the borderlands. The 2,000-mile boundary between

the United States and Mexico is the only place in the world

where a developed country shares a border with a develop-

ing country. This is not by chance, as American prosperity is

contingent upon the exploitation of cheap Mexican labor and

abundant natural resources. Yet, although the United States is

the wealthiest nation in the world, Mexico, despite the poverty

of over half its people, possesses the twelfth-largest world econ-

omy. Indeed, Mexican telecom entrepreneur Carlos Slim Helú

now outranks Microsoft’s founder Bill Gates as the richest per-

son on the planet. Despite Mexico’s relative poverty, extraordi-

nary pockets of prosperity and lavish consumer lifestyles exist

in Mexico, its northern states, and its border cities, including

Monterrey, Tijuana, and Ciudad Juárez. The close proximity of

the two distinct national cultures and their complex intertwin-

ing of scarcity and abundance, along with government and

private attempts to wall o√ and militarize the border, shape

the consumer society of the borderlands. Despite these fac-

tors, border peoples have long histories of zigzagging, slantwise

movements in which they transgress or avoid international

barriers and create individual and collective strategies of sur-

vival, subsistence, and meaning.∞

It is thus too simple to study border consumption as if Mex-

ico and the United States are two monolithic societies: capital-

ist and traditionalist, rich and poor. Rather, we must envision a

region in which two immensely varied and interpenetrating
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Mrs. Estella Cortez, Corpus Christi,
Texas, 1949. Photograph by Russell
Lee, courtesy Russell Lee Photo-
graph Collection, Box 3y183, nega-
tive no. e—r1—13918af—0004, Center
for American History, University of
Texas, Austin.

Signs of Mrs. Cortez’s engage-
ment with various consumption-
provisioning systems are evident
in the interior of this home in the
border region at mid-century. Mrs.
Cortez, who is washing her hands
before giving her brother-in-law a
hypodermic to treat tuberculosis,
does not have running water or
electricity. She does have access to
foodstu√s, health care, and medi-
cine, all necessities whose trans-
formation into commodities has
created considerable hardship and
opportunity. Consider the branded
canned, bottled, and sacked goods,
which include insignia of an Indian
(Calumet baking power) and of an
African American (Aunt Jemima),
perhaps from a chain grocery like
Piggly Wiggly or the A&P.—A.M.

political and economic processes rather than individual choices in a free mar-

ketplace for goods and labor. Cahn’s fieldwork on the appeal to border people

of direct selling for companies like Amway, Mary Kay, and Omnilife shows the

transformative power of consumption activity for poor migrants surviving on

the edges of the mainstream economy. Akin to drug tra≈cking, direct selling

often entails constant consumption of the product one sells—reversing the

production-consumption cycle. It, too, promises economic independence and

self-realization through informal means that bypass mainstream economic

institutions and procedures.

Adaptation, as should be clear, should be a signpost in all studies of con-

sumption: Sarah Hill’s, Laura Isabel Serna’s, and Lawrence Culver’s essays serve

as a corrective to the tendency of many border scholars to distill this complex

process to ‘‘hybridization.’’ Hill’s ethnographic study illustrates the fluidity of

pragmatic border consumers amidst inequality; in renaming secondhand U.S.

goods in Ciudad Juárez street markets and yonkes, they make them Mexican.

Here we see the limitations of hybridity as a framework, for as Hill demon-

strates, nationalist meanings assert themselves in the Mexican marketplace,

even when the goods being traded are used imports. Serna’s historical study

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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shows that border crossing resulted not in simplistic bricolage of two national

cultures but rather in an endogenous U.S.-side Spanish-language film industry

with overt Mexican themes, imagery, and heroes. Lawrence Culver unearths

another fine example of the troubled course of hybridization: initially Anglos

sought the exotic leisure of Southwestern homes precisely because they were

emblematic of ‘‘the Other,’’ but by the 1950s all that remained of hybridity in

their progeny, the ranch house, was the demand for cheap Mexican labor to

build it, maintain it, and clean it.

Celebrating border hybridity could prevent one from recognizing that it is

frequently lived and viewed quite di√erently in Mexico than in the United

States. Whereas many U.S. academics are quite charmed by the postmodern

play of border hybrid cultures, Mexican intellectuals may view them with a

great deal of apprehension, especially as a sign of American imperialism and

portent of cultural contamination. Additionally, class and symbolic capital

di√erences cross-cut national di√erences in hybridity, which also means there

are ‘‘hybridities and hybridities.’’ Upper-class Mexicans, ‘‘Hispanic yuppies,’’

or ‘‘Anglo yuppies’’ have greater freedom than do working-class Mexicanos on

either side of the border. It is vital to examine how power shapes consumer

practices on the border and elsewhere. The various groups of consumers are,

of course, linked through processes as diverse as labor migration and trans-

national big-box retailers, but the lack of direct access to the other nation and

explicit nationalistic and racist (in some cases) rejections of the identity of the

‘‘other side’’ shape divergent consumer practices and styles. Many border

residents resist hybridity more fervently than do their compatriots living in

the interior: they espouse nationalist, ethnic, or racist reasons for wishing to

‘‘buy American’’ or to maintain their mexicanidad.

Global neoliberal economic flows, unreliable practices of governance, and a

virulent ‘‘drug war’’ are restructuring relations between states, corporations,

and civil society, despite the increasingly high pitch of nationalism. The essays

in this volume clearly establish and exemplify the rewards of a view from the

border: they bring us in touch with concrete social settings and diverse local

practices in a manner that highlights the structures of power that overlay and

overdetermine individual action. Additionally, they bring to light border con-

sumers’ complex maneuvers to achieve economic survival and meaning.

Editor’s Note

I want to thank Professors Heyman and Campbell for bringing their formidable schol-

arly and experiential knowledge of the border, its people, and its cities to bear on the
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essays in this volume. I illustrated and wrote the captions for their essay; the Clements

Department of History at Southern Methodist University partially funded the illustra-

tions’ permission and use fees.
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On La Frontera and Cultures of Consumption
An Essay of Images

I

On the morning of October 16, 1909, in an elaborate carriage

drawn by black horses, leaving his military escort behind, so

as not to infringe the sovereignty of the neighboring nation,

president Porfirio Díaz—former caudillo of sundry revolutions

and anti-interventionist wars—crossed the bridge over the Rio

Grande between Ciudad Juárez and El Paso. El Chamizal, a

then-disputed territory, was declared neutral, but once in o≈-

cial U.S. territory, an aged president Díaz descended from his

carriage, dressed in full military uniform and carrying all the

insignias as chief of government, as symbol of the state, and as

commander-in-chief of all the Mexican armies. U.S. War Sec-

retary Jacob M. Dickinson—a former Confederate soldier—

saluted him. ‘‘You are the first Chief of Executive of a nation to

cross our border,’’ he claimed, marking the event as historic.

William H. Taft, it was reported, then became the first U.S.

president to venture into foreign territory while heading to an

elegant banquet in Ciudad Juárez, organized in honor of the

lawyer, former governor general of the Philippines, and com-

mander-in-chief of the United States.∞ The two presidents had

a private meeting at the Chamber of Commerce in El Paso,

only attended by Chihuahua’s governor Enrique Creel, who

served as interpreter. No one knows what really was discussed,

especially since less than a year later the Pact of Ciudad Juárez—

signed between high Porfirian authorities and revolutionary

factions, with the uno≈cial approval of U.S. authorities and

financiers—established a peaceful transition to what was a dan-

gerous terra incognita for both nations: a Mexico with no Díaz.
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Taft-Diaz Meeting, El Paso,
October 16, 1909. Photograph
by Otis Aultman, courtesy
Aultman Collection, a5989,
El Paso Public Library.

The pact seemed to work until the election of Francisco I. Madero as presi-

dent. The rest is history.

What was discussed at the meeting between Taft and Díaz is less important

than what was indeed performed by both presidents: namely, the border. The

meeting constituted the true inauguration, the final mark of existence, of a

hitherto illusory boundary between two modern nation-states that by then

had existed for nearly a century. It does not really matter whether Díaz was the

first Mexican president to cross the border, or whether Taft was the first U.S.

president to visit a foreign nation (Theodore Roosevelt had been in Panama

before).≤ The border was a lax line that was in constant dispute from its very

inception, as Amy S. Greenberg’s contribution to this collection makes clear.≥

What is important is that the entire paraphernalia of the Taft-Díaz meeting

made visible to the world that the border existed, though even then it was hard

to clearly map it cartographically, economically, and, above all, humanly.

The border had been a legal aspiration but not a physical entity: depending

on the moment and circumstances, it did and did not exist. The conception of

the U.S.-Mexican border was a long and complex process beyond the mere

local mapping disputes. What Díaz crossed was indeed a triumph in itself—

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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Dinner Party, El Paso, May 1911. Photograph by Otis Aultman, courtesy Aultman Collection, a5146, El Paso
Public Library.

This photograph of a dinner party at El Paso home of newspaperman Frank Wells Brown, honoring Francisco
Madero Jr., (seated male furthest to the left), and his family, as well as his revolutionary companions
Giuseppe Garibaldi, well-known arms dealer Lazaro de la Garza, and the German double agent Felix
Sommerfeld (seated at the head of the table), renders the border di√erently than as a line dividing two
nations. It is likely that this dinner was held just days after the Battle of Juarez, in which various revolution-
ary factions together triumphed, securing Madero’s claim to the presidency. The wallpaper, chandeliers,
lace curtains, decorative vases, not to mention full settings of silver cutlery and fine china, all suggest that
the line that distinguishes abundance from scarcity should not be drawn between Americans and Mexicans.
Instead, this line cuts through the two nations and the borderlands in far more complex patterns than the
distinguishing marks of ‘‘nationality’’ could possibly encompass.—A.M.

finally Mexico was a state and a nation so clearly defined and recognized as to

have a physical border that could be imagined and reproduced as definitive in

all sorts of ways. Teddy Roosevelt’s reform and expansion of the U.S. state,

including the economic, cultural, and political integration of the Southwest

into the nation, paralleled Díaz’s consolidation of the Mexican state, which

included connecting the outlying territory to central Mexico through large

railroad networks and industrial development. The border became real, be-

cause it meant what it was supposed to mean to begin with—that the mythical

nations on either side were now consolidated, separate states.

And thus the line divided more than two jurisdictions and sovereignties—

for this was long imagined as a line that would divide two worlds, two civiliza-

tions, two races, two religions, two languages. Or rather, this was always meant

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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to be the division between the West and the ‘‘non-West,’’ the modern and the

backward. As such, the border worked when it did not really exist, as in 1848,

or in the 1920s, or in the 1950s, or today. The two American boundary com-

missioners, John Russell Bartlett and William Emory, subscribed to this vi-

sion, as Amy S. Greenberg lucidly discusses in one of this volume’s essays. This

civilizational barrier is what one character in Lawrence Culver’s essay, Charles

Fletcher Lummis, promoted in order to attract investment and colonization

in the Alta and Baja Californias. And such ontological di√erence, as Rachel

St. John’s contribution shows, was what was reenacted in Tijuana for U.S.

audiences to enjoy. Indeed, the civilizational barrier seems so matter-of-fact

and important that the contributions to this volume attest to how di≈cult it is

to question the past, present, and future existence of what was performed in

1909 for the first time by two presidents. Most of this volume’s contributions

seek to expose the random and unstoppable historical construction of a bor-

der region, but the border has become such a mighty political, economic, and

cultural category that at times, alas, in dismantling it, we ourselves create but

another episode in its intellectual construction.∂

Of course, the borderlands were not then, and are not now, such a barrier

to civilization, nor are they a dividing line between one place with it and

another without. The border had to be painfully constructed as a civilizational

barrier, as much as it had to be maintained as such—unlike, for instance, the

Canadian border with the U.S. or the Guatemalan border with Mexico. For

Díaz, the Guatemalan border was a constant source of political and military,

but not ‘‘ontological’’ problems (to be or not to be Mexico). A border line, a

border zone, borderlands, real, visible, clearly demarcated . . . those were the

final marks of larger historical processes—the formation of nations and states

in the context of the conquest of native peoples and the collapse of competing

European empires. Ever since, we, scholars, have imagined the in and outs

thanks to the possibility of such a border and also have projected the line back

and forth in time, seeking the border in the eighteenth or nineteenth cen-

turies, and in space, finding it in segregated Chicago or Los Angeles, or in

agringado San Miguel Allende or Baja California, or in the realization of a

globalized versus an unglobalized world.∑

However, as this volume shows, the meaning of the border is constantly

shifting. Frontera, línea, escape, paso, garita, zona libre, zona de tolerancia, or

frontier, borderlands, border, limit, sin, free zone, duty free: somehow all

terms involve patterns of consumption and circulation of merchandise. Con-

sumption, therefore, is a singular tool with which to study the changing—in
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Medallion marking spot where U.S. and Mexican nations meet, ca. 2003–2005. Photograph by James R.
Tourtellotte, Customs and Border Patrol Photo Gallery, Website of U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Agency, Department of Homeland Security.

Neither this medallion, nor the sarsaparilla bottle first marking the border in the 1850s, nor the various
concrete and wooden markers, nor the walls and fences so in vogue today, can fully transform the border
from abstract ideal to visible reality.—A.M.

time, space, and morals—meanings of the borderlands. Once both nation-

states incorporated their respective territories and connected them through

railroad lines, fiscal agencies, and educational and judiciary institutions, then

the bordering situation acquired names of very di√erent connotations both in

English and Spanish. Frontera and línea seemed clear demarcations of two

sovereignties: the end of one nation, the beginning of another. But until very

recently in Spanish, frontera and línea were intrinsically connected to paso,

garita, or aduana, very important for the fiscal existence of both states and for

the consumption patterns in Mexico—fayuca (contraband) was, until nafta,

synonymous with frontera.

The most important merchandise in the borderlands, however, has been

always human labor. Mexicans were never included in the accumulating im-

migration restrictions the United States erected between the Chinese Exclu-

sion Act (1882) and the First Quota Act (1920). Merchandise and people legally

and illegally passed over and back again. Even during the Mexican Revolution,

when hundreds of thousands of Mexicans crossed the border, the border was

not seen as a site in which there was a serious migration problem. La línea as
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synonym for migration policy is a late development. Not until the 1920s was

the U.S. Border Patrol established.∏ Even with its militarizing presence, as

Robert Perez characterizes it, la frontera as a migratory rite de passage and as a

national security threat is a very recent phenomenon.

In Spanish, la línea never took the mythical connotation of the English

word frontier, except when talking about Native Americans, whom both

nation-states—Mexico and the United States—were willing and in agreement

about controlling and hopefully exterminating, as Perez’s essay delineates. La

frontera became a frontier, with all its cultural connotations in English, in the

twentieth century, but in a less bucolic and romantic way than we might

imagine. In Mexico, it became el Norte: the adventure, hope, and opportunity

of an economic escape. Hence, contemporary Mexico’s mythic ‘‘West’’ is the

North, and its allure is shown by remesas (remittances), the narrative themes

of popular Mexican and Central American cultures, and in the local popular

heroes in the interior, say, Michoacán or Zacatecas.

What ought to be understood is that the border came to represent the

possibility of escape through consumption for both sides. For Americans it

meant sexual adventure, alcohol, and drugs, or else Mexican arts and crafts

and images of a pristine lost world, of solidarity and community, with which

many U.S. travelers and intellectuals sought to remedy their dismay with U.S.

urban growth and industrialism. For Mexicans, the border also o√ered an

escape, from violence during the revolution, from poverty at all times, but also

from a rigid class structure that possession of commodities could, and still

can, subvert. The border thus provides Mexicans and U.S. nationals an oppor-

tunity to escape, by making consumption, of whatever is desired, possible.π

As the contributions by Lawrence Culver and Rachel St. John show, the

border region also became a zona de tolerancia, o√ering a√ordable sex and sin

for nationals of both sides. In the zone, the jurisdictions of both nations

seemed far away, though they were, in fact, present. The border was there

because there was a borderless situation. Where the rule of law existed, na-

tional ‘‘morals’’ and nationalist values bumped up against each other. In fact,

the Porfirian state created the border in the 1880s and 1890s with railroad

routes and fiscal tari√s, each of which made the borderline’s presence all too

conspicuous.∫ But somehow, since the end of the nineteenth century, the

region that was ‘‘de paso’’ (a temporary way station en route to somewhere)

gained fame as a site of moral and legal flexibility. U.S. consumers soon

appropriated the zona de tolerancia and zona libre on the way to temporary

bliss of a bargain found, a rush acquired.
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When leftist president Lázaro Cárdenas decided to ban prostitution and

gambling throughout Mexico, he was not thinking exclusively about the bor-

der. Except for some forms of anarchism, in the 1920s and 1930s the Left often,

in Mexico or Moscow, blended with a sort of Victorian belief in the value of

the family, women’s role as mothers, homophobia, and stringent notions of

hygiene and sanitation that extended to sexual practices. Salvador Novo, a

Mexico City dandy (often mocked by 1920s and 1930s revolutionary intellec-

tuals), believed that Cárdenas’s measures would not work, as ‘‘no one can ban

hunger by decree.’’ Prostitution and gambling moved not only to Las Vegas,

Nevada but also illegally to Chicago and to Mexico City, where the 1930s and

1940s were epic decades recounted in all sorts of sinful anecdotes. The border

had moved, literally, to major urban centers in each nation.

But in terms of consumption, the conviction that the border symbolized

ontological di√erences of lasting dichotomies demands criticism and research.

Let me mention but one dichotomy that is present in some of this volume’s

contributions—that between the Mexican elite and poor. In terms of con-

sumption, Mexican elites are axiomatically cast as Europeanized, American-

ized, modernized, racist, individualistic, consumerist, and globalized, in con-

trast with the Mexican poor, who are aprioristically considered traditional,

rural, and anti-urban, somehow really Mexican, not consumerist, not racist,

not individualistic, and not yet globalized. Although Josef Barton’s essay for

this collection shows that elites and poor contributed to the emergence of

global economies, there seems to be a consensus about the real existence of

this division, even in Barton’s lucid account, through which he wishes to show

that there is ‘‘globalization from below.’’ It assumes an original pristine state of

the Mexican poor, as if until the late nineteenth century they had remained

community-based, rural, traditional. Very likely, northern Mexican peoples

were Catholics and consumers who had a long history of migration and

adaptation, starting especially in the late eighteenth century. But somehow we

tend to see them as the carriers of historical fixedness and non-Westernness.

In the study of consumption in the borderlands, to maintain this sharp

cultural distinction between rich and poor reinforces Mexico’s ontological

distinction vis-à-vis the United States. For if Mexico’s poor were considered

consumerist and westernized as its elites, then radical cultural di√erences

between U.S. and Mexican cultures would be very di≈cult to maintain. Dif-

ferent they would be, but not in the sense of two opposed civilizations. The

borderlands, as a source of legal and illegal opportunities, would cease to

represent the land of clashes of civilizations, and instead the laxity of rules and
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regulations, of new riches, legal or illegal, and also of old and new forms of

misery, whether in the railroad construction of the past or the maquiladoras of

the present, would dominate our vision. The borderlands is, above all, a

testing zone of di√erent cultural patterns of consumption that do not adhere

to notions of consumers as traditional and poor or modern and elite. Narco

nouvelles riches consume what would be seen by old Monterrey, Saltillo, or

Mexico City elites as gaudy, but they are vast consumers of Mexican, U.S,

Asian, and European products.

I grew up witnessing in La Piedad, Michoacán the trendy nature of elec-

tronic and automotive fashions every December, when migrants would come

back with all sorts of new products that we, the ‘‘Europeanized’’ middle classes,

had never seen: the first wireless remote control Sony Trinitron television I saw

in my life, the first lowrider car, the first electronic watch. And this was not

because I was backward, but because Mexico existed under a sort of protective

Franquism in which we were forced to consume Mexican products. While the

higher classes and migrant workers had forged pathways that allowed them to

consume foreign-made goods, Mexican nationalism, in the form of prohibi-

tive tari√s, restricted the consumption of the middle classes. Often the mi-

grants would run out of money and would sell the products before returning to

the States. My grandfather bought a Sony Trinitron, but I was condemned to

watch old Mexican Tin Tan and Dolores del Río (each frontier products)

movies through the uncanny-looking bobbleish sticker that read sony a≈xed

to the screen, as my elitist provincial lawyer grandfather asked us never to

remove the sticker. Commodity fetischismus was as strong for him as for the

migrant worker who sold him the TV—it was fayuca, but in the form of the

waste left by migrant workers in La Piedad. Stories such as this one could join

Sarah Hill’s intriguing ethnography of waste between opulence and poverty.Ω

II

In 1889, the Sociedad Mexicana de Consumo attempted to organize a great

commercial exhibition in Mexico City in order to teach Mexicans how to

consume. Mexicans were, according to the president of the society, Antonio

Medina y Ormaechea, happy with pulque, a pair of sandals, and cheap cotton

trousers. In fact, in late-nineteenth-century economic thought, the absence of

consumption habits was considered an obstacle to economic growth, and it

was a dogma that low-class Mexicans, regardless of their income, had very

primitive consumption habits.∞≠ Such dogma rose out of deeply seated histori-

cal biases about the character of Mexicans and Americans. That is, it was
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believed on the one hand that Mexicans naturally engaged in primitive forms

of consumption that gave the collective unit (family, community) primacy

over the individual, while Americans, on the other hand, naturally followed

individualistic consumption habits, which were cast as modern. Thus the U.S.-

Mexican border came to be the natural ground to look at the encounter of

tradition and modernity, a perspective that this volume, in part, perpetuates.

The conceptual consensus, in part rising out of a reflexive sense that primi-

tive and civilized, or traditional and modern, meet and clash at the border,

unites the volume’s di√erent chapters. The authors show us how certain pat-

terns of consumption defined the border: how, for instance, romantic dreams

of an ‘‘old Mexico’’ led to real estate speculation and a tourist industry peddling

at first the ‘‘authentic,’’ and then the forbidden. They also admirably move

beyond historiographies centered on the nation-state, but in so doing they at

times perpetuate an unquestioned assumption: the existence of two clearly

demarcated and opposed U.S. and Mexican cultures, defined historically, cul-

turally, or racially. The belief that U.S. and Mexican cultures are separate

entities is linked, in turn, to ideas about Americanization, Mexicanization,

hybridization, and nationalization that also course through the volume.

The conviction that the two nations are di√erent in essential ways needs

some revision. First, Mexicans and Americans have long been consumers,

according to their means, to the social definitions of their needs, and to

the merchandise available to them. Nineteenth-century economists tended to

consider ‘‘native’’ clothing, sombreros, or pulque as outside the realm of con-

sumption. In fact, most of what we call ‘‘traditional’’ clothing symbolized

patterns of consumption established, transformed, and demanded by Spanish

and Indian authorities in di√erent cities and towns. In the 1880s, Mexican

authorities were surprised by how much of the collective income of towns was

used to organize the yearly celebration of the santo patrón del pueblo. Flowers,

special clothing, food, di√erent decorations, parties, beverages, books, papers,

wood, fireworks . . . all demanded lots of consumption that extended beyond

local commerce. In early-twentieth-century Mexico City, the massive con-

sumption of pulque astounded sanitary, fiscal, and religious authorities. In the

1930s, a drink produced in northern Mexico—beer—surpassed it. A blend of

Mexican and foreign propaganda techniques sold beer throughout the coun-

try. Perhaps the state, with its connections to northern breweries and concerns

for social hygiene, promoted the shift in tastes and habits away from home-

brewed pulque. National and foreign hygienists believed that rather than ex-

perimenting with useless U.S.-style prohibition or continuing with the dan-
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‘‘The Queens of Tijuana,’’ ca. 1925. Photographic postcard, courtesy DeGoyler Archives, Southern Method-
ist University, Dallas, Texas. Thanks to Andrea Boardman for identifying and locating this image.

Mexicali Pilsner and other beers brewed and bottled in Northern Mexico sated the thirst of U.S. nation-
als during the twenties, and extended their appeal throughout Mexico during the 1930s.—A.M.

gerous pulque, whose sanitary conditions were hard to control, beer had to

triumph as soon as possible.∞∞ Beer, a border product, won the contest.

On the other hand, historians are only beginning to understand the con-

sumption habits of peasants and the urban poor. In Mexico City, in the 1920s,

Jewish and Lebanese immigrants demonstrated, long before Avon or Omnlife

—the interesting recent cases studied by Peter S. Cahn in this volume—that with

innovative forms of credit, Mexico City’s poor could become active consum-

ers.∞≤ Some Jews and Lebanese established themselves as small ambulant re-

tailers in northern Mexico and the southwestern U.S. In the city, these vendors

went door to door selling religious images, fabrics, socks, cloth, and basic

hardware on installment payments. And the vendors and clients kept trying

new products, some of them made in the United States: medicines, knitting

supplies, and eventually movies. According to various recollections from these

vendors, collected in the 1980s through oral histories, very rarely did they

encounter problems. Mexicans, they said, were great consumers and good

clients.∞≥ Often Polish or Aleppo Jews, the peddlers sold santitos; whether this is

a sin is for the Pope to say. But the lesson is interesting for the analysis of pat-

terns of consumption at the border. No one in Mexico City, of course, thought

that to buy a santito from ‘‘el alemán’’—as the peddlers were often called, and

wanted to be called rather than being identified as Jews—was a threat to either

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
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their religiosity or their Mexicanness. The form of credit was also an innovation

that was quite acceptable for consumers and profitable for the peddlers, many

of whom eventually became successful Mexican empresarios.

Though scarcity marked what we know as the border region, whatever

consumption took place there before the real conception of the border cannot

easily be related to national identities. Mexican gold and silver coins circulated

throughout the region and the world, and no American thought that to have

them or exchange them was an un-American thing to do. Mexican food is a

world commodity, as is Frida Kahlo, but they are also, and perhaps more

importantly, U.S. commodities. Industrialized products started to reach the

U.S. Southwest and northern Mexico in the late nineteenth century; to con-

sume tinned food became standard even in these far reaches before the turn of

the century, as Barton’s inventory of one of the grocery stores in south Texas

suggests. In fact, once the border was truly real, it became not a zone where

national identities faced o√, but a place where collective dreams of all sorts and

styles of consumptions proliferated: the utopia of gold, of the television, of the

stereo, of the Troca, of sex (for Mexicans), and the allure of exotic adventures,

alcohol, cheap labor, nannies, and sex (for U.S. citizens).

Indeed, the prism of consumption raised concerns about the national. But I

have the impression that these were a more metropolitan, interior preoccupa-

tion, rather than a thing of the borderlands. Even at the turn of the twentieth

century, Mexican intellectuals were alarmed about the insertion of U.S. En-

glish into Mexico City’s Spanish, or about the overwhelming presence of U.S.

products in their capital city. These concerns were not as strong in the border-

lands. But U.S. travelers and Mexican intellectuals in the capital were com-

plaining, because they wanted their pristine Mexico. In 1890s Mexico City,

Henry Adams felt betrayed by the lack of Mexican exoticism—Mexico was too

American—and in 1919 a U.S. radical, Charles Phillips, saw in the omnipres-

ence in Mexico City of the Singer sewing machine, the Oliver typewriter, and

Libby’s potted beef, ‘‘the modern age of Mexico’’:

Mexican cities mean nothing without

Oliver, Singer, and Libby

Lift up your voices, O Comrades and shout

Oliver, Singer, and Libby!∞∂

He, like many U.S. travelers, commentators, and intellectuals, wanted Mexico

to conform to the image of a rural and communitarian place, a utopia just

south of the border.
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El Grullense #1, Redwood City, California, June 2007. Photograph by Adam Herring, courtesy of photog-
rapher.

Three of the well-known El Grullense taco stands occupy vacated fast-food chain buildings—A&W Root
Beer—in the Silicon Valley town known as ‘‘little Jalisco.’’ As often as Mexican food start-ups move into run-
down sites abandoned by national chains, these same national chains are moving into territories previously
dominated by the mom-and-pop store and taco stand: borderland cities now host numerous McDonald’s
and Sonics, while the cities in Mexico’s interior are home not only to American fast-food chains but also to
local ones, including the Guatemalan Pollo Campanero found as far north as Dallas, Texas. These restau-
rants tend to o√er foods high in caloric content and low in price.—A.M.

Curiously, though this volume’s contributions do not deal with it, food can

be seen as an extremely revealing historical phenomenon, especially on the

U.S.-Mexican border. Moving from central Mexico to the border, or from New

England to the deserted Southwest, the path went from relative caloric abun-

dance to profound scarcity. But for Mexico at some point in the twentieth

century this path changed, and the closer to the border one got, the cheaper

the calories became, in a way that Mexico had not known: after all, until the

1920s Mexico’s great problem was very low demographic growth, largely due

to the scarcity of foodstu√s. Today, more and more cheap calories are acces-

sible everywhere, not only in the borderlands; their consumption is a mark of

racial and class standing in the United States, and more and more a common

phenomenon in low-income families throughout Mexico. This is an unprece-

dented fact in the history of humankind. For centuries, poverty resulted in low

caloric consumption; now we have extremely high caloric consumption in the

midst of misery.∞∑ The consequent poor health, particularly obesity, renders
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the contrast between opulence and poverty (within Mexico and within the

United States, as well as between the two countries) all the more compelling.

Along these lines, the importance of tourist consumption along the bor-

der comes into focus; as Lawrence Culver shows, ‘‘important landmarks of

twentieth-century consumer culture’’ came from but also went beyond the

U.S.-Mexico border.∞∏ In contrast, Rachel St. John argues that the political

and cultural allure of a tourist border was that it ‘‘created a commodified

Mexican culture that was simply meant to amuse and entertain.’’ This same

version of Mexican culture, Evan Ward argues, is what Cancún o√ers up at a

much better advantage than border cities could—its Mayan-themed architec-

ture, ubiquitous air conditioning, and sandy beaches combine to draw hun-

dreds of thousands of tourists. In each place—Lummis’s ‘‘Great Southwest’’ of

the turn of the twentieth century, the Tijuana of the twenties, and the Cancún

of the nineties—promoters drawing distinctions between the United States

and Mexico called upon ‘‘theming,’’ a practice that had its origins in 1880s

international exhibitions, with their prominent ‘‘Streets of Cairo’’ or ‘‘Mexican

Town’’ or ‘‘History of Habitation’’ exhibits, where Mexico was often somehow

included. 1950s Disneyland, just on the southern edge of Los Angeles, was but

a continuation of this trend.

In sum, consumption patterns are indispensable for understanding the

borderlands and the two nations as well. We know that since the eighteenth

century, European, Mexican, and U.S. settlers and travelers considered these

territories as tough and dangerous places, constantly subjected to the cruelty

of nature and attacks by ‘‘indios bárbaros.’’ Scarcity, as Alexis McCrossen re-

marks, defined the region, although the patterns of consumption, commerce,

and exchange prior to the mid–nineteenth century are only marginally under-

stood, despite the e√orts of Robert Perez in the first part of his essay in this

volume. Population was scarce, and life was di≈cult. How the region went

from scarcity to various forms of abundance lending themselves to consump-

tion and interactions that could be labeled ‘‘Mexican,’’ ‘‘American,’’ ‘‘national,’’

‘‘transnational,’’ ‘‘Mexicanizing,’’ ‘‘Americanizing,’’ ‘‘modern,’’ ‘‘global,’’ ‘‘up-

rooting,’’ ‘‘communitarian,’’ or ‘‘hybrid’’ is the story the contributions to this

volume tell in variegated ways.

It is a story that says as much about the social transformation of the border

as it does about the intellectual struggle to overcome the category border as

an unquestioned barrier between civilizations. For if the story of consumption

in the border is that of gradual globalization but with strong ‘‘bordering’’

marks—racial, cultural, national, ethnic, and economic distinctions—then the
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story of the border as a concept has moved from the invisible line between

radically opposed imagined ontologies to the massive ecological, social, politi-

cal, and economic presence of borderlands between two ‘‘worlds’’ which are

conceived of as more than two nations. Mexico and the United States con-

stitute two assumed civilizations that were, and are, nevertheless totally, in

human and economic terms, integrated. Hence, though the United States and

Mexico have long shared a common history and destiny, the border has be-

come a power zone that attracts and repels multinational economic interests

and common people seeking daily subsistence.

Legally, the border went from a loose line to fixed boundary, while in the

imaginaires of both nations it went from a fixed boundary to a loose social

and cultural line that, notwithstanding, is still assumed to be an unchanging

boundary. It is precisely the consumption of products, of ideas, of human

labor that has blended Mexico and the United States into one human unit that

makes obsolete our fixed distinction of the United States and of Mexico as

ontological antinomies.

III

In 1861, the influential Swiss American scientist, Louis Agassiz, upon learning

of the Confederate bombing of Fort Sumter (1861), said, ‘‘They will Mexi-

canize the country.’’ Mexicanizing meant political instability and violence, to

be sure—the Civil War made the United States one with the Americas, where

modern violent struggle to create unified nation-states was the norm. But it

would also mean, for Agassiz, a Mexico-like racial chaos and promiscuity,

which was supposed to emerge from the end of slavery, emancipation, and the

massive migration of free blacks to the North.∞π Agassiz’s theories never de-

feated those of his great enemy, Charles Darwin. But his racial views of what

could happen to the United States in light of Mexico’s racial promiscuity were

then, and are still now, a common fear. A recent iteration of this fear came

from Samuel Huntington’s formulation of ‘‘The Hispanic Challenge.’’∞∫ Para-

doxically, the idea of the borderlands might help to conquer this racist predic-

tion, but to a great extent race has been what underpins the category of

borderlands in anthropological, ethnographic, political, and historical schol-

arship. I share my doubts about this racialization, but alas, I do not have a

solution. In historicizing and critiquing race there is no need to indulge in the

current academic obsession with race. Racializing from the point of view of

the present—though with commendable progressive political goals—an al-

ready racialized past only reinforces the centrality of race in real life, in our
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‘‘A Storefront, San Antonio, Texas,’’ 1949. Photograph by Russell Lee, courtesy Russell
Lee Photograph Collection, Center for American History, University of Texas at Austin.

The San Antonio store selling ‘‘the finest Latin American records’’ speaks to trans-
national patterns of cultural consumption. In the 1920s, U.S. recording companies set
up temporary studios in the hotels of San Antonio and other Texas cities, where they
paid Mexican musicians for nothing more than the sessions. Similar e√orts in Texas and
elsewhere resulted in ‘‘race records’’ recorded by and meant for African Americans. But,
by the 1940s, U.S. record companies no longer sought out Mexican musicians; until the
1970s, small independent labels produced a handful of American-born performers of
Mexican and Tejano music, and record stores like this one imported records from
Mexico and the rest of Latin America.—A.M.

narratives, and into the present. What is there to do? In general, thanks to their

transnationalism, these volume’s contributions show the importance of race

without necessarily reproducing racial marking as a necessary intellectual or

political argument.

Race, however, is a tricky category of historical analysis. Ethnic markers, for

instance, can be said to be important in past and present commercial markets,

but do these markers grant more identity to their consumers than the very fact

of consuming? Is the fact that Mexicans in the 1940s bought more Agustín Lara

records than, say, Frank Sinatra albums, more important than the fact that for

the first time in Mexico’s history Mexicans of all classes and throughout the

nation consumed the same cultural product through rca records and the

prominent radio station xew—la voz de la América Latina desde México’’?

Laura Serna’s insightful analysis of movies and theaters in the border high-
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Poster for ‘‘Nigga, the romantic style’’
posted in Tlalpan, Mexico City, June 4,
2007. Digital photograph by Thomas
Aleto, courtesy photographer.

This poster pasted on a wall in Mexico
City reveals the complexity and depth
of the contemporary trade in racialized
popular culture, rather than the extent
of Mexico’s ‘‘Americanization.’’—A.M.

lights many aspects of the complexity that arise when race is considered. Were

theater entrepreneurs ethnic because they were Mexicans who o√ered condi-

tions for Mexican consumers that racialized U.S. commercial spaces denied

them, or were they ethnic because they were selling something radically dif-

ferent than what U.S. film entrepreneurs were producing? Why ‘‘ethnic’’?

Could a successful Jewish Mexican entrepreneur, Jacobo Granat, who in the

1930s became an owner of various theaters in the north of Mexico and in the

capital, be considered equally ethnic?∞Ω Were Mexicans in Serna’s account

Americanized because of their attitudes toward blacks, expressed when they

resisted being seated with African Americans in Texas’s segregated theaters, or

were they simply racist, as were the poor and small merchants in Durango,

Torreón, or Mexico City, especially against the Chinese?

Race, we know today, is a dubious biological fact, to say the least. But race

in the border, to be sure, was and is an overwhelming reality. In the second half

of the nineteenth century, the border became a scenario for the worst expres-

sions of racial prejudice. Lynching people of Mexican descent gave voice to

what historian Richard Hofstadter called in the 1950s ‘‘ethnic nationalism,’’ an
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expression of anguish about lost status and extinction of privilege.≤≠ But Mexi-

cans, of all classes also had their racial prejudices. Except for some well-known

cases, Mexico’s history has no record of massive lynching or slaughter of U.S.

citizens, but it does o√er ample evidence of the murder and harassment of

Spaniards and Chinese. Racisms have chaotically blended along the border,

with various outcomes. U.S. immigration quotas produced a Mexican Jewish

community in Mexico City. Institutionalized racism in Mexico enlarged Cali-

fornia’s Chinese communities. Overwhelming class distinctions added to U.S.

racism against Mexicans. And the color line as deeply divides Mexican mi-

grants in the border region and throughout the United States as it does white

Americans.

IV

‘‘Cerré con fuerza [los ojos] y vi cuánto silencio arrastra el río’’ (I closed my eyes

and I saw how much silence the river swept along)—thus ends one of the short

stories by fronteriza writer Rosario Sanmiguel.≤∞ The dividing river is of si-

lence, because it is a pause, a hide, a circumspection, an escape, but also

because it is an intriguing cultural product, despite or because of violence and

misery. It is a cultural product that has become popular merchandise lately.

Borderlands as a cultural ‘‘denominación de origen’’ is in. The border has

attracted high and low cultural e√orts, in English and Spanish: novels by

Gabriel Trujillo Muñoz, Daniel Sada, Carlos Fuentes, Arturo Pérez-Reverte, or

the late Roberto Bolaños, art exhibits in Tijuana and San Diego, grupero

music, and Hollywood thrillers with fronterizo topics. The 2005 film Brokeback

Mountain incorporated into the vanguard rendition of gay cowboy erotica one

protagonist’s trip to the border in search, of course, of escape, of cheap sex,

and of alcohol. He could have said, too, with his gay escape to the border:

‘‘cuánto silencio arrastra el río.’’

Patterns of consumption in the borderlands ought to include the consider-

ation of borderlands as recent cultural product in itself. New York or Mexico

City seem to some passé, simply old cultural canons, surpassed by la frontera.

It seems that we went from the Mexico of Under the Volcano or of Los de abajo

(another fronterizo product, first published in San Antonio, Texas) to (as a

critic put it commenting on the literature of the border), ‘‘el anuncio de que

todo es posible aunque nada sea auténtico’’ (the statement that everything is

possible though none of it is authentic).≤≤ The new authenticity is la frontera,

the kingdom of the ephemeral, the post-, the fragmentary, the hybrid.

As a historian, of course, I do not doubt the cultural richness of the border-
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Detail of Nogales Border Wall
Mural, Nogales, Mexico, by
Alberto Morackis and Guada-
lupe Serrano. Photograph by
Steev Hise, November 29, 2005,
courtesy of photographer.

The depiction here of three inter-
related forms of consumption—
that of cheap labor (as repre-
sented by the migrant bodies
made of screws), that of neces-
sities and decencies (the shoes
and washing machine), and that
of borderlands culture (the mural
itself)—serves to critique the
commodification of humans, the
stu√ of life, and art.—A.M.

lands, though I would hesitate to call them an unprecedented or a unique

phenomenon. But then again, I am for vicio (vice) and oficio (craft), a chilango

(city slicker), and also—worse—a scholar working in U.S. universities. More-

over, I have spent fifteen years in and out of Barcelona, being a minor observer

of the European project in contrast with the identity struggles of post-Franco

Spain. That is, I am particularly ill equipped to understand how the U.S.-

Mexico border is, to quote a classic (Anzaldúa), ‘‘una herida supurante’’ (a

weeping wound).

In Mexico or the United States or elsewhere, in terms of culture and con-

sumption, is not fronterizo the indispensable state of things? The border is

geography, a line, but it is something else. It is transnationalism, experimenta-

tion, the boom of the lumpen, clashes, drugs, and irreverence—cultural en-

counters of all kinds. But to the historian’s ears this sounds like business as

usual. In literature, for instance, to inhabit frontiers has been, for American

English, the name of the game. What is literature in American English with-

out the input of people who are Jewish, Chinese, Puerto Rican, Irish, Mexican,

African, Hindus, or mojados? Literature changes in borders, but in frontiers it

[Duke University Press does not hold electronic rights to this image. 
 To view it, please refer to the print version of this title.] 
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lives. It is the same in Spanish, nor is this a new development. Rubén Darío,

Alfonso Reyes, José Vasconcelos, Paul Groussac, or Jorge Luis Borges wrote the

until-then unsayable in Spanish because they lived in between cultural borders

(the Americas, Europe, Japan, India, the United States). The odd thing was not

the cultural frontiers, but the blind faith in the existence of clearly defined and

fixed national cultures.

Indeed, the U.S.-Mexico border, as this volume’s contributions dealing with

contemporary topics show, is home to a new phenomenon. Maquilas and the

new role of Mexican women are a true novelty in Mexico and on the border. But

the border has been at the center of twentieth-century political and cultural life

in both the United States and Mexico. For Mexican analysts it is rather simple to

see and accept the importance of the North in the examination of anything

Mexican. For analysts of the United States, however, it seems that it would be a

sort of historical degradation to see and admit that since that great first nation-

alistic rite de passage–the U.S.-Mexico War—Mexico has been essential in the

definition of what Huntington would call the ‘‘Anglo-Saxon creed.’’

We can read great icons of Mexico’s twentieth-century culture in fronterizo

key. José Vasconcelos, Mexico’s most prominent thinker of the first half of the

twentieth century, was not only the chilango ideologue of the ‘‘cosmic race,’’

but the man who grew up in the borderlands, who, as he recalled, almost

became a Texano George de Santayana—but he declined the o√er of his U.S.

high school teacher to take a scholarship at the University of Texas, and instead

moved to Mexico City. His love for the classics came from late-nineteenth-

century U.S. public libraries, and his hatred of gringos and Protestants came

from the border. Also, Octavio Paz’s Laberinto de la soledad is but a collection

of essays written by a young Mexican diplomat witnessing, in the 1940s, Mex-

ico in and from Los Angeles. What we are seeing in the current literary

consumption of fronterizo is more of the same. The new literature from the

border, I have the impression, could be seen as a return to the same old water

spring in view of the cultural aridness of the Anáhuac Valley. And the spring

always provides something, but not what first-generation U.S. populists found

in their imagined Mexico—utopias of communal life and bucolic origins—but

in a maudit, disconcerting fashion, as someone who digs in what is always

true: misery, vice, vileness, violence, but also plentiful cultural creativity.

Editor’s Note

An expression of thanks to Professor Tenorio-Trillo is hardly su≈cient as acknowledg-

ment for the passion and knowledge he brought to reading and thinking about the
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essays in this volume. What is more, reading an early draft of his reflection on the

volume inspired me as I worked to frame the volume’s chapters in my introductory

essay and to illustrate the entire volume with worthy images. It was a special pleasure to

illustrate and write the captions for Professor Tenorio’s essay; the Clements Department

of History at Southern Methodist University partially funded the illustrations’ permis-

sion and use fees.

Notes

Notes fully cite primary sources and specialized secondary sources. Full bibliographic

details for all other citations are in the volume’s selected bibliography.

1. As reported by the New York Times, October 17, 1909.

2. Santa Ana had crossed the border before but he was either not a president, or he had

not reached the border with the United States, but rather with the Republic of Texas.

The Brazilian Emperor Pedro II visited the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition.

3. Recent contributions have advanced the examination of this cartographic moment in

the history of both nations, see especially Rebert, Gran Línea; Craib, Cartographic

Mexico; and Amy S. Greenberg’s bibliographical references in her essay in this volume.

There remains much to do in examining the mutual spatial formation between Mexico

and the United States, which very likely parallels the mythical mutual construction of

each nation’s nationalism, one as the antinomy of the other.

4. Some recent studies have sought to historicize the construction of this ontological

division: Reséndez, Changing National Identities; Truett and Young, eds., Continental

Crossroads; Truett, Fugitive Landscapes; Young, Catarino Garza’s Revolution.

5. Evan Ward’s analysis of pronaf (1961–65) in his essay in this volume covers a poorly

known period of Mexican history and Antonio Bermúdez, an important personality

who deserves analysis. Though Ward examines Mexican policies without referring to

the ‘‘civilizational gap’’ I here discuss, he does argue that the program adopted and

adapted American promotional and industrial techniques. And indeed it did. The

problem is, why are these techniques considered ‘‘American’’? We need to start challeng-

ing the notion that everything capitalist or modern is ‘‘American.’’ When various U.S.

artists went to Mexico to learn mural painting with Diego Rivera, they were not purely

adapting and adopting a Mexican art; they were involved in a global trend that included

Italian, French, Spanish, German, and Mexican art. The historian Daniel Rodgers has

shown how di≈cult it is to consider purely American the many policies and ideas of the

U.S. Progressive Era, and the same should be done for the arts and culture. Daniel

Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1999).

6. Dirk Raat, ‘‘The Diplomacy of Suppression: Los Revoltosos, Mexico and the United

States, 1906–1911,’’ Hispanic American Historical Review 56 (1976): 529–50; Dirk Raat,

‘‘U.S. Intelligence Operations and Covert Actions in Mexico 1900–1947,’’ Journal of

Contemporary History 22 (1987): 615–38.
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7. Bunker, ‘‘ ‘Consumers of Good Taste.’ ’’ See also Casasola, ed., México, ¿quieres tomarte

una foto conmigo?; Moreno, Yankee, Don’t Go Home!

8. See Jáuregui, ‘‘Vino viejo y odres nuevos’’; Riguzzi, ¿La reciprocidad imposible?

9. Sarah Hill points out an interesting avenue for further historical research. Already

Alma Guillermoprieto’s amazing essay about pepenadores in 1980s Mexico City, pub-

lished in The Heart That Bleeds (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), has inspired some

graduate students to pursue the history of garbage, but there remains a lot to be done,

especially between Mexico and the United States. The first thing that a Mexican learns in

the United States is that nothing is repaired, everything is replaced by new parts, new

models, new things.

10. Antonio de Medina y Ormaechea, Iniciativa para celebrar el Primer Centenario de la

Independencia de México con una Exposición Universal (Mexico City: n.p., 1893); La

Exposición Universal del Primer Centenario Mexicano (Mexico City: n.p., 1894).

11. See the memoirs of the great physician Hans Zinsser who in the early 1930s visited

Mexico: Hans Zinsser, As I Remember Him. The Biography of R.S. (Boston: Little,

Brown, and Company, 1940). About the beer industry and its expansion in Monterrey,

see Haber, Industry and Underdevelopment ; Saragoza, Monterrey Elite.

12. Omnilife is similar to an earlier border health consumption pattern. As Alexis

McCrossen briefly mentions in one of her essays in this volume, ‘‘Disrupting Bound-

aries,’’ U.S. pseudo-doctor John R. Brinkley established the most powerful radio station

in northern Mexico in the 1920s and 1930s, xer, broadcasting his ‘‘cures’’ to the U.S.

Southwest and northern Mexico. See Ortiz Garza, Una radio entre dos reinos.

13. This assertion is based on my examination of memoirs and oral history interviews

with various immigrants to Mexico City. See especially the translation from the Yiddish

of David Zabludowsky, Años pasados. I have also looked into 154 interviews of Jews in

Mexico (done mostly in the 1980s), a project of the Institute of Contemporary Jewry,

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

14. I deal with this material in ‘‘The Brown Atlantis,’’ in City upon a Lake, forthcoming.

15. See Cullather, ‘‘Foreign Policy of the Calorie.’’

16. See LeFalle-Collins and Goldman, Spirit of Resistance; Oles, South of the Border ;

Boardman, Destination México.

17. Anecdote told in Nathaniel S. Shaler, The Autobiography of Nathaniel Southgate

Shaler (Boston: Houghton MiΔin, 1909), as quoted in Louis Menand, The Metaphysical

Club (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001), 102.

18. Samuel Huntington, Who Are We?: The Challenges to America’s National Identity

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 2004); Fernando Escalante, ed., Otro sueño americano:

En torno a quiénes somos de Samuel P. Huntington (Mexico City: Paidós, 2004). For

similar arguments but from the other side of the identity debate, see González, Culture

of Empire. See also David Hollinger, Postethnic America (New York: Pantheon Books,

1995); José Antonio Águilar Rivera, El sonido y la furia: La persuasión multicultural en

México y Estados Unidos (Mexico City: Santillana Ediciones Generales, 2004).

19. He then sold his theaters to the most successful theater owner from the 1930s to the
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1950s, a U.S. entrepreneur who lived in Mexico, William Jenkins. Institute of Contem-

porary Jewry, oral history interview. See also Andrew Paxsman, ‘‘Golden Age Monop-

oly: How William Jenkins Came to Control the Mexican Film Industry,’’ unpublished

paper in author’s possession. Seth Fein’s dissertation, ‘‘Hollywood and United States–

Mexico Relations,’’ is indispensable to understanding the cultural exchange in the Mexi-

can movie industry.

20. According to William D. Carrigan and Clive Webb, there were more than 500 men of

Mexican origins lynched in the United States from the 1870s to 1930s. More research

needs to be done on the subject. Carrigan and Webb, ‘‘The Lynching of Persons of

Mexican Origin or Descent in the United States, 1848 to 1928,’’ Journal of Social History

37 (2003): 411–38; Coerver and Hall, Texas and the Mexican Revolution; de León, They

Called Them Greasers; Limón, ‘‘El Primer Congreso Mexicanista de 1911.’’

21. Rosario Sanmiguel, ‘‘Bajo el puente,’’ Quimera 258 (June 2005): n.p.

22. Nuria Vilanova, ‘‘Literatura y frontera: De México a Estados Unidos,’’ Quimera no.

258 (2005): n.p. See also María Socorro Tabuenca Córdoba, ‘‘Outlining U.S.-Mexico’s

Border Identities, and the Ciudad Juárez Cultural Movement’’, delivered at the collo-

quium México y Estados Unidos: Nuevas posiciones y contraposiciones, Rice University,

April 1, 2006.
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